
•.........................• 

23. Defendant has a duty to honor its contractual obligations. Defendant has 

2 failed and refused to perform its obligations pursuant to the terms and conditions of the 

3 Commission Letter. 

4 24. As a result of Defendant's breach of contract, Plaintiffs have suffered 

5 damages in the amount according to proof, in excess of Ten Thousand Dollars ($10,000). 

6 25. As a result of Defendant's breach of contract, Plaintiffs have been forced to 

7 bring this matter before the Court. Accordingly, Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of 

8 reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 

9 

10 

THIRD CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

(Breach of Good Faith and Fair Dealing) 

11 26. Plaintiffs reallege and incorporate herein each and every allegation contained 

12 in paragraphs 1 through 25, inclusive, herein above. 

13 27. Defendant Pardee owed, and continues to owe, Plaintiffs a duty of good faith 

14 and fair dealing to do everything under the Commission Letter that Defendant is required 

15 to do to further the purposes of the Commission Letter and to honor the terms and 

16 conditions thereof to the best of its ability. 

17 28. Indoing the acts alleged herein, Defendant Pardee failed to act in good faith 

18 and to the best of its ability, and also failed to deal fairly with Plaintiffs, thereby breaching 

19 its duties to so conduct itself and injuring Plaintiffs' rights to conduct its business and its 

20 ability to receive the benefits of the Commission Letter. 

21 29. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's breach of the covenant of 

22 good faith and fair dealing, Plaintiffs have been damaged in a sum in excess of $1 0,000.00 

23 according to prqof of trial, together with attorney's fees and interest to accrue at the legal 

24 rate. 

25 30. As a direct and proximate result of Defendant's breach of the covenant of 

26 good faith and fairdealing, Plaintiffs have been forced to bring this matter before the Court. 

27 Accordingly. Plaintiffs are entitled to an award of reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 

28 
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2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs prays as follows: 

1, 

2. 

3, 

4. 

For the documents promised to them including, but not limited to an accurate 

parcel map with Assessor's Parcel numbers, and an accountfng of all 

transfers or title or sales. 

For compensatory damages in the sum and excess of $1 O,OOO.QO. 

For cost of suit. 

For reasonabte attorney's fees. 

8 5. For such further relief as the Court deems proper. 

9 DATED this ;r/ day of January, 2011. 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

]9 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

JIMMERSON HANSEN, P.C. 

-------' 
~W~1iMERSO~, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No, 000264 
jjj@jimmersonhansen.com 
415 So. Sixth St.. 8te. 100 
Las Vegas, NV 89101 
(702) 388-7171 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
JAMES WOLFRAM and WALT WILKES 
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Wolfram v. Pardee 

1 through UU? 
2 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's right. 
3 MS. LUNDVALL: Let me clarify then, as far as 
4 on concerning Plaintiffs' exhibits, we have stipulations 
5 concerning 1 through 5, stipulation concerning 17, 

6 stipulation concerning 21. 
7 As to the exhibits, Exhibits 6 through 14, 
8 those are the various agreements that we have given the 
9 complete copies to plaintiffs. They have not ShOlID us 

10 what is contained within the exhibit books yet, but I'm 
11 assuming that 'i,'hat they have included is the same 
12 exhibits that we have given to them and, therefore, we 
13 would stipulate to those exhibits. I would say, though, 
14 it was subject to check across the course of the trial 
15 if we find any pages that may be missing or may be 
16 upside down or something of that nature. 
l? THE COURT: Okay. That ,muld be fine. So if 
18 we find something, we can deal with it at the time. 
19 But I assume, Vu. Jimmerson, you are telling me 
20 6 through 14 'vas I'lhat was produced by Ms. Lundvall. 
21 Correct? 
22 MS. LUNDVALL: Yes. 6 through 13. 14 was a 
23 letter. 
24 THE COURT: What's 14? 

25 MR. J.J, JIMMERSON: 14 is a piece of 
5 

1 correspondence that had been agreed upon. 
2 THE COURT: Do you have any issue with that? I 

3 just want to make sure lve get it on the record. So 
4 right now 11e have 1 through 13, 17 and 21 of 
5 Plaintiffs'. I just want to make sure 14 is stipulated 
6 to. 

·M.'l:WJ:I1DVALl.: . "Wehave rioobJecfioii to 14,"" 

8 Your Honor. 
9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT: All right. So those all stipulated 
1~ill all be admitted into evidence. 

. MS. LUNDVALL: As to Defendant's exhibits, they 
can begin A through UU, and it's my understanding 
there's no objection to any of our exhibits. 

THE COURT: That was my understanding. It was 
a stipUlation. So those will be admitted also. All 
right. We've got that handled. I just want to make 
sure I mark it so I don't have to keep going back. 

~~at else do we have? 
MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: We've got two orders 

concerning the motion to compel and motion for partial 
sunmary judgment. May I approach? 

THE COURT: Yes. These are from the other 

hearings? 
MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Yes. 
THE COURT: Have they been agreed to for faun 

6 

October 23/ 2013 

1 and content? 
2 MS. LUNDVALL: We have, Your Honor. 
3 THE COURT: No problem. I'll sign those. 
4 MR. J,M. JIMMERSON: And the final issue that 
5 we have, we would like to use certain demonstratives, 
li 11hich are representations of certain parcel maps, which 
7 had not been stipUlated to, but the authenticity was 

a stipUlated to. The only question was establishing 
9 relevance. 

10 I would like to use them for the purposes of 
11 the opening statement, not as evidence, but just to show 
12 the Court ,lhat we're looking at when those exhibits are 
13 presented for offering into evidence. 
14 THE COURT: Objection? 
15 MS. LUNDVALL: Yes, Your Honor. I have 
16 objection to the use of any demonstrative that has not 
17 been admitted into evidence, and I shared that objection 
18 with Mr. Jimmerson. 
19 It has been my practice and every time that 
20 I've ever done an opening statement, is that the Court 
21 has allowed me to use a d~monstrative of an exhibit 
22 that's been admitted, but not a demonstrative of an 
23 exhibit that has not been admitted. And what he is 
2! suggesting is he ,,rants to use a blowup, basically, of 
25 something that has not yet been adTitted into evidence, 

1 

1 THE COURT: Okay. And I'm kind of confused. 
2 Because when I think of demonstrative, I think of 
3 something you make up like, "Here's my time line," like 
4 if I would do an opening, just to help on my opening, 
5 "This happened on this date," that sort of thing. 

If something is getting into evidence, that's 
. '1 . anacfuaIseparafedocU:J:lient ;riofsoIllethIng thilf would ... 

9 have been recreated or created for trial as a 
9 demonstrative. So now I'm confused on what we're doing 

10 here. 
11 MR. J. M. JIMMERSON: The demonstratives are not 
12 the evidence. The evidence are the certified copies, 
13 the sheets, which they are very specific match lines for 
14 the sheets. They are recorded in the Clark County 
15 Recorder's Office. This is a construction of those 
16 sheets put together. 
17 THE COURT: So if you got up there, you could 
18 draw on your own, like I would have done, a time line, 
19 or you might have done a time line, just so the opening 
20 will flow. It's not actually --
21 MR. J.H. JIMMERSON: It's not being offered as 

22 evidence. It's being offered as the evidence will show 
23 when we enter it into evidence later. 
24 HS. LDNDVALL: Your Honor, from this 
25 perspective, they've made a photocopy of a proposed 

B 

5 
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1 eLhibit, That proposed exhibit has not been entered 
2 into evidence. 
3 THE COURT: Is that the chart you are using? 
4 MS. LUNDVAL1: That's the -- they've made a 
5 photocopy and they've tried to blOl'l it up then, and 
6 that' 3 what they want to use, So it's not, as the Court 
7 properly described, a demonstrative aid. It is a blowup 
8 of an inadmissible piece of evidence. 
9 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, It's not 

10 ina~~ssible. It's going to be admitted. The moment 
11 we're able to put someone on the stand to testify as to 
12 relevance, it will come in. The authenticity has not 
13 been questioned. 
14 And, more importantly, you don't need to 
15 have -- you don't need to admit evidence prior to 
16 referencing it or showing it in your opening statement. 
17 Under that logic, you could never say "evidence will 
18 show" if the evidence hasn't been admitted yet. 
19 So, here, the Court -- it's not being offered 
20 to say "The evidence is this." The evidence will be 
21 presented in front of the witness. The evidence will be 
22 submitted to you to review through the sheets using your 
23 own faculties, not my reconstruction of it. It is 
24 merely for the use of showing you hOli we're doing our 
25 measurements and how it's going to be applied in this 

9 

1 Court. If there's any prejudice here, I don't know what 
2 it is. 
3 THE COURT: Since it's a bench trial, I am more 
4 inclined to allow it. Because if it would help me 

5 understand your flow -- and if it doesn't get into 
6 evidence, then, you know what, then I discount it and 

. .. ... ............ 7 ·r'mnotgoingtouseit: .... Eutslnce it ';<1 a:benchtr.i:al; .. . 

8 there is a distinction, but ,if you are going to use it 
9 for demonstrative purposes to follow your argument, not 

10 "This is evidence," and I understand it's a hybrid, I 
11 understand that completely, 
12 But since it's a bench trial and it will help 
13 me understand where you are going when the evidence 
14 comes in, then it would be helpful to me. So under 
15 that, since it's a bench trial, I am going to allow them 
16 to do it. And I will understand that is not the 

1 your theory of the case. So under that, I'm going to go 
2 ahead, since it's a bench trial, I will let it in. 
3 MS. LUNDVALL; Understood, Your Honor. The 
4 point, though, that I would like to raise, though, is 
5 the Court is not making a predetermination as to the 

admissibility. £ 

7 THE COURT: No. Absolutely not. I couldn't do 
8 that because I wouldn't have any evidence or any 
9 foundation. So, once again, if the foundation and it 

10 doesn't corne in, then, you know, I will judge the case 
on the evidence. 11 

12 And if your opening statement doesn't flow what 
13 the evidence does, then it doesn't flow. And sometimes 
14 that happens, The evidence doesn't always corne in the 
15 way we may want. Hopefully, both of you feel it will. 
15 But, no, I'm not making a predetermination at all. 
17 MR. J.J. JIMHERSON: We will invoke the 
18 exclusionary rule. It's my, understanding Mr, Hallman is 
19 not a possible witness. So he is certainly invited to 
20 be here. Normally a party is only allowed to have one 
21 representative. There's two. I have no issue. I know 
22 Mr, Lash will be a witness. 
23 But I just need to make it clear that if 
24 Mr. Hallman sits in, he will not be called as a witness 
25 by the defense. 

11 

1 HS. LONDVALL: Mr. Hallman is not anticipated 
2 to be called as a witness by the defense. And we 
3 understand and we will respect the exclusionary rule. 
4 The eXClusionary rule, though, does not apply to opening 
5 statements. It only applies to the taking of testimony 
5 then from the witnesses . 

T .. ...... THE COURT: Tmean,ifi tturnsoutfofs6fue 

8 reason you need to, we'll work it out, if you need to 
9 call him. All right? How about that? All right? 

10 

11 

Oka y . Counsel? 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, may I get one 

12 minute to --
13 THE COURT: Can I give you your orders back, 
14 too, so I don't get them in the middle of my exhibits? 
15 MR. J. J, JIMMERSOtf: Don't give them to us. 
16 We're sure to lose them. 

1/ specific evidence that's going to come in, but hope full y 17 THE COURT: Give them to Ms. Hansen. 
18 you are going to use it to explain how when that 18 While you are doing that, I'll do my exhibits 
19 evidence does come in, it is applicable to your theory 
20 of the case. 
21 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Exactly, and how -- it's 
22 actually really being used how we constructed -- how we 
23 made these determinations, really, is more of a process 
24 than it is of "Here's the evidence." 
25 THE CCURT: Okay. Well, then I can understand 

10 

19 so I can keep it straight. So, basically, the entire 
20 Defendants' have all been admitted. 
21 MR, J.J. JIMMERSON: Correct. 

THE COURT: I don't have any issue. Okay. 
(Pause in proceedings.) 

22 

23 

24 MR. J.M, JIMMERSON: May it please the Court, 
25 this case is about fairness. This case is about 

12 

9 
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1 plaintiffs James Wolfram and Walt Wilkes and their 
2 cormnitment to being fair with their clients and being 
3 forthright in their 70 years of combined experience in 

4 the land sales field. 
5 This case is about their skill and talent and 
6 how those skills and talents resulted in being the 
7 procuring cause for, at the time, the largest land 
8 transaction involving brokers in the history of 1:,18 

9 state of Nevada; that is, Coyote Springs Investment, 
10 LLC, with Pardee Romes of Nevada. 
11 This case is also about the defendant, Pardee 
12 Homes of Nevada, and defendant's failure to treat 
13 plaintiffs fairly, their failure to abide by their 
14 duties under the law as well as under the Commission 
15 Letter Agreement of September I, 2004. 
16 Plaintiffs have come to you, have come to this 
17 Court, seeking relief that no one else can give them, 
18 seeking you to compel Pardee Homes of Nevada to produce 
19 the information that the plaintiffs were entitled to 
20 under the Septewber I, 2004 Commission Letter Agreement, 
21 to accoliP_t for their actions in the land transactions 
22 and for the commission payments and for how they were 
23 calculated and to do what was necessary under that 
24 agreement and inside that relationship. 
25 The evidence will show that that relief could 

1 not corne fro..l1l anyone else. Plaintiffs had tried to 
2 receive it from Pardee. Plaintiffs had gone to 

13 

3 Coyote Springs. Plaintiffs had gone to Chicago Title. 
4 Plaintiffs had gone to the Clark County Recorder's 
5 Office, to zoning and planning, to the other public 

1 purchased both Purchase Property and Option Property. 
2 We know this by referring to the Option Agreement which 
3 defines those critical terms. For Purchase Property, 
4 the portion of the entire site consisting of Parcel 1 as 
5 shol>,lfi on Parcel Hap 98-57 recorded July 21, 2000 in 
6 Book 20000721, as Document 01332, Official Records, 
7 Clark County, Nevada. 
B Option Property, the remaining portion of the 
9 entire site which is or becomes designated for 

10 single-family detached productiDn residential use as 
11 described below, the Option Property. And as the Option 
12 Agreement further describes, that as described below 
13 refers to production residential property, which is 
14 defined -- which includes, quote, without limitation, 
15 all single-family detached production residential lots, 
16 which shall include lots on which custom homes are 
17 constructed by buyer, all land for roadways, utilities, 
16 government-facilities, including schools and parks, 
19 which school and park sites are subject to the 
20 provisions of 7(c) below, open space required or 
21 designated for the benefit of the residential 
22 development pursuant to the master plan, a habitat 
23 conservation plan, or development agreement, drainage 
24 ways or other use associated with or resulting from the 
25 development of Purchase Property and each option parcel 

15 

1 of the Option Property. 
2 Those three definitions will guide this Court. 
3 The evidence will use those definitions to determine 
4 whether or not Purchase Property -- whether or not 
5 Option Property was purchased here. 

6 offices to find what was happening in the development of 5 As this is defined, Purchase Property is 
7 ·Coyote··spdngs asIEpeifained16 fhelicoEsslons. . ...... ....., . defified15yParceITi5h l'atceTHap98:::57,··This 

B This case will largely hinge on was the 
9 property purchased Purchase Property or was it Option 

10 Property? This is because the Commission Letter 
11 Agreement establishes two separate formulas, two 
12 separate mechanisms for calculating how the 
13 commission -- how much the plaintiffs are entitled to 
14 for commission. 
15 Under the Purchase Property formula, they are 
16 entitled to a percentage of the Purchase Property Price. 
17 There is no benefit or additional commission for 
18 additional acreage being purchased if there is no 
19 corresponding increase in price. 
20 Conversely, the Commission Letter Agreement 
21 specifies that the formula for commissions for Option 
22 Property is dictated by acreage. It is a set flat rate 
23 per acre, and you find out the number of acres and that 
Zq is the commission. 
25 The evidence will show in this case that Pardee 

14 

8 demonstrative shows what Parcell looks like. You see 
9 it has fixed boundaries, that there are lines for inside 

10 and outside the property. 
11 As Option Property is defined, it's the 
12 remaining property. The evidence will show that that 
13 means anything L~side the entire site that is 
14 Coyote Springs that is not part of the Parcell. 
15 Now, how does the Court determine whether or 
16 not they purchased Option Property or Purchase Property? 
17 Simply, the evidence will Sho\l that the recorded maps, 
18 which are found in the amendments to the Amended and 
19 Restated Option Agreement, have property outside this 
20 Parcell. Specifically Parcels 2, 3 and 4 of Parcel 
21 Map 113-55 all have land outside of this Parcel 1. 
22 As the evidence will demonstrate to this Court, 
23 Parcell's width is consistent throughout. It is 
24 similar to a parallelogram were you not to consider the 
25 bottom shift. The Court will learn by examining the 

16 

13 
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1 maps that the distance from the westernmost portion of 
2 Parcel I, which is U.S. Highway 93 to the easternmost 
3 portion of Parcell is 7996.92 feet. The map tells the 
~ Court this. You don't need to apply a scale. It has 
5 the numbers right on it. 
6 Now, looking at Parcel Map Book 113, page 55, 
7 and examining Parcel 2 and Parcel 3 and Parcel 4, the 
B evidence will show that the easternmost portion of 
9 Parcel 2, away from U.S. High~lay 93 exceeds 9,100 feet, 

10 well in excess of the 8,000 feet which is the width of 
11 ParcelL 
12 The same process the Court will apply to 
13 determine the location for Parcels 3 and 4. And the 
1~ evidence will show that Parcel 3, at its easternmost 
15 point is over 10,800 feet frQm U.S. Highway 93, again, 
16 exceeding the 8,000 foot width of Parcel 1. 
17 Parcel 4 is a little bit longer, 11,000 feet 
18 plus or minus 50 feet. Again, the evidence will show 
19 that Parcel 4 exceeds the bounds of Purchase Property, 
20 of Parcel I, by approximately 3,000 feet. 
21 But the evidence does not end there, however. 
22 There's one additional parcel, a parcel on Book 116, 
23 page 35, Lot 3 on that parcel. This is located 8,000 
24 feet, not from the western portion of Parcel I, but from 
25 its eastern boundary. The evidence will show that this 

17 

1 parcel .Ias over a mile and a half away from the most --
2 the most eastern point of Parcel 1. 

3 The Court will hear evidence in this case not 
4 just about the location of these parcels, but of the 
5 designation. As the evidence here guides us, Option 
5 Property is the remaining portion of the entire site 
7whlch{s or·· becomes deaignatiidfoisingle=fanuly 
8 detached production residential use or production 
9 residential property. If it is not so designated, the 

10 Option Agreement will tell this Court that it cannot be 
11 Option Property. 
12 Well, the evidence will show that AIllendment 
13 No.7, April of 2009, to the Amended and Restated Option 

1 property as described in this Option Agreement as has 
2 been recently entered into evidence. 
3 You also will see evidence from the amendments 
4 to the Amended and Restated Option Agreement confirming 
5 that this is that designation. 
5 So the evidence in this case will conclusively 
7 demonstrate that Pardee repeatedly purchased Option 
8 Property, and yet Pardee never treated it as such for 
9 the purposes of plaintiffs' commissions. 

10 Pardee -- representatives of Pardee will 
11 testify and you will see e-mails and you will hear a 
12 number of witnesses tell you that Pardee insisted that 
13 it never purchased Option Property. If the Court finds 
14 that not to be true, the Court must then apply to the 
15 rest of the agreement to determine if there is a breach. 
16 It must evaluate the rest of the facts to determine what 
17 the damages are, et cetera, et cetera. 
18 But the importance of the location of these 
19 parcels cannot go understated, if only because the 
20 definitions of Purchase Property and of Option Property 
21 are in reference to these locations, to these geographic 
22 facts. 
23 NO~I, in addition to demonstrating to this Court 
24 that Pardee purchased Option Property, plaintiffs will 
25 demonstrate, the evidence will show, that Pardee 

1 breached its duties under the September I, 2004 
2 commission Letter Agreement. 
3 The evidence will show that the commission 

19 

4 payments were inaccurate, were not properly calculated. 
5 The evidence will show that in addition to improperly 
6 calculating these commissions, Pardee -- and this is the 
7 most .i.rr'PoitiillIpaiE6fitecas e ~=faTiedtokeep 
8 plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all matters related 
9 to the amount and due date of their commissions. 

10 You will hear evidence that in order to be 
11 reasonably informed as to these pieces of information, 
12 that Pardee had to provide evidence, had to provide 
13 information, had to provide records allowing plaintiffs 

H Agreement, provided the specific designations for 14 to check, to verify that they had received the 
15 Parcels 2, 3 and 4, and the evidence will show that that 15 appropriate commission payment at the appropriate time. 
16 designation was residential, was active adult, was 
17 washes. It was production residential property. 
18 The evidence will show that Parcels 2, 3 and 4, 
19 by being located outside of Parcel 1 and by being 
2Q designated as production residential property 
21 constitutes Option Property. 
22 As for this fourth parcel that is miles apart 
23 from Parcel I, it too is designated it as production 
24 residential property. It is a wastewater treatment 
25 parcel. Utilities are part of production residential 

18 

You will hear evidence that without that 
i 17 information, the information that did not allow them to 
I 

I 18 do that, was no information at all. You will hear that 
19 effectively plaintiffs were forced to trust Pardee and 
20 could not check and make sure that they had received the 
21 appropriate commission payments. 
22 NOW, these breaches are important not simply 
23 because it's on a piece of paper between two parties. 
24 It's important because of the magnitude of this 
25 transaction. You will hear evidence that the Option 

20 
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1 Agreement between Pardee and Coyote Springs Investment, 
2 LLC, provided Pardee the option to purchase 30,000 acres 
3 of land in Clark and Lincoln Counties, Nevada. That at 
4 an original price of $40,000 per acre, Pardee could 
5 theoretically spend $1.2 billion for land, and 
6 plaintiffs had a commission for those purchases, for 
7 those options. 
8 For plaintiffs this was everything. You will 
9 hear evidence that as 60-year-old men signing this 

10 agreement, seeing it get executed, watching the 
11 transaction take place, a 40-year option for them may 
12 pass them by. For the.rrt -- and you ~[ill hear it from 
13 Mr, Wolfram and you will hear it from Mr. Wilkes -- they 
14 will tell you that a lot of this was for their family, 
15 that the reason that we're here today is not simply 
16 because there could have been an inaccurate calculation 
17 of commissions, but because for the next 40 years, 35 
18 years, t~is option may still be in place. 
19 lind they will tell you that without the 
20 information to verify that they were receiving tne 
21 appropriate commissions, the magnitude and the size and 
22 the value of the transaction is lost. 
23 You will hear evidence that without this 
24 information, without the ability to know that they are 
25 being paid appropriately, without the ability to ask a 

21 
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1 evidence, confinning exactly which property is 
2 designated fDr what, was denied to our clients. You 
3 will see that each and every amendment does something 
4 new, something significant for the Option AgreB~ent. 
5 As the Court will see when considering 
6 Exhibit 2, the Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real 
1 Property and Joint Escrow Instructions, this is the 
8 agreement that Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes relied upon 
9 when signing the commission Letter Agreement. 

10 The evidence will show the Commission Letter 
11 Agreement adopts the terms in that Option Agreement. 
12 You will see that it relies upon and incorporates the 
13 principles in that Option Agreement. And beyond the 
14 physical -- beyond the technical exact terms of the 
15 Option Agreement -- of the Commission Letter Agreement, 
16 the Option Agre~~ent references Mr. Wolfram and 
17 Mr. Wilkes. 
18 Specifically, the Option Agreement states 
19 notwithstanding the foregoing, upon and subject to the 
20 close of escrow for the purchase of property or any 
21 option parcel, buyer shall pay any finder fee owed to 
22 General Realty Group, Walt Wilkes, and Award Realty, Jim 
23 Wolfram, pursuant to a separate agreenent. Said fee 
24 shall be split equally. 
25 The Court will know that the Option Agreement 
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1 question and get a candid answer, materially impacts the 
2 value of this agreement. You will hear evidence that it 
3 hurts them not just because they can't trust them, but 
4 because if they pass on -- and they are experienced land 
5 brokers -- how do their children determine whether or 
6 not they are receiving the appropriate commissions? You 
7 ·wUlneai ··ttatConcein expressed l6 yoliTi:6irl156th 
8 Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes. 
9 And the breach of contract goes beyond the 

10 commission payments. It goes beyond the amorphous, "We 
11 didn't receive enough information." You have the 
12 evidence now. It's in evidence, Amendments 1 through 8 
13 of the Amended and Restated Option Agreement were never 
14 given to plaintiffs by Pardee. 
15 Starting in 2006, you will see that the 
16 Amendment No. 1 to the Amended and Restated Option 
17 Agreement started the process and ended in 2009 with 
18 Amendment No. B of that Amended and Restated Option 
19 Agreement, These amendments, you will see, are the 
20 evidence, are the proof of the transactions, of the land 
21 takedowns, of activity that plaintiffs are receiving a 
22 commission on. 
23 You will see in Amendment No. 7 the 
24 designations for the land for all the parcels that have 
25 been taken down to date. You will see that that 
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1 provides for the payment, provides for the establishment 
2 of another agreement to pay plaintiffs for the 
3 transactions resulting in the takedowns of Purchase 
4 Property and Option Property. 
5 The amendments to the Amended and Restated 
6 Option Agreement executed in March of 2005, well after 
7Septe:tiiber 1;2aO<t; ... weredeniedtheplaintiffs,werenot 
S provided. And without that information, they will tell 
9 you they did not have the ability to confirm that they 

10 were receiving the appropriate commission amounts. The 
11 evidence will show that there's no acceptable 
12 explanation or excuse for this denial of information. 
13 The Option Agreement contained a nondisclosure 
14 clause, Plaintiffs received a copy of the Option 
15 Agreement. lk~endments 1 and 2 to that Option Agreement 
16 reaffirmed that nondisclosure agreement. Plaintiffs 
17 were afforded a copy of those documents. Even tb~ 
18 Amended and Restated Option Agreement contained a 
19 restatement of the nondisclosure clause, the 
20 confidentiality clause. And plaintiffs ~lere given a 
21 copy of that document. 
22 But from March 2005, there wasn't another 
23 agreement executed by Pardee concerning land 
24 transactions for which plaintiffs would be entitled to a 
25 commission that Pardee provided to our clients, not one. 
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1 You will hear about the ilnportance of 
2 Amendments 1 through B. You will hear about olhat they 
3 do, parcels they purchase, the locations, You \,i11 see 
4 for yourself this is where that property is. This is 
5 how it's designated. And I know, based on the location 
6 and the designation, that it is this type of property, 
7 Purchase Property or Option Property. 
B Plaintiffs never had that chance. You 'llill 
9 hear evidence that for three years, beginning in 

10 approximately 2007, plaintiffs had been curious as to 
11 what had been happening in the development of 
12 Coyote Springs as it pertained to their commissions. 
13 You will hear that these inquiries ranged from 
14 phone calls to letters to representatives of Pardee, to 
15 multiple representatives of Pardee. You will hear they 
16 involve phone calls, meetings with title company 
17 members, phone calls with Coyote Springs. 
18 You will hear that their requests for 
19 information were not appropriately responded to. You 
20 will hear that despite plaintiffs' pleas for the 
21 information, for some sort of explanation for what was 
22 happening so that they knew that they were receiving the 
23 appropriate commission payment, they didn't receive that 
24 information. 
25 You will learn that there are only two letters 
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1 sent to Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes concerning these 
2 issues. You will read them for yourself. You will see 
3 and they will show that you cannot confirm the value of 
4 the commissions '11ith those letters. 
5 In fact, one of the letters you will see tells 
6 Mr, Wolfram and Mr. ~1ilkes that Pardee is executing a 
7 CUB torn T6 t agreeine n ffoacqulre Talldfoicust6lnlots, 
6 and not only were they not going to receive a copy of 
9 that agreement, they were not going to receive 

10 commissions under that agreement. The evidence will 
11 show that that is improper and that is a circumvention 
12 of the heart, of the spirit, of the purpose of the 
13 Commission Letter Agreement. That is, 'Ihen Pardee 
14 wishes to take down production residential property, 
15 whether it be Purchase Property or Option Property, 
16 plaintiffS are entitled to a commission once the 
11 transaction has closed. 
IB You will hear that in addition to this letter, 
19 the first letter in 2007, one other letter in March of 
20 2008 was addressed to Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes. In 
21 that letter Jon Lash told them, Your requests for the 
22 production of the parcel maps do not arrive at a mutual 
23 benefit and, thus, they will not be provided to you. 
24 Yes, You will learn that Pardee, Mr. Lash, told 
25 plaintiffs that because it did not afford mutual 
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1 benefit, they weren't going to receive it. 
Z You will learn that there wasn't another 
3 document sent to both of them together responding to 
4 these inquiries. The evidence will show that many 
5 documents were sent to Mr. Wolfram, and you will be 
6 shown a stack of deeds and a map and a couple of other 
7 letters and three closing statements. 
B But underneath the surface, the evidence will 
9 show that that map did not accurately reflect the land 

10 transactions, did not demonstrate the designations of 
11 the property in order to show whether or not the 
12 commissions I,ere accurate. The evidence will show that 
13 thos e deeds \-Iere not complete, 
14 You will hear evidence that a request for a 
15 deed of Pardee Coyote holdings was denied to plaintiffs. 
16 You will hear evidence that the deeds did not include 
17 inforw~tion for all of the purchases. You will hear 
13 evidence that the closing statements did not include 
19 specific references to property that was knOlffi to 
20 Mr, Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes because they used the 
21 definitions in the amendments to the Amended and 
22 Restated Option Agreement. Without those amendments, 
23 Mr. Wolfram will tell you he could not know \-Ihat the 
24 closing statements referred to, 
25 The evidence will show Mr. Wolfram and 
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1 Mr. Wilkes spent years trying to get the information 
2 informally. They didn't want to involve lawyers. You 
3 will hear that it was only in 2009 that Mr. Wolfram 
4 hired an attorney hoping that that ylould open up the 
5 information from Pardee. You will hear that despite 
6 these efforts, they were unsuccessful. 
7 You willhear fhil.f in 2010 fheYllil.dtoffle 
8 suit in order to get the documents, in order to find out 
9 what was happening as it related to their commissions. 

10 You will hear that after all the effort they went to, 
11 after seeing everyone under the sun, they could not know 
12 whether they were receiving the appropriate commission 
13 payments or not, 

And the evidence will show that despite having 
15 access to public records where you can get parcel 
16 numbers or acreage or parcel maps, despite that ability, 
17 the one thing they were lacking ,,'as Amendment No.7. 

The evidence will show that Amendment No. 7 not 
19 only provided those six colDr maps showing the 
20 designation of the property, you will hear that pursuant 
21 to that the paragraph referencing those maps served to 
22 supersede all prior reconciliations of the property. 
23 Amendment No. 7 I,as a lot of nell' information. It 

24 provided a lot of critical documentation for plaintiffs, 
25 and Pardee didn't give it tD them. 
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1 In addition to the breach contract claim/ the 
2 plaintiffs also have a breach of the claim for the 
3 cover3nt of good faith and fair dealing. Without 
4 retreading ~Ihat the evidence will show as it pertains to 
5 the breaches, the Court should take particular notice of 
6 the statements in the Option Agreement. 
7 The evidence will show the Option Agreement 
8 succinctly describes the purpose of the Commission 
9 Letter Agre~~ent; that is, to pay a fee to plaintiffs 

10 when certain Option Property or Purchase Property was 
11 taken down. We know and the evidence will conclusively 
12 show that that wasn't followed. 
13 We also know that the agreement to purchase 
14 custom lots, which is an area of land, that is a 
15 description of land that is included in production 
16 residential property, is not an action in good faith if 
17 it wasn't given to our clients and if it didn't provide 
18 for co~missions for them. 
19 The evidence lI'ill show that even after the 
2D discovery process, Pardee has not provided to plaintiffs 
21 any maps or any information which references Parcel 1 or 
22 Purchase Property and Parcels 2/ 3 and 4 of Book 113, 

23 page 55, which the evidence will show is outside of 
24 Parcel 1. 

25 Evidence will show that plaintiffs are not in 
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1 possession of any documents which would allow them to 
2 calculate the number of acres outside ParcelL The 
3 evidence will show that without additional information 
4 concerning those parcels and concerning the custom lot 

1 Agreement, that they would be entitled to a commission 
2 equal to 40,000 per acre and a percentage of that. 
3 Beyond describing the need for the information, 
4 beyond demonstrating that there was an inaccurate 
5 calculation, you will hear evidence as to the 
6 relationship bebleen Pardee and plaintiffs. You will 
7 hear evidence that Pardee trusted -- excuse me, that 
B plaintiffs had to trust Pardee. You will hear evidence 
9 that they didn't have access to the information, to the 

10 material facts demonstrating what was happening in the 
11 transaction between CSI and Pardee. 
12 You will hear that Pardee instructed 
13 representatives of Chicago Title not to produce 
14 informatio~. Pardee acted to ensure that plaintiffs 
15 only could receive the information from them. 
16 The evidence will show that this not only 
17 establishes the relationship of trust necessary to 
lB establish the duty to account, that also when you have 
19 such imbalance of information, the evidence will show 
20 that because -- and not only were all the material facts 
21 in the hands of Pardee, they were peculiar to Pardee as 
22 evidenced by the instruction to Chicago Title to not 
23 produce these documents. 
24 And the evidence will shO\~ that plaintiffs had 
25 no fair or reasonable access to the same. You will hear 
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1 about how long Mr. Wolfram spent trying to get that 
2 information. You will hear how many hours he spent. lie 
3 spent well over 80 hours trying to get this information 
4 to no avail. 

5 agree~ent, plaintiffs just don't know whether or not -- 5 Because plaintiffs had this relationship, and 
6 not whether or not, excuse me -- how much they would be 6 the evidence will confirm that that relationship 
7owedii~aei: fheCotnrussioriLetfiii Agi:eernenfTfpiopeily ...... .. ··7 .. exl5fed; .... theeliidencewiITa.Isoshowlha.t theYhad a 
8 applied to the facts. B duty to account. They had a duty to provide the 
9 You will hear Mr, Wolfram tell you that this is 9 information that would otherwise -- that otherwise 

10 why he brings his accounting claim. Without the 10 plaintiffs would otherwise have access to. 
11 information, he doesn't know whether or not he's 
12 receiving the appropriate amounts -- excuse me, not 
13 whether or not he's receiving -- how much is off in the 
14 commi s sions . 
15 You will also hear, in terms of the covenant of 
16 good faith and fair dealing, that Lot 3, the wastewater 
17 treatment parcel, way on the east of this township, over 
18 a mile and a half away from the Dutermost boundary of 
19 Parcel I, was purchased for a price of $21/800 and 
20 change per acre. 
21 The evidence will show that Pardee paid 
22 plaintiffs a cOIlli~ssion based on the percentage of that 
23 price, the $21,000 per acre price. The evidence will 
24 show that if properly applied as Option Property 
25 pursuant to subparagraph 3 of their CornmissionLetter 
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11 Finally, you will also hear evidence about a 
12 counterclaim. Defendant has brought a counterclaim 
13 alleging that plaintiffs violated the covenant of good 
14 faith and fair dealing, specifically that the act of 
15 requesting information was in violation of this implied 
16 covenant. 
17 They claim that plaintiffs/ Mr. Wolfram and 
18 Mr. Wilkes, had a duty to stay silent. They will tell 
19 you or they claim through their pleadings that this 
20 failure to stay silent was a violation of this implied 
21 covenant and that defendant needed to respond and spent 
22 a substantial amount of time and amount of resources 
23 responding to these inquiries. 
24 The facts will establish and confirm that 
25 plaintiffs had no such duty to stay silent or refrain 
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, from inquiring. But more importantly, the Court will 
2 ask itself, l1hy, if plaintiffs didn't have a right and, 
3 in fact, had a duty not to ask questions, why did 
4 defendant respond if it was going to damage them? If it 
5 vIas going to harm them, why did Pardee participate in 
6 that harm? 
? The evidence l1ill show that the counterc1ailll 
8 holds no merit. The evidence will show that not only 
9 was there no violation of the covenant of good faith and 
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1 plaintiffs, "ill ask you for the fairness that 
2 plaintiffs have always been entitled to. He'll ask you 
3 for a judgment in their favor. Thank you. 
4 THE COURT: Thank you, Mr. Jimmerson. 
5 HS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor, let me begin by 
6 thanking you for the opportunity to be able to present 
7 opening statement. I know that sometimes in bench 
8 trials that the courts suggest that simply go to the 
9 evidence. 

10 fair dealing, but that these alleged damages were not -- 10 THE COURT: No. I appreciate -- the Court 
11 if they existed at all -- were not caused by plaintiffs, 
12 and surely plaintiffs are not liable for them. 
13 The evidence will show, though, that this 

14 damage claim, the defendant's damage claim, highlights 
15 the distinction between plaintiffs' claim for time and 
16 effort damages and defendant's. The evidence will show 
11 that unlike defendant's clam for tme and damages, 
18 plaintiffs did not have a luxury of sitting still. 
19 Plaintiffs, as the evidence will demonstrate, 
20 could have lost co_ssions, may have lost the 
21 information necessary to confirm --
22 MS. LUNOVALL; Your Honor, Counsel sounds like 
23 this is now clOSing argument, rather than opening 
21 statement, not highlighting what the evidence is going 

25 to be. 
33 

1 THE COURT: Well, he's pretty much -- he's now 
2 addressing the time and effort damages and what the 
3 evidence will show. So I'm going to overrule it. 
4 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: The evidence "ill sho" 
5 that the time and effort damages endured by plaintiffs 
6wer~J1ot~nlLforeseeable, but they were directly caused 
7 by plaintiffs. 
8 THE COURT: That is more argument, but I know 
9 where you are going, but that is more argument. Tell me 

10 what it's going to be. 
11 HR. J. 11. JI~JERSON: I'll move on, Your HonoL 
12 THE COURT: . r kno" they asked for information. 
13 We've kind of gone a little bit through tme and effort, 
14 as both parties know, before. 
15 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, the evidence 
16 will show that plaintiffs are entitled to not only their 
17 time and effort damages, but their attorneys' fees as 
18 damages. 

19 You will hear that they had no other ability to 
20 get the information. You will hear that the prosecution 
21 for claim for accounting was necessary in order to 
22 receive all the information to confirm that they had 
23 received it. 
24 And at the end of this trial, my father, Jim 
25 Jimmerson, will stand up and ask you to find in favor of 
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11 appreciates it, because this is a complicated case. 
12 I've appreciated it from all the motions and you've been 
13 in here. I understand. I appreciate that you will do 
14 it for me to help me. 
15 HS. LUNDVAL1: One of the things, though, that 
16 I'm hoping that the Court will find at the conclusion, 
17 though, of hearing L1e evidence, is that, in fact, that 
lB this case is actually quite simple. 
19 You've got two contractual documents that are 
20 going to be at issue in this case. You've got a 
21 contractual document that serves as the foundation for 
22 the breach of contract action between Mr. Wolfram and 
23 Mr. Wilkes, on one hand, and Pardee Homes of Nevada, on 
24 the other hand. 
25 Nowr both those plaintiffs acknowledge that 
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1 this case is principally about a breach of contract, and 
2 they acknowledge that that breach of contract then 
3 underlies all three of their causes of action, both the 
4 breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 
5 as well as their clam for an accounting. 

To interpret their Commission Agreement, the 
1 Court is going to be required to take a look at a couple 
8 of other contractual docQments, and those contractual 
g documents are between Pardee Homes of Nevada and 

10 Coyote Springs Investment, LLC. We refer to 
11 Coyote Springs Investment as csr. And with the Court's 
12 permission or I guess the Court's indulgence, to try to 
13 speed things along --
14 THE COURT: I already refer to them as CSI, 
15 Counsel, in my notes. So that's perfect. I know loJhat 
16 you mean. 

MS. LUNDVAL1: Thank you. 17 

18 One of the things that the Court will see with 
19 the contractual arrangement then between Pardee and CSI, 
20 it reminds me a little bit of an exercise as a child 
21 when you used to play connect-the-dots to figure out 
22 what the picture is. And one of the things that we are 
23 going to do is to allow the Court then and to point out 
24 then the different guideposts that are contained within 
25 those contractual documents so that you can connect the 
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1 dots and to be able to get an accurate picture of the 
2 transactions beh'een Coyote Springs and Pardee. 
3 To the extent that those contractual documents 
~ needs further clarification, we're going to bring you 
5 both sides of that transaction, not just simply to rely 
6 upon what Pardee's stated intent was in entering into 
J its agreements with CSI, hut we're going to bring you 
6 the other side of that transaction and that being CSI. 
9 ~~d so to allow the Court G1en to interpret the 

10 Commission Agreement that's at issue in this case, we're 
11 going to give you the guideposts then from the 
12 contractual documents between Pardee and CSI, allow you 
13 to follo1~ the dots, and to see an accurate picture of 
14 what the parties' transaction was, and in addition to be 
15 able to listen to the parties' intent when they entered 
16 into that contractual arrangement. 
11 Let me describe a little bit of the 
16 relationship then between these different parties to 
19 each other. The Court then is going to learn that it 
20 was in the 1990s that Harvey Whitta~ore began to develop 
21 the Coyote Springs project. He began developing that 
22 project through his company that he refers to as CSI and 
23 that we'Ie now referring to as CSI. That project vias a 
24 43,OOO-acre project, and it was unirr~roved real property 
25 that straddled both Clark as well as Lincoln County. It 
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1 was a huge parcel of property. 

2 And if you can imagine that SQ~rlin doesn't 
3 exist. I carne to this community in 1982. Summerlin 
4 didn't exist. But imagine completely undeveloped 
5 property in Summerlin, no roadways, no commercial 
6 centers, no parking lots, no residential homes, no 
7cll.stombome.sH.es,nopower:plaill::S; noutlIit:y corridors,·· 
6 nothing. That's what Coyote Springs was when the 
9 parties began to negotiate then their relationship with 

10 each other. And by that I mean Pardee and 
11 Coyote Springs. 
12 By 20D2, the plaintiffs will tell you -- and 
13 I'm going to make the assumption that on certain points 
14 that their testimony that they gave us in deposition is 
15 the testimony that they will give to you from the 
16 witness stand. But they will tell you that by 2002, 
17 that they had become aware of and acquainted with Harvey 
IB Whittemore. They will also tell you that they began 
19 tracking his project. 
20 One of the things that, in addition, fram an 
21 evidentiary standpoint as ~]e told your is that we're 
22 going to bring you the other side of the transaction, 
23 and that is Pardee Homes of Nevada. You are going to 
24 learn a little bit about Pardee Homes through various 
25 representatives that will take the witness stand. They 
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1 are principally a production home builder. 
2 Now, vlhat does that mean? That means that they 
3 do not design custom homes and then make every home 
4 different. They are what they refer to, and some 
5 people, maybe in more of a slang term, refer to as tract 
6 homes or production homes, where they design and develop 
7 then different floor models, and they develop then 
B housing developments based upon giving options to 
9 potential customers as to what may go into the interior. 

10 But by and large, most of the stuff on the exterior, not 
11 all of it, looks very similar. That is the nature of 
12 their busines s . 

13 They have been in business through their parent 
14 company since 1921. They have a slogan, and some people 
15 have snickered at this slogan a little bit because some 
16 people suggest that maybe it's kind of corny, but their 
17 slogan is "Do the right thing." But they take that to 
16 heart, and they practice doing the right thing. They 
19 practice doing the right thing, and the Court is going 
20 to see examples of their practice of doing the right 
21 thing with the plaintiffs, Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, 
22 in this action. It is a guidepost by which the 
23 representatives of Pardee make their business decisions. 

I 24 You are going to hear from Jon Lash, who is the 
25 CEO of the parent company located in California. You 
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1 are also going to hear from Cliff Andrews, who is the 
2 president of Pardee Homes of Nevada. In addition, you 
3 are going to hear from other individuals associated with 
4 Pardee. And this is somewhat going to be dependent upon 
S the evidence that the plaintiff puts on. As the Court 
fi knows, we're going to be responsive to their evidence. 
"} ........ ··Butyouma'lnealfromChuclCCurtis; YiJufuay 

8 hear from Jim Stringer, and you also may hear from steve 
9 Levy. Steve Levy is an outside attorney. He's the 

10 attorney that 1QaS responsible, from Pardee's 
11 perspective, of drafting the various contractual 
12 arrangements between Pardee and CSI. 
13 By 2002, you are going to learn that 
14 Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes had also become acquainted 
15 with Jon Lash. They had brought some development deals 
16 to Mr. Lash. And according, as I indicated, to the 
17 plaintiffs, they had been tracking Coyote Springs. And 
18 after learning that Mr. Whittemore had obtained water 
19 rights for the Coyote Springs project, the plaintiffs 
20 contacted Mr. Lash and asked him, if they could 
21 facilitate a meeting with Mr. Whittemore, would he 
22 attend such a meeting. Mr. Lash indicated that he 
23 would. 
24 Unbeknownst to Mr. Lash, though, at that time, 
25 Mr. wnittemore and Cliff Andrews, the president of 
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1 Pardee Homes of Nevada, had already begun vlOrking 
2 together concerning the Coyote Springs project. The two 
3 of them had already met. Mr. ~~itta~ore had already 
4 presented his project to Mr. Andrews, and Mr. Andrews 
5 and his staff had already began developing information 
6 concerning the Coyote Springs project. 
7 And what you are going to learn is that Pardee, 
B before the meeting between MI. Lash and Mr. Whittemore, 
9 had already developed an interest in participating in 

10 the Coyote Springs project. You will also learn from 
11 Mr. Whittemore that Coyote Springs, CSI, had developed 
12 an interest in \'lOrking with Pardee. 
13 As I indicated, though, Mr. Lash said that he 
14 would attend a meeting. And this information about 
15 Mr. Whittemore and Mr. Andrews then working together 
16 already, that was unknown to Mr. Lash at the time. But 
17 there was an initial meeting that was scheduled here in 

18 Las Vegas, and it was scheduled at Pardee's offices. 
19 And you'll learn who was in attendance at that meeting. 
20 ~.nd principally that meeting entailed Mr. Whitte.more 
21 presenting his project to Mr. Lash, 
22 Mr. Wolfram and 11r. Wilkes were there, and from 
23 the different accounts that I have learned of, it 
24 doesn't appear that they contributed much of anything to 
25 that particular meeting. They were there. They had 
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1 facilitated the introduction between Mr. Lash and 
2 Mr. lfnittemore. During that meeting, Mr. Whittemore had 
3 expressed his desire to sell certain portions of his 
4 Coyote Springs project. 
5 And when you think about a project, 
6 particularly of that wBgnitude, I think the best way 
7fiere {nourC011[llun.L tytoUcl.)mpareand contiastUTfTsfo .... 
8 look at the Summerlin project, because Mr. Whittemore 
9 had, as an interest for the development of his project, 

10 very similar to Summerlin. He knew there was going to 
11 be cmrmercial development there. He lme~l that there was 
12 going to be custom lot development there. He knew that 
13 there was going to be industrial development. He knew 
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1 agreement, and it includes the single-family detached 
2 production residential, but typically the witnesses will 
3 refer to it as single-family residential. 
4 And Coyote Springs was going to maintain 
5 control then of all of the commercial land, all of the 
6 land that was going to be golf courses, all of the 
7 custOll\ lots, all of the multi -family land. And what do 
8 I mean by multi-family land? The multi-family land is 
9 typically then what condominiums or apartment complexes 

10 are built upon. He \'ias going to retain the industrial 
11 lands and all ot~er development deals in Coyote Springs. 
12 And as a result of that meeting, and as a 
13 result of the meeting that had already occurred between 
14 Mr. Andrews and Mr. w1Uttemore, Pardee and CS1 began a 
IS very long and very protracted negotiation. The 
15 plaintiffs, Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, they were not 
17 needed with these negotiations. It simply wasn't within 
18 their skill set. And they, like most Realtors, were 
19 happy to stay out of these continuing negotiations. 
20 

21 

And between the builders, Pardee, and the 
developer then, Mr. ~~ttemore through Coyote Springs, 

22 they were not needed then, and principally what you were 
23 seeing is negotiations that went on between different 
24 segments of Pardee and different segments of CSI. 
25 And by that I mean this: There were some 
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1 negotiations that \.ent on directly between Mr. Lash and 
2 Mr. Whittemore. And you are going to learn that they 
3" had a record of 18 calls in one day, and that these 
4 negotiations were very protracted, very long, very 
5 tedious. But ultimately you will learn that these were 
6 an arm's length transaction between these two parties. 
7 ........................... iti.adcG.H.ontoH1.8 otheisegmen f, there ... ~Jei:e··· 
B design people that were talking to each other. There 
9 were also Lhe attorneys that were talking to each other. 

10 Mr. Whittemore, while he's an attorney himself, he 
11 brought in Carl Savely, who was doing much of the 
12 negotiation as it related to water rights. 
13 Steve Levy was the person on behalf of Pardee 

14 that there was going to be what is referred to and zoned 14 who was the attorney that began negotiating and that 
15 as single-family production detached homes. 
16 That's the property then that MI. Whittemore 
17 had expressed an interest in and that property falls 
IB square then within Pardee's principal form of its 
19 business. It had an interest in acquiring certain 
20 portions of this project. 
21 And what the parties had originally negotiated 
22 then was that CSI was going to sell portions of that, 
23 what you are going to hear the witnesses primarily refer 
24 to it as single-family residential. It has a very long 
25 and specific definition contained within the parties' 
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15 began the drafting process along with Mr. Savely and 
16 along with Mr. ~~ittemore and also, I believe, with 
17 David ~~itternore, who was an attorney with Lionel Sawyer 
18 and Collins at the time, that Mr. Whittemore had brought 
19 in then, and he was also doing some of the drafting on 
20 these contractual arrang~~ents. 
21 Now, this single meeting that I earlier 
22 described, at which time that Mr. Wilkes and Mr. ~~olfram 

23 were in attendance, that was the sale participation that 
24 they did concerning those negotiations. 
25 I asked during deposition and I would assume 
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1 then that Mr. Wilkes will confirm this as to the sum 

2 total of the time investment that he had into this 
3 project tracking the Coyote Springs project, trying to 
4 determine then if Mr. ~~ittemore had obtained his water 
5 rights, and he approximated it was about a \~eek's worth 
6 of time that he had put into tracking that project 
7 collectively, assQ~ng a 40-hour workweek, working eight 
B hours then on a daily basis. 
9 Now, as Coyote Springs and Pardee were doing 

10 their negotiations that ultimately led to the Option 
11. Agreement that we're going to bring to the Court's 
12 attention, Pardee was also negotiating then with the 
13 plaintiffs concerning their Commission Agreement. After 
1~ several months and, in fact, almost a year's worth of 
15 negotiations, Pardee had entered into a written 
16 agreement and that written agreement we will bring to 
11 your attention is found at Exhibit B in the Defendant's 
IB binders, and it's titled Option Agreement for the 
19 Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow Instructions, 
20 Everyone refers to it in shorthand then as the Option 
21 Agreement. 
22 It sets forth the teIIJIS of the deal, and 
23 specifically it set forth the fact that this deal only 
24 dealt with the single-family detached production 
25 residential land. That was the only thing that was at 
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1 amendments to the plaintiffs. 
2 You are going to see the first amendment that 
3 is found at Exhibit E, and you are going to see the 
4 second amendment that is found at Exhibit J. And the 
5 principal thing that is important in these amendments -
E there are two principal things, actually. 
7 The original Option Agreement made reference to 
B an acquisition by Pardee for a Purchase Property Price 
9 of $66 million. And it also identified when the initial 

10 closing was going to be on the initial parcel that they 
11 were going to take down. The amendments, though, 
12 increased the price and then made a change as to when 
13 the first closing was going to be. 
14 And as I indicated, contrary to the deposition 
15 testimony, which I would aSSllIlle is going to be the same 
16 thing from the witness stand and the same thing that 
17 we've now heard during opening statement, is that the 
18 plaintiffs were given copies of those amendments. 
19 At the time -- and I think it's important for 
20 the Court to have this lli~derstanding, and we will 
21 present witnesses then to afford the Court this 
22 understanding, is at the time this land was in the 
23 rawest fonn of its development. There was no zoning. 
24 There was no parceling. There was no mapping. There 
25 lI'as no penni tting . There was no entitlements. There 
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1 issue. 
2 And so now for the first time when I learn that 
3 there's a contention that a wastewater treatment plant, 
4 land upon which a wastewater treatment plant was 
5 constructed somehow falls within this scope of this 

1 was no design that had been accomplished at that point 
2 in tilne. All of that was work to be done in the future, 
3 and all of that work was going to be done jointly 
4 between Pardee and CSI. 
5 In addition, which I think is very ilnportant 

option Agreement or the scope of their Commission I 6 for the Court to understand, is that there were multiple 
.......... ·········7 ·Il.greementand for which they are enti tledtocommissions .. ···t ·7 issues that were going to impact the boundaries Dfthe . 

6 

8 on that, when the Court takes a look at the Option 
9 Agreement, you are going to see that it was only the 

10 single-family detached production residential lands that 
11 were at issue under the Option Agreement. 
12 Now, prior to the Commission Agreement bet\"een 
13 Pardee and the plaintiffs being entered into, there were 
H two amendments that were made to the Option Agreement, 
15 which is fairly typical in long and protracted 
16 negotiations. You reach a deal, and then as you start 
17 through your due diligence period, what you realize is 
IB that there were certain deal points that need to be 
19 amended. And the parties agreed upon those a'llendments. 
20 They memorialized those amendments, And they executed 
21 those amendments, and those were done before the 
22 commission Agreement was ever executed, 
23 Now, notably, and contrary to their testimony, 
24 they received those amendments, and we will show the 
25 Court the documentary evidence transmitting those 
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B lands that were going to be acquired by Pardee. 
9 When we point out in the Option Agreement, you 

lO aIe going to see multiple places in the Option Agreement 
11 where the parties identified that the boundaries are 
12 going to change and that the boundaries that were at 
13 issue in the Option Agreement \qere not fixed, 
14 I'm going to use the map that I think the 
15 plaintiffs referred to in their opening statement just 
16 to make one reference and that being this: This is what 
11 the plaintiffs contend is the parcel of property that 
l~ was being acquired by Pardee under the Option Agreement. 
19 That is not accurate, absolutely not accurate. 
20 You are going to be able to see the Option 
21 Agreement. You are going to be able to listen to the 
22 witnesses' testimony, both from Pardee's perspective as 
23 well as CSI's perspective. The easiest way to have an 
24 understanding that this is not what was at issue is 
25 looking at what the size of this is. 
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1 This property, and as was written into the very 
2 first Option Agreement, is 3,605 acres, and I think it's 
3 point 22. At another place in the Option Agreement, it 
4 identified that Pardee was going to be acquiring land 
5 from C5I at a price of $ 44, 800 an acre. Simple math, 
6 you take that 3,605 acres and multiply it by 44,800, and 
7 what do you get? 160 million and a whole bunch of 
8 change. 
9 But the Option Agreement was abundantly clear 

10 that the Purchase Property Price was $66 million. So to 
11 suggest that this is what Pardee was purchasing is 

1 wildlife issues dealing with the desert tortoises that 
2 had to be accounted for. 
3 In addition, there was utility corridor, and 
4 that utility corridor was an easement that ran against 
5 the very southern portion of the boundary, and the 
6 parties wanted to be able to mcve that utility corridor 
7 to federal lands so that that portion of the property, 
B which was very prime developable land, could be used as 
9 developable land rather than a utility corridor. 

10 They Jmew that there was going to be golf 
11 courses on this entire 43 acres, and that there was 

12 inaccurate, and we will point out multiple places in the 12 going to be a signature course designed by Jack 
13 Option Agreement then so the Court can have an 13 Nicklaus. Jack Nicklaus, you will learn, is a very 
14 understanding as to why that was inaccurate. 
15 Now let me identify some of the issues for 
16 which the parties knew at the time were going to change 
17 the boundaries of what was being acquired by Pardee. 
18 Those issues inCluded ~~ 
19 THE COURT: When you say "parties," you mean 
20 CS1 and Pardee? 

MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely, Your Honor. 21 
22 THE COURT: Okay. I just wanted to make sure 
23 I'm following you. 
24 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: She's not talking about 
25 the plaintiffs. 
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1 THE COURT: Yes. And I think of parties as 
2 plaintiff and defendant. I've been a lawyer too long. 
3 50 I'm [ollowing. I just wanted to make sure. 
~ MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
5 

6 

THE COURT: So this is between CSI and Pardee. 
MS. LUNDVALL: One of the things that you are 

7 going to hear from both the Pardee representatives, as 
8 well as the CSI representatives, is that there were 
9 multiple issues that were going to impact then the 

10 boundaries of the lands that were going to be acquired. 
11 The first one was the BLM confiTJration. When 
12 you take a look at the entire 43,OOO-acre site, at the 
13 time that the parties began negotiating, there was a big 
14 piece that was in the middle of it that belonged to the 
15 BLM. The parties wanted to move that outside or move 
16 that then to one of the outer boundaries. And there 
17 were at least three separate forms and ideas and 
18 suggestions for moving that BLM piece to a different 
19 location. That still had to be done yet, and they knew 
20 that at the time of the Option Agreement, and that's 
21 written into the Option Agreement, 
22 In addition, there were wildlife issues out at 
23 that parcel. There r s what they referred to as the Moapa 
2~ dace, which is a small fish, and its wildlife and its 
25 habitat had to be accounted for. There was also 
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14 creative individual, but also a very demanding 
15 individual. And he would say, You know, I want Hole 
16 No. 3 to go up over against this ridge. And so the 
17 boundaries and the contours then of the golf course 
18 lands that were being held by CS1, those were being 
19 moved to accommodate the designs that Jack Nicklaus was 
20 bringing to the golf courses. 
2l Also there were subdivision, permitting, 
22 entitlement processes, all of which would require 
23 boundary changes. In addition, there were design 
24 changes. The parties were still working through what 
25 was the proper design by which to bring to the 
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1 Coyote Springs project and how to map that design that 
2 they were negotiating. 
3 Now, as I indicated, at the same time that 
4 Pardee was negotiating with Coyote Springs, they were 
5 also negotiating with the plaintiffs concerning their 
6 finder's fee or their commission. And what you are 
7 g()ing to learnisthatComuEilo!J. Agreement was 
B extensively negotiated. 
9 What you are also going to learn is that the 

10 plaintiffs were represented by very competent counsel in 
11 those negotiations, none other than Jim Jimmerson, as 
12 part of this case, and that there were significant 
13 negotiations back and forth between those parties. 
14 You are also going to learn, and I think the 
15 plaintiffs themselves will acknowledge, that they were 
16 seasoned real estate professionals. So it wasn't as if 
17 this was their first rodeo. It wasn't as if this was 
18 their first commission agreement they ever negotiated. 
19 All of the obligations they do acknowledge, 
20 though, are found within the four corners of that 
21 commission Agreement, and Lhey acknowledge that whatever 
22 duties that Pardee had to them are found within the four 
23 corners of that Commission Agreement. And equally, the 
24 duties that they owed to Pardee are found within the 
25 four corners of that Commission Agreement, in addition 
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, to the covenant of good faith and fair dealing that's 
2 implied wi thin e'f!ery contract. 
3 Pardee had elected to negotiate and to move 
4 fOn/ard with its Commission Agreement, noalithstanding 
5 the very first meeting that Cliff Andrews and Har'f!ey 
6 Whittemore had already had before the plaintiffs had 
7 introduced Mr. Whittemore to Nr. Lash. It is an example 
8 of Pardee doing the right thing by these individuals. 
9 Rather than taking the position that, Hey, we've already 

10 developed an interest and you guys weren't the people 
11 that furthered that interest, they negotiated a 
12 Commission Agreement. They did the right thing. 
13 Now, this Commission Agreement is going to be 
14 found at Exhibit L, and you are going to see that it 
15 governs the payment of commissions and also the 
16 provision of certain information that Pardee agreed to 
17 provide to the plaintiffs. 
18 And it's this commission Agreement that the 
19 plaintiffs accuse Pardee of breaching, and they 
20' acknowledge that it's the breach of that contract that 
21 serves as the common denominator between their claim for 
22 breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith 
23 and fair dealing, as well as their claim for accounting. 
24 But you are going to learn from the plaintiffs 
25 themselves that they acknowledge that this case is 
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1 principally about breach of contract. 
2 Now, the Commission Agreement expressly states 
3 in the very first paragraph that, in fact, all of the 
1 capitalized terms in the Commission Agreement have the 
5 same meanings that are set forth within the Option 
6 Agreement. And that's· what requires the Court then to 

. ... .... .... ........ Tgbbac'tatidfotthbetween these documents; 

B The copies of the Option Agreement and the 
9 araendment, as we had indicated, .lere given to the 

10 plaintiffs by Steylart Title Company, and we will show 
11 you the documents transmi tUng those. Exhibit t1 is 
12 simply one example of those transmissions. 
13 What I'm going to do is use the same poster 
14 boards that I used during the motion for summary 
15 judgment argument in pointing out because it guides what 
16 the evidence is going to be within this case. These are 
17 excerpts from the Commission Agreement. We've offered 
18 the COmnUssion Agreement as Exhibit L. 
19 And what you are going to see is that there 
20 were three provisions concerning payment. Those three 
21 provisions, the first two, dealt with what the Purchase 
22 Property Price was that was being paid by Pardee to csr. 
23 And as the Court will see, paragraph 1 and paragraph 2, 
24 for those Purchase Property Price, and the commissions 
25 that were going to be paid on there have nothing to do 
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1 with acreage, location, parcels. They had everything to 
2 do with what the price was that Pardee was paying to 
3 CSI. And this "Purchase Property Price" is capitalized 
4 here. So we know that we have to go then to the Option 
5 Agreement to determine what that was. 
6 Subsection (iii) is going to be important to 
7 look at in its entirety, because the commission that 
B they got was not just simply based upon Option Property 
9 generically. It was Option Property purchased by Pardee 

10 pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. So 
11 what we're going to have to do is to obviously go to 
12 paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement and to figure out 
13 what these purchases might entail if Pardee ever did 
14 purchase Option Property. 
15 As we're going to demonstrate to the Court, the 
16 original Option Agreement provided for $66 million for a 
17 Purchase Property Price, but the amendments took it up 
18 to $84 million. And, therefore, what the Court will see 
19 then, through particularly the second amendment, is that 
20 these Purchase Property prices then were -- the 
21 commissions that were based upon this Purchase Property 
22 Price paid to the plaintiffs was based upon $84 million. 
23 Now, there is an argument that could have been 
24 made, based upon the language and the way that this \;'as 
25 written, is that once you take the 50 ~~d once you take 
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1 the 16 and they got to the original 66 million, that 
2 that's where their cOmrrUssions could have stopped. But 
3 Pardee didn't take that position. It also recognized 
4 that they had entered into an agreement based upon 
5 Purchase Property Price, and they paid them commissions 
E on the full $84 million. 
i .......... ··Nowione of the things that I would also think ... . 

8 is important, because of the allegation that we did not 
9 give them proper information about the amount and the 

10 due dates concerning their commissions, is to take a 
11 look at the balance of the Commission Agreement. 
12 And let me point out where I'm making reference 
13 to. In the Commission Agreement there is this 
14 paragraph, and it's been pointed out to the Court many 
15 times. It has two provisions to it. The first sentence 
16 obligates Pardee to give them a copy of the written 
17 option exercise notice given pursuant to, once again 
18 we've got reference to paragraph 2 of the Option 
19 Agreement, together with information about the acreage 
20 that was being acquired. "In addition, Pardee shall 
21 keep each of you reasonably informed as to all matters 
22 relating to the amounts and the due dates of your 
23 commission payments." 
2~ So what does that mean? We've got to take a 
25 look then when the first commission payment was due, and 
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1 that is set forth within with the Commission Agreement 
2 as well. And it informs the Court as to what our 
3 corruuission payments were going to be to the plaintiffs. 
4 The first commission payment was going to be 
5 made on the initial purchase closing. That, once again, 
6 is capitalized and, therefore, we've got to go to the 
7 Option Agreement and its a!nendment to see when that 
8 happens. And that was based upon, with respect to the 
9 aggregated deposits made prior to that time. 

10 The Court is going to learn that that initial 
11 purchase closing was in the March, April time frame of 

1 procedure by which then the plaintiffs were paid. 
2 And you are going to see then on a regular 
3 basis that there l'las an order to pay broker cormnission. 
4 That order to pay broker commission, each and everyone 
5 of them, you are going to see under Exhibit A. And you 
6 are going to see that order to pay broker's commission 
7 was prepared by the escrow company. It began with 
8 Stewart Title and then it moved to Chicago Title. 
9 And what you are going to see also then is that 

10 those orders to pay broker's commission ida~tify each 
11 and every time that there was an aggregate deposit that 

12 2005. They got their first commission payment in accord 12 had been accumulated that was paid at the purchase 
13 with that initial purchase closing. The aggregated 11 closing. It identified escrow nUIObers. It identified 
14 deposits that had been made at that point in time were 
15 $10 million, and their initial corrrnlssion then was based 
16 upon that $10 million aggregated payment. 
17 And then it says, Pardee shall make each 
1B additional commission payment pursuant to Clauses 1 and 
19 2 concurrently with the applicable Purchase Property 
20 payment to Coyote. It makes no reference to closings. 
21 It makes no reference to acreage. It makes no reference 
22 to location. It makes no reference to boundaries. The 
23 commission payments under paragraphs 1 and 2 were going 
24 to be made dependent upon the payments that were made by 
25 Pardee to CSI. 
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1 And one of the things that you are going to 
2 learn then is that these purchase -- these payments then 
3 began to accrue on a monthly basis. Principally, as 
4 part of the Option Agreement, you are going to see a 
5 schedule of what the due dates of those payments were. 
6 And after the initial aggregated deposits, you are going 
7 to see a schedule that obligated Pardee to pay 
8 $1.5 million a ITLOnth to CSI. And so what happened? The 
9 plaintiffs received a commission payment based upon that 

10 $1. 5 million payment a month that was being made by 
11 Pardee to CSI. 
12 The Court is very familiar with the allegation 
13 concerning the Option Property payment or the Option 
H Property. In the original motion for sunnnary judgment 
15 they had argued that somehow we had changed the 
16 definition. As part of our proof that we will bring to 
17 the Court's attention, there were no changes to the 
18 definition of Option Property across any of the 
19 amendments. 
20 What we're also going to demonstrate to the 
21 Court is that we fully performed under this Commission 
22 Agreement. We are going to bring you, under Exhibit A, 
23 and it's going to be somewhat tedious, you are going to 
24 learn that the escrow companies were responsible then 
25 for developing the procedure and they did develop the 
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14 dates. It identified amounts of payments, how those 
15 were going to be split, which escrow company it was. 
16 And those orders to pay commissions were sent then to 
17 the plaintiffs. 
1B And in addition, when they received their 
19 check, there lifas also a memo as part a f their cheek that 
20 identified what the escrow number was concerning this 
21 particular transaction as the title company then began 
22 to accumulate these monies and then began to payout on 
23 those monies. 
24 And you are going to see one by one by one each 
25 and every month that they receive those payments, the 
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1 amount of those payments, and the information that was 
2 contained on those payments that was sent to the 
3 plaintiffs. And it identified to a T compliance then 
4 with this schedule and, therefore, identified to a T 
5 that they were reasonably informed as to the amounts and 
6 the due dates of their commissions, 
7 .................. ···Andl wiIIgetintotllei3.ddlH()nalln"toImaIlon·· 
B that they were given as well in support of this after 
9 they began advancing questions. But before there was 

10 ever any dispute, Pardee took reasonable efforts and 
11 exercised those reasonable efforts to ensure that they 
12 were informed as to the amounts and the due dates of 
13 their commission payments. And all of that then came 
14 through the escrow company. 
15 Now, the second portion of this case then deals 
16 with whether or not Pardee has purchased any Option 
17 Property pursuant to paragraph 2 of L~e Option 
18 Agreement. And what the Court is going to learn is that 
19 there was a very established process with a great number 
20 of documents that would have been generated if Pardee 
21 had purchased Option Property pursuant to paragraph 2 in 
22 the Option Agreement And let me explain just a little 
23 generally how this works because it makes sense, I 
24 think, when you have the big picture. 
25 There were certain properties that were going 
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1 to be acquired as these deposits accumulated, as the 
2 mapping was done, as some of the boundaries then became 
3 to be fixed, and, therefore, the parcels themselves 
4 Pardee would know where they were. But what happened, 
5 though, after those initial parcels were developed, 
6 Pardee had an option to purchase other lands at Coyote 
7 that may be designated for single-family residential 
B development. 
9 And what happens is that you want to give 

10 notice to the world that Pardee had that option. 
11 other words, CSI had to first sell it to Pardee. 

In 
If CSI 

12 ~Ias going to designate it, if they \~ere going to sell 
13 it, they first had to give Pardee that option. And that 
14 was memorialized then in an Option AgreeIflf!nt that ~las 
15 recorded. 
16 So 1I'hat had to happen then is, through the 
17 process, [;hen you go through paragraph 2 of the Option 
18 Agreement and you put it in conjunction with also 
19 paragraph 9, which deals with the escrow instructions 
20 that concern Option Property, what you learn is this: 
21 That there had to be a designation by CST of additional 
22 single-family properties. There had to be a written 
23 notice of exercising that option that was required by 
24 Pardee. 
25 There had to be a written agreement drawn for 
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1 the acquisition of that additional Option Property 
2 pursuant to paragraph 2, and there would have to be 
3 escrow instructions given to the escrow company 
4 pursuant -- if Option Property, pursuant to paragraph 2 

5 would be acquired. They would have to open an escrow, 
6 and all the standard things that go along with 
1 ·purckslnga parceiofpropel:1::Y. ··Classic one;Utle 
8 insurance. 
9 Also the parties had a very specific Option 

10 Property deed that was going to be required. And in 
11 addition, if Pardee was buying portions of what had been 
12 designated, there had to be modifications made to the 
13 option Property memo that had been recorded against the 
14 other property. 
15 In other words, as they -- if they had actually 
16 bought Option Property, the Option Property memo would 
17 have to get smaller in its description because it would 
18 be less. There would be documentary trilllB fer tax 
19 documents, and there would be new quitclaim deeds. The 
20 quitclaim deeds then were required because there were 
21 certain remainder interests that Pardee would be 
22 obligated to give back then to CSI as part of such a 
23 trans act ion. 
24 So all of those things would have had to have 
25 been done if Pardee had purchased option Property. And 
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1 when you think about that, I"hen you total all of those 
2 things up, and you are going to learn from the 
3 witnesses, not only would Pardee have those documents, 
4 but CSI would also have those documents, as well as the 

I 5 e8 er01·1 companies. 
6 There were subpoenas, Your Honor, that went to 
7 CSI and to the escrow companies, and there were no 
8 documents dealing with Option Property that I just 
9 described. In addition, there would be public records 

1D as to the changes to the Option Property memorandum. 
11 The Option Property deeds, transfer taxes, all of that 
12 would have been public records. None of those documents 
13 exist. 
14 lID1en we told the plaintiffs that we had not 
15 exercised any Option Property, we were telling them the 
16 truth. And part of what you will learn from the 
17 witnesses and the documentary evidence in this case is 
18 that we have not purchased any Option Property pursuant 
19 to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. 
20 Without that purchase, number one, there would 
21 be no written information to give to them. And, in 
22 addition, there would be no additional commissions that 
23 would be owed to them. 
24 Now, one of the things I wanted to begin to 
25 highlight a little bit, because it has come up during 

1 the opening argument then by plaintiffs' counsel, is 
2 that he seems to focus on that we did not give 
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3 information to which the plaintiffs were entitled to to 
4 the plaintiffs when they began their questioning about 
5 what information they were entitled to. 
G First and foremost, I think you have to take a 
7 ··Tookil.fwhafdTdlnecClrifraGtuaTobIigatIon·· :'::whatwas .... 
8 Pardee contractually obligated to give to them? We were 
9 obligated to give them a notice if we were taking down 

10 Option Property pursuant to paragraph 2. If that didn't 
11 exist, quite obviously, there would be nothing that we 
12 could give to them. 
13 You go dOlim then to the last paragraph. We 
14 were supposed to keep them reasonably informed as to the 

115 amounts and the due dates then of their commissions. So 
i 16 let's talk about then what evidence exists as to what 
! 
'17 infonnation that they received on that. As I told you, 

18 at Exhibit A, the Court is going to find then all of the 
19 notices, all of the information that came from the 
20 escrow companies, each and everyone of the orders to 
21 pay commission, the escrow numbers, the information that 
22 was on that, how much in payments then that Pardee was 
23 making to CSI, how much has been aggregated, how much on 
24 a monthly basis they were paying. Each and everyone of 
25 those pieces of information are contained in there. 
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1 First it came from Stewart Title and then later 
2 it became Chicago Title. It had escrow numbers. It had 
3 name of the title company. It had percentage of the 
4 commission to be paid, to whom, and how it was going to 
5 be split then between the plaintiffs. All of that is 
6 found within each Exhibit A. 
I You are also going to find each commission 
8 check that was received by the plaintiffs. That too 
9 contained the amount of their corrmission, the escrow 

10 munher, the payee, the payor, along with a memo 
11 explaining how that amount was determined. 
12 There came a circumstance across the course 
13 then of when Pardee was paying these monthly payments to 
14 the plaintiffs that they were overpaid. We learned of 
15 that and we sent them a letter telling them that, in 
16 fact, that they had been overpaid and how that 
17 overpayment was going to be taken into account, in other 
18 words, how we were going to catch up that overpayment 
19 that was given to them. 
20 As part of that letter, we also told them --
21 and we're now like into 2007, into the 2007 time frame. 
22 The relationship between Pardee and the relationship 
23 between CSI moved on, and the parties had additional 
24 negotiations, and they had additional negotiations for 
25 other properties. And we told them that we had 
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1 those lands that were taken down were purchased at 
2 50-percent of value. Why? Because that's what the 
3 Option Agreement provided. 

As we told the Court, we also informed them of 
5 the additional negotiations that had been between Pardee 
6 and C51 and gave them that information. We informed 
7 them that they were not entitled to commissions on those 
8 additional trans actions. 

And then when they had questions concerning the 
10 takedowns, after they had been paid in full, 
11 Mr. Wolfram, on behalf of both himself and Mr. Wilkes, 
12 began questioning the title company. And ~Ie authorized 
13 the title company to give them all infolnation dealing 
1~ with the single-family production hames, which was the 
15 subject of the commission agreement, all information. 
16 And the title company did. 
11 vlhat you are going to see is exchanges then 
18 where Mr. Wolfram was asking for deeds that made up the 
19 $84 million acquisitions, and he received each and every 
20 one of them. There were a couple that were missing in 
21 ~~e original provision to him. He asked for them and he 
22 got those as well. Pardee told the escrow company, Give 
23 them all of the information concerning the single-family 
24 homes, and they did. 
25 At this point in time I could get into arguing 
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1 additional negotiations for these other properties, for 
2 example, ,.;ith the golf COUIse. 
3 But ,qe also told them that they weren't 
4 entitled to commissions on these other properties, and I 
5 think t..'1at throughout the course of discovery, that 
5 they've finally ackEowledged that they are not entitled 
7 to commissions on anything other than the single-family 
B residential land. 
9 We sent them -- but we told them of these 

10 additional negotiations. This was another example of us 
11 doing the right thing then by the plaintiffs. We also 
12 told them when, in fact, we had made our very last 
13 payment that totaled $84 million to csr. We sent them a 
14 letter telling them, This is when we're making this 
15 payment. It will be the last payment, and it ,~ill be a 
15 total of $84 million. 

They began questioning then what land we had 
18 taken down in exchange for that $84 million. NOIv, from 
19 our perspective, we didn't think that ~Ie had a duty to 
20 give them that, but we thought that it would help them 
21 understand what properties that we had received in 
22 exchange for the $84 million. 
23 And so we created a parcel map. We identified 
24 with specificity then when those were taken down, what 
25 amounts were used to pay for those, how that some of 
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1 my case. I do not thi~ it appropriate to do so during 
2 opening statement. 

THE COURT: There's a time for that. 
MS. LUNDVALL: I agree with you. 

3 

4 

5 But the one thing that I would ask the court to 
5 do -- if this were a jury trial -- and I put this 
J admonition into every single jury trial that I have. 
S THE COURT: Keep an open mind until all the 
9 evidence is in. I certainly appreciate that. I told it 

10 to every jury. And I will do the same thing. 
11 MS. LUNDVAL1: Thank you, Your Honor. 
12 THE COURT: And I told you that during sUlllltlary 
13 judgment. I only made factual determinations that I 
1~ needed for that. I said many times when we did it, 
15 Counsel, if you remember, I'm not judging the -- until 
16 we get to the bench trial, I'm not judging any evidence, 
17 and that's what this is for. 
lB So I assure both parties, I have not prejudged 
19 anything. I have a little more information just from 
20 the argument, but as you and I both know, mostly legal. 
21 I don't k~ow whether the facts will show that or not, 
22 Hopefully, I was clear to both parties at the 
23 time of the different motions as we've gone through. 
24 I've not made any evidentiary -- that's -- I'm taking 
25 very tedious notes for the opening because this is, in 
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1 "all honesty, a lot of a ne,. information that the Court 
2 was not aware of. 
3 So I will keep an open mind until the end. I 
4 understand that obligation, and I promise both parties I 

5 \~ill do t..1-!at. 
6 MS. LONDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
7 Because I know that -- I think it's a little 
8 bit doubly hard during a bench trial, because the 
9 parties have brought certain pieces of information, but 

10 it's always been cast into what the obligations were, 
11 particularly on a motion for surmnary judgment. 
12 THE COURT: I agree loll th you cOIlipletel y. 
13 That's why I tried to tell you. I learned pieces. I 
14 understand I am obligated to make my decision on the 
15 full, full facts of the case and in that respect and on 
16 the evidence that comes in front of me. 
U And I used to tell juries, you know, we're 
18 putting together a puzzle. You don't really know what 
19 the puzzle is until all the pieces are there, and I 
20 firmly believe that as judge just as I firmly said it to 
21 every jury I had, "Please promise me that." 
22 And I promise both parties that. I know that's 
23 my ethical obligation, and I promise you that is 
24 paramount to me that I will do that. I have not 
25 prejudged anything. 
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MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you. 
THE COURT: Just the facts that I needed to try 

to determine -- you know -- I tried to be very up-front 
with both counsel when I was analyzing the legal issues 
that have been, you know, complex and tough. But I 
analyzed it for those purposes, Counsel, not what will 

··happen···af··fiTaL 
MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I promise you that. 
MS. LUNDVA11: You used the analogy as far as 

pieces of a puzzle. I use that same one. I also use 
the analogy of connecting the dots. 

THE COURT: Yes. I actually thought that was 
interesting. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And let me go back and reas sure 
you that we will connect the dots so that you get an 
accurate picture both from Pardee's perspective as well 
as CSI's perspective as to what purchases were at issue. 

THE COURT: And I do understand there's almost 
three parties here. There's two parties here, but 
there's this silent third party of CS1 that is also here 
in some respects, I appreciate that's what makes it a 
more difficult case. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. 
I guess the one last thing that I wanted as far 
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1 as to underscore ,lith the Court, there was a suggestion 
2 during opening stata'1lent that the reason that the 
3 plaintiffs had received -- Or that they filed this case 
4 is because they COUldn't get information. 
5 One of the things that the Court will have to 
6 decide is whether or not certain letters are going to be 
7 admissible. But if you aSS~'1le that those letters are 
6 going to be admissible, what you are going to learn is 
9 that, in fact, the plaintiffs were asking for and they 

10 were claiming at the tiuLe that their COrmnlssion 
11 Agreement took them beyond the single-family lands and 
12 that they wanted information concerning the commercial 
13 transactions, the golf course transactions, other 
14 transactions that were not the subject of their 
15 Commission Agreement. 
16 One of the things that the Court is going to 
17 learn from both Pardee, as well as CSI, is that those 
18 development details, those development issues that they 
19 had negotiated were very important to thew, and very 
20 important to them to be maintained as confidential and 

.21 not to get out into the community. That's why certain 
22 exhibits have been designated as confidential pursuant 
23 to the parties' stipulated protective order. 
24 

25 issues, 
If there are specific references made to those 

we are going to ask the Court to enforce then 
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1 the protective order, and it may require then certain, 
2 you know, folks within the courtroom, that they may not 
3 be able to be permitted to be here. 
4 THE COURT: Whatever you feel is important, I 
5 will certainly enforce it. When I read the 
6 confidentiality, I understood that and agreed with that. 
1 .. rthifl.k both patties agreed. 
8 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. With 
9 that, we'll look forward to the first witness. 

10 THE COURT: I will work .lith both counsel on 
11 the confidentiality so the case can still move forward, 
12 but \'le keep it confidentiaL 
13 I thank both of you. 
14 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, before we call 
15 our first witness, do you mind if we take a break? 
16 THE COURT: I think that's a great idea. Why 
17 don't we take about a is-minute break. 
18 

19 

(Whereupon, a recess was taken.) 
THE COURT: Welcome. Thank you. I had to do a 

20 quick order so it was a few more minutes. Sorry. 
21 Mr. Jimmerson, call your first ,;itness. 
22 MR. J. M. JIMME'.RSON: We would like to call 
23 James Wolfram to the stand, Your Honor. 
24 (Whereupon, JAMES WOLFRAM was duly sworn.) 
25 THE CLERK: For the record, please state and 
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1 informed decision. And we certainly believe that, based 

2 upon all the evidence, that the plaintiffs are entitled 

3 to a judgment in its favor in the manner that r will 

4 describe towards the end of Qur argument. 

5 I will be speaking to some exhibits with you, 

6 and through this time process we've all memorized a good 

7 deal o.f them or portions of them, but I will be making 

B references to exhibits and to. do.cuments so that the 

9 Court has a good understanding and can follow along. So 

10 thank you very much. 

11 I would like to begin then with what we believe 

12 to be a clear drunonstration o.f the evidence, certainly 

13 by a preponderance of the evidence with regard to the 

H facts of this case. 

15 Mr. Wo.lfram and Mr, Wilkes, working for their 

16 then companies Award and General Realty companies, and 

17 thereafter having acquired their own interest in this 

18 commission entitlement, had worked with Mr. Jon Lash in 

19 particular of Pardee Homes prior to spring of 2004. 
20. They had discllssions, according to the testimony of 

21 11r. Wolfram and Mr, Wilkes. 

22 ll..nd they had shOlm Mr. Lash the White Hills 

23 property across the Hoover Dam bridge, In fact, he 

24 testified, Mr. Wolfram, that it was actually in escrow 

25 for a period of time, They showed him the Sandy Valley 
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FRIDAY, DECEMBER 13, 2013, 1:00 P.M. 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 
j -000-

4 THE COURT: Good afternoon. 

5 MS. Lu~DVALL: Good afternoon, Your Honor. 

6 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: Good afternoon Are you 

7teady, Yout HOnor? 

S 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

THE COURT: I am ready. I have my notepad. 

I'm ready. 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: First of all, I would like 

to. thank the Court and its staff for its patience and 

time it's given to all parties and to all counsel. And 

I thank opposing counsel, Ms. Lundvall and Mr. Shipley, 

for their opportunity to wark opposite them in a 

pro.fessio.nal manner, and it's been an experience I've 

enj oyed, my san has enj oyed and, perhaps, not so much 

for tite clients. 

But on behalf of Nt, Wolfram and ~!r. Wilkes I 

who. is not able to be here this afternoon, we thank you 

and all concerned for your time and attention. 

THE COURT: You're very welcome, 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I wo.uld now like to take 

this opportunity to speak about what we believe to. be a 

summation of the facts in evidence and the law that you 

have been provided that will allow you to make an 
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1 property and then they showed him the Coyote Springs 

2 property amongst others. 

3 Even in years following, they showed them other 

4 properties that did not result in anything being placed 

5 into escrow, but that evidenced Mr. Wolfram and 

• Mr. Wilkes' desire to, of co.urse, earn a commission for 

1 themselves and their families, .... but also to provide a 

. 8 service to Mr. Lash and to Pardee as they had done in 

9 the past. 

10 I will note that Mr, Andrews didn't recall that 

11 the 'i\~ite Hills property went so far as to be into 

12 escrow, kind of dismissing L~t, And I think it's' a 

13 fair statement that Hr, Andrews, who had probably more 

14 hands-on information about this project than even that 

15 of Mr. Lash, altho.ugh Mr, Lash was certainly very 

16 knowledgeable, as I\'dS Mr, Whittemore and Dur client, 

17 that Mr. Andrews didn't have a lot o.f -- had a bit of 

18 disdain for RealtQrs and didn't have the same 

19 relationship with Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes as Mr. Lash 

20 did. 

21 After the all hands meeting in which 

22 Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes participated, mostly staying 

23 quiet -- although we heard this morning that Mr. Wilkes 

24 was interjecting himself -- there was no further 

25 involvement, at least in terms of meetings or 
13£ 
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1 conversations, between tbem, between Mr. Wolfram and 
2 ~lr. Wilkes as the parties, Pardee ane!. CSI, 

3 Coyote Springs, which I'll refer to occasionally as CSI, 
4 began the negotiations for the acquisition of this 
5 property through and including the execution ot the 
6 Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and 
7 Joint Escrow Instructions, dated the blank day of May 
S 2004, that l~e generally refer to as June 1, 2004, the 
9 signature date by Pardee accepting the offer as being 

10 prepared and negotiated between the two sides through 
11 competent counsel and competent principals. 
12 The Court has read ad nause1llll the teI1llS of the 
13 Option Agreement. There are points, though, 
14 notwithstandillg the fact that I am counting and know 
15 that the Court has memorized these tems, that I want to 
16 hit upon, and there is, indeed, a recognition within the 
17 four corners of this document that this was a 40-year 
18 contract. 
19 It was a contract that, of course, could 
20 terminate sooner man 40 years, but there are so many 
21 provisions within the four corners of the document that 
22 evidence an ongoing relationship bebqeen Pardee, as 
23 purchaser of single-family production real estate 
24 property, and CSI, as seller of that real estate, tbat 
25 you could see fram the parties that there was 
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1 contemplated, through the terms, the express tems of 
2 the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, a 40-year relationship 
3 potentially between the two parties. 
4 What is also important is at the time, and 
5 through all the evidence we've beard, the only· 
6 contemplation, the exclusive contemplation as of June 1, 
71004;\ias that·· Pardee was6ru.¥goitig tobepemttea. to· 
8 buy single-family production real estate as so 
9 designated between the two parties and would not be 

10 permitted to buy any other type or category of real 
11 estate, whether it be multi-family, whether it be golf 
12 course, whether it be backup commercial, whether it be 
13 custom lots or the like. And, indeed, all of those 
14 rights within this contract are expressly reserved to 
15 CSI. 
16 So when the parties inked this agreement, CSI 
17 and Pardee knew that Pardee was being granted, as 
1B Mr. Andrews confirmed today in his testimony, the 
19 exclusive right to be the provider of production 
20 single-family residential lots and homes for this huge 
21 project. 
22 1\..s Mr. Andrews pointed out, he was quite 
23 excited about the project, as wa~ Mr. Lash, because in 
24 terms of the development of Southern Nevada and Clark 
2S County, this may be the single largest piece of property 
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1 that has been attempted to be developed over the years. 
2 I don't know and we didn't have testimony whether it's 
3 bigger than Del Webb's Sun city or whether it would be 
~ bigger than Green Valley by the Greenspun family. But 
5 it is a huge project, a city, to use the words of 
6 Mr. Andrews, that's being contefl\Olated here. 
7 The terms within the Option Agreement, 
B Eihibit 2, are defined and static. That is to say they 
9 are clearly understood. There I s not a dispute between 

10 the parties. And through testimony that we've garnered 
]1 over the last nine days, we have a clear understanding 
12 of what these definitions mean. 
13 First, Purchase Property is defined 
14 specifically as 3,600 acres bounded by Parcel 1 of the 
15 map recorded as 98-57, Document No. 01332, shown on 

16 page 1, paragraph B, of the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2. 
17 And I know the Court knows this, but when I 
19 refer to Option Agreement, I'm referring to this 
13 document, June 1. And if I refer to the March 28th 
20 agreement, I'll refer to it as the Amended and Restated 
2i agreement. 
22 THE COURT: We've used those terms consistent, 
23 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Thank you. 
24 The Entire Site is 30,000 acres, capital E, 
25 capital S, also a defined term. And the Purchase 
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1 Property, as we've shown, is defined here. It is 
2 further defined as a map of Parcel 1, which is attached 
3 as part of Exhibit 4, the second amendment, where all of 
( the exhibits to the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, were 
5 finalized and attached and incorporated by reference 
6 expressly by the words of the second amendment to relate 
lbatkt6tlleea:tTie:r.:nm:el;ZUOfdocilID.enfEDiltfud 
B noticeably a number of absent exhibits, except for the 
9 key one from Mr. "~ittemore's perspective, Exhibit E. 

10 He had his price escalating fram $40,ODO per acre with 
11 the cost of living increases to a greater amount as the 
12 years go forward. 
13 Again, just that schedule alone evidences the 
14 multi-year nature of the project where ~li. Whittemore, 
15 on behalf of his company, would be allowed to charge 
16 greater than $40,000 per acre after the first five years 
11 going forward on an escalating basis. 
18 The second definition, as we've now heard 
19 through ~x, Lash, Mr, Whittemore, fro~ these two 
2 J witnesses as well as from HI. Wolfra!ll, is that there is, 
21 in addition to Purchase Property of which 1,950 acres 
22 were contemplated to be built, was the definition of 
23 Option Property. 
24 Option Property was all other property designed 
25 for single-family production residential use that 11asn r t 
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1 Purchase Property, by definition on page I, paragraph B, 

2 and page 2, paragraph B of Exhibit 2. 
3 The parties, you can tell, also contemplated 
4 that there 'liould be future designations by the parties 
5 of single-family residential property beyond the initial 
6 takedown of 1, %0 acres. How do we know that? Let I s 
I look to page I, paragraph B, and this is very important 
8 language for the Court to consider because it speaks to 
9 this latest issue that we unCOITered after October 2Bth, 

10 after october 29th, after Mr. Whittemore's testlinony as 
11 to designation of intended use. 
12 Here's the language, beginning with paragraph 
13 B, The parties desire to enter into this agreement --
14 reading from Bates stamp Plaintiff 1, page 1 of 
15 Exhibit 2, the Option Agreement oE June 1, 2004 -- The 
16 parties desire to enter into this agreement to provide 
17 fOI, (i), buyer's purchase of the portion of the entire 
IB site consisting of Parcel I, as shown on Parcel 
19 Map 98-57, recorded July 21, 2000, in Book Number 
20 so-and-so, official records, Clark County, Nevada, 
21 containing approximately 3,605.22 acres as shown on the 
22 map attached hereto as Exhibit B and made a part hereof, 
23 the so-called Purchase Property, and (ii) , buyer's 
24 option to purchase the remaining portion of the entire 
25 site which is or becomes designated for single-family 
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1 detached production residential use as described below, 
2 parentheses, the Option Property, in a number of 
3 separate phases referred to herein collectively as the, 
~ quote, option parcels, end of quote, parcels being 
5 plural, and individually as a, quote, option parcel, 
6 upon the terms and conditions hereinafter set forth, 

·7 period; 
8 If the Court focuses upon this language, it is 
9 clear that they are not just speaking to Pardee's right 

10 to acquire Option Property defined as everything outside 
11 of Parcell. But, secondly, that they have the right to 
12 purchase property that is, as of June I, 2D04, or 
13 becomes designated for single-family detached production 
14 residential use in the future. 
15 This is important because this parcel we have 
16 discovered that we call Residential 5, shown on 
11 Exhibit B-6 in Exhibit E, Exhibits 12 and 13, 
1 B respecti vel y, and why it's proper for you to consider an 
19 award of appropriate money damages to the plaintiff is, 
20 Your Honor, this was single-family designated --this 
21 was single-family detached production residential' use 
22 fron the outset, from June 1, 2004 going forward. 
23 This was single-family production residential 
24 property designated in 2004, not designated in 2011 when 
25 the county planning and zoning department approved the 
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1 tentative map, Exhibit 43, but in 2004 it was so 
2 designated for single-family detached production 
3 residential use outside of the $84 million of property 
4 acquired by Pardee as outlined in Mr. Lash's letter, for 
5 exanple, of NoveIT'ber 24, 2009, or all the maps that 
6 we've shown you in all the exhibits. 
7 In addition, of course, we have unqualifiedly 
8 the intended designation of that same property as the 
9 epicenter of the construction of new single-family 

10 detached production residential homes on one of two 
11 sites, there, which lI'as the exchange parcel and the 
12 attached property, Residential 5, which was acquired by 
13 the multi-family agreement, and across the street to the 
1~ west of the Coyote Springs Parkway, just south of the 
15 eKchange parcel that then became the property of csr. 
16 I would anticipate from opposing counsel, and 
17 she tried to elid t some of that from l~r. Andrews this 
18 morning, that, Well, listen, it's a tentative map and, 
19 therefore, it can be changed. It's not a final map. 
ZIT ll.nd even final maps can be changed. And, therefore, 
21 plaintiffs are not entitled to a commission because 
22 maybe until it's built, we won't know if the intended 
23 use will carry forth. 
24 We do know frDlU the testimony of Mr. Lash 

25 unqualifiedly that the next purchase of land beyond the 
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1 $84 million clearly was Option Property and clearly 
2 entitled our clients to a commission if used to develop 
3 single-family production residential housing. 
4 But what 1 s even more compelling is within this 

5 agreement, Exhibit 2, there is the definition of Option 
6 Agreement that is, quote, Buyer's option to purchase the 

...... ·yremaining parHcncf the entire sHe which ··isor becomes 

8 designated for single-family detached production 
9 residential use. 

10 Under the facts of this case, the parcel in 
11 question, Residential 5, which was acquired separately 
12 through the multi-family agreement, was even then, in 
13 2004, designated for single-family prOduction 
14 residential use and confirmed by the same seven years 
15 later as part of the February 16, 2011 process, in 
16 which, unbelmownst to the plaintiffs, Pardee had applied 
17 for and received tentative map approval for the intended 
19 use. 

19 One of the thip-gs I think you come away from is 
2Q there is a conflict in testimony between the parties. I 
21 think it's reasonable to say that as to what can you 
22 glean from the information that was delivered by Pardee 
23 to Mr. ~lolfram and Mr. Wilkes or what could Mr. Wolfram 
24 and Mr. Wilkes have acquired if they went to, for 
25 example, the Clark County recorder's office, and there's 
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1 some dispute over that, and I will speak to that a 

2 little bit more in a few minutes. 

3 But for now I would like for you to accept what 

4 I believe to be unrebutted fact, and that is no 

5 infoITItation could be found from recorded documents or 

6 from the documents provided by the defendants to the 

1 plaintiffs of intended use. 

B Even today Mr. Andrews stated, No, no IIBpS are 

9 going to show intended use. Mr. Lash said the same 

10 thing. ~~. Andrews said, No, unless you go to the 

11 county to see whatever's been filed, you won't know 

12 designated use. And in addition, he was very specific 

13 to state -- and this is very important for an overall 

14 understanding - Pardee's internal decision-making of 

15 prospective designated use is not known by anyone except 

15 Pardee and possibly CSL 

17 But as you've indicated, \~e've developed 

IS several maps, he said, as to intended use and we do not 

19 share that information ~li th outside. parties. We keep 

20 that internally and it is not recorded, It is not 

21 submitted to the county or the like. 

22 Here you have a designation by Pardee of 53 

23 acres of land. Mr. Andrews did the math yesterday. B3 
24 or B2 acres or 80 acres, SO-paint-something acres minus 

25 26.96 equals 53.25 acres, approximately -- was applied 
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1 for and recef ved, upgrading the schedule frOli\. either R-O 

2 or MPL to single-family production residential property. 

3 Now, what's. also clear here is that the initial 

1 you do it for the purchase and sale of Purchase 

2 Property. 

3 With option Property there's one additional 

4 ingredient that's specified starting at page 3, you 

5 submit a notice of Option Property e~ercise rights, and 

5 you pay mDney according to the tems of the agreement, 

? and you corrplete the purchase. There's deeds to be 

a signed. But it's very similar to the five takedowns 

9 that were part of the $84 million. 

10 NOl'f, there was no other contemplated way for 

11 Pardee to buy single-family residential property after 

12 the $84 million, the approximate 1,950 acres, except by 

13 use of paragraph 2, Option Property purchase mechanism. 

14 There was no provision here for a side agreement. There 

15 was provision here for some later agreement. 

16 There was a statement that if you are going to 
11 buy additional property after the Purchase Property was 

18 completed to add further single-family production 

19 residential property, you would be necessarily obliged 

2~ to comply with paragraph 2 of Exhibit 2 for the 

21 acquisition of Option Property. 

22 And that's important because at the time the 

23 contemplation of the parties that they knew ar 

24 reasonably could have knmm was that all -- I'm not 

25 saying all -- because it was a big thing ~- that Pardee 
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1 was buying was the exclusive right -- we heard it from 

2 Mr. Andrews -- to be the developer of single-family 

3 hames for the entirety of Coyote Springs 30,OOO-plus 

4 development of 1,950 acres was within Parcel L We have 4 acres of this project in exchange far which they ~lou1d 

5 that testified to by Mr. Lash. We have that testified 5 pay initially $84 million to buy approximately 1,950 

6 to by Mr. Whittemore, and we have that testified to by 6 acres, which developed by virtue of the exchanges and 
1 Mr:j!oH'ram: ····Arid1::bafl~as::::::if ··tooksomedays ··fo .................... ···1 ·ffie necessitYtosUl5ttactgolf lots: ot sootIact roads; 

B develop, but t.1}e Court dearly has that in her notes < 

9 So when you couple that to all land, the 1,950 acres for 

10 production residential property within Parcel 1, that is 

11 Purchase Property. 

12 On June 1, 2004 -- this is bLpOrtant and the 

13 Court, I know, will do this -- but it's important to 

14 understand what is it the parties kne'r/ or reasonably 

15 could have kno·,m on June I, 2004? ]\Jld on that date what 

lE they knew or reasonably could have known was that there 

11 was only one way to buy land after Purchase Property has 

18 been purchased, and that is to exercise the right to buy 

19 Option Property pursuant to paragraph 2 of Exhibit 2. 

20 And, indeed, the structure of the agreement is, 

21 paragraph 1, purchase and sale of Purchase Property, and 

22 the witnesses testified, both Whittemore and -- both 

23 Lash and Andrews, the ability to pun:hase is virtually 

24 the same steps. You open up an escrow. You pay money. 

25 You receive clear title. You close escrO\~. That's hOrl 
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B would give them a use of 1,950 acres, which turned aut 

9 to be a gross of 2,112 acres, per the letter of Mr. Lash 

10 to Mr. Wolfr~ of November 24, 2009. 

11 Sa that is what the structure of this agreement 

12 was. lind what is clear is that that is what was agreed 

13 to between these parties. NOW, we know two years later, 

14 in 2006, approximately, the beginning of four additional 

15 agreements occurred, including right up to 2009 in the 

16 eighth amendment, where in the eighth amendment there is 

11 the acquisition of the golf course and the backup rights 

18 to the conunercial property that attaches to the exchange 

19 parcel and attaches to Residential 5, which we saw 

20 through Tentative Map 2 of Exhibit 43, 

21 And you had to start it with the multi -family 

22 agreement of 2006 and the seven amendments. It followed 

23 with the custom lot agreement, It followed with the 

24 golf course property, and then it followed with the 

2S backup rights under the commercial property. The 
14B 

13 ' 

,,-, 

" 
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1 commercial property backup rights were actually attached 

2 to the eighth amendment, but the other tt>~ee are by 

3 separate agreement, "e have been advised by all parties. 

4 So that is the method here. ~hat the parties 

5 later change their mind and enter into separate 

6 agreements is their right to do so as between 

7 thernsel ves. They do not, however, have the right to 

o adversely affect the rights of Mr. Wolfram and 

9 Mr. Wilkes by changing the agreement between 

10 Mr. lYhitteroore, on behalf of.CSI, and Mr. Lash, on 

1 cost of utili ties. I heard that on seyeral occasions. 

2 So did the Court. 

3 And, therefore, there was a decision made, just 

4 prior to March 2B, 2005, to build more horizontally 

5 along Highway 168, then vertically along Highway 93. 

6 And, of course, there was a substantial refinement of 

7 the telln Purchase Property from 3,605 acres, of which 

B the initial developed parcel would be I, 950 to 511 

9 acres, and Option Property being defined as everything 

10 else. 

11 behalf of Pardee Homes. And that is where the defendant 11 And I resisted that. [Ilhen I first heard it, I 

12 is nost vulnerable to a finding by this Court. 

13 This iB not an issue of mens rea. This is not 

14 an issue of proving an intent to defraud, This is a 

IS breach of contract for three reasons. One, the need for 

16 accounting, Count I, because of the ele..'ltents that are 

11 required for an accounting, the superior knowledge, 

IS pcssession of superior knowledge over the matters that 

19 are subject to account. That's the decisions we cited 

20 in our pretrial brie f. 

21 It is the equity that the Court is allowed to 

22 L~ose when there'S been a failure to a~t appropriately 

23 and fairly to the parties and when there's damage caused 

24 thereby. 

25 The second claim is the breach of the bnplied 
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12 resisted that. But after I've listened to the testimony 

13 for many days, I think there's probably truth in what 

14 we've heard. And that is that there has to be some 

15 flexibility between the parties to allow the development 

- 16 of Pardee's dreams or visions for \~hat its single-family 

17 residential homes would look like and Mr. Wloitteroore'a 

18 desire to build a city. 
19 t15. LUNDVA1L: Your Honor, now that Counsel has 

20 finished this parti~lar thought, I need to place an 
21 objection in the --

22 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, what is 

23 this --

24 MS. LUNDVALL: Hold on. The objection is under 

25 the Liace decision. I don't know if I'm pronouncing it 
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1 covenant of good faiLh and fair dealing. Here you have 

2 the parties having entered into a Commission Agreement, 

3 which 1'11 speak to in just a minute, and there is 

4 within that contract, and, in fact, within every 

5 contract under Nevada law, the implied covenant to deal 

1 right, but it's L-i -o-c-e. It is the ethical 

2 prohibition for an attorney tq express a personal belief 

3 into the truthfulness of the test:iJnony of a witness. 

4 HR. J. J. JlliI-1ERSON: Fine. 

5 1-15. LUNDVALI: That's where ~- I'm trying as 

6 with each party fairly and reasonably in the performance £ far as not to be technical, but I'm not going to waive 

.. ··1 of theircontraet, theb-reachofwhieh would-constitute ...... ··1 ·myrightrEecausethe:mbsequenttleeisions obligate·· 

S a breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair S opposing counsel, to preserve your right, to object to 

9 dealing, entitling the plaintiff to money damages as the 9 that, and that's what I'm doing, Your Honor. 

10 court would deem proper. 10 MR, J. J. JllBRSON: Thank you. 

11 And third is the breach of contract claim, and 11 THE COURT: All right. I honestly took it that 
12 the breach of contract claim, Your Honor, is the failure 12 based upon the evidence, the plaintiffs' position has 

13 to keep the plaintiffs reasonably infonned as to all 13 changed, 

14 matters relating to their entitlements to receive 

1S commissions for the sale of production real estate or 

16 single-family residential property. 

11 So \ihen you look at the Option Agreement, what 

18 was known on June 1, that's what these parties defined. 

19 We heard a huge amount of testimony by Mr. Whittemore 

2D and Mr. Lash that Lheir defense to this was, We don't 

21 care what the words of the Option Agreement said, we 

22 always knew, because this was a development over many 

23 years, that we would run into circumstances where there 

24 would be a need to alter our earlier plans to 

2S accommodate later plans. An example of that was the 
ISO 

H 

15 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's right, 

THE COURT: That's how I took it. I diOO' t 

16 take it as his personal opinion on what was truthful or 

17 not. That's how I was looking. 

18 

19 

Is that how it \Vas intended? 

MR. J.J. JINMERSON: It is. And I will be very 

20 careful to reach the Liece decision. I'm quite familiar 

21 with it. It was quite a heated case and it came at a 

22 good teaw1ing moment for the lawyers who take the time 

23 to read it. But that's exactly right. 

24 It is not an unreasonable position, although my 

25 clients thought it was, to suggest that it 1vould not 
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1 change. But it is an unreasonable position and a breach 
2 of contract to think that you can adversely affect my 
3 clients' rights to a commission by making a later deal 
4 between the parties that would change defined terms and 
5 entitlement to I1lDney and sequence of construction which 
b would lead to different calculations of commission 
7 because of the fact that Option Property is paid on a 
ij different formula than Purchase Property was paid. 
9 Purchase Property was a percentage of the 

10 $84 million, four percent up to $50 million and eme and 
11 a half percent above $50 million to $B4 million, whereas 
12 Purchase Property was property that was being acquired 
U and developed, that it would be one and a half percent 
1~ tlines $40,000 per acre times the number of acres. So 
15 the math is very different depending upon your finding 
16 as what \\'as purchased by these parties. 
17 So while we say within Exhibit A. that there has 
lB been, and through the testiI1lDny of our clients, 
19 Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, there has been a payment of 
20 the appropriate percentage of the $84 million to the 
21 plaintiffs if all $84 million of property is found by 
22 the Court to be Purchase Property, it is not the right 
23 calculation if the Court finds that some or a portion of 
24 the 2,100 acres was, indeed, Option property for which 
25 they would be paid a different formula and a different 
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1 sum. 
2 What 11m suggesting to the Court, though, is 
3 the legal principle that I think the Court would find 
4 acceptable is that by sign...ing the llmended and Restated 
5 Option Agreement, Exhibit 5, and canceling, superseding, 
6 replacing -- the verbs used by these witnesses before 
7Y0\.J.s1:art.i.ng wi thMr: ... Lashan2C theiea.f1:ei::~the 
B original Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, by Exhibit 5, they 
9 cannot adversely affect the rights of our clients to a 

10 commission. 
11 That is where -- that is the folly of Pardee 
12 Homes of Nevada, Inc. 's position throughout the nine 
13 days of trial that welve been working together ill this 
1q matter. Because they believe, as theylve testified, We 
15 knew that boundaries would change, that the direction of 
16 which building might change -- they didn't say they knew 
17 it would change, but they were going to be flexible 
18 enough to change, and that was the testimony. 
19 ~tt. Whittemore was humorous enough to note, 
20 Listen, I'm here to entice them to buy more property, as 
21 much as I can get them to buy. HI:. Andrews confirmed 
22 that this morning saying that Mr. Whittemore liould sell 
23 them anything that they would be interested in that 
2~ Mr. Whittemore's company had an interest in, from water 
25 rights to all types of ather aspects, golf course, the 
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1 rest. 
2 But 1:c'lere was on June 1 -- that I s where this 

3 begins, June 1, 2004 -- very defined terms and an 
I 4 expectation that not only would Pardee be buying 

5 single-family production residential property from the 
6 get-go, up to 1,950 acres, although vllthin the confines 
7 within a larger 3,600 acre parcel, Parcel I, but in 
B addition they reserved. themselves the right to buy, 
9 buyer I s option to purchase the remaining portion of the 

1D entire site, which is everything other than the 3,600 

11 acres 1.hich is or becomes designated for single-family 
12 detached production residential use. 
13 This is also i~ortant because, as counsel, 
14 bath sides, itls slip and parry, you know. It's a sword 
15 out. It's a shield back. It's the nature of the 
16 advocacy rules that we both possess, all parties 
17 possess, as attorneys where the cl~cible of 
19 cross-examination and the presentation of evidence gives 
19 this court an opportunity to measure credibility, 
20 demeanor of the witnesses, and to sort of size up the 
21 situation. 
22 Before this became a litigable paint, nine 
23 years ago -- this case started in September of 2010. So 

24 I would say to you six years before this became a 
25 litigable issue, these parties, without the benefit of 
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1 litigation counsel, predicted, expected, contemplated 
2 when they signed this contract that there not only would 
3 be the designation at the outset of 1,950 acres to be 
4 paid for $84 million -- it was 66 million, as you recall 
5 and grew to 34 million -- hut that there would be the 
6 potential for becoming, the property being later 
7 ·desigiiatedforsingle:"'filmnYdefacliedproductioh m 

B residential use for which there would be the right of 
~ Pardee to acquire the same. 

10 And then there was a fair amount of negotiation 
11 and agreement as to the definition of production 
12 residential property, which I'm not going to read 
13 throughout, but it's found at page 2, again the same 
14 paragraph B( and it says that the purchase Property, 
15 capital P, capital P, and the Option Property, capital 
15 O( capital P, are sometimes referred to herein 

. 11 collectively as the production residential property. 
13 lind this is what I acquired through Mr. Lash' 3 

19 cross-examination, and Mr. Whittemore, but particularly 
20 Mr. Lash, that production residential property runs 
21 through both. Production residential property can exist 
22 within with the Purchase Property, Parcel 1, and it can 
23 exist within the Option Property. 
24 And that's why the contract says Purchase 
25 Property, a defined term, 3,600 acres of which they were 
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1 going to develop 1,950 on this day, and t.he production 
2 residential property -- excuse me, and the Option 
3 Property are sometimes referred to herein collectively 
4 as the production residential property. So the two 
5 types of property, purchase and option, are collectively 
5 referred to as production residential property if the 
7 property is being used for the seven reasons that are 
8 set forth in the definition that immediately follows. 
9 So we can see that Pardee is not looking to 

1D limit itself on June 1 of 2004. It is investing 
11 $66 million at that point, and for about 1,500 acres, 
12 and then it raised it up to 1,950 acres for $84 million. 
13 And how did we get the price? Just take 2,000 acres 
14 tL!JLes 40,000 an acre, $80 million, So we !mow that 
15 that's how they got to the price. 
:5 And when you look at it, it was actually 
l7 44,000, if the Court ra!JLerrbers, $44,800 per acre, and 
1B then we did the math and had a little bit of humor, 
19 where he said, I guess Mr. Lash got the best of me, 
20 because when you take 2,112 acres and divide it into 
21 $84 million, you get 43,700-some-odd dollars. I guess 
2Z he gDt the best of me. The COurt remembers that, 
23 So production residential property, as used in 
24 this agreement, the term production residential property 
25 means the portion of the net usable acreage as defined 
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1 here, and that encompasses all of the Purchase Property 
2 and the Option Property, which includes, without 
3 limitation, all single-family detached production 
~ residential lots. 
5 Let's stop there. Again, you can see that the 
6 concept of production residential property crosses the 

7boundaryheEweenPllrchasel'ropeny··andopU6nPi6peity; .. 
B not only by definition, which I've just read to you, but 
9 here it's repeated again where it states, As used in 

10 this agreement, the term production residential property 
11 means that portion of the net usable acreage, as defined 
12 below, that encompasses all of the Purchase Property and 
13 the Option Property. 
14 PJld so not only does is include the 3,600 
15 acres, which is defined as Purchase Property at this 
16 point in this agreement, and the balance Df, what, the 
17 27,000 acres of Option Property, totaling 30,000 acres, 
18 which includes, without limitation, all single-family 
19 detached production residential IDtS. Keep in mind, 
20 we're not talking about hous es . We I re not talking about 
21 something that's being constructed. We're talking about 
22 IDts. 
23 And, of courser that translates to what a 
24 broker is entitled to. A broker is entitled, for 
25 putting a seller and a buyer together, to a commission 
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1 for being the procuring cause. Here it's limited to 
2 lots, not construction. But when they paid commission 
3 based upon the acquisition of the property, they,.eren't 
4 requiring the property to be developed. ThEY weren't 
S requiring the property to reach final map stage or even 
6 tentative map stage. They were entitled to a commission 
7 from the beginning. 
S And then the seven areas I've mentioned to you 
9 are the ones that are used for production residential 

1)0 lots, number onei which includes lots on which custom 
11 homes are constructed by buyer, that's two. 1hreer all 
12 land for rDadwaysr utilities, government facilities, 
13 including schools and parks, and park sites are subject 
14 to the provisions of paragraph 7{c), which gave the 
15 reduced cost, half cost. 
16 Open gpace was a fifth area, required or 

I 17 designated for the benefit of residential development , 
1B pursuant to the master plan, SiK was a habitat 
19 conservation plan or a development agreement, Seven was 
20 the drainage ways or other use associated with or 
21 resulting from the development of the Purchase Property 
22 and each option parcel of the Option Property, period, 
23 And for purposes of this agreement, the term 
24 net usable acreage that I just referenced here shall 
25 mean the 30,000 plus or minus acres of the entire site 
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1 remaining after the final reserve designation mde 
2 pursuant to the Coyote Springs Multi-species Habitat 
3 CDnservation Plan as now drafted or as hereafter 
4 approved. 

5 So that is the beginning portion of this 
6 contract which frames the expectations of the parties, 

. 7 . CST and ParC!ee,wheIitheymade their agreement on .... 
8 June 1, 2004. 
9 The second amendment -- the first amendment, 

10 Exllibit 3 has nO role in this. It just allows for the 
11 release of $125,000 out of escrow in favor of CSI. 
12 Then Exhibit 4, which is the second amendment, 
13 this is linportant because it fleshes out the exhibits 
14 referenced in Exhibit 2, and, therefore, by 
15 approxL~tely September 6, approximately -- it's dated 
16 August 31 or September 1 -- by September 1, 2004, 60 
11 days later, there are all of the agreed-to exhibits that 
18 are to be attached to the Option Agreement. 
19 Those exhibits you have reviewed extensively. 
20 However, they are quite important because when you look 
21 at the exhibitsr you will see that there is, in the 
22 first exhibit, the map of the entire site with the donut 
23 hole in the middle, the dDnut hole being that property 
24 leased or otherwise in the pDssession of the Bureau of 
25 Land Management, which was contemplated to be sought to 
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1 have an exchange sometime thereafter. 
2 And, therefore, you have the provision of what 
3 the land looks like before reconfiguration and what they 
4 believe it will look like after reconfiguration if t~ey 
5 can get their desires on. And they had an expectation 
6 that they would be able to do that, but not a guarantee. 
7 So that I B I'lhy they took the care to show what the site 
8 would look like. 
9 They are very clear, as you know, in the bottom 

10 left-hand corner, south of the Lincoln County line dOlf.Q 
1: to 168 highway going east and 93 high;lay going north and 
12 south, to designate. the 3,600 acres which 
13 Mr. Whittemore, through his companies, had fee simple 
14 title to, .'hieh was then becoming defined as the parcel 
15 property. That's Exhibit A~l. 
16 Exhibit A-2 to Exhibit 4 is after 
17 reconfiguration, where it shows the donut hole has been 
13 moved substantially to the east, and you have two types 
19 of property. You still have Parcel I, still defined 
20 here as of September 1, 2004, and then you have the 
21 Option Property, which is immediately to the east, of 
22 about equal size, equal size there, and then everything 
23 north of the Lincoln County line as also Option 
2q Property. So there's clear definitions of what it looks 
25 like. 
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1 The third exhibit, Exhibit B, is just the 
2 Parcel 1 map, and it shows by crosshatch. We had a map 

3 of it here that shows you what th~t looked like. 
4 And then you have Exhibit C-l, which shows you 
5 what is the property -- the map of the Option Property 
6befot~ELlI{reCOIlfigurati0rlan~C-2, the property after 
7 BIM reconfiguration. What's important here at C-2, as 
8 we look at this, because when you look at it, even after 
9 reconfiguration the boundary lines of Parcel 1 remain 

10 intact. C-2, Bates stamp 1566 makes it clear that 
11 Parcel 1 still has an eastern boundary in precisely the 
u location reflected on the deed in 20~D, which was the 
13 Pmchase Property 1, defined in the Option Agreement, 60 
14 days later, through September I, 2004. 
15 Now, they could have erased the line. They 
16 could have said, You know, we're going to go east here 
17 and so we're not going to bound our Purchase Property to 
lB just within the 3,600 acres as they had set forth in the 
19 agreement, and as conceded to by Mr. Lash and 
20 Mr. Whittemore, They could have erased the line and 
21 said they could go any direction, but they didn It. 
22 And as it's particularly noted in this 
23 amendment, Amendment 2, Exhibit 4, all of the defined 
24 terms are maintained, retained, and confirmed and remain 
25 the same from that of 60 days earlier defined within the 
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1 larger agreement, Option Agreement 2. 
2 Therefore, the defense by Pardee thatr We had 
3 the right, it was contemplated we could build east as 
4 well as north, that mayor may not be true. It is 
5 certainly not evidenced by the four corners of the 
• agreement. We hear from opposing counsel so many 
7 objections in this trial, it's four corners, it's a 
B fully integrated agreement. We accept that. That's an 
9 agreement that goes both ways. 

10 That is because they cannot, through their oral 
11 recitation about what their intent is to later make 
12 changes, change, ru.odify, or defeat the plain meaning of 
13 the words of Exhibit 2, the Option Agreement. 
14 JI.nd that's the major defense here, but it must 
15 fail as a matter of law as well as fact because we know 
16 what lias contemplated factually by the parties, as I 

11 di3cu3sed with you, and we know under the law that it's 
IB an entire agreement and there'a not going to be parole 
19 evidence permitted to modify or amend or change its 
20 meaning, that within the plain words of now fom 
21 documents, or now three documents -- June 1 document, 
22 Exhibit 2; the Amendment 1, which doesn't playa role, 
23 but confirmed what was going on; and Amendment 2, 

24 Exhibit 4, restating the same provisions -- are now 
25 three documents that confirm the accuracy and relevancy 
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1 and definitions that are set fOl~h in the agreement as 
2 being true. 
3 And the exhibits by themselves evidence the 
4 parties' intent DOW, of September 1, 60 days later, as 

5 it relates to Exhibit 2. And clearly the intent was 
6 Option Property was everything other than I?Urchase 
7 ···pi;p~itY··i,··parcei·· i,··wlth··or···wi thOutredeslgnation··or 
B reconfiguration as shown in Exhibit C-l and C-2, and the 
9 boundaries are firm. 

10 That they say between themselves, Listen, we 
11 understood the boundaries may not stay the same is 
12 irrelevant if they don't involve·Mr. Wolfram and 
13 Mr. Wilkes in those conversations. 
14 And if we listen to Mr. Andrews today, they 
15 were anything but welcome to be part of the development 
16 process and ~le negotiation process between CSI and 
11 Pardee in the period of February 2004 through signing 
18 the document on June 1, 2004 from the all hands meeting. 
19 And, indeed, Mr. Andrel';s had no involvement with them 
20 thereafter. Other than the one meeting, he had no 
21 comunication. He didn't care for Mr. wilkes aCId dido' t 
22 have any use for them. They added nothing, in his 
23 testimony. 
24 Mr. Lash negotiated with Mr, Wolfram and 
25 Mr. Wilkes the Commission Agreement between June 1 of 
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1 2004 arid September 1 of 200~ alone, and no',mere does he 
2 testify that he shared with them the terms and agreement 
3 of the Option Agreement as it relates to our intent to 
4 later modify the terms of the agreement. 
S In the Commission ~greement there is no 
6 suggestion, no wording, no nothing -- and Ms. Lundvall 
7 says it's an integrated agreement. The language at the 
B bottom of page 2 says this is the parties' entire 
9 understanding. Again, that works to benefit both 

10 parties. We concur. 
11 There is no language, therefore, within that 
12 simple three-page agreement that identifies that the 
13 terms Purchase Property, that the terms Purchase 
14 Property Price, that the terms Option Agrea~ent, are 
15 ever subject to change in the future. There's no 
16 communications orally between the parties that the terms 
11 are ever subject to change in the future. 
18 So whether or not it is true or not true that 
19 parties Imew that the development plans may change in 
20 the future, what is clear, unrefuted is there's not a 
21 single piece of testimony or written evidence to suggest 
22 that Wolfram and Wilkes knew tbat the direction of 
23 construction was going to change from being virtually 
24 vertical along 93 highway to then virtually horizontal 
25 along the little sliver of property retained by 
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1 Coyote Springs that Mr. Whittemore called the boot and 
2 the reconfigured property going from west to east in 
3 that direction beyond the Parcel Property 1 line to the 
4 east. 

In the maps, when you look at them, they are 
5 all most supportive of the plaintiffs' position in the 

....................... ,. fonn 6fgrant, bargam iffidsaJ.edeediiforthepurchase .... 
8 Property, for the Option Property, Exhibits 8-1 and G-2 
9 follow all of this, as did the rest of the exhibits. 

10 can we turn to the most important document in 
11 this case which is Exhibit 1, the Commission Agreement? 
12 THE COURT: Exhibit? 
13 MR. J.J. JIMBERSON: Exhibit 1. 1 believe that 
14 Ms. Lundvall also called it Exhibit L. 

15 THE COURT: The Commission ~greernent. I know 
16 what it is. 
17 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I wuuld just say as an 
18 aside, if we try this case again, Judge, let's don't 
19 have a duplication of exhibits. 
20 THE COURT; I would have suggested that in the 
21 first place. 
22 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I'm just saying both 
23 parties are kind of culpable for that, but I did find 
24 my~elf saying( What l-.'as the Exhibit L, and memorizing 
25 t\"Q sets of exhibits. 
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1 THE COURT: Usually that's \vhy you do joint 
2 exhibits. 
3 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: We just didn't get it 
4 together. So I assume responsibility for that as well. 
S THE COURT: We worked it out. I have notes Oil 

6 both. So it's okay. 
7 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Look at Exhibit lor 
8 EKhibit L, being the identical document, it's Option 
9 Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint 

10 Escrow Ir~tructions dated June 1, 2004, as amended( the 
11 Option Agreement between Coyote Springs Investment, LLC, 
12 Coyote, ~~d Pardee Homes of Nevada, Pardee. 
13 Now, while this is a simple agreement, and it 
14 does contemplate the parties' entire understanding, it's 
15 a powerful agreement for what it says. Firs t, just the 
15 RE tells you what is being referred to. It is expressly 
11 referencing the June 1, 2004 Option Agreement and the 
18 terms of that Option Agreement. 
Ig It I,'as in the possession of Mr. Wilkes and 
20 VlI. Wolfram through their respective companies. They 
21 up.derstood, as they negotiated this Commission Agreement 
22 in July and August of 2004, what the terms Purchase 
23 Property Price means, what the term Option Property 
24 means, what all the capitalized terms here meant, as 
25 defined by the option Agreement for the Purchase of Real 
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1 Property and Joint Escrow Instructiol15 dated June 1, 

2 2004, Exhibit 2, herein. 
3 It's important that you Wlderstand this point, 
4 which I do - I want to say it. I know you do, but I 

S ~Iant to say it out loud. Purchase Property Price, by 
6 definition, does not mean ~84 million. The definition 
1 OfPurdliisemPiopertyPdceilJ"JdBIEXhiliif2,mtheOptioo 
8 Agreement, is the price for Purchase property. 
9 And that's because Mr. Whittemore was hoping 

10 they would buy more. It was a fluid situation. You 
11 have the express provision that they could buy more 
12 property, So the Purchase Property Price is the price 
13 to buy Purchase Property. It's not defined and it's not 
14 equal to $B4 million. 
15 I want you to understand these points as being 
16 particularly central to today's presentation. At the 
17 time of June 1, 2004, Pardee had the right to buy 
18 Purchase Property. They estimated a purchase about 
19 1,500 acres for $66 million, which by Amendment 2, 
20 September 1, grew to $84 million and 1,950 acres. 
21 To buy more property would require the exercise 
22 of an option, sending notice and cOlrplying with the many 
23 steps that Ms. Lundvall made a big thing to do about 
24 what had to be done. 
25 And she is saying as her defense for Pardee is 
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1 the failure to send a notice, the failure to open an 

2 escrow, the failure to have a deed, the failure to have 

3 escrciw instructions, the failure to close an escrow, the 

4 failure to record a deed for Option Property, therefore, 

5 means they never bought Option Property. That's not 

6 true. 

1 

B 

9 

saying? 

THE COURT: Can I just clarify what you are 

When you say Option PropertYI you mean -

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Everything else. 

10 THE COURT: -- single -- you mean everything 

11 else? 

12 MR. J.J. J1MM&RSON: No. I mean --

13 THE COURT: It's limited to -- I want to make 

14 sure because --

15 HR. J.J. JIMNERSOU: I have been guilty of that 

16 for nine days, and my son told me at lunch I've been 

11 guilty for nine days. I'm referring to Pardee's 

18 acquisition of --

19 THE COORT: Single-family, 

20 MR. J,J, JIMMERSON: -- single-family 

21 production residential lots in either -- because I just 

22 made a big point about it -- Purchase Property or either 

23 within Option Property -- and they have the right to do 

24 either -- requires one single method to do 80 under this 
25 contract, Option Agreement. 
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1 THE COURT: I understand. I just wanted to 

2 make sure. I \me\J that's what you were saying, but just 

3 for the record I \i'anted to make sure I'm not missing 

4 something. 

5 

6 

11R. J.J. JIMMERSON: You are not at all, 

The only 11ay they can buy single-family 

7 production residential property outside of the Purchase 

8 Property is through the mechanism shown to buy Option 

9 Property, paragraph 2. 

ID Compare that to the Commission Agreement. The 

11 CorrunlS sian Agreement eati ties Hr, Wolfram and 

12 Mr. Wilkes, if you'll allOl'I me to speak on behalf of 

13 Award and General in 2004, and now for themselves l to 

14 receive a cornnission irrespectiVe of the method in which 

15 the defendants choose to acquire single-family' 

16 production residential property. Ho~ do we know that? 

11 Because of the anti-circumvention or avoidance provision 

18 within the four paragraph of page 2. 

19 And I believe if you listen to the testimony of 

20 111:. Lash and Mr. Andrews, particularly Mr. Andrews 

21 yesterday afternoon through my examination and this 

22 morning, the nature of a Commission Agreement needs to 

23 be and has been testified to, that's different than this 

2~ development agreement, Option Agreement, Exhibit 2. 

25 A commission Agreement for a real estate 
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1 commission involves the concept of procuring cause, And 

2 it generally refers that whoever is hiring the broker, 

3 in this case Pardee -- retaining, it wasn't employed, so 

4 retaining them -- agrees to pay a percentage of the 

5 purchase price for having located the property, brought 

5 the property to the buyer or seller, for having 

1 facilitated the sale of real estate, in this case, from 

B Pardee's perspective, facilitating the purchase of real 

9 estate. That's the nature of the agreement. 

That's why, as Mr. Andrews testified and 

11 Mr, Lash the samet but Mr. Andrews quite in detail l his 

12 familiarity with many, many brokers, and perhaps his 
13 disdain for them, because he doesn't appreciate how much 

u they are paid or doesn't appreciate the quality of their 

15 services, but nonetheless, was very clear that they are 

is typically paid as a percentage of the purchase price or 

17 sale price. This is no different than here. 

18 The important point here is the commission 

19 Agreement l Exhibit 1, captures our clients' rights to 

2J receive a corrntission irrespective of the method in which 

21 the buyer, Pardee, acquires it. 

22 There is no limitation within this contract 

23 that says only if Pardee exercises its right to buy 

24 Option Property under paragraph 2 Of Exhibit 2, Option 

25 Agreement of June 1, and only if it sends a notice of 
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1 exercise of Option Property and only if it opens up an 

2 escrow and only if it deposits money and. only if it 
3 closes escrow and only if it records a deed and only if 

4 it uses a settlement statement and a title company will 

5 you be entitled to a commission if wei Pardee, construct 

6 or -- excuse me -- designate for use single-family 
1 .. producHonresldeI1Haipropert¥; ... resldenHilIIOts, the 
B word being "lots. II 

9 That is, I believe, the folly of the last 

10 minute gasp by Mr. Lash in changing his testimony here 

11 on TUesday -- I'm sorry -- on Monday and Mr, Andrews' 

12 testimony here yesterday afternoon and this morning. 

13 Because when you look at the agreement, as 

14 Mr. Lash testified to and as Mr. Lash testified on 

15 cross-examination to opposing counsel's questions, this 

16 document had several iterations, developed over a 60-day 

11 time period, July and August, it's signed about 

la september L It might have been a couple days later. 

19 And in the agreement it talks in terms of the 

20 structure of the agreement is mimicking the Option 

21 Agreement to the extent that it models the percentage of 

I 22 Purchase Property Price l which is \'1hat, the price of 

i 23 Purchase Property, which at that time was $66 million, 

124 for which four percent of the first $50 million would be 

25 granted and one and a half percent of the next 
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1 $16 million would be paid to them if they acquire that 
2 property. 
3 And then the (iii) is in respect to any portion 
4 of the Option Property purchased by Pardee pursuant to 
5 paragraph 2 of the Option Agreerr~ntt Pardee shall pay 
6 one and one and a half percent of the amount derived by 
1 multiplying the number of acres purchased by Pardee by 
8 $40,000 times one and a half percent. 
9 

10 know, 
NOw, understand, we heard Mr. Andrews say, you 

that -- Ms. Lundvall said, Did you think you were 
11 being fair? 
12 
13 

And the answer was, We were generous to them. 
Yet, if you recall the complexity of the whole 

14 comprehensive nature of the testimony, Mr. Lash says 
15 they typically paid four percent of their purchase p~ice 
16 to their brokers. Here Mr. Lash negotiated a better 
11 price for h.iwJelf, four percent to a liIDit of 
18 $50 million, and then reduced substantially to one and a 
19 half percent of the balance of $16 million. 
20 And, indeed, when they added another 
21 $18 million purchases to $84 million, it was the same 
22 four percent to $50 million and one and a half percent 
23 for the balance of $34 million, as shown in Amendment 2, 
24 Exhibit 1. So the compensation was fair considering the 
25 unusual nature and size of this project. 
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1 until they actually close escrO~l. To sho'li some bona 
2 fides, Pardee will deposit that money, that commission 
3 into an escrow and, therefore, demonstrate the money is 
4 available to be paid over, but there's the need for 
5 Option Property to the wait until the parcel has been 
6 acquired, close escrow has occurred and deed recorded in 
7 Pardee's name. 
8 The second paragraph is, of course, an 
9 i~ortant paragraph for this issue, Pardee shall pIovide 

10 to each of you a copy of each written option exercise 
11 notice given pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 
12 Agreement together with information as to the number of 
13 acres involved and the scheduled closing date. In 
1~ addition, Pardee shall keep each of you reasonably 
15 informed as to all matters relating to the amount and 
16 due dates of your commission payments. 
17 Mr. Lash conceded on ~jonday that commission 
IB payments, being the plural, applied equally to both 
19 commission payments received as a result of the 
20 $84 million Purchas e Property purchased as \iell as any 
21 monies received as a result of acquisition of Option 
22 Property for single-family production residential use. 
23 You'll recall the testimony of Mr. Lash on 
24 October 2B, 2013. I would like to just say to you that 
25 we did not understand and did not know of the RES 5 
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1 As Mr. Andrews says[ it's the biggest project 1 development, the tentative map, Exhibit 43, tha 332 lots 
2 Pardee has ever been involved in. And that's saying 2 that encompass all af the Residential 5 and a portion oe 
3 something because Pardee has enjoyed a good reputation 3 the multi-family purchase agreement as well as the 
4 over the years, certainly here in Nevada, for its 4 exchange parcel. 
5 development af single-family production residential 5 And when I was asking the questions, because lI'e 

6 homes. 6 didn't know where L1e trial went, I'm asking for 
.. "1 ............... ·······In the cotl!se o-fthe negotiations, as brought ........... "'I'posterity-;I'maskillgtheseqaestioosforMr;Wilkes L 

8 out by Ms. Lundvall in her examination of Mr. Lash, 8 and I'll. Wolfram's heirs and assigns, spouses and 
9 I'IT. Lash concedes that ~lr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, 3 children. 

10 through our law office, requested new language from one 
11 draft to another that prevented circumvention or 
12 avoidance of this obligation. 
13 Keeping in mind that when the parties are 
14 negotiating Exhibit 1, the Commission Agreement[ the 
15 only way that the parties understood by the plain words 
16 of the Option Agreement for them to acquire land was 
17 Purchase Property or Option Property. How do you 
18 acquire Option Property? Through the processes in 
19 paragraph 2, which are defined within that agreement. 
20 So then when you look at the structure of this 
21 Commission Agreement, you have -- some of the mechanics 
22 are spoken about in the first paragraph, which is to say 
23 that they will be paid as Pardee makes payments to 
24 Coyote Springs monthly. And then as it relates to 
25 Option Property, they will wait, and they will wait 
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10 So I as ked a series of questions about, Well, 
11 what happens -- because I knew the language in the first 
12 page of the Option Agreement which is designated or 
13 later designated for production residential property --
14 what ;/Quld happen in 2024, an arbitrary year? What 
15 would happen in 2024, Vrr. Lash, if you had acquired 
16 property that you changed and designated later for 
17 single-family production residential use? 
IS Answer, Well, I haven't given it much thought, 
11 but I think you would be entitled to a corrmission. That 
2Q was one answer. 
21 The next answer was, as 'de read to the Court, a 
22 much more specific determinationr and that was that if 
23 we went to the point of going to the county and getting 
24 zoning -- the question was, In any event, because you do 
25 retain the right to change the use -- that certainly is 
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1 undisputed here -- and if you need to, to obtain the 
2 governmental approvals and zoning, that then ~lOuld cause 

3 my clients to be entitled to dollars associated with 

4 that if you built residential; correct? 

5 

6 

Answer: Correct, 

That wasn't something I haven't given much 

7 thought. That was ten questions later, the same 
B exa~nation, the same consistent position. What is the 

9 need to change the testimony? 
10 This Court has been -- and I appreciate the 

11 opportunity to practice in front of you -- this Court, 

12 and this record should reflect this, goes out of its '!ray 

13 to benefit the parties as to credibility. It's your 

14 other personal sty Ie. You don't like a lot of 

15 theatrics, of which I'm guilty. You don't like a lot of 

16 game playing, and you are not crazy with the word "lie" 

17 or "cheat." Those are words that run hard on you, and 
18 you are very careful and judicious before you use words 

19 like that. 

1 difficult because I'm up here for a long time. If I did 

2 do something that in any \'/ay made you think I did 

3 something inappropriate or as favoring one side, I'll do 
i like the jury instruction in front of the jury, I did 

5 not intend "to convey any of that. And, likewise, if I 
6 have an observation, I tried very hard on credibility. 

1 So either way, I hope that you all know I did 
B not do anything by my facial the wrong wa,!, because I 

9 lo.ave not felt that way. 

10 MS, LONDVALL; And, Your Honor --
11 THE COURT: And I do try to judge everybody's 
12 credibility, Yes, I do. Your point is I don't like 

13 calling people liars, just because I think I want to 

14 judge the facts of the case based on the facts and the 

15 law. 
16 MR, J.J. JIMMERSON; I will say that my 

17 comments will work both ways. If you find in favor of 
18 the defendants, these corrnnents can be used by oppos ing 

19 counsel to suggest to the Nevada Supreme Court we got a 
20 So you are willing to accept the credibility of 20 fair shake and lost. 

21 Jim Wolfram and Walt Wilkes and assume or Accept 

22 credibility of Jon Lash; Harvey Whittemore, or Klif 

B Andrews. 
24 MS. Lt)NDVALL: Your Hono~, now I need to also 

25 place another caution. There is additional case law 
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1 that speaks to the fact that you are not to personalize 
2 is the argument to the finder of fact. And, therefore, 

3 I don't think it appropriate for this counsel to be 
~ suggesting that, This is how r knDl~ the Court deals with 

5 certain circumstances. 
fi MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I am speaking to my 

7 observations of how this Court has conducted this trial. 

S And responsively to opposing cOWlSel' II comments, I would 

9 have the obligation, I believe, if I felt the judge was 

21 THE COORT: I understand where you are going, 

22 but I don't --

23 MS. LUNDVA11: Your Honor, from my perspective, 
2q I'll make a record for you. We have not suggested that 

25 there's been same type of influence outside the four 

1 comers of this courtroom that Mr. Jimmerson has 

2 exerted. 
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3 What my obj ection was I and he cannot twist my 

4 objection, ~s the very standard objection that when an 

5 attorney, during closing argument, tries to personalize 

fi the remarks to the finder of fact, that is 

7iD.ilppropiiite . 
B MR. J.J. Jn~RSON: I was not doing that. I 
9 appreciate the caution. 

10 acting in a way that needed to have a record made that I' 10 
11 it was inappropriate or improper or likewise giving each I 11 
12 side the benefit of the doubt. 12 

THE COURT: I see why you would think he was 

doing it that way, and I think he was trying to be more 

objective, but I understand your objection. And I did 
13 Because if we are successful in this case, I 
14 want a record that the Nevada Supreme Court can read 

15 tt~t Judge Earley was fair to both parties. So there's 

16 no suggestion by opposing coup-sel in her brief later on 

17 two years from now that somehow J:irrnnerson got something 

18 over on the Court or that there l..raS anything other than 

19 a fair rendition of verdict by the Court. So that's 

20 appropriate, in my judgment, to make a record. It's not 

21 something I'm belaboring. 
22 I'm getting these objections in the middle of 

23 my closing argument. That's why, 

24 THE COURT: I hope -- I will say I hope that if 

25 I did anything that you felt showed prejudice -- it's 
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13 not take it that way, but I think, for the record, that 

14 was "-ppropriate. 

15 Let's go back to credibility, because I want to 

16 talk about credibility. I think that's why you were. 
11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I absolutely ~Ias. 

IS The only major change of testimony in this case 

19 in nine days, plaintiffs to defendants, defendant's 

20 witnesses, plaintiffs' witnesses, was that of Mr. Lash. 

21 What occurred between October 28, 2D13 when be 
22 testified without our having discovered this issue 

2 3 involving Res idential 5 '~ilB his best estimate of what he 
24 was to try to dem.onstrate the theme that you heard 

25 announced in the opening statement by the defense that 
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1 Pardee always does the right thing, those words, was to 

2 fairly, when faced with the terms of this Commission 

3 Agreement, which is what the subject was ~lhen it was 

4 being asked, was what did the circumvention mean? lfuat 

5 does the 'nord "circumvention n mean? What does "avoid" 

6 mean? 

7 But on October 28th, it was in 2024, because we 

8 knO\~ you can change use -- and I went through this. He 

9 didn't change the testimony about use. We have the 

10 right to change use, he conceded. He diQ~'t change that 

11 in his testimony. We have the right to change methods. 

12 And then if you decide to change property 

13 that 1 s later acquired -- excuse :r,e, that's acquired by 

14 you and use it and designate it, affirmatively designate 

15 it, like an affirmative act, not a mistake and not some 

16 sort of inadvertent act, but when you go out of your way 

17 to make a designation so it's unqualified for 

18 single-family residential use, would they be entitled to 

19 commission, the answer is yes. 

20 And that's the fair reading of the Commission 

21 Agreement. Because Pardee not only would send you a 

22 copy of the written option notice if tiley chose to 

23 acquire land, which was the only contemplated way on 

24 June 1 and on September 1, ~lhen the Comnission Agreement 

25 was they were to do it.this way, but as a fallback, as a 
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1 catchall, as a broker seeking to protect the mischief of 

2 a party, whether it be intentional, 'Ilhether it be 

3 inadvertent, whether it be mistake, ",hether it be in 

4 2024 and you forgot about the Commission Agreement --

5 could happen. People will die. My clients will not be 

1 IHiting back to Mr. Jimmerson. There r s no effort to 

2 cOIllITlunicate directly with each of the parties. So there 

3 is clearly a breach on that point alone. 

4 But just as, perhaps, more importantly, but 

5 just as importantly, is the obligation to keep each of 

6 you reasonably infonned as to all matters relating to 

7 the amount and due dates of your commission payments. 

B It is an incorrect interpretation on the part 

1 of Pardee to think that they can send commission 

1a payments, Exhibit A in evidence, and discharge fully its 

11 obligation under this paragraph. 
12 It is also false for the defendants to say you 

13 can go look for deeds, but as I.e know, intended us e is 

1( never found in any of these documents by anything 

15 delivered by them. And you certainly had the error made 

16 by HI. Lash in his November 24, 2009 letter that he 

17 didn't designate that within the multi-family purchase 

1B agreement, there \'las already planned, already set forth 

19 a designated use of Residentials 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5, and 

20 particularly 5, of the maps that show single-family 

21 homes. That f s how this came to be. 

22 I want to go back to those maps in a few 

2J minutes, but I want to stay on what 1 s before you. What 

24 does "reasonably infonned" mean, keepinq each of you 

25 reasonably informed as to all matters, Mr. Lash? 
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1 Answer: sufficient information being provided 

2 by Pardee to your clients, Mr. Jimmerson, so that they 

3 could on their own, independent of Pardee, confirm the 

4 intended use and what Pardee is doing. That was his 

5 answer. He confinned it again on Monday. That was the 

exact testimony he gave at page 211 of his --6 here in 2024, let alone 2044 -- that you are obliged, 6 
7l?aidee , 1::0 keep each i'lfYou reasonablYimormed iiillo . ....... ...., ....... THE COURT: Of MOlluay or Of T5eI6reT 

8 all matters relating to the amount and due dates of your 8 MR. J.J. JIIlliERSON: The 28th of October, and 

9 commis sion payments. 

10 I want to make it very clear that there's been 

11 a default, a clear default by Pardee in keeping Walt 

~ he continued it again on Monday. I asked him the same 

10 question and he gave the same answer as to reasonably 

11 informed meaning independent verification. 

12 Wilkes informed. Other than one letter, two letters at ! 12 And you r.ecall I went so much further to say, 

13 the max, there's no effort on the part of Pardee to keep 

14 each of you reasonably informed. 

15 The November 24, 2009 letter of Mr. Lash is 

16 written to Mr. Wolfram. Of course, Ms. Lundvall asked 

17 Mr. Lash, Why did you send it only to !>Ix. Wolfram? 

18 The answer was, Well, I thought they were 

19 partners. I thought that, you know, one would 

20 communicate with the other, 

21 

22 

This is a breach contract because there is no 

effort to send the November 2~th letter, nor, what, 13 
23 out of the first 16 key exhibits that are exchanged 

N between !1r, Lash and the plaintiffs, between 

25 MI. Jimmerson and the defendants, between the defendants 
lE2 

i 13 In other words/ there's not an obligation on the part of 

114 Wolfram and Wilkes to take your word for it? 
15 Answer: That is right. 

16 That is what was ~lrong with the November 24, 

17 2009 letter, Exhibit 15. First, contrary to Mr. Lash 

18 saying, I don't knew how many maps we gave them, a very 

19 

20 

kind of reckless comment on Monday, there was only one 

map that Pardee ever gave the plaintiffs as contained as 

21 an attachment to Exhibit 15, the November 24, 2009 
letter. 22 

23 And that map is inaccurate on its face because 

24 it fails to contain the single-family production 

25 residential use already designated by November 2009 of 
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1 RES 5 within the portion of the multi-family agreerTif!nt 

2 adjoining the exchange parcel that we saw in Exhibit E 

3 of Exhibit 13. And that vias the -- you recall, that "as 

4 the map that turned --

5 THE COORT: I have it. 
6 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: -- this light on. Because 

7 when you look at Exhibit E, you sa\~ the exchange paroel, 

S the dark gray patch, and to the left was the sign 

9 Pardee. But in looking at the amendments, I couldn't 

10 see where Pardee acquired that land in the seven 
11 amendments. 

12 And so when you look at the seventh amendment, 

13 Exhibit 12, you'll see it's by a separate agreement, the 

14 multi -family agreement referenced{ not part of the 
15 $84 million as sho.~ on the Schedule 5 at Exhibit 12. 
16 And, therefore -- arid you see that the lots are already 

17 drawn. They are already depicted as of June of 2009. 
18 The seventh amendment is April 24, 2009. The eighth 

19 amendment is June 2009, 6G days later, a little bit 
20 less. 
n The seventh amendment shows Exhibit B-6 and 

22 B-1, which 1'11 show you in a minute. And eighth 

23 amendment shows you Exhibit E, the exchange parcel, but 

24 right next to it is the already designated single-family 

25 home lots. 
laS 

1 So Mr. Lash's change in testimony is a 

2 recognition that between October 29th, 2013, when 

3 Mr. Whittemore testified, and December 9, 2013, with the 
4 delivery on November 27th, 2013 of Exhibits 33 through 

5 43, of which 39, 40, 41 and 4.3 afe admitted into 

1 Exhibit B-1. If the Court, please, plainly for the 
2 Court' 3 edification, is Residential 5 shown just to the 
3 right and at Denali SUIrmit Pad:way or Avenue. 

4 May I approach the bench? 

5 THE COURT: Yes. 
,; ~lR. J.J. JIMNERSON: This is. Tentative Map 2 

7 right here. That is the -- you can see it is already 

a zoned, 2009, for single-family residential lots. 

THE COURT: Did you say zoned for it? 9 

IG MR. J.J. J~£RSON: I misspoke. It is already 

11 designated. Forget the zoning. It's already 

12 des igna ted, as defined by the Option 1I.greement, 
13 Exhibit 2, for single-family production residential 

14 lots. It's plain as day right there. 
]5 So what is crucial here is to understand why --

16 not only do we explain and you can see it -- why there 

17 would be a motivation, whether it be true or not, a 

18 motivation for Pardee to change this one answer out of 

19 two long days of testimony by Mr. Lash, because he 

20 recognized that this property from the outset, at least 

21 April 24, 2009, if not earlier, had found this 

22 property -- already designated this property for 

23 single-family use, but didn't include it in the 

24 November 24, 2009 letter. 

25 And when you look at the November 24, 2009 
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1 letter, it is carefully written, perhaps with aid of 

2 counsel, certainly by Mr. Lash, because nowhere in that 

3 letter does it say this map represents all of the 

4 property Pardee has designated for single-family 

5 production use. Nowhere will you find in· a sentence in 

6 evidence, that there was a need to change the testimony 6 that letter, 
7 ·l::€causeJUstest:i..rnoll.¥wo1J.J.dbet:hedesigna1.::iori6fthe ............ ····7 .................... ····Whatyol.lfihdili lliatTettet;Whetiyou look at··· 

8 single-family land would entitle our clients to an 

9 approximate $31,000. If you use 50 acres, it's 30,000, 

10 If you use 53 acres, it's about $32,000, what 

11 Mr. l\ndrel~s calls chump change. 
12 Now, but notwithstanding the intended use and 

13 the designation, which still stands today -- it's the 
14 last map, it's the action of Pardee for this property -

IS what I want you to understand is it was intended for 

16 single-family residence in 2D09, in 20DB. 
17 One of the maps that we have not spent a lot of 

18 time on, but I did want you to turn to, please, if you 

19 would, is Exhibit 12 --

20 THE COORT: 12 or 13? 

8 Exhibit 15, is this is how -- this is the property 'fie 

9 acquired with the $84 million that we expended and gave 

10 to CSI. And, indeed, that is exactly what the letter 

11 says. This is the property we acquired. And it says 

12 the adjustment in price per acre for these 
13 nonresidential uses has increased the 1,950 acres 
14 originally described to the purchase and sale agreement, 

15 but has nO'1l changed the original price. Your commission 

16 is based on a percentage of the total price and not the 

17 number of acres, period, end guote, 

lS That is an incorrect statement. If you find, 

19 as I believe it r S nolY undisputed, that Option Property 

20 east of the Parcel 1 location was acquired by Pardee for 

21 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: 12, B-l. It's just before 21 single-family production residential property, then a 

22 B-6. 
23 THE COURT: Okay. 

24 MR. J,J, JIMMERSON: I'm referring now 
25 specifically to the map at 1156, CSI-Wolfram 1156, 
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22 different computation for which an accounting is 

23 warranted, under Count I of the Complaint, by Pardee to 

24 Mr. Wolfram and HI. Wilkes to ascertain the number of 

25 acres, what the computation price would be, times 
188 
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1 $40,000 an acre, times one and a half percent, and then 
2 compare it to what \~as actually paid by them. 
3 THE COURT; You are talking about the PES 5? 
4 tffi. J.J. JIMNERSON; No, I'm not. I'm talking 
5 about property outside of that parcel generally. 
6 THE COORT; Do it again then. I'm sorry. You 
I are saying --
8 MR, J. J. JIMMERSON: Let me stay on RES 5. You 
9 are right. 

THE COURT: We've now switched. 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I did. Shame on me. 

10 

11 

12 So what I'm saying to you is that the letter, 
13 either inadvertently or intentionally, does not disclose 
14 that on November 24, 2009, as evidenced by their 
15 acquisition in the seventh amendment, April 24, 2009, 
16 six months later, seven months later, that they had 
17 acquired property under the side agreement, multi-family 
18 agreement, that had already been designated for 
19 single-family use as shown by B-1 of Exhibit 7, 
20 Exhibit 12 -- the seventh amendment is Exhibit 12 -- and 
21 did not disclose it. 
22 And it was that property, along with two 
23 others, that caused Mr. Wilkes to write his letter --
2~ Mr. Wolfram to write his letter to Jon Lash on April 21, 
25 2010, Exhibit 23, where he attac.lJ.es his map, and he 
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1 references the other four parcels that he found under 
2 the naJlle of Pardee for which there's no designated use, 

3 And he says: Dear Jon, as we discussed on the 
4 phone, please find enclosed a map of purchases on 
5 Coyote Springs. As you can see, my map does not agree 
6 ,dth your map on acreage purchased by Pardee, My 
7:i.nfotmaHoncamerrom counfyrecoids. pI ease stlidythe 
8 map, as I have your map. Then we can discuss the 
9 situation, Once we get the acreage settled, it is 

10 inperative we establish a format for future transactions 
lIon Coyote Springs. My attorney sent your attorneys a 

12 simple format that would take any title cOll\Pany only a 

13 few minutes to complete, but we never received a reply. 
14 Walt's ramil y, my family, and Pardee could understand 
15 this document in the event something happened to any of 
16 us. I will contact you in a few days after you've had 
17 time to study the oops, Jim Wolfram. 
18 And Mr. Wolfram then testified, After I sent 
19 him this letter, I did call Jon Lash, and Jon Lash was 
20 ada~t that this was not subject to a commission, and 
21 he would not be providing the information, 
22 In the letters between strin~er and Jimmerson, 
23 you see demands repeatedly by Mr. Jimmerson for the 
24 documents, and refusals by Mr. Stringer initially, 
25.despite a promise that he will provide it, and 
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1 Mr. curtis, where they Dever provide information, just 
2 saying it doesn't apply, it's not part of the 
3 B4 million, you are not entitl~d to commission, and 
~ we're not providing the doc1lIl\ents. 

5 That, by itself, Your Honor, is a breach of 
6 contract, Exhibit 2, of the irr~lied covenant of good 
7 faith and rair dealing, and a breach of the contract to 
8 keep tha~ reasonably informed as to all matters 
9 regarding their commission statements. 

10 Again, how would OUI clients know what is in 
11 these agreewents without the ability to confirm the 
12 same? That was Mr. Lash's words to objectively or 
13 objectify what a reasonable man's test, a reasonable 
H ,'loman's test t.ould be to understand what does it mean to 
15 keep each of you reasonably informed as to all matters 
16 that relate to payment of commission payments to you, 
17 And this can be obtained by a signing 
13 confidentiality agreement, which our clients would 
19 freely sign. There was a lack of care about 
20 confidentiality when they submitted the l\mended and 
21 Restated Agreement, Exhibit 5, because it ~as deemed 
22 confidential, but sent by the title company. 

I 23 And so the concept they are hiding behind, 
24 well, the dacoments were confidential, does not excuse a 

25 contractual obligation to keep them reasonably informed. 
191 

...... _ .....................................•• _._-----_ •.....•..• __ . __ ...... . 

1 How would we know that all the property under the 
2 multi-family agreement is multi-family designated use 
3 property? 
4 And according to Mr. Lash's letters and 
5 Mr. Curtis' letter and Mr. Stringer's letter, the answer 
6 is, You have to take our word for it. You have to trust 
1 ·us .·····WeaffitmativelyalldItitelltlofialIydeclifieE() 
B provide you the documents. 
9 It was only after a lawsuit is brought do you 

lQ nOli have the right to obtain SOme documents I like the 
11 Amendments 1 through B, and as Mr. Wolfram testified, 
12 particularly as it relates to Amendment 7, Amendment 7 
13 and B being the guts of it, he could knOl~ what was 
14 purchased, what was designated intended use for homes Dr 
15 not. That was never sent. 

16 And further, we know that. w'hile Mr. Stringer 
11 testified in his deposition before you that he doesn't 
18 recall or didn't give me a promise to provide the 
19 detailed informaUon that was set farth in roy 
20 correspondence to him, he didn't respond for a periDd of 
21 approximately three months, In his deposition he 
22 testified, so you knoW", r don't recall tha t and I don't 
23 think I promised Mr. Jimmerson the documents t.hat he 
2~ specifies. 

25 THE COURT: That r S the depo I 3till have to 
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1 read? 

2 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: Right. But he did not 

3 write a letter saying back, Mr. Jimmerson, I received 

4 your letter \~herein you state that I promised to provide 

5 the follol'iing nine categories of documents. I don't 

6 recall that or you are a liar or I didn 1 t say that. 

7 None of that is forthcoming from Mr. stringer or Pardee 

3 throughout any of this correspondence. 

9 And the letters from Mr. Wolfrru~ through the 

lO Jimmerson Hansen firm are replete and consistent with 

11 information requesting maps. We sal~ the affirmative 

12 rejection by Mr. Lash to provide maps. Requests for 

13 plat maps, rejected by Mr. Lash in his correspondence. 

14 And the request for escrO~I documents -- you know that 

15 none of the actual documents were ever delivered to 

16 plaintiffs? 

17 If you had the escrow documents, you would have 

18 the AEN number r you have the amount of money expended, 

19 you'd have the number of acres, you'd have a legal 

20 description, and you wouldn't be relying upon a deed 

Zl that doesn't necessarily have acres. We went through 

22 several deeds that didn't have any acreage on itr which 

23 we know there's no intended use, and no explanation. 

24 And, indeed, as you saw in Exhibit JJ and if 

25 you look at Exhibit MM, there's two additional efforts 

1 on the part of Mr. Lash to affirmatively instruct 

2 Mr. Butler and another ~roployee not to provide the 
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3 information Ieques ted by MI. Wolfram. Indeed, there's 

4 an exhibit here that talks in terms of ~lr. Wolfram being 

5 troublesome for his repeated requests for information, 

6 using that tem. 

December 13, 2013 

1 designation 'ilhen you \,ere looking as opposed to 

2 purchase? 

3 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Exactly. Because the 

~ Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, talks in terms of 

5 designated, is or later designated single-family 

6 production residential property. 

1 THE COURT: A little different from -- okay. I 

a just w6..c"lted to make sure I'm on the right page because I 

9 want very clear what your positions are, and I apologize 

10 to stop you. 

11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's fine. 

12 THE COURT: If I don't understand, I really 

13 want to make sure I'm crystal clear on the issues. 

14 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: There's at least --

15 there's then three -- many obligations of Pardee to 

16 Wolfram and Wilkes under the CD.IDJD.ission Agreement. 

17 Obviously, to pay the ecmmission is one of them. 

18 But secondly, you have an obligation to keep 

19 them, as an additional point ~-

20 THE COURT: Reasonably informed. 

21 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: ~- reasonably informed. 

22 lind the third is the circumvention or 

23 aVoidance. So those are --

24 THE COURT; Really, those are the three major 

25 issues? 
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1 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I think so. I think you 

2 are absolutely right. 

3 THE COURT: I just want to make sure because 

4 there's been so much testimony. I really don't want to 

5 miss anything that you feel is --

6 MR. J.J. JIMHERSON: Those are, I believe, to 
............................ "···························SOwbileYoi,i'vehearothede:fense:tryPatdee ............. ·7 be the three maj Dr points oftheCornrnissionAgreement;·· 

B that there was no exercise of notice, clearly this 

9 Commission Agreement is much broader to capture any 

10 entitlement to commission. 

11 THE COORT: I just want to make sure that is 

12 what you are saying. You axe saying that it doesn't 

13 matter what label or hO'.oI they purc.llased it,. whether it 

14 was multi-family, whether it was under -- they paid CSI 

15 for multi-family or they paid it for commerciaL Once 

16 they acquire it, if they designate it at any time in the 

11 future for single-family residence, it's your 

1B interpretation of the Commission Agreement that 

19 [1r. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes will get a commission? 

2U MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That is true. 

21 THE COURT: I thought that was it, but I really 

22 wanted to make -- we've kind of talked -- I don't Imnt 

23 to say talked around it, but I wanted to make sure that 

24 is what you are saying. 

25 And that's why you look to the terms of 
194 

B THE COURT: So you were just talking about the 

9 reasonably informed? 

10 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Now I'll speak to 

11 circumvention and avoidance. n1at's important here is 

12 under reasonably informed is you have a clear and mutual 

13 understanding by Pardee, through Lash, and plaintiffs, 

14 by Wolfram and Wilkes, of what it means. 

15 Pre-litigationr pre-pressure to exaggerate, pre-pressure 

16 to fit your answers into sone legally developed defense 

17 without the purview or the onset or complication of 

18 litigation. The pure intent of the parties is .nat I 

19 would say. 

20 Then the fourth paragraph, For purposes of this 

21 agreement, the term Pardee shall include any successor 

22 or assign of Pardee's rights under the Option Agreement 

23 and Pardee's obligation to pay the commission to you at 

24 times and amounts described above shall be binding upon 

25 Pardee and its successqrs and assigns. 
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1 That inures to tr£ benefit of Mr. Wolfram and 
2 Mr. Wilkes. It also explains that successors in 
3 interest of Pardee, whether it be a merged company, 
4 whether it be a company that is acquiring Pardee, 
5 whether it be Tri Pointe that' 5 in the process 
6 potentially of buying Weyerhauser's interest, which then 
7 would include both of the Pardee subsidiaries we've 
8 talked about in this of California and of Nevada, t~ould 

9 be obliged to honor the terms of this agreement. 
10 And then it continues, Pardee, its successors 
11 and assigns, shall take no action to circumvent or avoid 
12 its obligation to you as set forth in this agreement. 
13 THE COURT: Okay. 
14 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That is a gold-plated 
15 sentence. Because it is not a bar against cheating. 
16 It I S not a bar against fraud. It's a bar against taking 
17 action, any action -- the words "any action" -- shall 
18 take no action to circUllIvention or avoid its obliga don 
19 to you as set forth in the agreement. 
20 So the position of the defense has changed 
21 from, We have been doing the right thing -- the opening 
22 statement and the first seven or eight words out of 
23 Mr. Lash's mouth when I had cross-examination of him on 
24 the 28th of October -- to, Are you trying to cheat the 
25 plaintiffs, is now the questions being asked of both 
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1 Andre\~s and Lash in the last two days. That's a very 
2 different approach. 
3 BecaUse of the sensitivity that opposing 
4 counsel has to what was discovered of the admission made 
5 by Lash on behalf of his company to pay the. chump change 

1 and squared up all the property as single-family 
2 designated property, then to canfina that, when you 
3 confirm and deem this to be the epicenter, one of two 
4 epicenters of beginning construction for single-family 
5 production residential homes, that coupled with the one 
5 to the west of the Coyote Springs Parkway, and to go 
1 forward and inject yourself into the county planning 
3 commission process thrDugh affirmative action with the 
9 county commission sitting as the zoning commission on 

10 February 16, 2011, Exhibit 39 and 41, and the map, 
11 Exhibit 43, is an effort, whether intentional or not, to 
12 avoid or circumvent its obligation to you to pay a 
13 reasonable commission, as defined. 
14 I don't have to prove intent. Ms. Lundvall 
15 doesn't win the day by convincing you that her witnesses 
15 didn't mean to cheat the plaintiffs. That's not the 
17 standard. That's not what was agreed upon. This is a 
19 breach of contract for failure to keep th€.tlt reasonably 
19 informed. It is a breach of implied covenant of good 
20 faith and fair dealing for failure to do the same. 
21 F~d the request for an equitable finding of 
22 accounting for you to tell us, using your sophisticated 
23 means, using your civil engineers on retainer to compute 
24 the curves and the straight lines and tell us how much 
25 property was outside of the Purchase Property I, then 
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1 use that property calculation and, number two, to come 
2 clean, to recognize that under the name of the 
3 multi-family agreement you purchased 50-odd acres, abOllt 

4 53 acres, 50 to 53 acres -- we see two different 
5 documents that show different numbers. One is 50, the 

6 commission and of the recognition that there wasn't 6 other is 53 -- production residential property as 
7 cilrityan.d!or ··llonestY:lllfheNovember24thIeffer:or . ..... .... + 1definedillEheopfionAgr:eelllenf,E.xhThif 2, ···il.rid1::haI·· 

8 the words of Mr. Lash or to that extent, to same extent, 
9 Mr. Whittemore relative to having acquired property for 

10 property already designated in April of 2009 as 
11 single-family property. 
12 And the language -- you know, hindsight is a 
13 wonderful thing, but the language is really broad and 
14 all encompassing. Pardee, its successors and assigns, 
15 shall take no action to circumvention or avoid its 
16 obligations to you as set" forth in this agreement. 
17 It doesn't require us to prove fraud. It 
18 doesn't require us to prove mens rea. It's a bar 
19 against taking any action to circumvention or avoid its 
20 obligation. 
21 Buying property originally designated for 
22 single-family production residential housing under the 
23 rubric of a multi -family contract, which access was 
24 intentionally denied by Pardee, knowing it 1~as already 
25 designated in 2009 before you completed this purchase 

19B 

B should be reasonably compensated for the same. 
9 That's why I say to the Court, the Commission 

10 Agreement is different than the Option Agreement because 
11 the Commission Agre2ITleut is not only speaking to the 
12 nature of commissions, which is, I brought you this 
13 buyer, buyer wants this property desperately. It is a 
14 blank canvas. It eKcites his planners. It is an 
]5 opportunity to be the new Del Webb, to be the new 
16 Summerlin, to be the new Green Valley, and even a much 
17 bigger one at that, and to have the exclusive right to 
1B single-family projects that you can't do and exercise 
19 your rights to be the exclusive developer of 
20 single-family production residential is circumvent Dr 
21 avoid your obligation to the broker so that you later 
22 designate the property as such and the Option Agreement 

·23 expresses that. 
24 We know that all 1,950 acres or all 3,600 acres 
25 within Parcel I was designated single-family residential 
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1 property -- not all of it, but the 1,950 acres were 
2 contemplated, but also if they were to expand that, they 
3 would also be buying single-fa;nily production 
4 residential. 
5 THE COURT: Can I ask what is the plaintiffs' 
6 position then -- as we know, ~jr. Andrews testified, We 
7 have no intention going forward right now with 
B single-family. 
9 What is the position if they never go forward 

10 on that RES 5 property as single-family residential, but 
11 they end up developing it and having it as multi-family? 
12 What is your position then on, if they pay a brokerage 
13 fee, what hilppens in that circumstance? 
14 Because, as we know from all the testimony, 

December 13, 2013 

1 MR. J, J. JIMMERSON: That's the basis for --
2 

3 

THE COURT: That's your interpretation, Okay. 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: This contract is 

! referenced and, I mean, that r s why r say the first thing 
5 On the page is RE: Option Agreement for the Purchase of 
6 Real Property and Joint Escrow Instructions. That's on 
7 page 1 of the Commission Agreement, referring to the 
8 agreement being incorporated there. 
9 TIlE COURT: So your ansl.er to my question is if 

10 they change it for another use, as soon as they --
11 MR, J.J. JIMMERSON: Designate it for --
12 THE COURT: Which is or becomes ~- once it is 
13 designated, then the question is the -- okay. Then they 
14 have to pay the commission. If they don't end up using 

15 it's -- they are free -- and you've acknowledged that -- 15 it for that, too bad. You paid the commission. It's 
16 to change designations. 
11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I have. 
18 THE COURT: At what point in the process do you 
B feel the broker's fee is due? Just when it's 
20 designated? 
21 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: The answer is yes, but for 
22 this· it's an easier question. I thought about this and 
23 my clients --
24 THE COURT: It's an actual question, 
25 MR. J.J. JLMMERSON: I respect the Court's --
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1 THE COURT: I'm sure you are going to address 
2 it, but that's in my mind. 
3 MR. J.J, JlliMERSQN: Thank you. I'11 address 
{ it now. 
5 A tentative map is just that. It's a tentative 

6TI\ap.Iti3Cls~a~ernen~,Il()<l~ver,aTlinte~~i()Di1l 
I statement made by applicant, in this case Pardee Homes, 
B of its intended designation of this property for 
9 single-family production residential lots. 

10 THE COURT: Okay. 
:1 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: To anst.er your question 
:2 directly, the contract, which is all we can base it 
~3 upcn, which is the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, page I, 
14 the last lines of paragraph B say if the property is or 
15 is later designated for single-family production 
16 residential use, they have a right to acquire it. 
17 Th'E COURT: You are getting that language off 
IS Exhibit I? 

19 HR. J.J. JIMHERSON: Exhibit 2, page 1, 
20 paragraph B. 
21 THE: COURT: Let me write it dOli'll, Exhibit 2, 
22 page 1. 
23 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Paragraph B. 
24 THE COURT: Let me read this 1 which is or 
25 becomes designated -- that's how --
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16 gone and --
17 HR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Right. 
16 THE COURT: And there's no rellibursement; 
19 rieht? - . 
20 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Exactly. There's no 
21 reimbursel!lf!nt . 
22 THE COURT: I just wanted to know what your 
23 position was. Okay. 
24 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: We're not here to be 
25 unfair to Pardee. 
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1 THE COURT: 1'm not trying to infer. I'm just 
2 trying --
3 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I'm going to say the 
4 reason that this is easier for the court to come to is 
5 not only did they make the designation -- by the way, 
6 they made the designation before they completed the 
7 purchase of the $84 million of property right. You see 
8 that in April of 2009. It's A.'Ilendment 7. 
9 But in addi tioD, and here r s the most helpful 

10 fact to avoid any concerns from the Court, is it was 
11 already designated single-family before that. In other 
12 \'lords, it 'l1asn I t designated in 2011 after the fact. It 
13 ~2S designated in April of 2009, before they even 
14 expended the full $84 million as a separate property, by 
15 definition, would be Option Property outside of the 
16 $84 million of property that's shown in Exhibit 15, the 
1, Lash map. It was already single-family shown right from 
18 the beginning. 
19 So it's not a situation Where, as you say, they 
20 change their use now next year, and then, Hy gosh, 
21 Hr. J~~erson, isn't it unfair to them that they have a 
22 commission unless they actually do build it? But the 
23 single answer is the contract doesn't get that way. The 
2~ contract says is or becomes designated. 
25 But as it relates to the facts of the 
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1 particular case, you are also aided by the fact that it 
2 was already knowingly designated, before 2009, when they 
3 knew they had to pay a designation, when they were 
4 paying commissions, but they bought this property under 
5 the na:m.e of multi ~fa!l\ily. 
6 THE COORT: What happens in the situation when 
7 we know they paid a commission to the brokers because 
8 they purchase it and single~family residential and then 
9 

10 

they were converting it to another use? Doesn't that -
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's their choice. 

11 THE COORT: That's their choice. The 
12 commission stays? 
13 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Exactly. 

THE COURT: Okay. 
15 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes. And the reason for 
16 that is very simple. There's no language in the 
11 Commission Agreement to suggest that there would be a 
18 give-back or a reimbursement due to the decision~making 
19 of Pardee. Again, the decision of designation or 
20 redesignation is exclusively and unilaterally Pardee's. 
21 It's not something they seek or ask Wolfram or Wilkes to 
22 be a part of. 

23 That is, in our judgment, the greatest lieaknes3 
24 the defense argument, is they didn't involv~ the 
25 plaintiffs when they went from Option Agreement, 
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1 Exhibit 2, to Amended and Restated agre8!'l\ent, Exhibit 5. 

2 They intentionally excluded them and they 

3 didn't recognize ~- let's take any intent out of it. 
4 They didn't recognize that in their changing of 
5 development strategy and changing of definitions of both 

1 can change the agreement all they want. They just can't 
2 do it and defeat our clients' entitlement to a 
3 commission. That's all. 
4 THE COORT: If the interpretation is it was 
s defeating them, circumventing the agreement of paying 
6 them. All right. 
7 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: You can't conform their 
B understanding of the nel~ amendments to the old 
9 agreement. You cannot, by later actions between the two 

10 of them, Pardee and CSI, somehow affect the contract 
11 that existed between Wolfralll and vlilkes and Pardee from 
12· the earlier agreement. 
13 They certainly didn't get our clients' consent 
14 to supersede the agreement and replace it. Now, that's 
15 something the two of them can do all day long, but they 
16 can't undo the Option Agreement for purposes of today's 
17 trial. Do you understand? They can't say the agreement 
18 has no longer force and effect and, therefore, the 
19 C~~ssion Agreement has no longer force and effect. 
20 THE COURT: I don't think they ~lere saying 

21 that. 
22 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: They were trying to 
23 suggest that no matter where they built, inside or 
2~ 

I 25 

outside Parcel I, that they do it and call it Purchase 
Property. That's their defense. Their position is we 
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1 never bought Option Property. We never exercised an 
2 option. We never gave a notice, therefore, we never 

3 bought Option Property. Therefore, we don't calculate 
4 the commission based upon the different fomula. 
5 TIlE COURT: Right. And you are not saying they 

6 Purchase Property and changing definition of Option 6 bought Option Property. What you are sayhlg is they 
..... ·1PropertYTtheydidrt'trernemberthatffiree weredefill.ed ............. ··tbooght--weU, y{)u are callingittlptionpwperty 

S terms under the original Commission IIgreement. B because it was built under the multi~farnily. You are 
9 And if they were going to do that, pick up the 9 using the designation part nO~1 to make it Option 

10 phone and just sa'l, Listen, feHaB, we want to change 10 Property? 
11 the direction which we're going to build. Is it okay 11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Exactly right. 
12 with you? Can we make a deal? Maybe pay you an extra 12 THE COURT: That's what you are doing? 
13 50,000 and call it square. None of that takes place. 13 M.1l.. J.J. JIMMERSON: Right. Because it wasn't 
14 It's an attitude by Pardee, at least through their local 
15 office in Nevada, of a disdain for the brokers, and I'm 
16 not going to involve them in this. ~nd there was a 

11 derogation of their contract. That's the mistake they 
16 made. 
19 THE COURT: You think they had a duty, when 
20 they changed the underlying agreement, to get their 
21 permission or just --
22 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Absolutely. Get ~~ 
23 THE COURT: Get their permission to change that 
24 underlying agreement? 
25 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: No, not to ~~ no. They 
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14 Purchase Property and because --
IS THE COURT: It was not Purchase Property. They 
16 knOlQ it wasn't --
17 MR. J.J. JIMMERSDN: And it wasn't included in 
18 the $a4 million. 
19 THE COURT: I'm only asking because I want to 
20 make sure I'm very clear, because it's very important to 
21 me that I'm clear what everybody's saying. And we all 
22 know we've gone through a long process here. So I don't 
23 mean to infer anything by my questions. I just want to 
24 make sure I understand. You understand that, 
25 Mr. Jimerson ~-
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1 MR, J.J. JIMMERSON: I do, Your Honor. 
2 THE COOR!; -- what I'm doing? 
3 I can't make good decisions if I'm not really 
~ clear what you're saying. That's perfect. 
S MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: What I'm saying is under 
6 the name of multi-family, the definitely bought property 
7 that, by definition, in either agreement was Option 
BProperty. That's all I'm saying. 
9 TllE COURT: Because they changed it to multi, 

10 that's how -- I get it. That's how you hook up the 
11 Option Property. Okay. And that's your paint of they 
12 don't have to go through the exercise option? 
13 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Also, it was not part of 
14 the Purchase Property. No matter where they built. 
15 THE COURT: Of course. It was part of the 
16 multi-family. I understand that, I'm just trying to 
17 understand your reasoning how you get there. I do 

IS understand it. I thought I did, but I wanted to make 
19 sure, 
20 

21 

MR. J.J. JIMME:RSON: I just wanted --
THE COURT: Then it hooks all together. I 

22 understand that. 
23 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: When I asked Mr. Lash, Why 
24 didn't you send the November 24, 2009 letter to 
15 Mr. Wilkes, and the answer was -- Why did you exclude 
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ML Wilkes? Mr. Lash said there j,asno reason -- Lash, 
page 247, lines la, 20 and 13. 

As I confirmed already, Mr. Wilkes and 
Mr, Wolfram did introduce, were the producing cause, 
Lash, at page 22 of his testimony, Would you agree that 
there has not been provided to Mr. Wolfram or Mr. Wilkes 
·i~Y~~itillgi:hat wouiddes191lateaiItlle uses of the ... 
property that's shown on the maps \,e' ve looked at? 

Answer: I believe that's true. 
And certainly it's nat shown an the one and 

only map that you've seen that you provided wi~~in 
Exhibit 15? 

Ans"er: That's correct. 
Lash, page 275. 
If "e go forward fram here an out, whatever we 

purchase is truly Option Property for single-family, and 
we're more than happy to pay a commission. Lash, 
page 75 and also page 83. 

This is important because this was never 
recanted by ML Lash. So any future purchases from 
today going forward or any future redesignatiollS, in our 
judgrrent, for the reasons we've articulated --

THE COURT: That's the distinction? 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Right, 
-- would be, of Option Property for 
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1 single-family use, single-family production use, would 
2 be commission. 
3 Now, you know, I.e've thought about it because 
4 we don't want a harsh result. One of the things we're 
5 looking for from you is orders that would re~1ire the 
6 accounting so they would provide to us the property in 
7 and out of Purchase Property and Option Property so we 
B can see. 
9 But also, as I mentioned to you, to properly 

10 interpret the Commission Agreement, that there be some 
11 affirmative duty, as set forth here, to advise the 
II clients when or if Pardee, as a company, or its 
13 successors and assigns, develDps Single-family 
14 production residential lots beyond that which they have 
15 purchased now in the future. 
16 THE COURT: And you used the word "develop" 
17 them? So does that mean purchase? 
16 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: Acquire. 
19 THE COURT: The terms are very -- I have to be 
20 really precise, 
21 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: If they acquire, if they 
22 purchase single-family production residential property 
23 in the future at that location, that they be -- that the 
24 plaintiffs --
25 THE COURT: So you're using the word "acquire"? 

1 

2 

3 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Or purchase. 
THE COURT: I know they mean the -

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: -- that they be 
4 affirmatively advised of the sa,.-ne. 
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5 THE COURT: And you are lOOking for something 
6 different than l<lhat they have to already do when they 
10P enesCrow1l.11dalltliaf,rfTf'sopti()nPicipeity?·· YO'i·· 
B are going to be arguing to me something in addition to 
9 all that's already provided under have the Amended and 

10 Restated Option Agreement? Really, it was under the 
11 first one and it got incorporated. Right? 
12 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes, Because what has 
13 happened here, whether it be innocence or not, they 
14 acquired property, residential production real estate, 
15 under name of IlIUlti-family, unequivocally. There's no 
15 question. 
11 THE COORT; Wait a minute. No" you are using 
18 the word "acquired" and "purchased" together, but 
19 purchased isn't the same. They purchased it under the 
20 multi-family. 
21 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's right. 
22 THE COORT: The terms are tough for me to 
23 fallow, I VJant to --
24 lB. J. J. JIMMERSON: They purchased 250 acres 
25 under an agreement that was called multi-family 
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1 agreement. 
2 TF~ COURT: Which you haven't seen. 
3 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: 50 acres of the 250 acres 
4 \~as already designated single-family under 
5 the tentative -- excuse me. It was also before that. 
5 If you look at Exhibit -- I just told you --
7 B-1, that is 1\mendment 7 to Exhibit 5. That property, 
8 even in April of 2009, while they're performing the 
9 purchase and development of the Purchase Property, the 

10 $84 million, in addition to that they bought 
11 approximately $30 million worth of real estate. 
12 If you take $100,000 an acre times 300 acres/ 
13 you get $30 million. Of the 300 acres, 50 acres bad 
14 already been designated, as shown by B-1 of Exhibit 12, 
15 residential property. 
IG THE COURT: Okay. I see what you are referring 
17 to. 
18 MR. J. J. JINMERSON: .lind then if you look at 
19 Exhibit E --

20 THE COURT: Of the same exhibit? 
21 MR. J .J. JIMMERSON: No. Exhibit 13. 

22 THE COORT: Okay. I got it. 
23 HR. J. J. JlliMERSON: The property to the left 
24 or to the west is the same property already drawn right 
25 here. This is part of the muiti-farrily property, but 
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1 it's already designated in 2009. 

2 THE CODRT: You are saying by the squares? 
3 MR. J.J. JIMME:RSON: By the squares. 
1 THE COURT: I remember Whittemore talked to 
5 that. 
6 

7 

B 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

IS 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Also, you note that 
Mr:Witit-l::emore-l::oidusthaftllls was thehegllUtlng 
point, that Pardee changed -- and it was confirmed by 
Hr. Lash and Mr. Andrews -- as to where they were going 
to build beginning, commence their single-family 
production residential building was here and one other 
place across the street, the Coyote Springs Parkway. 

So when you look at this, you can see that 
that's why it's nat unfair to charge them for this 
responsibility. Because not only did they designate 
within the meaning of the Option Agreement, paragraph B, 
page 1, is or becomes designated, which triggers the 
commission right an the spot, but it's nat a situation 
of maybe they are going to change later on. Because 
this was from the beginning designed for single-family 
residential. 

That they included multi -family was 
inappropriate. That they didn't pay an extra commission 
at that time was inappropriate. And their intent to 
treat it as single-family is confirmed by, two years 
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1 later, here in 2011, February 16, to get COtL~ty 
2 commission approval for its single-family. 
3 That's what makes it so different than the 
~ possibility of Changing tentative maps later on, I 

5 appreciate the Court is asking and understand that the 
6 Court wants to be fair to both sides. Haybe it wouldn't 
7 be fair to pay a commission unless they do go forward 
a with that. 
9 But in this particular case, you have a knowing 

10 purchase of property that has already, prior to 
11 completion of the expenditure of the $84 million, buying 
12 separate property under a multi-family agreement that is 
13 intended, already designated, for single-family 
14 production residential use, and then confirmed two years 
15 later by going forward to the county and getting their 
16 tentative map approved for 332 lots. 
17 That's why the equities, as well as the facts, 
18 clearly support the plaintiffs and are nat supportive of 
1~ the defense. It also explains the change in testimony, 
20 in our judgment. And that' 5 the only claim of change of 
21 testimony by Mr. Lash, and it was occasioned by the fact 
22 we discovered this after Mr. Whittemore went over 
23 Exhibit E. 

2~ If you remember, the exchange parcel is what we 
25 ~l8nt aver on the 29th of October. ll..nd when "e look at 

1 it, why are these properties single-family? And 
2 HI'. Whittemore testified they are not part of the 
3 $84 million. That's what he testified to. 
4 THE COURT: Thank you. 
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5 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Now, let me just finish up 
6 and I'll be done here. 
1 .. ... ... . ... .......... . The: Ie:fEeiil: ... wairt:edEojUBf ihowyou:rhe 
8 Complaint we filed in December of 2010/ ExrJLbit 00 in 
9 evidence, has simply been marked by myself as matching 

10 up to the exhibits and letters. lind you have been read 
11 these letters until you are blue in the face. I don't 
12 intend to do that again. 
13 But I did want to sho'll you that this whole 
14 recent theme by Pardee that this is really just an 
IS unbridled( tL~abashed money grab by the plaintiffs, it's 
16 all about money -- Mr. Lash's testimony, I think, was 
11 generally credible. HI. Whittemore testimony was 
IB gene raIl y credible. Mr. Wolfram' 3 test.iJnony was 
19 generally credible. Hr. Wilkes' testimony was generally 
20 credilile. 

I 21 But in this -- and I do take issue with both 
i 22 Mr. Lash and ~~. Whittemore's testimony, because when 

23 you read the Complaint and go through it, as we will 
24 now, you'll see it wasn't a money grab. The breach of 

I 25 contract is very different. 
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1 I mean, how many times have you Been in your 
2 lawsuits a lawsuit that says the breach of contract is 
3 the failure to provide information? I mean, it's an 
4 exception. I don't say it never happens. I'm saying 
5 that most of the time it's you breached the contract for 
6 which you've caused damage in excess of $10,000. 

1 So in this Complaint we have the background is 
8 we talked about they executed a Commission Letter of 
9 September 1, 2004, Exhibit 1. If we tum the page, it 

10 talks about their having been assigned their real estate 
11 companies' interest for lI'hich summary judgment is 

12 granted. 
13 Paragraph 6, pursuant to the comrrission Letter, 
14 they are entitled to be paid a cOillLmission for all real 
15 property sold under the Option Agreement. Pursuant to 
16 the Commission Letter, plaintiffs were to be fully 
11 informed of all sales. And I say "fully." The words 
18 are reasonably informed, and I quote it. ~nd it says, 
19 Pardee shall keep each of you reasonably informed as to 
20 all matters relating to amount and due dates of your 
21 commission payments, Exhibit 1. 
22 Then on April 23, 2009, plaintiffs sent to 
23 defendant documents which detail the purchase and sales 
24 of certain real property for which plaintiffs believe 
25 are part of property outlined in the Option Agreement 
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1 and, therefore, property for which they are entitled to 
2 receive a commission. A parcel map was also requested 
3 to identify which properties have been sold, Exhibit 24. 
4 Judge, this is a little bit of irony here. 
S April 23 is when the letter is dated and sent, 
6 presumably received on the 24th or 25th. That day, the 

.............................. 

7 next day, April 24, 2009, is the seventh amendment date 
B to the Amended and Restated Option Agreement that 
9 specifically referenced Residential 5 and the 

10 single-family production residential as being part of 
11 the multi-family agreement. 
12 That is why, when it comes to measuring the 
13 credibility, Mr. Lash was very careful to say in his 
14 letter, This is the property we've acquired using our 
15 $84 million dollars, intentionally avoiding, in my vie\~, 

16 the statement or representation, This is all of the 
17 single-family residential property we've acquired, 
IB because that would have been false. 
19 His map did not include RES 5 as part of the 
20 documents. Part of the property that was shown in 
21 RlIl1ibits -- Addendum 7 and 8 within Exhibits 8-6, B-1, 
22 and Exhibit E of Exhibit 13. 

23 Then the defendant replied to plaintiffs' 
24 letter of April 23, 2009 "ith a letter dated July 10, 
25 2009. The April 23 letter, Exhibit 24, metllorializes the 
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1 request for documents that have been assuredly provided 
2 by Mr. Stringer to Mr. Jimmerson. It's not responded 
3 to, and then the response comes April of -- July 10, 

4 2009, Exhibit 21, which fails to produce a single 
5 document or include a single document, save and except 
6 to say you are not entitled to it. 
7 And that doean' t meet the objective standard 
8 that both Mr. Lash and Mr. Wolfram and Wilkes reached 
9 when they signed the agreement on June 1, or as 

10 testified to by Mr. Lash and the plaintiffs here in 
11 trial the last nine days that there would be an ability 
12 to independently confirm the propriety of Pardee's 
13 actions in purchasing single-family production real 
H estate for which our clients would be entitled to a 
15 commission. 
16 Paragraph 10, plaintiffs again requested 
17 additional documents, Exhibit 18. After conversations 
1B \~ith the plaintiffs, he sent a two-page letter, which is 
19 Exhibit 15. 

20 Paragraph 12, plaintiffs relied upan 
21 plaintiffs' representations made on November 24th as 
22 being truthful and accurate. And paragraph l3, that 
23 they learned afterwards that it wasn't accurate. 
24 Now, Exhibit 20 is the letter we reference here 
25 of May 17/ 2010/ from plaintiffs to defendants. And 
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1 you'll also see Exhibit 23, which is not referenced in 
2 this Complaint, but Exhibit 23 VIas Mr. Wolfram' 3 map, 
3 which today Mr. Andrews, just this morning -- I guess it 
4 was yesterday afternoon, said, Yeah, his map matches, 
5 it's generally accurate. 
6 But it included four parcels that Mr. Wolfram 
1hidfouil.dfOiwhichthere JiiidbeennoexpTanation; ... save 
8 and except in 2007 when Mr. Wolfram had called and said, 
9 You are overpaying me. And they wrote the letter back 

10 saying you owe us $50,000, As we move along, we'll 
11 subtract a little bit here and there so we'll capture 
12 Our $50,000. 
13 In that document, the second page, middle 
14 paragraph it says, And we bought other property through 
15 side agreements or through other agreements. But it 
16 didn't tell them what they bought and certainly didn't 
11 tell them that part of the property we bought ander 
1B multi-family has already been designat~ single-family 
19 pursuant to boLh the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2, as 
20 well as the designation within their own workings, 
21 within their own plans, internal to Pardee for which our 
22 clients would not know. 
23 And but for the fact that they then acted upon 
24 their earlier designation of April 24, 2009, the seventh 
25 amendment, declaring RES 5 residential single-family 
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1 production homes, two years later they went to the 
2 county and confirmed the same, lifuy was that? Because 
3 with the effect of the economy and, believe it or not, a 
q 1'later pressure table that we learned about, they would 
5 begin their construction there and not more northerly. 
6 And, therefore, they were going to use both the 
1 exchange parcel and the other, which is 26,~ or 28.96 

B acres and the other 53 acres to make up the 83-acre 
9 parcel for the commencement of single-family residential 

ID construction. 
11 In the claims, I just want you to understand --
12 I know you've read these before. Paragraph 17, first 
13 claim for accounting, plaintiffs have requested 
11 documents promised to them by defendant in the 
15 Commission Letter and have not received them. 
16 Specifically, they have requested the name of the 
11 seller, the buyer, the parcel numbers, the amount of 
18 acres sold, the purchase price, the cOnmUssion payment 
19 scheduled and amount, title company contact information 
20 and escrow numbers, copy of close of escrow documents, 
21 and comprehensive maps specifically depicting this 
22 property sold and with parcel numbers specifically 
23 identified, end of quote. 
24 Had that information been provided, this 
25 lawsuit would have been resolved by agreement between 
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1 the parties. This would have been discovered and we 
2 wouldn't have had a nine-day trial. This is what was 
3 not provided. This is what was promised by 
4 Mr. Stringer, This is what had been discussed with 
5 l{r. Wolfram and Mr. Lash, and HI. ~Iolfram asked from 
6 Mr. Lash, that Mr. Lash, in his letter of November 24th, 

7 ·intent{onaiiyrefusedfoproVide,· 
B And the proof is in the pUdding. Our case 
9 might have been different had we not discovered the 

10 tentative map, except to say that, irrespective of 
11 finding that, the strength of the plaintiffs' case, as 
12 ShOlID to you throughout the development of our case, the 
13 discovery, the motions for summary judgment that you 
14 heard and ruled upon, was it didn't -- you were in a 
15 superior position, ~ardeer to provide information that 
16 you chose intentionally not to provide. 
17 And if you are going to be reasonably informed 
IB and able to independently confillll. the accuracy of your 
19 representations, you need to provide that information, 
20 which they didn't do. 
21 Then the icing on the cake, though, is findL~g 
22 that they intentionally did not disclose 50 acres of 
23 prime residential production property that was going to 
24 be the first of the acreage developed. That is what 
25 made it so corrpelling, previously designated long before 
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1 this lawsuit was filed, and rendeIed Mr. Lash's letter 
2 of November 24th, seven months later, inaccurate in its 
3 representations, And I could be kind in just calling it 
4 inac=ate. 
5 Breach of contract is th~ second claim for 
6 relief, for failure to bring -- look at what it says, 
7 Defendant has a duty to honor its contractual 
8 obligations. Defendant has failed and refused to 
9 perform the obligations pursuant to the terms and 

10 outlines of the commission letter. 
11 In the previous paragraph, plaintiffs have 
12 requested documents promised to them by the defendants 
13 in the Commission Letter and have not received them. 
B That's paragraph 22, As a result of defendant's breach 
15 of contract, we suffered damages in excess of $10,000. 
16 Under Sandy Valley you have an entitlement to reasonable 
17 dollars ,;hen you expend money to obtain information like 
18 this, both in terms of prevailing party attorneys' fees, 
19 but also as money damages, as the Court has already 
20 ruled upon. 
21 But notice, I would say, the wisdom and care of 
22 Jim Wolfram and Walter l~ilkes. That is to say it's not 
23 a Complaint saying, You owe us money that you haven't 
24 paid us. You cheated us out of money. All the 
25 arguments we hear now in response to the newly 
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1 discovered information. 
2 Here you have a most conservative Complaint 
3 that says, You didn't provide us the information. We're 
4 having to start a lawsuit and pay $274 to file a 
5 Complaint and serve you to get the information you 

, 6 should have provided. 
7 .. .... Aridwhile:We gottheiriformilU6i1.beca.use of 

8 public knowledge, because of judicial notice, because of 
9 the balancing of admission at the late date for the 

10 reasons you've articulated, a fair statement can be 
111 made, Why didn't you move to cOIll[lel? 

12 But in terms of the agreement, the Cornmis sian 
13 Agreement, the defense is Jimmerson has to file a 
H lawsuit and then a motion to cOTIl[lel before ~/e will 
15 intentionally not provide documents and then have to 
16 provide documents. That's why it's a losing 
17 proposition. 
18 Yes, Your Honor, I could have filed a motion to 
19 compel, You could have decided on it or not as the case 
20 may be, or the Discovery Commissioner then coming up to 
21 you, But under the obligation of the contract, that's 
22 not the requirement. That's not the burden of the 
23 plaintiffs. 
24 It's the burden of the defendants to keep the 
25 plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all -- I would 
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1 suggest the word "all" means "all" -- matters as they 

2 relate to the commission payments. Those are words that 

3 the defense, no matter how they squirm, cannot get out 

4 from underneath, the consequence of those. 

5 Even though they consider this amount chump 

6 change, it means the world to my clients, not for the 

7 dollars, not for the 30-odd thousand dollars and the 

a attorneys' fees that we should ;nn as prevailing party 

9 and money damages, as testified to by myself and in our 

10 other briefs, but because this is a 40-year process. 

11 I listened to Mr. Andrews, and he may be right, 

12 and there may never be another purchase of single-family 

13 production residential in Coyote springs by Pardee. It 

14 could very well be. I don't lmow. But neither does he. 

15 It is 3D-plus IDOre years to go between now and the end 

16 of this contract, and we don't kn0\4 what's going to take 

11 place. 

18 When a company has invested hundreds of 
19 millions of dollars, per Mr. Andrews, they are not 

20 walking away from this project. Now, do they only build 

21 on 1,950 acres? Do they only build on 1,950 acres or 

22 2,112 acres plus the 50 we've uncovered? I don't know. 

23 But I know this: Our; clients are enti tied to a 

24 40-year look of entitlement to commissions if they do 

25 build additional single -- or they designate, excuse mel 
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1 single-family residential property. They already 

2 designated 2,112 acres, and they've already designated 

3 50 additional acres that ~le didn't know about until the 

4 middle of this trial. 

5 That's why I say, in terms of when you hear 

6 this argrnnent or question by Mr, Lash, I read the 

1 ·iettersallallHngfor lIIOl1ey ==tliere lsacoupleletEei:s· 
8 that say, We were the procuring cause, maybe we're 

9 entitled to a commission. It's true. 

10 But most of the letters, of the 16 or 1B 
11 letters you have before you, it is, I want information, 

12 I want information, I want -- he wasn't certain whether 

13 he \~as owed any money, but he was entitled to the. 

14 information. They broke their agreement by not doing 

15 50, for which they are entitled to that. 

16 And then the third cla:im is most compelling 

17 too. It's the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

18 dealing that runs with this contract and is set forth in 

19 paragraphs 27 through 30. They continue to have a duty 

20 of good faith fair dealing. They were asked for 

21 documents. They didn't provide the documents. And as a 

22 result, they are in breach. 

23 When you listen to the words of opposing 

24 counsel -- I'll conclude with this -- that, Oh, you 

25 could have done to the deed and seen -- what could you 
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1 have done? Let's go through it. You could have seen 

2 the deeds. 

3 And I went through the examination of Mr. Lash, 

~ Mr. Whittemore. The deeds that were shown many times 

5 don't show the acreage at all. Absolutely, the deeds 

b don't show the designated use. And it's the designated 

7 use that is the triggering language within the Option 

B Agreement, which is the predicate to the Comnission 

9 Agree.'Ilent, and Commission Agreement specifies that, .. e 

10 think. 

11 It also doesn't tell you the exact location 

12 ur~ess you can find a map. Maps aren't always recorded. 

13 Out of these 49 payments, there were only five maps, 

14 five takedowns over several years. 

15 My client, by April of 2010, Exhibit 23, wrote 

15 to Mr. Lash saying, I've received your map and it's 

11 incomplete. Here are four additional parcels that 

18 you've acquired. Are you telling me that they don't 

19 include single-family residential use? Would you please 

2D tell me what the designated uses are? 

21 He picks up the phone and calls him. Would you 

22 tell me what the uses are? And Mr. Lash won't take his 
23 call or says you are not entitled to it, I'm not sending 

24 the documents, lmd that's confirmed by multiple letters 

25 of stringer and Curtis in July and 1l.ugust of 2009 --
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1 excuse me, 2010, prior to the lawsuit being brought in 
2 December. 

3 So the defense of opposing counsel that we 

~ could have moved to compel doesn't meet the terms of the 

5 Commission Agreement, which is an affirmative obligation 

6 on the part of Pardee to keep their clients reasonably 
7i1l.formed .... 

B THE COURT: I understand the distinction. 

9 Can I ask something real quick? flhen you went 
10 through the Complaint, are you saying to the Court now 

11 we aren't asking for JIIOney damages? 

12 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: We If/ere not. We're asking 

13 for the damages associated with the --

14 THE COURT; Getting the information? 

15 MR. J.J. JIMl!!ERSON: The infoD1!ation. 

16 THE C01JRT: . Is that still your posi tiDn now? 

17 Are you now adding more? 

lB MR, J. J. JIl1MERSON: I don r t think we're adding 

19 anything. 

20 Paragraph 25, if you look at paragraph 25, it 

21 says as a result of the breach -- defendant!s breach of 

22 contract, plaintiffS have been forced to bring this 

23 matter to Court. They are entitled to an award of 

2q reasonable attorneys' fees and costs. 

25 THE COURT: Thank you. I did want that 
228 
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1 clarified. 
2 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: So to answer your 
3 question, with the help of my son --
4 THE COURT: The answer is yes, 
5 MR. J.J. Jlt~SON: Yes. We would like to 
6 have $135,000 as shown by Exhibits 3LA. 
7 THE COURT: Hold on. That's the attorneys' 
B fees? 
9 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes. We're asking for 

10 $30,000 Dr one and a half percent times 50 acres times 
11 40,000 an acre, which is certainly giving the defendants 
12 the best of it, because they paid 100,000 an acre, but 
13 we understood that as part of the 100,000 an acre, 
14 Mr. Andrews was clear to make it, \~e were buying the 
15 rights. Rights were different than the underlying 
16 property. It's just that Jon Lash says, If \qe're going 
11 to pay 100,000 an acre for the rights, let's get the 
18 property to match. 
19 THE COURT: So the testimony is they paid 
20 100, 000 for it, but you are asking for a comnission not 
21 off the 100, DOD? 
22 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON; Off the 40,000, which is 
23 the Option Agreement. 
24 THE COURT: Okay. 
25 ~lR. J. M. JIMMERSON: And Roman numeral III to 
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1 terTI's of the defendant, whether that is what I want to 
2 give. 
3 MS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor, from this 
4 perspective -- I didn't mean to interrupt. 
5 THE COURT; You see where I'm going? I'm not 
6 saying 1'11 do it. But before you start -- I apologize. 
7 Before -- I just wanted to get this Dut anyway. 
8 I looked at the fi!)ding~ of fact and conclusions of law. 
9 As you know, this trial changed a little bit. 

10 MR. J.J. JIHMERSON: It sure did, a lot of it. 
Ii MS. LUNDVALL: That's why we said revised. 
12 THE COURT: I got the -- I checked and it 
13 looked like, Hs. Lundva11 , your second was identical to 
14 the first one . 
15 VIS. WNDVALL! Absolutely not, Your Honor. 
16 THE COURT: I hope I got the right second one 
17 then, because actually had my law clerk compare it. But 
18 1'11 make sure that I got the revised one from you 
19 because --
20 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. We'll belp you out. 
21 THE COURT: I was going to as k the same, 

]22 obviously to help me out -- I could do this, but I don't 
23 have four months, as you can imagine, of revised. I 
2~ thought yours was, but he looked at -- I had David look 
25 at it real quick, and he didn't think -- but he's been 
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1 the Commission Agreement. 
Z MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: ROll\an numeral III. 
3 THE COURT; Of the coromissionAgreement, yeah, 
4 which is how -- if it was, if the Court determines it is 
5 Option Property, everybody agrees how it would be paid, 
6 certainly not anything to do with the 100,000. 
7M1LJ.J; J]}!MER.SON :T!-ielasfpolnf==-
a THE: COURT; l~hat els e? 
9 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's it. So you got the 

10 prevailing party attorneys' fees. We're asking for 
11 $135,000, plus 30,000 commissions, plus an order --
12 

13 

THE COURT: That's what I need a little more. 
MR. J.J. JIMI.JERSON~ -- an order that 

:4 affirmatively obliges Pardee in the future for the 
l5 length of the term, the 40 years counted back from 2004 

:6 to 2044, that there be an obligation to notify the 
17 estates of Wolfram and Wilkes, if they are passed away, 
18 or them now while they are alive, of any future 
19 designation of single-family production residential in 
20 either the Purchase Property, which is now exh3usted, or 
21 the Option Property. 
22 THE COURT; What I would like, could you give 
23 me what languaqe? Because I certainly want that so I --
2~ I don't want to go outside what you want, and I 
25 certainly don't -- I want to be able to look at it, in 
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1 doing a double load here too, to be honest, while I'm 
2 here. 
3 So if it is revised, we'll -- the defendant's, 
~ we will look at it. And if for some reason it isn't, I 
5 -NiH -- because that is very important to me. 
6 MS. LUNDVALL; Thank you, Your Honor. 
7 ............... ···TllECOURT:···IwasgofiLg lois)( tfutwneriYol.l. 
8 closed your case. Because I don't want to sit here 
9 and -- I want to fashion, if I did do something like 

10 that, nothing more than you want. lind if I have to deal 
11 with it, I want it --

12 MS. LUNDVALL: I understand. 
13 TIlE COURT: lmd I want --
H MS. LUNDVALL: What I'm trying to do is to be 
15 responsive to --
16 THE COURT: I was just going to say, how are 
17 you going to respond to it? 
1 B MS. LUNDVALL: Well, to the suggestion that 
19 they are going to submit something to you later, how do 
20 I respond to something that's --
21 THE COURT: Here's what I was --
22 113. LUNDVALL; That r s what their obligation is 
23 during closing arguments, to tell the Court what it is 
24 they are asking for, so that I can have an adequate 
25 opportunity to respond to that. 
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1 THE: COURT: Okay. Here's what we could do: I 

2 will let supplemental briefing, if I need it, on 

3 something like that, because I agree. I don't want -- I 

4 understand you're in a position now, how are -- you 

5 can - I 1>arried about this all through trial because I 

6 kne'" this was coming up, hDw -- how to do that in 

7 fairness to both of you. 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Here's--S 

9 

10 

11 

MR. J.M. JlffiiERSON: May I offer a suggestion? 

T}-:E COURT: I want to l~ork ~lith you both. 

And you have your closing. But since they are 

12 still in theirs, I want to make sure we have an 

13 agreement here. If not, then I '11 j list write down I~ha t 

14 he said. I don't know. 

15 MR. J.M. JTIill~ON: Most states across the 

10 country, when applying an accounting, have a separate 

17 proceeding. So to the extent that you would invite 

18 supplemental briefing or oral argument on what is 

19 necessary to produce for the accounting, you would allow 

20 that at a later date. And so your idea of supplauental 

21 briefing and whatnot, there would be that separate 

22 proceeding. 

23 THE: COURT: I was wondering about that. I 

U didn't have a chance to look at the case law. And I can 

25 see by Ms. Lundvall, no, I don't want to do that. 
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1 Because you don't feel, for an accounting, 

2 there should be a separate --

3 MR. J. J. JIMlI£RSON: Here's what "e need from 

4 the accounting. 

s THE COURT: I'll write it down as best I can. 

1 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON; Hulti-family, Judge, would 

2 just be Residential 5. 
3 THE COURT; I'm not willing to go like this. I 
4 can tell you right now. I'm not going there. 

5 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: That would be contingent 

6 upon your finding that the Purchase Property is 

7 defined--

B THE COURT: Is Parcel 1. 
9 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Exactly. You would have 

10 to make that finding and then our request --

11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: That's the only finding 

12 you can make from our --

13 THE COURT ~ I' ill not sure. Can we do something? 

14 Tell me what you need if for -- if the Option Property 

15 is bought, what documents -- I'm not going to go through 

16 what -- what documents other than what is already given, 

11 they are given under the escrow instructions, that's all 

13 detailed in, you !mow, the Option Agreement and then 

13 it's been incorporated into the Amended and Restated· 

20 Option Agreement. It has a list of things they get, as 

21 we knOl~ -- .mat, in addition to that, you would .,ant the 

22 Court to order. Do you see where I'm going? 

23 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Affirmative notice and 

24 designation of use because --

25 THE COURT: You want affirmative ~~ I want 
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1 to --

2 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON; Affirmative notice of the 

3 acquisition of property intended for single-f~~ly 

~ production use and the use. 

5 THE COURT: AffirIDati ve notice of everything 

6 Be specific. 6 that they acquire? 
-- ---- -- -- ---- ------ --- - -- ---------------- -- -- --- - -- -- -- ---- ---- -- ----- - - - - - ---------- -------------------------------------------------- -------- ---------- -- - - -------- ------ -- -- -- -- -- - -----

7 MR. J, J. JDoIMERSON; It is undisputed that some 7 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Of all acquisition of 

8 portion of the 2,100 acres is to the east of Parcel I, 

9 purchase Property, under Exhibit 2 here. Instead of 

10 building up here, as they indicated in both--

11 THE COORT: I unde.rstand that, 

12 MR. J. J. JIMMERSON; Here's the point. 

8 property intended for single-family use. 

9 THE COURT: Affirmative notice of Option 

10 Property? 

11 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes. Because everything 

12 they buy now is Option Property. 

13 

14 

THE COORT: Tell me what -- 13 THE COURT: Not under your agreement. 

l'ffi. J. J. JIMMERSON: The accounting would be to 14 MR. J.J. JIMNERSON: If it's intended for 

15 use their engineers -- because Mt. Lash says you have to 

16 have an engineer to do this. Well, Mr. Wilkes and 

11 Mr. Wolfram don't bave one and his wife does not have 

1 ~ one. The engineers will tell us hDl' many acres fell 

19 outside Parcel 1. That's one part of the accounting. 

20 THE COORT: You want them to provide to you how 

2l many acres that have already been purchased? 

22 MR. J.J. Jn~SON: Correct. 

23 THE COURT: which would include the 84 million 

2~ Purchase Price Property and the multi-family and the 

25 coorrnercial? 
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15 single-family production use, yes, it is. 

16 THE COURT: They kn01, that already. I don't 

17 even have to --

18 MS. LUNDV1\LL: lim doing my best to sit in this 

19 chair. 

20 THE COURT; He's trying. Both of us -- we all 

21 understand. 

22 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: We're going to want the 

23 following documents: We going to want all maps 

24 reflecting designation of use of all property that is 

25 purchased by Pardee. 
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2 

THE COURT: Of all future property? 
MR. J .H. JIMMERSON: No. All current property 

3 that has been purchased. 
4 THE COURT: Do it again. 

5 

G 

HlI. J. M. JIltiRSON: All maps reflecting -
THB COORT: You want the information on what 

1 the multi-family is and what they've done on commercial? 
g HR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Just where that property 
9 is located, where it's designated. So we are not asking 

10 for, you knOl", the price information. We're not asking 
11 for any -- we need to confirm that all of the property, 
12 okay --
13 

14 

THE COURT: That's already owned by Pardee. 
MR. J.M. JIMI'lERSON: Exa~tly. How much of it 

15 is single-family residential versus the other 
16 properties. So to the extent --
11 THE COURT: Because we have this real issue 
18 between designated, that would be -- because they Bay 
19 designate something tomorrow and change it. We have to 
20 he within the ream of reality here. 
2l Mr. JI.ndrews here said, You know ~lhatr the one 
n 1·m did for RES 5 is probably not going to be renewed, 
23 and we're almost at the four years and that's gone. 
24 

25 lofr • 

So that would be asking the Court to order, for 
Wilkes and \'/olfram, all the details that they do 
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1 back. 
2 The last thing I want either for Pardee or 
3 tlir. Wilkes or Wolfram is to not understand each other's 

duty. I don't feel I'm in a position right now, ~Ihere 

5 we are right now, to do that. I started listing 
6 questions last night of vlhat we were going to do, and I 

7 had more questions than I had answers. 
B MR. J . .:r. JIMMERSON; Well, then we maybe 
9 haven't done our best job. 

10 THE COURT: I mean for the order, not for the 

11 other, but for how to be fully informed. I've heard 
12 lots of testimony of what -- how -- why you weren't 
13 reasonably informed. 
14 MR. J. J. JlliHERSON: One of the reasons --
15 THE COURT: But it lias hard for me to get a 

16 handle on in the future what you feel you would need. 
17 In all honesty, I read through the testimony as best I 
IS could a little bit -- not a lot of time last night --
19 because I knew this was coming today. And I couldn't 
20 get a bnndle on it, in all honesty. I don't know if I'm 
21 just not --
22 MS. LONDVAL1: Can I get the list from 
23 plaintiffs as to what they claim that they believe they 
24 are entitled to? 
25 MR. J.J. JIltlERSON: I would -- okay. This is 
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1 from -- I don't think that's -- 1 the answer: What T s in the Option Agreement, Exhibit 2 f 

2 MR. J.H. JIMMERSON: I'm not talking about 2 '.'Thich includes the escrow instructions, a map, a deed --
3 going fomard. 3 MS. LONDVAL1: Hold on. I'm. making a list. 
4 MS. LUNDVAL1: Your Honor, if I may have a 4 You want escrow instructions. What kind of map? 

5 suggestion, if Counsel would identify what they wantr 5 MR. J.J. J~~RSON; A map depicting the 
b then we would know what it is that they are asking you • property that is being designated or acquired. 
T too.tder; ... . .. ... . ..... . . ....... ....J .. .. MS;1ONDVl\L1:Andyou want a deed? 

B THE COURT: That's what lI'e started with and a MR. J. J. JIMMERSON: Our Complaint is pretty 
9 they were willing to do that. But, Ms. Lundvall, you 

10 said they have to do it now for the closing. 
11 t~s. LUNDVALL: I do. 

12 THE COURT: Isn't that \\tbat we just went 
13 through? 
14 MS. LUNDVALL: That's what I'm. trying to get 
15 from them. 
16 THE COURT: You Irn.ow what, I am just going to 
17 cut this. I do want to have a chance to see specifics, 

9 good about what it is we need, really. 
10 t1S. LONDVl\1L : Respectfully, thank you as far 
11 as for giving me a list so I can respond to it. 
12 THE COURT: And the Court would appreciate it, 
13 because she needs to respond and I need to understand so 
14 there is no ambiguity, if we did go there, of what it 
15 is, because that -- I don't want any more lawsuits 
16 between you if we can avoid it, I'm sure both clients 
11 don't want that. This needs to be put to bed. 

18 because -- and you know what, in all hor..esty, I may have IB And because we have this long-standing Option 
19 another hearing, and I want the defense to have a chance 
20 to respond to it. You can't respond to generalities. 
21 I want to get this lawsuit -- if I did do that, 
22 I'm not saying I would -- but I want things finalized 
23 for both of your positions now. I don't know if I'm 
24 going there, I'll be honest. I have no idea. But I 
25 want to know if I do go there, I don't want this to come 
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19 Agreement, that is a big concern to me. That is one 
20 thing you need to accomplish out of this lawsuit. 
21 NR. J.J. JIMMERSON: No question. The result 
22 of that from both sides is same sort of a recordation or 
23 recording with the county recorder's office of the 
24 Commission A~reement and whatever the Court orders here 
25 so that both sides know \~hat has to be provided long 
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1 after everybody in this room is no longer in practice. 
2 THE COURT: I just know it has to be something 
3 that will have force and effect for over 40 years, since 
4 some of us may not be awund. 
5 MR. J.J. JTI1MERSON: So what we request at 
6 paragraph 17 for the accounting is --
1 THE COURT: Why don't we do -- were you 
B finished with your closing or did r stop you? 
9 HR. J.J. JIMMERSON: No, no. 

1 seller -- 80 it's the name of seller, Your Honor, the 
2 buyer, the parcel numbers, the amount of acres sold, the 
3 purchase price, the corrmission payments scheduled and 
4 amount, title company contact information and escrow 
5 numbers, a copy of all escrow documents including escrow 
6 instructions, comprehensive maps specifically depicting 
7 the property purchased or sold, and its desigrBted use. 
S If there is a change in designated use, 
9 particularly a change to single-family residential 

10 THE COURT: Let me -- you probably need a break 10 production property --
11 too. If you want to work it out -- 11 THE COURT: If there's a change in designated 
12 MS. LUNDVA1L: No, no. FrOIIl this standpoint, I 

13 think that I ~1l entitled as far as to knOl. what it is as 
14 far as a judgment that --
15 THE COURT: Absolutely. 
16 MS. LUNDVA11: -- they are asking for from you. 
17 THE COURT: I agree. I just thought you could 
18 work it out while I take a break or -- I'm not saying 
19 you're going to agree. I know where you are coming 
20 from. 
21 

22 

I'm not saying you agree, but let's, at least -
MR. J.N. JIloOO:RSON: We can't get agreement? 
THE COURT: -- have them put specifics of what 

23 they want so you can respond to it and I can have an 
24 idea what they are asking for. And if that would help 
25 before you -- we need it before your closing. T~n we 
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1 also need a break. 
2 MS. 1UNDVAL1: Tell me l.tat it is that you are 
3 asking for. 
4 THE COURT: The Court is taking a break now and 
5 you let me know --
6 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: We'll put it on the record 
7 when you return, Judge. 
8 THE COURT: Everybody take a comfort break. 
9 [Whereupon, a recess was taken.) 

10 THE COURT: Okay. Counsel, did we work 
11 anything out? 
12 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I don't know that we 
13 worked anything out, but Ms. Lundvall asked that I read 
14 the language into the record. So I'll do that. 
15 THE COURT: So this is what you are asking for 
16 an order? 
17 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes. The vast majority of 
18 this is found at paragraph 17 of the Complaint, 
19 Exhibit 00. 

20 THE COURT: Okay. 
21 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: And it is, Plaintiffs have 
22 requested documents promised to them by defendant -- and 
23 that's part of this, but I'm just reading it as the 
24 allegation -- in the commission Letter and hav~ not 
25 received them. Specifically requested the name of the 
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12 use? 
! 13 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON; A change in designated use 
III to single-family prodUction residential property, 

15 Pardee, its successors and assigns, shall affirmatively 
16 notify plaintiffs or the estates of plaintiffs at an 
17 address to be supplied by plaintiffs, with a copy to its 
1B counsel of record, of the change of designation, number 
19 of acres involved, and the purchase price, and the 

20 number of acres involved and its location. 
21 THE COURT: And when you say plaintiffs have 
22 requested -- promised·to them by defendant -- you are 
23 referencing any -- 'lIe knOli we don r t have any more 
24 Purchase Price Property. Correct? 
25 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Correct. 

1 MS. LUNDVALL: So any Option Property, as 
2 defined by the Commission Agreement, paragraph 2. 

3 Right? 
MR. J,J. JIMJ:<!ERSON: Exactly. 
THE COURT: Subsection 3. 
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i 

5 

6 MR. J,J. JIt1MERSON: And we would just make 
1 ··suretlhlf ilTifheserequesfSarelrilli:edfollie: 
8 obligation of Pardee, its successors aDd assigns, and to 
9 the benefit of Wolfram and Wilkes, their successors and 

10 assigns. 
11 MS. LUND\IALL: And with the qnalification l I 
12 meant that's for the Option Property pursuant --
13 MR. J.M. JIMMEESON: We will follow up, of 
14 course, pursuant to the Court's request with the 
15 written. 
16 THE COURT: And, Ms. Lundvall, they had given 
17 me -- they thought it was your revised one, and it was 
1B the same one. It was sitting -- it's my fault. 
19 MS. Lv~DVALL: No problem. 
2Q THE COURT; So they had two copies of the same 

21 thing. So evidently -- so you did give us a revised one 
22 and it has a CD-ROM on it. 
23 MS. LUNDVALL: Yes, it does, Your Honor. 
2g THE COURT: Somehow I got two of the same 
25 thing. 
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Okay. So you have -- all right. 1 

2 

3 

4 

MS. LONDVALL: rs plaintiffs' counsel finished? 
THE COURT: I think so. 
You closed; right? 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Yes, Your Honor. 

6 MS. LONDVALL: Your Honor, before I even do my 
7 to-dos or do any general statements or express my tllanks 

8 to you and your gracious staff, all of your gracious 
9 staff for its accommodations, what I want to de is to 

10 directly address the issue that was raised by 
11 ~iL Jimmerson concel1ling the R-5 property. 
12 THE COURT: Okay. 
13 MS. LUNDVALL: It is his theory that in 
14 December of 2005, Pardee applied [or a tentative map, 
15 and on that tentative map we made requests for 
16 designations of single-family residential property. And 
11 it is also his contention that, in fact, Ive have already 
18 designated that single-family residential property. 
19 And he pointed you to ~mendment No.7, and he 

20 said look at the R-5 designation. That's what he said, 
21 R-5 designation. Okay? And then he vlent on to tell 
22 you, without any foundation whatsoever, what R-5 means. 
23 R-5 can be found at Clark County Code 
24 30.4D.160. 
25 THE COURT: Clark County Code? 
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1 

2 R-5. 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, I never said 
I said RES 5. R-5 is a zoning designation. It 

3 has nothing to do with this case, Residential 5. 
4 THE COURT; Hold on. 
5 

6 

MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I never -~ 
THE COURT: Do you mind if I make sure I look 

I 

1 Because you know wr.at, he told you what (lES 5, that he 

2 used interchangeably with R-5, meant. 
3 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I did not. 
4 THE COURT: Just tell me what he says RES 5 

5 was. 
6 MS. LUNDVA1L: Please do not interrupt rae as 
? far as during my argument. 
8 THE COURT: In my notes 
9 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Don't misstate something. 

10 I said RES 5, referring to the one parcel that was in 
11 the rnulti~family use. I never referenced a zoning 
12 designation. R-5 is a zoning designation for apartment 
13 buildings. This RES 5 is residential. You sell it as 
14 residential lots. I don't know where this is coming 
15 fram. I never mentioned R-5 at all. RES 5 would be any 
16 reference I have as to RES 5. It's the only RES 5 in 
11 this entire trial. 
18 THE COURT: For the record, that's .mat I wrote 
19 do;m, One time I did do R-5, but -- do your closing 
20 how--
21 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank' you, Your Honor. But the 
22 point I 1IIant to try to make is this, is he told you that 

I 23 RES and R-5 meant single-family residential, that Pardee 
24 had already designated it Single-family residential. 
25 That's what he told you and that's how, in fact, that he 
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1 used the foundation in a preface for claiming some type 
2 of entitlew~nt to the tentative map application that was 
3 made in December of 2010. 
4 The RES 5 designation is found at the exhibits 
5 to Amendment No.7, which is found at Tab 5. And we 
S expressly asked Mr. Whittemore in any of those 

. 1 at my l1otes? .................. ······················idepict±onsonthose:mapsjthereferenceisto 

8 MS. LUNDIlALL: I want this to be -- B multi-family land. Answer: Yes. You can go back and 
9 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: We never discussed zoning. 9 to look through his testimony. 

10 The Court wouldn't even allow it. 
11 THE COURT: I have a note here, RES S. 

12 l>IR, J. J. JIMMERSON: RES 5, short for 

13 Res idential 5. 

THE COURT: Well, it's a designation I have 
15 seen with RES 1 on these maps between --
16 MS. LUNDVALL: Now hold on. Please do not 
17 interrupt me. 
IB THE COURT: Let me see if there's any --
19 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: I object to the statement. 

20 THE COURT: Interesting, I have an R-S. So 
21 maybe he interchanged. I put RES 5 five times so far 
22 and one R-S. So did you mean RES 57 
23 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Only, yes. Only RES 5, of 
24 course. 
25 MS. LUNDVALL: But that's Okay, Your Honor. 
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10 Moreover, the RES 5 that is depicted on these 
11 maps matches the R-5 designation that is multi-family 
12 land that is found at 30.40.160. And so, therefore, I 
13 think that that is a very important point that 

'14 plaintiffs' counsel originally made, and that is the 
15 Court is entitled to take judicial notice of the Clark 
16 County codes, statutes, case law, anything from a legal 
11 perspective. So we would ask the Court to take a look 
16 at that. 
19 THE COURT: 30.40.160, Clark County Code. 
2Q MS. 10NDVAL1: Clark County Code. 
21 THE COURT: I wa..TJ.t to rna ke sure I have the 
22 right reference. That's R-5 designation. 
23 MS. LUNDVAL1: That's correct. If you take a 
24 look at, there is a standard as far as agenda maps that 
25 is used by the Clark County Commission. In the lower 
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1 right-hand corner what they use is also as 
2 identification as residential districts. You are going 
3 to see the R-5 reference. Where is it under? 
4 Multi-family. That's a standard fonu that is used then 
5 by the Clark County Comrr~ssion. 
6 Now, from here, Your Honor, what I'd like to do 
7 is this, is to hand a cepy to the Court as well as to 
B opposing counsel our proposed findings of fact and 
9 conclusions of law. 

10 THE COURT: This is the new one? 
MS. LUNDVAL1: That is the revised. 11 

12 

13 

TrIB COURT: Okay, that I did just find it. 
MS. LUNDVALL: One of the things, Your Honor, 

14 that I found is giving the closing remarks in a bench 
15 trial differs significantly from giving closing remarks 
16 to a jury. 
17 ~rlE COURT: usually the trier of fact doesn't 
18 ask questions. And I don't ]mm,. if that's appropriate 
19 or not, but sometimes you have to. I bet jurors -- they 
20 canr but they don't like writing it down. They get 
Zl intimidated. 
22 MS. LONDVALL: The other thing that I found too 
23 is in doing clos1-~g remarks then to the bench is that 
24 the courts typically are more analytical. We all kind 
25 of move in progression. We move and we analyze in 
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1 linear fashion, and \;e look at things and we're trying 
2 to find checklists. Like essential elements, have they 
3 been demonstrated? Has procf of this issue been 
~ demonstrated in this trial? 
5 And, therefore, what I intend to do is to 
6 fashion my remarks, my closing remarks, around our 
7 . p~~p~~~dfi~di~gs and conciusion30flaw : iim go:iig to . 
3 pull these up on the screen in addition to having the 
9 written document in front of the Court. The screen 

10 helps me go along. So Brian is going to simply foll~. 
11 me. 
12 

13 

THE COURT: That's fine. 
MS. LUNDVALL: What the Court is going to 

14 learn, what your court staff regrettably will learn, is 
15 it takes a little bit longer and it's not --
16 THE: COURT: I promised both of you you could 
17 have a s much time as long as we do it today. They're 
is fine. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And it's not as exciting. So 
20 I'm hoping everybody is able to stay awake at this late 
21 hour on a Friday afternoon. 
22 THE COURT; I promise you, I will. 
23 MS. LUNDWlLL: If we pull up the first page; 

24 I'm going to start going through SOlUe of these things 
25 becallil e they are not -- you need to blow up for me so I 
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1 can see these as they come up. 
2 Some of these issues and some of these 
3 foundational proposed findings of fact there's no 
4 dispute for/ and I'm going to run through these fairly 
5 quickly. 
6 

7 and MI. 

There's no question about that both Mr. Wolfra'll 
Wilkes were real estate agents, Imo they work 

8 for. Moreover, there is no question that the Court has 
9 already ruled that they have standing then to bring this 

10 case. 
11 THE COURT: That's under your A. It's almost 
12 like stipulated facts, although it doesn't say 
13 stipulated facts. 
14 MS. LUNDVA11: Eut there is no dispute 
15 concerning these particular issues. 
16 There's no issue that, in fact, in the 19903 
17 HI. Whittemore was the one that began developing the 
18 proj ect that was to be kno\oJll as Coyote springs. We also 
19 knowr and there's no disputer that this included over 
20 43,000 acres of unimproved real property and where its 
21 location was. 
22 Now turn to the next one, please. We also know 
23 that Pardee is a home builder, and you learned through 
24 the testimony then what a production home builder iSr 
25 and they do business here in Nevada. Pardee, in this 

I reference, is shorthand for Pardee Homes of Nevada. 
2 They are the defeniliL~t then to this action. 
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3 Its parent company has been in business, as 
4 Mr. Lash testified, since 1921. And we also heard and 
S we saw examples of Pardee's slogan of "Do the right 
6 thing." I'm going to talk about these in a little bit 
7 moredetilIL 
8 But the two principal examples that I think the 
9 Court has seen how Pardee has done the right thing with 

10 these plaintiffs is, first and foremost, by entering 
11 into the Commission Agreement in the first place. Even 
12 though there was a dispute as to whether or not they 
13 were t.1'!e procuring cause, Pardee went fOrlvard. Mr, Lash 
14 testified they went fOTIraro and entered into this 
15 Commission Agreement. 
16 Second, you had another example from Mr. Lash, 
17 and that is that he gave them what he believed was more 
18 information than to which the contract, the Commission 
19 Agreement, entitled them to. When Mr. Wolfram, and 
20 Mr. Wolfram onlYr began asking questions, there was 
21 responses back to Mr. Wolfram, and there was additional 
22 information over and above what was set forth lYithin the 
23 Commission Agreement that was sent to Mr. Wolfram. 
24 Now r I don't think there's any dispute that 
25 Mr. Wilkes received that infonnation. Why? Because \~e 
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1 know from both of them that they shared it back and 

2 forth with each other. 

3 Next page, Brian. It was 2002 that both 

4 HI. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes indicated that they had 

5 become familiar \,ith 11r. Whittemore. 

6 Next page, we also know by that same time fram.e 

7 they had been acquainted with Mr. Lash, \,ho was then 

8 responsible for land acquisition. 

9 Page 6, please. en a previous occasion they 

10 had approached Mr. Lash with a potential development 

11 deal, and it \vas according, particularly, to Mr. Wilkes 

12 that he had testified that there had been other deals 

13 that they had entered into and that Pardee had paid them 

:4 in full on those commissions. In other words, at the 

15 time that they began this relationship, they had no 

16 reason by which then to distrust Pardee or that Pardee 

11 was going to do them wrong in some fashion or another. 

18 Number 7, the testimony, particularly, was from 

19 Mr. Wilkes is that while Hr. Wolfram was on vacation, 

20 they had learned that Mr. Whitt~~re had acquired his 

21 water rights. And they had contacted Hr. Lash asking 

22 him if he ~las interested in meeting with Mr. Whittemore 

23 concerning Coyote Springs. They also as far as then 

24 contacted Mr. Whittemore. There's no dispute concerning 

25 these particular facts. 
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1 If you go on to Iterrt No. B, is that, 

2 unbeknownst to Mr. Lash, Mr. Iiv'hittemore and Mr. Andrews 

3 had already begun a relationship. They had already 

4 developed a relationship, and they had already began 

5 discussinq Pardee's involvement at Coyote Springs. You 

6 heard from Mr. WIli ttemore that prior to this all hands 
7rneeting:;hehadaiIeadYdevelopedil.n.inferesf InwoiJdllg ... 
8 with Pardee. You heard from Mr. Andrews that prior to 

9 this all hands meeting, that they had already -- that 

10 Pardee had already developed an interest in working with 

11 CSI, with HI. Whittemore, 

12 Now, why is it that I'm emphasizing this 

13 particular issue? Because the plaintiffs, they continue 

14 to push this idea that they were the procuring cause and 

15 somehow that that means something and it changes or 

16 modifies or suggests a different interpretation from the 

17 contract that they negotiated and entered into with the 

18 plaintiffs. RespectfullYr it does not. 

19 The procuring cause doctrine that the Court, as 

20 you indicated that you had done some research into this, 

21 is a doctrine whereby it was designed to protect brokers 

22 who had no written agreement. It's designed to protect 

23 brokers L1.at basically got left out in the cold when 

24 they had put a buyer and a seller together and the buyer 
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1 how the procuring cause doctrine was developed. 

2 But the procuring cause doctrine has made real 

3 clear that if, in fact, the parties go forward, in this 

4 case Pardee Homes of Nevada and the plaintiffS, and they 

5 COllSllII\lUate their relationship into a contract, it is the 

6 terms of that contract that prevail. And it is those 

7 terms of that contract that we are going to highlight 

8 during the course of my remarks to determine \1hat the 

9 scope of the plaintiffs' responsibilities .rere to 

10 Pardee, as well as pardee's responsibilities to the 

11 plaintiffs. 

12 Both Hr. Wolfram and both Mr. Wilkes indicated 

13 that the parties' contractual obligations to each other 

H were reduced to writing in tbis Corrmis sian Ag reement. 

15 No more and no less. And, therefore, that's why I 

16 intend to focus on it. 

17 And if there's any question about the fact that 

18 you cannot use, somehow, some other doctrine to make the 

19 duties bigger than what they are within the Commission 

20 Agreement, we would cite the Court then to the decision, 

21 and we cited this decision in previous submissions to 

22 the court, but the High\,ay Builders case versus Nevada 

2] Rebar. Nevada Rebar is probably one of the most 

24 bnportant contract cases that Out Nevada Supreme Court 

25 has issued. It is found at 128 Nevada Advanced Opinion, 
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......... _ .... _-----

1 page 36, 284 Pacific 3rd, page 377. It's a --

2 THE COURT: 284 Pacific 4th, right; P4? 

3 MS. LUNDVALL: That's a good question. I think 

? it's Pacific 3rd. \fuatever is found in 2012. I'm 

5 pretty sure we're still in Pacific 3rd. 

6 The basic holding from that case, Your Honor, 
7 . lithia: .... rJiaCYO\.l cannofargue ffuf;TnIacf;Your·· 
a agreement is more than what the parties had 

9 m~1l\orialized, particularly when they have an integrated 

10 clause in their contractual document. And there's no 

11 question about the fact that the commission Agreement 

12 contains an integration clause, 

13 Next topic, we go on and we talked about ~Ihat 

14 i3 referred to as the all hands meeting. And olJe of the 

15 things I think that is important from this is the fact 

16 that what it was that Mr. Whittemore at that time was 

17 willing to sell to Pardee and what Pardee was willing to 

18 buy at that point in time. 

19 And that issue then turns upon and it infonns 

20 thls argument that the plaintiffs made afterwards that 

21 somehow that they were entitled to additional 

22 commissions on the multi-family land, the commercial 

23 land, et cetera, because that's what their position was 

24 before the litigation began. 

25 and the seller refused to pay them a corunission. That IS 25 And so that's why I highlight thi s and that's 
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1 why I point it out. And that's why, based upon the 

2 \ll1disputed facts that are before the Court, it WaB clear 

3 that the only thing that Pardee was interested in buying 

4 was the single-family production lots, The only thing 

5 that CSI was interested in selling was the single~family 

6 production lots, 

7 At that meeting, there was no question about 

s what happened, what lands were under negotiation. 

9 There's also no question between CSI and Pardee what was 

ID the result of their negotiations, There's no question 

11 between Pardee and CSI what the status of the lands 

12 were. 

13 Both Mr. vi'bi tternore, as well as [.[r. Andrews 

14 told you there was a blank canvas out there. There was 

15 no mapping. There was no entitlements, They didn't 

16 know ~lhere the selver provisions were. They didn't knot; 

17 where the roads were to be mapped. They didn't know 

18 'lihere the golf course was going to be located, nothing. 

19 The parties were starting from ground zero. And I think 

20 that's important because there t s been no contrary 

21 evidence as to what the slate looked like at that time 

22 that they began their negotiations. 

23 There was also no dispute as to the obstacles 

24 that they were facing. We learned about the utility 

25 corridor and how that was going to change the 
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1 bDundaries. We learned about the BLM configuration and 

2 how that was going to change the boundaries. 

3 We learned about, bless his heart, Jack 

4 Nicklaus, and his ~- everyone tried to put their best 

5 gloss on it and say how creative he was, but it also 
6 sound.<! like maybe he was a bit demanding. And he would 

78a1, MyiiisionTs lwanfmy coursetDgDuptllel:e;l\Jid 

8 guess what, the parties accommodated that and they 

S changed and made their contours then of where the land 

10 and the mapping were going to be based upon 

11 Mr. Nicklaus, 

12 You also heard about wildlife issues. You 

13 heard about utility issues, Those were all factors that 

14 were going to inform then the parties' future dealings 

15 and their future mappings and what they intended to do. 

16 Number ten. There's no question about the fact 

17 that Pardee and csr began several 'months of 

1B negotiations. Item No. 11 is that plaintiffs were not 

19 needed for any of those negotiations. 

20 One of the things I think that's interesting 

21 is, both from Mr. Wolfram' 3 p.erspective, from 

22 Mr. Wilkes' perspective, from Mr. Lash's perspective, 

23 from Mr, Whittenore's perspective, all of them testified 

24 to what is standard or custom within the industry, that 

25 if brokers are involved in putting parties together, 
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1 that they are not needed for any subsequent 

Z negotiations. They are not the attorneys. They are not 

3 the land use people, They are not the engineers. They 

~ are the people that make introductions. 

5 Nobody disputed this from an evidentiary 

6 standpoint that, in fact, Mr, Wolfram and Mr, Wilkes 

7 .~re not needed for any of the negotiations that led up 

B to the Option Agreement or anything thereafter. The 

9 only people that are contending that there'S something 

10 wrong with that are plaintiffs' counsel. They've 

11 characterized it in their argument that there's 

12 something nefarious about that, but none of the evidence 

13 matches the argument, 

14 Now turning to Item No, 12, the single meeting 

15 that they were in attendance at was the only meeting of 

16 the participation that the plaintiffs had in the 

17 original transaction which was memorialized into the 

18 Option Agreement. I dontt think anybody fusses about 

19 that. Nobody has any dispute that, in fact, they 

20 attended the single meeting. 

21 Mr, Wilkes talked about that maybe it took him 

22 about a week or so, collectively, to put all the 

23 information together, and that1s what he had into the 

24 research aspect of it. Maybe that these guys had taken 

25 Pardee on as far as a couple day trips for looking at 
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1 other properties. 

2 But as to the amount of time that they had into 

3 this transaction, when you compare and contrast to what 

they got out of this transaction, they did very ige11 by 

5 themselves, and they have the opportunity in the future, 

6 particularly if our economy ever picks up, to do well in 
. ·7melutufe.8tidha:d out ecooomy continued to go, they 

B would have been in great shape. 

9 But the facts are 1-That they are and where we 

10 are at as far as within this circ1.lI1lBtance and that is 

11 this: For the time invested that the plaintiffs have 

12 into this, from this standpoint, they have gotten 

! 13 benefit of the bargain and they have the opportunity to 

'14 continue to receive the benefit of their bargain. 

15 You heard from ~1r, Andrews that this is by far 

16 the largest commission that Pardee has ever paid for a 

17 transaction here ill Nevada. 

18 Turning your attention then to Item No, 13, 

19 Finding No. 13, we talk about how that there was months 

20 of intensive negotiation, Nobody disputes that they 

i 21 entered into the Option Agreement. We have the Option 
i 

n Agreement designated as Item B. We know that the Option 

23 Agreement was amended twice, The first one you can find 

24 at Exhibit E. The secDnd one you can find at Exhibit J, 

25 Both the plaintiffs testified from the witness 
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1 stand that not only did they receive the Option 
2 Agreement, but they also rec:ei ved the t~io amend'llents" 
3 And the thing that I think is notable is who they 
4 received it from. And if T could, at this particular 
5 point, I'm going to skip ahead a little bit, but you are 
Ii also going to see at Items P and you are going to see at 
7 Items Q where they also received a copy of the Amended 
B and Restated Option Agreement. 
9 Now r from ~ihere did they get those docUIJlents? 

10 They got them from the title company. So the issue 
11 becomes is I~hat duty did the title company then have to 

12 give them that information? Title companies have 
13 independent duties to the parties that are part of their 
14 escrow, 
15 Now I want to cite the Court particularly to 
16 the case, the Broussard case, which is kind of the 
11 penultimate case in Nevada that deals with and describes 
1B the fiduciary duties that an escrow officer has. 
19 Broussard, which is B~r~o~u-s~s~a-r-d, versus Hill, is 
20 found at 100 Nevada 325, 682 Pacific 2nd 1376, and it's 
21 a 1984 case, And that decision then is a decision that 
22 identifies the fiduciary duties and the obligations that 
23 an escrow officer and escrow company bas. 
24 Now, this is irnportant in this context, 
25 Your Honor. As the Court sa\~ in the different 
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1 iterations of the Commission Agreement -~ and you will 
2 see as far as that different -~ the draft of the 
3 Corr.mission Agreement where the black lines were applied 
~ by the plaintiffs. 
5 Where did they place their trust? Where did 
6 they place their reliance? Who did they count au to 

1 Mr. Nilkes copies of the ,ll..mended and Restated Option 
2 Agreement? Why? Because the initial closing date 
3 changed and that impacted their Commission ~greement. 
~ So the single change that was going to impact them out 
5 of their C=ission Agreement, they were informed of 
6 that by the escrow company. 
7 And one of the things that I' TIl going to ~~ I'm 

B now getting way ahead of myself when it comes to these 
9 findings of fact. But when you take a look at all of 

10 the relevant and all as far as the capitalized terms, 
11 you don't see any changes in the subsequent amendments, 
12 And r'm going to go tDIough that entire list 
13 with you and ask you to be able to compare the 
14 Co_ssion Agreement lath those capitalized teIlll3 
15 against the subsequent amendments, And what you are 
16 going to learn is there have been no changes to those, 
17 and, therefore, there would have been no duty to give 
IB those to the plaintiffs. But like I said, I'm getting 
19 ahead of myself. So let me go back as far as to my 
20 general outline, 
21 one of the things that I'd like to do at this 

22 point in time is to address a little bit of the legal 
23 theory or the theories that the plaintiffs have advanced 
24 as to why they are entitled to additional c~~33ions. 
2S We know from my tired blowup that, in fact, 
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1 that these are the three provisions that speak tD the 
2 commission portions as far as of the Commission 
3 Agreement. And what I'm going to do is try to point 
4 out, and that is this, that from these three paragraphs, 
5 the theory that the plaintiffs have espoused is not 
6 found 'fli th these three paragraphs, which is the 

7 ·piotec:tthem?ltwasfne esc!owcorrpanY,ruidthatol1.Ty ........ ·,COmmisslonAqteement; 
8 makes sense, to be quite candid, These are individuals 
9 that work within the industry all the time, They ,10rk 

10 with escrow companies, with escrow officers all the 
11 time. They put -- and they insisted on special 

B And let me begin by pointing out this, is they 
9 contend that Parcel 1 under the Option Agreement was 

D what Pardee was purchasing back in May of 2004. Now, 
11 everybody involved with Pardee says, Huh-uh, that wasn't 

12 protections in their Commission AgreEIilent to ensure that 12 what was going on, The representative of CST that came 
13 those escrow officers, who had a fiduciary duty to 13 in said, Huh~uh, that wasn't what was going on, And if 
14 inform them of anything that may have impacted their 14 you take a look as far as at the Option Agree.ment and go 
15 Commission Agreement, gave them that information, 15 past the recitals in the Option Agreement, you can see 
16 You heard Mr. Wolfram testify that he confirmed 
17 that his commission Agreement, that his and Mr, Wilkes' 
18 Commission Agreement was with the escrow company. And 
19 it is demonstrative as to who gave copies of the Option 
20 Agreement, the amendments and the lImended and Restated 
21 Option Agreement to Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes. 
22 And the one question that is probably going to 
23 be posed or at least a question that you may sit back 
24 and scratch your head a little bit, and you'd say, Why 
25 would the escrow company have given Mr, wolfram and 
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16 that '~asn' t what ,,'as going on. 
1! But most importantly, though, Your Honor, that 
IS is this: Onder paragraph 1 and paragraph 2 that 
19 identify then the payments that were under Purchase 
20 Property, there is nothing that indicates that either 
21 the timing of the takedown of Purchase Property or the 

22 location of the Purchase Property was something that 
23 bnpacted their commission arrangement, Nothing within 
24 this, The location and the timing, let alone the number 
25 of acres is not even referenced in the payment 
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1 provisions of their Commission Agreement. 

2 And so it 1 s hard for me to understand how it is 

3 that the plaintiffs can contend that these two 

4 paragraphs that obligated Pardee to pay based upon 

5 Purchase Property Price, and then when we look at the 

6 second page as to the timing of those particular 

7 payments and hOyT those payments were to track, the 

8 installment payments that were being made by Pardee to 

9 CSI, point by point by point, that's how they were being 

10 paid under 1 and 2, and it had nothing to do with 

11 specific takedowns, locations, amount of acreage, 

12 nothing. 

13 But how \~ould they have known, though? And let 

14 me -- I want to pose a rhetorical question. They 

15 suggest that, Well, we didn't know that Parcell was not 

16 Purchase Property. We kne'W that in the original Option 

11 Agreement that Pardee was going to pay $66 million, and 

18 if you look at paragraph I, subsection 0, ~Ihat we kno'li 

19 is that Pardee was going to pay $44,800 per acre. 

20 Now, if you run the math on that, it's really 

21 pretty si~le. You take 3,602 acres that was identified 

22 as Parcell, you multiply that then by $44,BOG an acre. 

23 And what do you get, $161 million, almost $162 million. 

24 So just that ah"Dple calculation alone should have put 

25 them on notice that Parcell was not Purchase Property. 
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1 And they had to dig farther then past the recitals into 

2 t.'le CDIlUUission Agreement itself to have an understanding 

3 of .nat CSI and Pardee had agreed to do. 

There are a number of places within the 

5 parties' agreement that, in fact, references the 

6 cooperative mapping and how the boundaries were going to 
7 Cful.il.ge ... I'mgoillgtoasfarasg'i'vetlle Colitta ... 

B recitation of these nUlliber of different places. If you 

9 go through what is our Exhibit B, the Option Agreement, 

10 what you are going to see is that page 1, paragraph A, 

n there is references to changing boundaries. Page 2, 

12 paragraph B, there 1 s references to changing boundaries. 

13 Page 2, paragraph lA, there's references to changing 

14 bOlil,daries. Page 4, paragraph le, twice within that 

15 paragraph there's references to changing boundaries. 

16 PagE! 7, paragraph 2F, there's refe.rences to changing 

17 boundaries. Page 14 paragraph 4D, references to 

IS changing boundaries. Page 15, paragraph 4E; page 17, 

19 paragraph 4Hi page 19, paragraph 6A; pags 31, 
20 paragraph 12E, 

21 In sum, if you read the entirety of the Option 

Z2 Agreement, you will see and reference what it is that 

23 Mr. Lash, Mr. Andrews, and Mr. Whittemore undisputedly 

24 testified what the parties not only expected to happen, 

25 but what they memorialized would happen. 
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1 And that was because they had a blank slate out 

2 there, that they knew that there was going to be 

3 cooperative mapping, They lme,T there needed to be 

~ certain assigments of duties to each other as part of 

5 that process, and they engaged in that process so as to 

5 be able then to identify what it was that Pardee Vias 

7 going to get in exchange for the $84 million Purchase 

3 Property Price that they had agreed to and set forth 

9 within the four corners of their Option Agre~~ent. 

10 Now, if you take a look also then at the 

11 Amended and Restated Option Agreement. 1'm not going to 

12 go through all of the same references, but if they had 

13 gone through that Amended and Restated Option Agreement, 

14 what you are going to see is that same thing. 

15 Going to Finding No. 14, this speaks to the 

16 fact that what basically the land was at the time that 

17 they began the negotiations that con5ummated then in the 

18 Option Agreement. They talked about ho\~ there l..ras no 

19 zoning, parceling, mapping, entitlements, permitting, 

20 et cetera. 

21 The only thing Mr. Whittemore testified that 

22 had been done was that he had a development agreement 

23 tD.at he had entered into with the county at that point 

24 in tille. That was the only thing that had been done. 

25 As to the rest of all of this, all of that needed to be 
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1 done in the future. 

2 Mr. Whittemore was looking for a co-developer. 

3 He got a co-developer in Pardee. And part of the option 

4 Agreement identified the duties that Pardee was going to 
5 undertake as the co-developer. And one of those duties 
6 involved the mapping that we're talking about. 

.. .... Atsothis findingmakesrefsrenceforwhich 

B that there has been undisputed testimony as to the 

9 different obstacles the parties faced for v!hieh that 

10 they knew the mapping and boundaries were going to 

11 change. 

12 Turning your attention to Finding No. 15, in my 

13 opi~ion, the facts that underlie Finding No. 15 are 

14 undisputed, and I submit that they are undisputed to the 

15 Court, and I submit, Your HonoI, that they are 

16 dispositive of two of the parties' claims. 

17 Let me explain first how I believe that they 

1B are undisputed, and I'm going to go through these in 

19 detail. At the same tille that Pardee was negotiating 

20 with Coyote Springs, Pardee was also ne~otiating with 
21 the plaintiffs concerning their finder's fees. Nobody 

22 disputes that. 

23 Pardee and the plaintiffs extensively 

24 negotiated the commission Agreement that bears the date 

25 of September 1 of 2004. Mr. Lash testified to that on 
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1 one side. Mr, Wolfram and Mr, Wilkes testified to that 
2 on the other side, They also testified that they were 

3 represented by Mr. Jimmerson throughout that process, 
4 They also testified that they relied on 

5 Me Jimmerson to secure the best deal for them and that 

6 they were pleased \~ith his efforts and they, themselves, 

1 elected and decided to accept the deal that he had 
8 negotiated. There is no dispute about that, 

9 In addition, there's no dispute that these two 

10 individuals \~ere knowledgeable real estate professionals 

11 and that they were well familiar with the documents that 

12 are typically involved in land development. Both of 

13 them identified that from the witness stand, 

14 The obligations to each other, bOL~ sides 

15 testified, were reduced to the four corners of the 

16 Commission Agreement, and they acknowledge that it was 
17 an arm's length transaction, They placed no special 

13 reliance on Pardee akin to what you see in an insurance 

19 agreement. 
20 Why is that important? It is important because 

21 wiL~out a special relationship, which is a legal term in 

22 a legal conclusion, without that special relationship 

23 between Pardee and the plaintiffs, their accounting 

24 claim fails, as . well as their covenant of good faith and 

25 fair dealing clailll, 
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1 And when we get into the legal conclusions that 

2 we're going to ask the Court to make, I will cite the 

3 Court then directly not only to the Court's previous 

4 orders where it was identified that those I,'ere essential 

5 elements of those particular claims. And, respectfully, 

1 case to you 13 principally about breach of contract? 

2 lIns\~er: Ye s. 

3 Mr, Wilkes, this case to you is principally 

4 about breach of contract? Answer: Yes, 

5 And the contract that's at issue is your 

5 Commission Agreement? Imswer yes, by both of those 
7 individuals, 

8 And they also -- Mr. Wolfrmn in particular --

9 went on to acknowledge that it's that breach of contract 

10 that underpinned their covenant of good faith and fair 
11 dealing as well as their accounting claim. 

12 But their focus, from the plaintiffs' 

13 perspective, they looked at this case as a breach of 
14 contract case. And, therefore, I'm going to focus then 

15 pretty much the balance of my remarks on what is 

16 required then by the Commission Agreement. 

17 We know from taking a look at Exhibit L, which 

18 is our Commission Agreement, Exhibit 1 for the 

19 plaintiffs, no dispute about that, that all of the 

20 capitalized terms then from the Option Agreement are 

21 what inform the construction then of the Commission 
22 Agreement, And so, in other words, if there's some 

23 question about the scope or the definition or something 
24 of that nature in t.1e Commission Agreement, these 

25 gentlemen knew to go to the Option Agreement to look for 
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1 those. 
2 Now, importantly, Your Honor, is if you take a 

3 look at the amendments, even the lImended and Restated 

4 Option Agreement, and if you take a look at &~ents 1 

5 through 3 to the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, 

6 we submit that these facts are undisputed, and without a 6 the Court will see no changes to the definition of 
7speCii'ilieIaEIonsmpheEweenthepliintIffiliilidPardee, .......... ····1Pili::chaiJeFtopettYEtice, ····Tfwillseeni:l changestotlie ... . 
8 then, in fact, their claim for accounting fail3, as well 

9 as their claim for breach of the covenant of good faith 

10 and fair dealing. 

11 Finding 16, no dispute that, in fact, Pardee 
12 kBnt fo~'ard and negotiated the Commission Agreement, 

13 notwithstanding that Pardee had already done work then 

14 with CSI before that. 
15 Finding No, 17, the Commission Agreement 

15 governs the payment of commissions and the provision of 

17 certain information related to their purchase, lfe know 
IB that it's a fully integrated document, rne also ]mOl'I, 

19 from HI. Wolfram, Mr. Wilkes, and Mr, Lash that there's 

20 no other deal between them. This is the SUIlI total of 

21 their deal. And 50 the scope of their responsibilities 

22 and their obligations is found within that Commission 

23 Agreement. 
24 It is also this Commission Agreement that they 

25 accuse Pardee of breaching. I asked Mr, Wolfram, This 
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9 definition of Option Property. If you compare and 

i 9 contrast the Option Agreement to the Amended and 
I 10 Restated Option Agreement, there is no difference 

11 between the procedure under paragraph 2 by which the 
12 options were going to be exercised. 

13 Now, why is that important? And I know that 
14 I'm going to sound like a broken record on this 

15 particular point, Your Honor, but when you go to (iii], 

16 [iii) doesn't say if Option Property is purchased, 

17 (iii) entitles these gentlemen to commission with 

16 respect to any portion of the Option Property purchased 

19 by Pardee pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 

20 Agreement, 

21 And so I do believe that, in fact, a proper 

22 definition of Option Property includes this. But if 

23 there's any question that that's not what the parties 

24 intended, all you have to do is look at their agreement, 
25 They made it express within their agreement, 
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1 It's not just SOIDe type of an everything else 

2 approach that has been advocated and that has been urged 

3 upon you by plaintiffs' counsel. It is Option Property 

4 purchased pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 
5 Agreement. That helps the Court and informs the Court's 

~ interpretation of this Commission Agreement as to what 

1 the parties had agreed to, when were they going to 

8 receive a commission. 

And I would note that there's nothing within 

10 these provisions or the balance of the agreement that 

11 says once Pardee acquires property of some fashion or 

12 another, that for which it has paid Purchase Property or 

13 it is bought in any other component and somehow changes 

11 the designation of the use of that property, that then 

15 we go back: and we reshuffle the deck and we give them 

16 additional commissions. 

11 We have to look at what the language is of the 

16 commission Agreement. And there's nothing that the 

19 plaintiffs can point to, nothing within the connnission 

20 Agreement that they can point to that if there are 

21 subsequent changes that Pardee and CS1 made to the use 

22 designations that, in fact, those subsequent changes, 

23 after the original transaction closed, ~hat entitles 

24 them to more commissions. 

25 The simple answer to that is, number one, it's 
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1 not found within the four corners of the agreement. The 

2 second answer to that is, all right, when were they 

3 entitled to some type of payment? 

4 We know that they have acknowledged that under 

5 (i) and (ii} that theytve been paid in full. So then we 

1 described as it was going to be security for the parties 

2 and the Amended and Restated Option Agreement that had 

3 the first parcel identify as Purchase Property as 511 

4 acres. They knew of that change because they were given 

5 those documents. 

5 Did they think it was a big deal? Apparently 

1 not. They never sent a letter to Mr. Lash or anyone at 

B Pardee saying, What does this mean? They never called 

9 Mr. Lash in March of 2005 and said, What does this mean? 

10 They never contacted the escrow company and said, What 

1i does this mean? Why? Because it was irrelevant to how 

12 they were going to be paid. They were going to be paid 

13 on the Purchase Property Price, and we know that was 

14 $84. million, and we know that tt.ere 'lere instaLbnents 

15 that Pardee was going to make. 

16 And we knO\f that by taking a look at, and if 

11 the Court compares the installment schedule that's found 

18 on the second amendment, it I S also echoed in the Amended 

19 and Restated Option Agreement. And if you take a look 

20 at what the aggregate payments, the aggregate deposits 

2i \,ere, they total $10 million. They got paid. Their 

22 first commission payment was on $10 million. 

23 And then they got paid 44 additional payments 

24 based upon the $1.5 million monthly payments that Pardee 

25 ~las making to CS1. lI.nd, in addition, they got paid 
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1 based upon the final three payments, which were 

2 $2 million payments, installment payments that IYEre 

3 being made from Pardee to CSI, and that's all set forth 

• within the schedule. 

S And the thing that I think is inportant at this 

6 have to go to (iii) and what does three say? I'm back 6 point, or at least It 11 point it out at this point in 
1b:i mybrokerirecol:d: ItTsQptloIl. Prbpeitypuichaseo ...... .. .... 7 t1Ifle,lstMtwelmowtnat.i:n 201)7tha ttheplail1tiffll .. . 

B pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. B were overpaid by the escrow compa.llY. We also !mow from 

9 I got off on a little bit of a tangent. We 9 Mr. Wolfram's testimony that he was able to discern from 

10 were talking about how there were no changes to the 10 the information available to hlin at that time as to 

11 definition of initial purchase closing settlement dates, 11 whether or not that he was being paid properly, and he 

12 deposits, parcel maps, option parcels, option closing, 

13 contingency periods. Those were all provisions found 

14 within the Commission Agreement. 

15 ~~df moreover, if, for some reason, that there 

15 was some type of a concern because there had been a 

17 change to a definition from Option Property to the 

18 Amended and Restated Option Agreement, which we know 

19 that the parties had already started to do the process 

20 of mapping so that they were able to identify what that 

21 initial purchase ,Tas going to be, and it was 511 acres, 

22 the plaintiffs kneIY that. 

23 They knew that there was a change from the 

24 Option Agreement that talked about this 3,600 acres that 

25 Mr. Whittemore described and the balance of the document 
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12 determined that he was beinlJ overpaid. 

13 And Mr. Wolfram identified that, in fact, what 

14 .'as available to him, the Option Agree;nent, the two 

15 3.r1l€ndrnents, the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, 

16 and the commissions that were being paid to him at that 

11 time, and he was able to discern and contact Pardee and 

13 say, I don't know for certain, but r think rtm being 

19 overpaid. And guess what, he was. 

20 He, at that point in time, didn't know the 

21 locations of property. He didn't know the acreage. He 

22 didn 1 t know land use designations. He didn't know 

23 anything about the takedowns. Re offered you no 

24 testimony that he went down and looked for deeds or 

25 anything of that nature. What he knew is the schedule 
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1 for payment of the Purchase Property Price set forth in 
2 the parties' agreement, and what he knew is based upon 
3 what he had received from the escrow company to discern 
4 if he was being paid properly for the amount and the due 
5 dates of his commissions. 
5 Now, one of the things, while we're at this 
J point in time, what I want to do is to echo what I 
B offered to the Court in my opening sta~~nt about 
9 connect the dots, Let me tell you where I was going 

10 with those connect the dots, because I do think this is 
11 important. 
12 Plaintiffs acknowledge and admit that they've 
13 been pain in full under paragraph 1 and paragraph 2. So 
14 \"e get dNm here to paragraph 3. And what is that 
15 procedure, what is that process then that was set forth 
16 pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agree.1J1.ent. I 
17 walkedMi:. Whittemore through that, and what I'd like to 
18 do then is to highlight that for purposes of my argument 
19 to you right now, 
2Q If you take a look at page 2 of E~Qibit B, 
21 which is the Option Agreement, it gives you --
22 Exhibit 2, 
23 THE COURT: Okay. I got it, 
24 MS. LUNDVALL: Exhibit B. 

25 THE COURT: Of Exhibit 2? 
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MS. LUNDVA1L: I think Exhibit 2 and Exhibit B 

2 are the saine thing, the option Agreement. 
3 THE COURT: Right. I got the option Agreement. 

MS. LUNDVA1L: All right. At page 2, we know 
5 that it requires a designation by CSL Hml many times 

1 after Pardee got property for the $84 million it Nas 

2 spending with Pardee. The final purchase closing is the 
3 final closing that you'11 see earlier defined in the 
4 agreement lI'as the last parcel that Pardee \{ould receive 
5 for its $B4 million. And then if, in fact, that they 
6 are goinq to purchase additional single-family land, 
7 then the Option Property and the definitions and the 

8 process and the procedure kick in. 
g So there's where you look particularly to learn 

10 that this is a linear traruJaction, It's not a 
11 transaction as described by the plaintiffs where it was 
12 Parcel 1 was Purchase Property and anything outside of 
13 Parcel 1 was Option Property, That's not how the 
I! parties defined it. That's not how CSI and Pardee 
15 defined it in their Olilll agreement. They defined it in a 

! 16 linear fashion, 
17 Pardee was going to spend $34 million first. 
1B And if, after 5pending that $84 million in Purchase 
19 property Price and gettlng Landi and if they needed 
20 additional single-family land after that, then they had 
21 the right, if CSI had designated single-family land, to 
22 send an exercise option. 
23 The testimony unequivocally has been that that 
24 has not happened. Factually, that's what the nndisputed 
25 evidence is before the Court. 
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1 Equally factually from a business perspective 
2 is that Pardee has no need for additional single-family 
3 lands at Coyote springs. You heard HI. Andrews' 
4 testimony they probably have enough for a lifetime, at 
5 minimum his lifetime. 

6 did we hear that? And so that part was found on page 2. 6 In addition, you heard Mr. Lash that said at 
.................. ··nyou gCltopage5;whatY61iaregoing t6see ..... ···7ffieVetym.tfiiml.ntr;Uhdetthebestofcitclin\Sfances, ... 

B at page 51 beginning at paragraph 2, is that the first 8 they've got inVentory for at least 14 to 15 years. And 
9 thing that is required is a written notice. That's the 

10 very first stage. After you get past the designation, 
11 you gatta have a written notice. And it says to whom 
12 it's supposed to be sent. That's paragraph number 17. 
11 There's miscellaneous different procedures then 
14 that are set forth at B, C, 0, E, F and G. But the one 
15 I think that is probably the most irr~ortant for the 
16 Court to take a look at is at page 14, and you are going 
17 to see on page 14 -- let me see if I can identify where 
18 specifically on that page so the Court takes a look at 
19 that. 
20 About halfway down that first paragraph that's 
2l found at the very top of page 14, and it speaks to after 
22 the final purchase closing the buyer timely exercises 
23 its option. 
2q I asked Mr, Whittemore what did that mean, lie 
25 said that the Option Property ~las going to be taken down 

2n 

9 so to the extent that they have enough inventory of the 
10 single-family land for which their business needs may 
11 dictate, it would be only after that point in time for 
12 which that this process from a business perspective may 
13 be kicked in. 
14 And so to the extent let me continue going on 
15 then and ~~rching through then what the process would 
16 be. If you take a look also on subsection D that is 
17 found on page 14, the Court will see that there is 
13 reference to an Option Property deed. It was a form of 
13 the deed that the parties had identified. 
20 The form of that deed was one of the exhibits 
21 to Amendment No.2, and it expressly states on the form 
22 of the deed Option Property. And if Pardee had 
23 exercised its option, if csr had accepted that, if they 
24 had gone through the entirety of the transaction, they 
25 were to record that Option Property deed, that form, to 
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1 take the legal description and insert it into the form 
2 on that deed and make it a matter of public record. 
3 That is all set forth in the language that is found on 
4 page 14 under subsection D. 
5 And the point to be made here is this: That 
Ii Option Property deed, Your Honor, I;ouid have been a 
7 public document. So that if the plaintiffs wanted to 
8 discern if Pardee had purchased any Option Property, 
9 pursuant to paragraph 2, what would they have done? 

10 Mr. Andrews' testimony and, by logic, is the first thing 
11 that you would do is you would go to the public records 
12 and look for that Option Property deed. 
13 There's none there. It doesn't exist. Why? 
14 Because as Mr. Whittemore, on behalf of CSI, as Mr. Lash 
15 and Mr. Andrews testified, Pardee has never exercised 
Iii any option to purchase additional single-family lands 
17 pursuant to paragraph 2, had no need to do so. 
18 Therefore, there was no Option Property deed to be found 
19 in the public record. 
20 If the Court also takes a look at additional 
21 procedures, you are going to see on page 15, 
22 subsection E, that speaks to the description being 
23 inserted into the fonn deed. There's additional 
24 procedures that are identified at page 16. 
25 Equally important at page 17, subparagraph H, 
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1 it makes reference to the option merna and the addition 
2 or the edits and changes that need to be made to the 
3 option memo. On page 22, there's further discussion 
4 concerning the written notice, and on page 27 there's 
5 the description about the preparation of the tentative 
6 maps for purposes of the Option Property, none of "hich 
1 that exists. 
8 So that process and that procedure was all very 
3 docurnaDt intensive, as any land transaction is. Pardee 

10 wouldn't have been the only party that had that 
11 information. CSI would have had that information. The 
12 escrow company would have had that information. 
13 They sent a subpoena to CSI. Didn't get any 
14 information on Option Property being purchased by 
15 Pardee. No exercise! no notice of exercise option, no 
L5 escrow instructions, none of this process I've just 
17 described. 
18 They sent a subpoena duces tecum then to the 
19 title company, asked for all of this information. It 
20 doesn't exist. There ~las nothing to give back to them. 
21 You've also heard as far as how that in the 
22 public record there is no Option Property deed, So 
23 Pardee is not the on! y party that would have this 
24 information that would have memorialized if, in fact, 
25 that this paragraph would have been kicked in. 
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1 There are other parties, CSI and, at a minimum, 

2 the escrow company, and at a minimum the public record. 
3 All of those places have been searched and scoured. 
4 None of those places unearthed any information to 
5 support the fact that Pardee had purchased Option 
6 Property. 
1 In other words, when Mr. Lash told Mr. Wolfram 
8 that there had not been any Option Property that had 
9 been purchased for which that they would have been 

10 entitled to a commission, he was telling them the truth. 
11 Paragraph 21, please. Is that where I'm at? 
12 Brian, take me to 18. 
13 THE COURT: You just went through 20 and we 
14 went through --
IS MS. LUNDVALL: I thought so. 
16 THE COURT: You were on 21. I've been 
17 following it. If you look, you have your (i), (iii, 
18 (iii) 1 and we just went through it. So the next I·muld 
19 be starting on the Purchase Property. 
20 MS. LUNDVALL: I do believe that the Court is 
21 accurate. 21, that's where I'm at, at least in my 
22 notes. 
23 THE COURT: That's where I'm at. So hopefully 
24 l'm following. 
25 MS. LlJNOVALL: Paragraph 21, the term Purchase 
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1 Property Price was defined in the second amendment, and 
2 also it was defined in the Amended and Restated Option 
3 Agreement, $84 million. 

I 4 The due dates then for the commission -- and I 
5 think that this is important, Your Honor. Because one 
6 of the things that helps the Court in trying to 
1 .. ae:femnewllil.i: do Etesemeari, ... Is whenyoiilookaf :';;':arid 
S under standard contract interpretation, you are supposed 
9 to look at the entirety of the agreement in context, not 

10 supposed to pick out things here and there. You are 
11 supposed to look at it in its context. 
!2 So let's take a look then at when the due dates 
13 for the commissions were due under paragraphs (i) and 
14 (ii). If you go to page 2 then of the agre~~nt, there 
15 hasn't been a lot of focus on this portion of the 
16 Commission Agreement, but it does inform the 
11 interpretation. 
lB It speaks to Pardee shall make the first 
19 commission payment to you upon the initial purchase 
20 closing, and then it talks about what that is supposed 
21 to be with respect to the aggregate deposits. All 
22 right. What is all that referring to? It's all 
23 referring to that schedule that was found in the second 
24 amendment and the Amended and Restated Option Agreement 
25 as to the schedule of payments that Pardee was making to 
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1 CSI. 
2 And then it talks about each additional 
3 commission payment pursuant to clause one and two goes 
4 concurrently with the applicable Purchase Property Price 
5 payment to Coyote. And that's where you go back right 
6 then to that same schedule I keep making reference to. 
7 And that infonns the Court then as to what 
B Pardee obligated itself to under paragraphs (i) and 
9 paragraph (ii). There's nothing in the language about 

10 the due dates or the obligation to pay in the first 
11 place that makes any reference to acreage, location, 
12 where are the lands, if the lands had actually closed. 
13 I think this is important as far as in respect 
14 to Mr, Wolfram. Mr. Wolfram had testified that this 
15 Commission Agree!D.ent was something that he had never 
16 dealt with before. Every other transaction in his 
17 professional life that he had dealt with, that there Ivas 
18 some type of a deal that was cut bet~leen a buyer and a 
19 seller. Land closed. There was an exchange of deeds 
20 and he got paid. That'.3 what his experience ~las. And 

21 I'm not going to discount that experience becauB e that's 
22 \qha t he unders toad. 
23 But that's not the Commission Agreement his 
24 attorney negotiated for him. His attorney actually 
25 negotiated a much better deal than that for him. 
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1 subparagraph 3. On page 2 the Court is going to see 
2 when Pardee was supposed to be making commission 
3 payments pursuant to clause 3, and that was upon the 

close of escrow on Pardee's purchase of the applicable 
5 portion of the Option Property. 
, 
D Provided, however, in the event that the 
7 required parcel map creating the applicable option 
e parcel has not been recorded, the commission shall be 

9 paid into escrow concurrently with Pardee's deposit of 
10 the Option Property Price, and the comrrdssion shall be 
11 paid directly then from escrow. 
12 Break all this down and what this says is that 
13 Pardee \'las going to make a payment to CSI. In exchange 
1~ it was going to get a piece of land. There was going ·to 
15 be a closing for which a deed would be recorded, and 
16 these gentlemen got paid at that point in tirr~. It 
17 makes no reference, no reference whatsoever to if 
18 there'S been some redesignation. If there's a tentative 
19 map that has been filed, there makes no reference to 
20 that whatsoever. 

! 21 What the plaintiffs are asking you to do is 
22 something that you are prohibited from doing, and I know 
23 that no judge likes to hear something that we have 
21 limits. None of us like to lmow we have limits. But 
25 the case law is clear, you can't re~~ite the parties' 
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1 Because at the time that the original aggregate deposits 
2 had been made, there had been $10 million that had 
3 already been paid by Pardee to CSI and there had been no 
4 closings at all. 
5 And when you take a look then at each one of 

1 agreement. Tp~s is what the parties had agreed to. 
2 This is what you are being asked to interpret. And to 
3 offer and to allow what t~e plaintiffs are asking for 
4 demands and requires you to rewrite their agreement. 
5 NO\~, the thing I think that what I want to do 

6 those payments on a monthly basis when $1.5 million was 6 is to identify then a couple of these theories or 
··1paidti)r:SI;therei~eteh' tanytlosingseacfiliTDii'tl:i: ................... ···7 address a couple afthetlTeoriesthattheptainttffs· 

B There weren't any acreages identified each month. 8 have offered along this particular line, and let me 
9 Nothing. There weren't any deeds that were exchanged. 9 address these somewhat out of line. 

10 As Mr. Lash has identified and as the documents 
11 and the records all reflect, there was only five 
12 closings. But how many corrmission payments and checks 
13 were there made? 49. The original, the 44, and' the 
14 last three. 
15 So what 'lou end up with is nothing either about 
16 the language of the parties' agreement, let alone the 
17 performance of the parties under the agreement, suggests 
18 that these two clauses had anything to do with location, 
19 acreage, or the timing of the closings. And r therefore, 
zo that information was irrelevant to determining if Pardee 
21 had cOIDplied. 
22 NOW, turning the Court's attention then to 
23 paragraph 22, paragraph 22 speaks to paragraph 3. In 
24 paragraph 3 there's also, on page 2, additional language 
25 that informs the Court as to the interpretation of this 
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10 The first one that Mr. Jimmerson talked about 
11 is that Parcell was Purchase Property and so Option 
12 

13 

Property was everytrJLng else. If there's something 
outside those boundaries, they should be entitled to 

14 coITmJissions here under (iii). 
15 Number one, I want to suggest to the Court that 
10 if they genuir.ely believed that to be true, then 
11 Mr. Wolfram's testimony is equally to be believed. And 
IS that is this: He knows the locations. They know the 
19 locations of the land that Pardee actually took down. 
20 They know how much exists Dutside of ParcelL They 
21 apparently may not have the skill set to calculate what 
22 that acreage is, but they had all of the information or 
23 the tools available to allow someone whQ is qualified to 
24 do that. 
25 Pardee doesn't employ all the. engineers in the 
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i world. They could have gone to an engineer. The 
2 assessor's office and recorder's office, they have 
3 people that make those calculations all the time. You 
4 go through the phone book and you can see all kinds of 
5 engineers that offer those services. They could have 
6 made that determinationr but they did not. 
7 So what does that mean? What it means -- well, 
B let me back up. They had the tools available to them. 
9 They knew where the locations of the land were. They 

10 knew the locations of the parceL They knew half much 
11 was outside. They knew the price that Pardee was 
12 supposed to pay for that under the schedule. They also 
13 knew the date by which that Pardee had acquired the 
14 lands, J:ecause that \'1as found within the deeds. And, 
15 therefore, they could have calculated, not only the 
16 amount of commission they were due, but also hO'1l much 
17 interest on those commissions. 
18 Did they bring those calculations to you? No. 
19 What hav~ they done? They've failed in their burden of 
20 proof on the very first theory that they have offered to 
21 you. 
22 Second, there's also a, Well, jeez, Your Honorr 

23 if you didn't like thAt theory, let me give you another 
24 one. And the other one that they wish to offer is this 
25 theory about somehow if Pardee changes the use 
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1 designation, then, in fact, we should be able to be 
2 entitled to a commission when there's been some type of 
3 a use designation change. 
1 First and foremost, found nowhere within the 
5 four corners of the agreement. That's point number one. 

Point number twa is that we know from the 
itestIriulnY6fMi.Aridiews!:hal;" Iii facf; '" those use ' 
8 designations have changed repeatedly across tille and are 
9 likely to change again across time. So what that 

10 suggests to me is that this process is going to he 
11 constantly, Okay, we're going to give some money to the 
12 plaintiffs, But if we change the use designatiour isn't 
13 the flip side of that then equally applicable, that they 
1~ have to give some money back? Isn't that the flip side 
15 of their argument? 
16 Every argument has both a positive side and it 
17 has a side that cuts back against you. And the argument 
18 that they advance ~Iould mean that if, in fact, Pardee 
19 changes some type of a \1.'le designation at a point in the 
20 future for which that they've already been paid 
21 commission, why wouldn't Pardee be entitled to that 
22 commission back if that theory was appropriate under the 
23 Commission Agreement? 
24 We've already seen examples, Your Honor, that 
25 that's been done. Mr. Andrews gave you two eKilIllples. 
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1 He identified, remember, as far as on the boundary, that 
2 on Exhibit No. 15, that multi-family designations have 
3 been put up in that upper left-hand corner. 
~ Brian, can you pull up 15 for me quickly? I'11 
5 show the Court what I'm talking about. 
o Your Honor, on 15, Mr. Andrews identified this 
7 parcel here that is in yellow has already been changed. 
B They have moved multi-family designation up to this 
9 area. So in other words, the plaintiffs have already 

10 been paid a conmissioD, we know, on these lands, and 
11 there's already been a change. So why, under their 
12 theory then, is the plaintiff not entitled to have to 
13 give something back? 
14 Equally what ",'e know is this: That he drew on 
15 the map, Exhibit 15, and labeled A and B, which were the 
16 exchange parcels L~t were the subject then of the 
17 begirnllng of the tovm center. And he identified how the 
1B buyer's exchange parcel, ",<blch is what Pardee had owned, 
19 was lands that were down here for which Pardee had 
20 already paid them a commission. What happened to those 

inlands? They got moved to another area. 
.22 I\nd so to the extent that they got moved then 

23 to the multi-family area, and so that designation is 
: 24 also another change for "'hich the plaintiffs have 

25 already received payment and we moved use designations 
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1 off there. And so why is it that they wouldn't have to 
2 give it back? 
3 And the logical anSWer to that, Your Honor, is 
4 this, is because if, in fact, this is going tc be a 
5 moving target for the next 40 years, based upon any 
6 redesignations of use, and not -- not based upon what 

"7 'the"'!anguagebflhepatties'agteeme.tl.tWas;it' sa '" 
3 theory that does not hold water. And we respectfully 
9 submit that that theory does not entitle the plaintiffs 

10 to additional money. 
11 It'&the same component then of the earlier 
12 argument they made that they contended that multi-family 
13 property that we purchased and that Mr. Whittemore made 
14 it abundantly clear that the lands that were the subject 
15 then of this exchange were multi-family larDS that 
16 Pardee had already purchased. And we know from the 
17 testimony of Mr. Wolfram and everyone else that they 
18 weren't entitled to monies on the multi-family property. 
19 So there I s a swap then as far as those 
20 designations as part of what was happening then at the 
21 tentative map application process in December of 2010. 
22 So to the extent, Your Honor, that based upon the theory 
23 that they have espoused that sOl1l8how these 
24 redesignations or trill parties going through their 
25 standard and their normal business development and 
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1 having genuine and realistic and needed business needs 
2 far these changes, that somehow that entitles them to 
3 additional commissions. 
4 And what their argument is is that, based upon 
5 the language that says that Pardee can't circumvent or 
6 avoid its duties, is that BomehO\, by taking legitimate 
1 business needs, for which that is the only evidence that 
B this Court has -- the only evidence is that the reason 
9 the parties entered into the eighth amended agreement 

10 was to deal with the downturn in the economy, and that 
11 the only reason that they had for doing that were 
12 legitimate business reasons. It had nothing to do with 
13 trying to circumvent or avoid its obligation. 
14 And I do think that it is important to take a 

15 look at what the definition of "circllIlLvent" is because 
16 it also inforns the definition of "avoid." And as the 
11 Court elicited from Mr. Lash, it was his understanding 
1B what that meant is that we couldn't do something bad, 
19 We couldn't try to do a bad act. We couldn't try to 
20 cheat them out of their commissions, and not did we try 
21 to cheat them out of their commissions. 
22 The lands that were at issue through the 
23 tentative map application were lands for which they had 
24 already been paid a commission, number one, and lands 
25 that were purchased pursuant to the multi-family 

1 agreement for which they concede that they weren't 
2 entitled to any commissions upon. 
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3 Now, one of the things we've heard repeatedly 
4 throughout the course of this case is that betweeu 
5 Pardee and CSI, we made a change to the definition of 
6 Option Property . 

. ... ...... ······Bt1arr;c-an you move onto 23 forme, please. 

8 23 gives you the definition of Option Property. 
9 You can see all the stuff that's in between. Where it's 

10 found is in Exhibit B. That definition is the exact 
11 same definition that is found -- go to 24 for me, Brian. 
12 It is the exact same definition that is found in 
13 Alrendment No. 1 to the Option Agreement, Amendment No.2 
14 to the Option Agreement, to the Amended and Restated 
15 Option Agreement, and all of the amendments thereafter. 
15 There has been no change to the definition of Option 
17 Property. 
18 In addition, there has been no change to the 
19 process and procedure from Option Agreement to Amended 
20 and Restated Option Agreement pursuant to paragraph 2 as 
21 to how those lands would be acquired then by Pardee. 
22 Finding No. 25, your Honor, we already talked 
23 about. 
24 Number 26, I want to talk then about our 
25 performance under the Commission Agreement. If you go 
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1 to 26 for me, Brian. 
2 We know that the plaintiffs were paid in full 
3 and on time on the $B4 million Purchase Property Price. 
4 That's a very simple process to take a look at 
5 Exhibit A. They were informed of the amount and the due 
6 dates of those commission payments, first through 
7 stewart and then through Chicago Title. How do we know 
8 that? By looking at Exhibit A. 
9 We also know, Your Honor, that the plaintiffs 

10 were able to discern when they had been overpaid and hQ10J 
11 they ,lere going to fix that. Those addi tional exhibits 
i2 then identify Ltat. 
13 We know from Mr. Wolfram's testimony that at 
14 one point in time his commission payments started to be 
15 electronically deposited into his account. So he didn't 
16 see this description detail. But we also know from his 
17 testimony that when he started asking questions, he was 
18 able to get all of the orders to pay cDlllmission. So he 
19 got all of those orders to pay cDllImission that could be 
20 found at Exhibit A. 

21 If you take a look, I think that we go 
22 through -- Brian, move forward a little bit for me. 
23 I'll get to it. Go back to the exhibit. I'll point it 
24 out to the Court what I'm talking about. 
25 We kn01~ that Mr. Wolfram ~Ient to the escrow 
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1 company. He asked Frances Butler for a number of pieces 
2 of infoD1\ation. And when he asked for pieces of 
3 information, he asked Frances to send him copies of all 
4 the previous orders to pay commission. She did. She 
5 memorialized that. Mr. Wolfram testified, I received 
6 those. 
'l ........... ·················Sohe has all of those orders to pay 

B commission. Each and everyone of those orders to pay 
9 coJI][!1ission memorialized the amount and the due date then 

10 under paragraphs one and two of the arrangement of their 
11 Commission Agreement. 
12 Turning your attention then, and I'm gOlllg to 
13 go through this quickly becallSe I don't Ll1ink that it is 

14 excessively relevant, but I do think it does inform the 
15 Court as to what the mind-set was of Pardee going into 
15 this dispute. 
17 And that was this: It started when Jon Lash 
18 sent the letter to the plaintiffs, both of them, 
19 Mr. Wolfra1Jl and Mr. Wilkes, that said this: You guys 

20 have been overpaid. This is hO\~ ·.e' re going to fix it. 
21 And, Dh, by the way, we're taking down additional 
22 properties, and you guys aren't entitled to commissions 
23 on these other takedo~cns. We saw that letter and I 

24 think that letter, if my recollection serves me, is at 
25 Exhibit Til. 
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1 And ,~hat did Mr. Lash get back from both 
2 Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, they get back a letter that 
3 says, I don't know how you came to the conclusion that 
4 we're not entitled to commissions on these other 
5 properties. 1~e believe we are. That's what they told 
b him. And that letter is found at Exhibit z. 
7 And then what do you see? You see letters that 
8 are found at Exhibit 18, 19, 20 and 24. And what do 
9 those letters ask for? They ask for all of the 

10 documents that memorialized all of the transactions 
11 between Pardee and CSI. 
12 Mr. Lash understood all of those to be 
13 referencing the other transactions for which that he had 
14 already told them that they weren't entitled to payment 
15 upon. That's "hat his testimony was. That's how he 
16 understood those, when they were asking for all, that's 
1') what they wanted. 
18 He authorized the title company to give them 
19 all the single-family stuff, but not the other 

1 provisions 1 and,2 were based upon the Purchase Property 
2 Price. A.l1d I pulled this quote out of the opening 
3 statement that the plaintiffs had given to the Court. 
~ And I can tell the Court specifically it's on page 14, 
5 if the transcripts are available to the Court, and if 
6 anyone wants to verify the accuracy of this. 
1 THE COURT; I didn't read opening statements. 
a I just read testimony. 
9 MS. LONDVALL; But you kr!01., as far as the 

IG statements On behalf of an agent --
11 THE COURT; I understand. 

112 MS. LONDVALL: And I think that they also 
13 infonn the Court. 
14 In their opening statement what they 
15 acknowledged is that under the Purchase Property 
16 formula, they were entitled to a percentage of the 
11 Purchase Property Price. No quarrel about that 
IB whatsoever. Absolutely none. 
13 Then they went on to say there is no benefit or 

20 transactional docQ~ents. And, therefore, I believe that 120 additional commission for additional acreage being 
21 gives an explanation as to the ~~d-set that Pardee had 21 purchased if there's no corresponding increase in price. 
22 into the dispute that arose between the parties. 22 And we agree with that as well. 
23 And, Your Honor, one of the things that I would 23 The Purchase Property Price under 1 and 2, as 
24 like to do, if you don't mind, because it is 5:15, I 
25 knO'1f that I've been going for about an hour and 15 
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1 minutes. 
2 THE COURT: Do you need a break? 
3 MS. LUNDVA..LL: I would like to take a very 
4 short comfort break, not only for the Court, but for 
5 your staff as well, if that's okay. 
6 'THE COURT: That's flne. A quick 15 minutes. 
I 

8 

(Whereupon, a recess was taken. l 
[1S. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. 

9 THE COURT: You're welcome. 
10 MS. LONDVJI..11; We're on Finding No. 27, and 
11 what we had started to do was to go through Pardee's 
12 performance under the Commission Agreement. lind I'll\. 
13 going to cover this portion because, to be honest with 
14 you, I'm a little bit confused throughout the course of 
15 this trial. 
16 I don't know if there's money being sought. On 

11 one hand I'm being told that it's not. On the other 
1B hand now I'm hearing through closing argument that it 
19 is. So, therefore, I'm going to walk through then 
20 whether or not the facts, the evidence before the Court, 
21 to determine whether or not that there are additional 
22 monies owed to Hr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes. Because like 
23 I said, I'm getting mixed messages, and I'm not going to 
24 tum any stone unturned concerning this. 
25 First and foremost, we know that the 
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24 1.e've well seen how many times now, was $84 million. 
25 That price didn't change across any of the amendments. 
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1 Once it had been amended pursuant to the second 
2 amendment to the Option Agreement and was restated then 
3 in the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, there was 
4 no changes to that $B4 million, no corresponding 
5 increase in price. 
6 So under the acknowledgment from the plaintiffs 
1thern.selves; tliafj.oiwhatl~aSaefe.I:Ill.itilUije6f if tliey· 
8 were entitled to commissions under 1 and 2. 
9 Moreover, we have the testimony of Mr. IiTolfram 

10 and Mr. Wilkes themselves that they received all of 
11 their commissions timely under paragraph 1 and 
12 paragraph 2 of the Coromission Agreement. 
13 Let's go to the next finding then, Brian. 
14 We know, if you take a look at EKhibit A and 
15 you total up all of those orders to pay commission, 
16 that's the amount you get. $2,632,000. That, to me, is 
11 a lot of money, but that's what they received. It was 
18 split equally between Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes, and 
19 that's wlIa t Exhibit A reveal s . 
20 Go on, Brian. 
21 The plaintiffs acknowledge that their 
22 commissions that were due under paragraphs (i) and (iil 
23 were based on that price, not acreage or location. Both 
24 Mr. Wilkes, before he left the witness stand, and 
25 Mr. Wolfram in the very first day, acknowledged that the 
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1 acreage and the location of the property that Pardee 
2 acquired ~Ias not determinative of what their commissions 
3 were under (i) and (ii). They also admitted that 
4 they've been paid in full under (i) and (Ii) of the 
5 commission Agreement. 
6 Brian, go to the next one, please. 
7 We know from Pardee's perspective Mr. Lash had 
B testified they did not pay more than $84 million. We 

9 know that the lands were used for Purchase Property 
10 takedmffis. 
11 Turning your attention then to 31, please. 
12 CSI, from Harvey [fuitternore's perspective, CSI, he 
13 confirmed, never received more than $84 million as 

14 payment for those lands. l\nd Mr. Whittemore also 
15 memorialized, as well as Mr. Lash, that all of the 
16 tr~nsactions had been memorialized in publicly recorded 
17 deeds. 
18 

:9 
Next, no commissions were due to the plaintiffs 

under (iii) unless the property purchase fell within the 
20 definition of Option Property purchase pursuant to 
21 paragraph two of the Option Agreement. I've already 
22 argued that to the Court, and I'm not qoing to repeat 
23 myself even though it's probably one of the most 
24 critical issues, 
25 We believe that there are multiple documents 
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1 that would have memorialized such a transaction and that 
2 none of those documents exist. All of the tools were 
3 available by which to try to capture those documents. 
4 None of those documents were found. The plaintiffs were 
5 able to confirm that Pardee was telling them the truth 
6 that it had not purchased any Option Property. 
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1 is where the plaintiffs have been a bit ambivalent. And 
Z what they've tried to suggest is that we o~le them more 
3 information than what we contracted to provide to them. 
4 So I'm going to l'lalk through in detail to the Court the 
5 interpretation that is found within the plain meaning DE 

6 the conunission Agreement. 
7 That paragraph has two sentences to it. We can 
B all probably recite them from memory at this point in 
9 time. And I'm not going to repeat them, but we know the 

10 paragraph that's at issue. There's no other paragraph, 
11 there's no other provision, there's no other place 
12 within the COmmission Agreement where Pardee promises to 
13 give information to the plaintiffs. This is it. It's 
14 the sum total. And this is really the meat of what the 
15 Court is being asked to interpret then as to whether or 
16 not that we had discharged our duty in this regard. 
17 Go to the next one, Brian. 
18 The first one, ill my opinion, is easy. That 
19 first sentence, Pardee shall give you a copy of each 
20 written option exercise notice given pursuant to 
21 paragraph 2 together with the information about the 
22 number of acres involved and the scheduled closing date. 
23 If there was no written option exercise notice, 
24 then there's nothing to give to the plaintiffs. If 
25 Pardee is not purchasing Option Property, there's 
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1 nothing to give them regarding acreaqe. If Pardee is 
2 not purchasing Option Property pursuant to paragraph 2, 

3 there is no scheduled closing date information by which 
4 to give them. 
5 This, to me, is one of the hardest argurrents I 

6 think to make as a defendant when you are trying to 
7 . toil : Whl1:1::emoreconHriTIed tney had ti6f purcnased any 
B Option Property. 

......... ··1 prove .. aliegative,ilrtd IrespectfuUY s1.iliITlit tllat we nave .. 

33, Brian. 9 

10 They also concede that the Commission Agreement 
11 describes the only commissions to which they were 
12 entitled. How do we know that? We have a fully 
13 integrated agreement. 
14 Next provision, Brian. 
15 We know that we've never exercised any options. 
16 If we had, there would be multiple public records that 
11 would memorialize the transaction. This is the argument 
18 I just made to the Court. Both the representatives of 
13 CSI and Pardee deny that any Option Property was 
20 purchased pursuant to paragraph 2 and, therefore, we 
21 don't Qv!e any cOromlssions to the plaintiffs under 
22 paragraph (iii) of the CQ1mUssion Agreement. 
23 Next one, Brian. 
24 All right, This is lvhere we get into, I don't 
25 want to say the meat of this dispute, but r think this 
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B discharged that proof. Even though it's not our burden, 
9 lie have affirmatively stepped to the plate to 

10 demonstrate that, in fact, none of this exists because 
11 it did not happen. We didn't purchase any Option 
12 Property pursuant to paragraph 2, so there's no notice, 
13 no acreage, no closing dates to give them. 
14 Turning your attention to the second. So now 
15 let's talk about to keep them reasonably informed under 

I 16 the sentence two. Go to the next one, Brian, for me. I 
I 11 think I start to layout in detail then. All right. 

18 So let's begin to identify the detail so that 
19 the Court can interpret then what does the language that 
20 says reasonably informed as to all matters relating to 
21 the amount and the due dates of your commission paylOent, 
22 because if YDU want to boil this case dDwn to even its 
23 greater definition, that sentence is what it is. That's 
24 the sum total of what the parties are fussing about. 
25 Respectfully, I would submit this: First and 
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1 foremost, related to the amount and the due dates of 
2 your commission payment, doesn't that assmne that 
3 there's a commission payment that's due? If there's no 
4 commission payment due, then you don't have any 
5 infonnation about the amount or the t:illling of that due 
6 date. 
? And so I think the common sense interpretation 
8 of that is that, first and foremost I the Court needs to 
9 determine, Was there a commission payment due? I don't 

10 think it hinges upon that, but I do think that that 
11 helps inform the Court as to its interpretation. What 
12 did the parties mean by the scope of that? 
13 So let's look· at what Pardee gave to the 
14 plaintiffs for the commissions that they were due. It 
15 gave them Exhibit A. We've talked about that ad 
16 nauseam. And so each and every time that Pardee Inade a 
17 payment of the Purchase Property Price to CSI, they got 
18 a commission. There was an order to pay commission. 
19 That order to pay commission then identified how it was 
20 beL~g paid, why it was being paid, to whom it was being 
21 paid, the escrow number on there. All of that 
22 information is on the order to pay commission, 
23 Your Honor, for each and everyone of those payments. 
24 That's why Exhibit A is so thick. That's why Exhibit A 

25 is so fat. 
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1 When we changed escrow companies from Stewart 

1 all the ,laY through. And you'll see that in Exhibit A. 

2 There came a point when there was an electronic 
3 deposit for Mr. Wolfram, but that was for his 
4 preference, for his choice. And so he may not have 
5 seen, in essence, what the check stub '"as and this 
6 particular information, but he had the opportunity to 
J see that information at the time it ,,las being made. And 
B at the very minimum, we know that all of those were 
9 given by Frances Butler directly to Mr. Wolfram so that 

1Q he could confirm that he had been fully informed as to 
11 the amount and due dates of his payments. 
12 We also knOl,' the evidence about when they were 
13 overpaid. We sent the letter explaining the 
14 overpayment. That's found at Exhibit w. 
15 At that point in t:iJne there .. las an amended 
16 order to pay commission that fixed that. It articulated 
17 how that was going to be fixed. You go into the guts of 
18 Exhibit A at 95B, you!ll see those amended orders. If 
l~ you also take a look at EXhibit K, it's also 
20 memorialized in there. 
21 In addition, 1;8 sent them a letter that 
22 informed them we had made our last payment. That's 
n found at Exhibit GG. At that point in time -- and all 
2l of this information is being sent to both Mr. Wolfram 
25 and Mr. Wilkes. 
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1 It's Mr. Wolfram then that begins asking 
2 to Chicago, we advised them of that change, both 2 questions and he gets additional information. What 
3 Mr. Wolfram, both Mr.. wilkes. And that's fouod at 3 additional information does he get? He gets a number of 
4 Exhibit E. And thereafter Chicago Title continued to 4 explanations in the fOD1\ of letters from Mr. Stringer 
5 infoIlll the plaintiffs then of the amount and the due 5 and Mr. CUrtis that explain our interpretation, our 
6 dates of the cammission. Chicago Title's orders to pay 6 understanding of how the Commission Agreement worked. 
7 commission are also found at Exhibit A. . ........ 1 .... 1............. In addItion, we went ane··step furtller;aridwe 
8 Can you go to the next one, Brian? 
9 UOl;, if you take a look at when Pardee was 

10 supposed to make the first commission payment, it is 
11 informed by the Commission Agreement. It was supposed 
12 to be done at the initial purchase closing, and then 
13 each payment thereafter was concurrent with the payment 
14 being made pursuant to Amend.ment 2. That's what this 
15 language is, the very first portion of this. 
16 And so if you take a look then at each 
17 c~~ssion payment first by stewart and by Chicago, 
13 match it up then to the schedule, wbat you'll see then 
19 is that they were informed as to the amount and the due 
20 date of their commissions. 

The conrrni.ssion checks them.selves that the 
22 plaintiffs received, if they received a check -- now, 
23 the thing that I find interesting about this, a little 
24 bit, is that they did receive checks at the very 
25 beginning, and Mr. Wilkes continued to receive checks 
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a articulated to him at Exhibit 15 and said these are the 
9 lands we bought with that $84 million, and we identify 

10 the specific locations of those. 
11 And in addition, when Mr. Wolfram continued to 
12 ask questions, we authorized the title company to give 
13 him all the information dealinlJ with the single-family 
14 land transactions. If you look at Exhibit II, you are 
15 going to see that instruction. 
16 NOW, at Exhibit JJ what you are going to see, 
17 also, is the inquiry that was made, Do ~'8 give him on 
19 the other transactions? Answer, No, only the 
19 single-family lands. 
20 And then we go on and we talk about the deeds 
21 that underlie Pardee's acquisition of all the Purchase 
22 Property from CSI. You can see those at KK, at LL and 
23 at MM. And the most interesting thing I think about 
24 this particular exchange is this: What did the 
25 plaintiffs ask for? What did they ask for in 
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1 Exhibi[ 13, 19, 20 and 247 Those were the letters that 
2 w~re sent by Mr. Jimmerson asking for documentation. 

3 And this is what he asked for, and the Court 
4 probably thought I was crazy as to a number of different 

5 witnesses ~hat I asked this question, but I asked, On a 
6 deed can you find the seller, can you find the buyer, 
7 can you identify what the location of the lands are, can 
8 you identify the parcel maps, can you identify the 
9 parcel numbers, can you discern the price that is paid? 

10 Look at the Stfu1p in the upper right-hand corner. Can 
11 you discern the escrow cDwpany? Can you discern the 
12 doc1l!flent numbers? You look at the letters that were 
13 sent that were requested of us, that's \~hat they got 
14 back. 
15 Equally important, Your Honor, Mr. Jimmerson 
16 stood here and told you that those letters asked for 
17 land use designations. That's what he told you. You 
IB scour those letters and you look for a request for land 
19 use designations and you don't find it anywhere. 
20 Brian, can I get you to move forward? I'm 
21 hoping people are happy 1'm turning a lot of these pages 
22 forward. Okay? 
23 One of the things, too, is on this particular 
24 point, Your Honor, I wanted to interject here, it's a 
25 little bit outside these findings, but it responds to an 
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1 allegation that Mr. Ji1mnerson made in hi;) closing 
2 remarks. He said that !l'J:. Lash testified at page 211 of 
3 his testimony that -- he said that Mr. Lash's testimony 
4 was that Wolfram and Wilkes were entitled to 

5 verification by having all of those land documents and 
6 land use designations and to be able to verify then 
7i:hesefransacHons .. 

8 I would direct the Court's attention then very 

9 specifically to that testimony. The question --
10 THE COURT: Which clay was that? It was --
11 MS. LUNDV~-LL: The first day, 

12 

13 

THE COURT: The first two weeks? 
MS. LUNDVALL: That's right. The original 

14 first two weeks. 
15 It is found on page 210, question by 
16 Mr. Jimmerson: Yes or no, was the provision of the 
11 second paragraph of the Cornnission Agreement, Exhibit 1, 
18 from Pardee's perspective, that Pardee would provide 
19 enough information so that Wilkes and Wolfram could --
20 independent of taking your !o,'Ord for it -- conEinn the 
21 accuracy of your representations? 
22 Answer: Yes. We thought we did that. 
23 Now, that's what his testlinony \~as. When I 
24 asked him, What did you mean by you thought you did 

25 that? He said, Well, we gave them all of the orders to 
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1 pay commission. He identified all of the information 
2 that Eardee had given to them so that they could verify 
3 that Eardee was telling the truth. That's what Mr. Lash 
4 testified to, not something else. 

S And so if the Court has any questions 
6 concerning that, the Court does have the record that 
1 somebody has asked the court reporter then to 

8 transcribe. 
3 TEE COURT; The court reporters -- everything 

10 that everybody asked to have transcribed, I have it all. 
11 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, Your Honor. And so 
12 the Court can be able to verify then the accuracy of the 
13 parties' --

14 THE COURT: I have it on my table. 
15 MS. LUNDVALL: -- representations an this. 
16 Turning your attention then to Finding No. 40, 
11 Finding No. 40 deals ,iii th the other land transactions. 
1B We described and the Court has heard test1~ony on that 
19 as we co-developed the Coyote Springs project, we began 
20 separate negotiations. Those separate negotiations had 
21 nothing to do with the plaintiffs' activities. 

122 Pardee infoIIl\ed the plaintiffs, even before 
123 they asked, we told them we're engaging in ~hese other 

24 transactions. We told them that there's rruliti -family 
25 transactions, commercial transactions, custom lot 
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1 transactions. Ire told them that. And the plaintiffs 
2 now acknowledge that they are not entitled to 
3 comssions on those other transactions. 
4 Those other land designations include the golf 
5 course, commercial activity, custom lots, multi-family, 
6 and industrial. And Mr. Wolfram, in particular, 
1aii'illowledgedtnaEnewasnofentitledtbCoJ[lrrjissii5nsoIl· 
8 those. 

So I want to think about that in this context. 
10 Before this case began, we told the plaintiffs we were 
11 doing these other deals. We told them that they weren't 
12 entitled to commissions on those other deals. And they 
13 didn 1 t believe us. 

14 NO.1, as a result of this litigation, they've 

15 admitted from the witness stand they ate not entitled to 
16 commissions on these other deals. So why would they be 
17 entitled to damages in any form to verify that Pardee 
1B was telling the truth? If you want to boil their case 
19 down to its bare essence, what they claim is that 
20 somehow they are entitled to damages for verifying that 
21 Pardee told the truth, 

22 Equally, Your Honor, Pardee told the 
23 plaintiffs, We did not take down any option Property. 
24 We did not engage in all the process and the procedures 
25 pursuant to paragraph 2. We, respectfully, submit we 
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1 have demonstrated we have not purchased any Option 
2 Property pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 
3 Agreement. And, therefore, we have proven that we were 
4 telling the plaintiffs the truth. 
S So, once again, my question is rhetorical, and 
6 rhetorical in this regard, how is it that the plaintiffs 
1 can claim an entitlement to damages for Pardee proving 
B that it told th~~ the truth before this litigation ever 

9 began? 
10 What I want to do then is I'm going to try to 
11 very quickly go through these conclusions of law, and 
12 I'm going to do the level best I can to move as quickly 
13 as I can. The first conclusion of law deals with the 
14 essential elements for proving up a breach of contract, 
15 Now, I start with the breach of contract because that's 
16 what Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes said was the principal 
11 reason that they were bringing this case. 
18 These are the four essential elements. I don't 
19 think there's any quarrel between the attorneys that 
20 these are the essential elements, Move forward. 
21 Nurrber one, we believe -- number two, we 
22 believe that the evidence proved that we did not commit 
23 a material breach of the Commission Agreement. We also 
24 believe that we have demonstrated, number three, that 
25 they did not suffer any damages. 
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1 Number four, now, the obligations between 
2 Pardee and the of plaintiffs are governed by the four 
3 corners of the Commission Agreement, which both sides 
4 have acknowledged. It's clear and unambiguous, 
5 Number five, contracts are supposed to be 
b construed in the written language and enforced as 
7 written. ~'umber six, when a contract is clear, 
a unambiguous and complete, the terms must be given their 
9 plain meaning and the contract must be enforced as 

10 written. 
11 And concomitant to this[ we didn't give the 
12 specific case citation[ but I'm nearly positive the 
13 Court is familiar with this case law, the Court is not 
14 entitled to rewrite the parties' agreement. And, 
15 respectfully[ given the denand that has been made by the 
16 plaintiffs, they are asking you to reYlIi te the parties' 
17 agreement. They are asking you to do something more 
18 than what the parties are contracted to each other. 
19 Seven, we agree to pay commissions and provide 
20 information. Eight -- and if you keep going with me, 
21 Brian -- speaks to the plain language about payments 
22 under one and two. I've already given the Court our 
23 argument on that. Nine, only entitled to commissions on 
24 Option Property, We have not exercised any options to 

1 that I just made. 
2 Finding No. 11, Ne paid in full and timely on 
3 the commissions on the $84 million Purchase Property 
4 Price, 
S Finding 12, the plaintiffs acknowledge that 
6 theiT coomis 5 ions ,'1ere based upon the Purchase Property 
1 and not on the acreage, We've already argued that to 
B the Court. 
9 Finding 13, we argued that the Purchase 

10 Property price was $84 million, 14, that that's what 
11 Pardee paid to CSI. 
12 15 is that from the very beginning CSI and 
13 Pardee acknowledged that the specific boundaries of the 
14 Purchase Property and the option Property may change for 
15 a variety of reasons. I went through all of those 
16 provisions, gave you the citations to the Option 
17 Agreement as to where the parties had included L13.t. 

And by provision then of those agreements to 
1~ the plaintiffs[ they too lmew that those boundaries 
20 could change. We also heard unrefuted testimony as to 
21 what factors may impact those changing boundaries, 
22 Finding lo[ it is clear that those factors were 
23 cut of csr and Pardee's control concerning the changing 
2t of the boundaries. And as a result of those boundaries 
25 changing[ so too did the potential boundaries for the 
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1 Option Property change. There's no dispute, I don't 
2 think, about that. 
3 But the definitions of Option Property and the 
( process by which that that Option Property was supposed 
5 to be taken down, that did not change, It is unrefuted 
6 that that did not change. 
7 .......................... TheY 'veoffei:ed noevidellcefhil.i::cstdesIgnated 

; i B specific lands or that, in fact, we exercised any 
I 9 options for those lands. 
!10 17, Brian. This is starting to get a little 

11 redundant, but in drafting Court's proposed findings, I 
12 think sometimes they are a little bit redundant. lie 
13 talk about paragraphs one and two. We've already argued 
14 that to the Court. 
15 IB, we talked about Option Property being 
16 pursuant to paragraph number 2. We've identified and 
17 we've articulated to the Court where you can find that 
1B multi-step process, That multi-step process would have 
19 resulted in a myriad of different written documents, 
20 Each and everyone of those ~lritten documents would have 
21 been fouru:! in other third-party files, None of those 
22 documents were pre·sented to this Court. 
23 [~e brought the subpoenas. If you take a look 
24 at our exhibits, you'll see the subpoenas to the title 

25 purchase Option Property. Finding No. 10, same argument 25 companies, both to Chicago as well as Stewart. You are 
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1 going to see the subpoenas that ~1ent to csr. We know 

2 that they subpoenaed these documents. \~e know that they 

3 had the opportunity to find them if they existed. They 

4 do not exist. They brought not~ing to the Court's 

5 attention that memorializes the process and the 

6 procedure by which then if we would haVE! purchased 

7 Option Property. 

B 19, we also talked about the failure to provide 

9 information, and I'm going to try to go through this 

10 quickly because this is now, like I said, it's getting 

11 redundant. 

12 20, Brian. This is sinlply a repeat then of the 

13 provision of the Corrrnission Agreement. Respectfully, we 

14 believe that we have fulfilled all of our obligations 

15 under this particular provision. 

16 . 22 speaks to paragraph tIro of the Option 

11 Agreement. Specifically it covers Pardee's right to 

IS purchase the Option Property. 

19 Finding 23, Pardee has not purchased any Option 

20 Property. Pardee agrees with that. CSI agrees Irrth 

21 that. There's no document that suggests otherwise. In 

22 essence, it is undisputed that Pardee has not purchased 

23 any Option Property to which that they would be entitled 

U then to a commission. 

25 Number 24, it was Pardee and the escrow 
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1 companies that kept the plaintiffs reasonably informed 

2 of the amount and due dates of their payments. 

3 Number 25, they complain that they did not 

4 receive Amendments 1 through B, but those amendments did 

5 not change or inlpact their commissions under (i) and 

6 (ii) of the Carnmission Agreement and nor did they 

7 ... contalnanyopHonexeiCisen[]tlces.Eachiilldeveryoll.e ... 

8 of those amendments can be looked at and analyzed and 

9 the Court can confirm then that this is an accurate and 

10 true statement by taking a look at Exhibits 6 through 

11 B. 
12 They did not change Dr alter the definitions 

13 contained within the Commission Agreement, and the 

H plaintiffs did not complain -- what I'm referring to 

15 here -- I'm sorry. I lost my train of thought, It's· 

16 getting late. And I'm going to be honest with you, my 

17 blood sugar starts to crash about this time of the day. 

IB So I'm going to push through this, and my apologies to 

19 everyone if I don't do as good a job as what I should. 

20 They complained about not receiving the 

21 multi-family or the custom lot agreements, but they 

22 identified no entitlement to receipt of that 

23 information. That's what I meant there. We explained 

2.4 why it was that we did not give th8!'I\ that infonnation. 

25 And, respectfully, we believe that that explanation was 
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1 reasonable and it ~2S justified. 

2 26, when they asked us, when they began 

3 questioning, we gave them information like maps, deeds, 

4 all of which ",'ere related to the Purchase Property 

5 acquisition. 

6 The thing I think that the Court, hopefully, 

7 you might have a little fun with is learning Borne 

8 additional definitions, Mr. Wolfram kept saying, I 

9 needed a parcel map, I wanted a parcel map, a parcel 

10 lfl.ap, 

11 Well, Mr. Lash or Mr. 1<Jldrews identified what a 

12 parcel map is. lind what is a parcel map? It's kept by 

J 13 the recorder's office and the assessor's office. How do 

i 14 we get our tax bill every year? If you own a home, you 

15 get a tax bill based upon information that is found in a 

1 G parcel map that is recorded. Where do the APN numbers 

17 come from? From the recorder's office and the 

18 assessor's office. Why do they need tbis? Principally 

19 to tax us, so they get their property t:J.x payments. A1l 

20 of that information i3 a matter of public record. 

21 Turning your attention then to 27, this is the 

22 one that deals with the fact that how the plaintiffs now 

23 concede that, in fact, they are not entitled to any 

24 monies under the other transactions. 

25 28, we told them how we didn't exercise any 
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1 options. 

2 29, HI. stringer identified when we made the 

3 last of our payments, and we also pointed out in full 

4 that they've been paid. 

5 30, we gave the Exhibit 15, which was the 

5 narrative of each Purchase Property acquisition 

1iefeiericetiilhecoIO:i:maps.Ifnada1ieakdowti6ftJie 

B amounts that were paid to CST at each closing. 

9 31, Pardee's obligation to inforn the 

10 plaintiffs of any purchase if there was - - I think I 

11 have a typo here. But the point I'm trying to make here 

12 is this: If there was never any exercised options, 

13 there was never any purchase of option Property, there 

14 was nothing we could give them in that regard. And that 

15 I guess is the point I'm trying to make in 31. 
16 In sum, Your Honor, 32, we believe that we have 

11 demonstrated that there has not been a material breach 

IB of the Commission Agreement. And I think it's important 

19 then to take a look at what the case law tequires. The 

20 case law requires a material breach. We believe that 

21 there's no breach whatsoever, let alone a material 

22 breach. 

23 There's also an additional why where we 

24 believe, in fact, we're entitled to judgment on their 

25 breach of contract claim, and that is you don't have any 
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1 evidence before you that they've suffered damages 

2 because of a material breach of contract. 

3 And let me explam l~hat I mean to you by this. 

4 At paragraph 3Q, we gave the Court the case law that 

5 identifies that it is the party seeking to demonstrate 

6 breach of contract, and you have one of the essential 

7 elements is proving damages, and that burden falls upon 

8 the plaintiffs. 

9 If you assume the truth of their theory, they 

10 had all of the infoII!lation and the tools available to 

11 them to calculate under their own theory about Parcel 1 

12 was Purchase Property and Option Property exists outside 

13 of that. All of those tools were available and they 

14 could have done that calculation. They have not done 

15 that calculation and brought that evidence to the Court, 

16 By their failure to do that, having all of the 

17 tools available to them, they have failed to demonstrate 

le an essential element of their claim. 'Ihey have failed 

19 to demonstrate damages and, therefore, respectfully, 

20 that's an additional reaSOn as to why their breach of 

21 contract claim fails. 

n Now let me try to go quickly through some of 

23 these because I don't think we need to spend undue time 

24 on them. Let me take a very quick peek at 41. Brian, 

25 take me to 41, pleas e. 
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1 We brought the Court's attention to the Highway 

2 Builders case and the Nevada Rebar case. So you do have 

3 the citation about -- and also at finding 42 we brought 

4 the Court the citation about how you cannot rewrite the 

5 parties' agreement. And the Court then has case law 

u then to support that particular finding. 
1 .... ············And,i:herefore,wesliliffiltthaEat43,Isthaf 
B if you try to seek some type of a theory of recovery 

9 that goes beyond the four corners of the Commission 

10 Agreement, that they are not entitled to do so. 

i1 Let me try to highlight a couple of quick 

12 points under the breach of covenant of good faith and 

13 fair dealing claim, because I do believe it is important 

14 to understand the argument that I made to the Court 

15 before, It is based upon the case law. And that case 

16 law, under breach of the covenant of good faith and fair 

17 dealing or under the accounting, and the accounting 

IB order by the Court itself had identified that a special 

19 relationship, which was the argument that was advanced 

2D to the Court by the plaintiffs -- let me back up just a 

21 little bit. 

22 

23 

We had moved for --

THE COURT: That Nag because they had 

24 information. Your client solely had the infonnation to 

25 give them. llm I on the right page? 
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1 MS. LDNDVALL: Their argument was this, that 

2 there was a special relationship that existed between 

3 Pardee and the plamtiffs. And that special 

t relationship then is what -- it's special term within 

5 the law. 

THE COURT: It is. I'm aware of that. 

1 MS. LtiNDVALL: And it requires, in essence, 

S then a finding by the Court. And if that special 

9 relationship, which is one of the essential elements of 
1U their claim for accounting --

11 THE COURT: And for --

12 MS. LUNDVALL: -- and for the breach of the 

13 covenant of good faith and fair dealing. And what we 

It tried to do is to bring to the Court all of the legal 

15 foundation for this argument that I've just now tried to 

16 integrate into one. 

11 Because this is an issue that arose all the way 

13 back when 'de were bringing to the Court's attention the 

19 Aluevich caSe. Aluevich was an attorney as far as she 

2U practiced up in Reno. She was a great gal, and she r~d 
21 an arrangement l~i th Harrah's concernmg a gift shop, and 

22 it \;as her argument that there was a covenant of good 

I 23 faith and fair dealing claim that she had against 

24 Harrah's. And because of the special relationship she 

25 had with Harrah's, it allO\'led her to recover damages 
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1 under that. It's an old, I think it I S a 1970-something 

2 case, iimy recollection serves me. 

3 And our Nevada Supreme Court says no. Why? 
4 Because they were two sophisticated parties that were 

5 fully negotiating an agreement, and the result was not a 

6 contract of adhesion, similar to what you see in the 

7inilurancecoriEexf ... 
B lI'hen all of us think about our msurance, do we 

9 negotiate anything with our insurance comp~~y? 

10 particularly for health illEurance now 1~ith Obamacare, 

11 are we ever going to get to negotiate anything? No. 

12 They're contracts of adhesion because we don't get to 

13 have input into the language of those contracts. 

14 Our Nevada Supreme Court D..aS been unifo01l, when 

15 you have contracting parties that corne to the table with 

16 equal bargaining power and each party has the 

11 opportunity for input into the contract that is at 

18 issue, that it is not a contract of aQQesion and, 

19 therefore, there is no special relationship between the 

20 parties. 

21 And what do we have here? You have Pardee on 

22 one side negotiating with the plaintiffs, who are 

23 represented by Mr. Jimmerson, and we have different 

24 drafts, different reiterations, different revisions 

25 to the Commission Agreement. They had the opportunity 
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1 for input. That input is found in the commission 

2 Agreement. 

3 Most particularly what we wanted the Court to 

~ understand is they placed their faith, not in Pardee to 

5 tell them what ,las going on, particularly \fider the 

6 option portions of Lhis, but placed their faith in the 

7 escrow companies. And you are going to see then those 

B exhibits where the black lines occurred where they 

9 inputted the escrow cQ1IjJany protections into that 

1D agreement, and it is still found within their Commission 

11 Agreement, and that was input from the plaintiffs and 

12 thei, attorney. 

13 And you heard fmm both of them that they were 

1 this contract -- that's where you are going? 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: Yeah. In negotiating this 

3 contract they demonstrated that they were not placing 

4 their trust in Pardee to make sure that they got all the 

5 information. They were placing their trust in the 

6 escrow companies. And let !lie see if I can't -

7 because -~ 

B THE COURT: That's a Delr twist. 

9 MS. 1ONDVA11: To show the Court particularly 

10 their black line --

11 THE COURT: I know Ire went through the black 

12 line and it was explained to me in the testimony. The 

13 black line was what was being inserted by Mr. Jimmerson. 

14 happy lvith their attorney. There's been no evidence to 14 I wasn't quite -- to be honest, I wasn't quite sure 'Ilhat 

15 suggest that they were not fully and properly and fairly 15 the significance necessarily was at the Une. Now it's 
16 represented. Respectfully, P~. --

17 THE COURT: I ~lant to make sure I understand. 

1B ~~t you are arguing is to the reasonably informed as to 

19 all matters relating to -- I should have it mEIDOrized --

2U as to the -- the reasonably informed that we're talking 

21 about? 

22 MS. LUNDVALL: It's here, Your Honor, at the 

23 very bottom. 

24 THE COURT: I know it's reasonably informedl 

2S so -- as to all matters relating to commissions and 
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1 amounts--

MS. LUNDV1lLL; To the amount and --2 

3 THE COURT: Are you arguing to me that then the 

4 escrow company had the responsibility to make sure under 

5 this Commission Agreement that Mr. Wolfram and 

6 Mr. Wilkes got that information? That's where they 

7 placed tlieiifriisf,nottOl'ardeeT T'mfiYillgfomake ... 
8 sure I'm getting where you are going. 

9 MS. LUNDVALL: I think I understand where 

10 the -- I don't want to confuse the Court, because we've 

11 got two concepts here. 

12 Nurr~er one, Pardee has a duty. Pardee 

:3 delegated that duty, we know, as far as with the amounts 

:4 and the due dates. All right? 

:5 
16 

17 

THE COORT: They delegated it to escrow? 

HS. LUNDVAL1: To the es crow company. 

THE COURT: Because they had -- okay. 

18 [.Is. LUNDVALL: In additionr all the other 

19 information that lie gave to the plaintiffs. 

20 THE COURT: Right. 

21 MS. LUNDVAt1: But the most important thing, 

22 though, I'm trying to make is this point, is whether or 

23 not that they placed special truat, special reliance on 

24 ~ardee. 

25 THE COURT: And you are saying in negotiating 
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16 being tied up. So I want to make sure -- I lmovl it's 

17 late. 

18 MS, LUNDVAL1; At Exhibit K you are going to 

19 see the black line that the plaintiffs have put 

2~ together. Both Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes have 

21 identified that those were their insertions. 

22 THE COURT; I unders tood that from the 

23 testimony. Okay. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: And at K, subsection 2, you are 

25 going to see where they inserted the language as to how 
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1 the escrow shall be paid or the commission shall be paid 

2 into escrow. All right? They also identified that the 

3 commission shall be paid directly into escrow from the 

4 proceeds of escrow. 

S So what I'm saying is this; They an, the ones 

6 that put these protections in there that the escrow 

·1 c()mpariy was the pal:tythil.t was ... gl)Ingfo p[6tecttbem in· 
B the event that Pardee didn't do what it was supposed to 

9 do. In other words --

10 THE COURT: But the escrow -- okay. 

11 MS. LUNDVALL: The escrow company has an 

12 independent duty to these guys. 

13 THE COURT: I understand all that. But the 

14 information that the escrow company gets comes from 

15 Pardee. 

16 MS. LUNDVA1L: Precisely, Precisely, 

17 Your Honor. /lnd I'm follovling you exactly. And the 

1B point being is that if Pardee had the escrow company do 

19 a closing for Option Property, all of that is going 

20 through escrow. 

21 THE COURT: I follow you there I and vie all know 

22 everything that has to go with that. 

23 HS. LUNOV1lLL: That's correct, Your Honor. 

21 THE COURT: Get back to what you are arguing on 

25 this special trust so I know where you are going with 
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1 that. I know it's late. 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: I'm going to go through these --

3 THE COURT: How much longer? 

4 MS. LUNDVALL: I'm only going to be about ten 

5 more minutes, Your Honor. 

6 THE COURT: I don't want to cut you short. I'm 

1 just thinking if we have hours more, I have to be 

8 honest, I'm fading. It's very important to me that I 

9 hear your argument. But okay. I'm fine. I need a 
10 cookie. I get low blood sugar like 1''15. Lundvall. 

11 MS. LUNDVAL1: If you turn to page 55, it is a 

12 finding- in the citation. 

13 THE COURT: Page 55, paragraph 55. 
14 IIJS. LUNDVALL: All right. 

15 THE COURT: Okay. I'm there. 

16 MS. LUNDVALL: So at 55 we start advising the 

17 Court how there needs to be some type of a special 

18 element of reliance or fiduciary duty to be able to 

19 establish the foundation for this special relation.ship. 

20 If I continue to go on --

21 THE COURT: So I can read through your cases 

22 and follow it? 
23 MS. LUNDVALL: There we go. 

24 THE COURT: I 'm more than willing to do all 

25 that. 
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1 Commission Agreement. The agreement itself discr~rges 

2 any fiduciary duty in the sense of, We're not partners I 

3 there's no joint venture between us, there's no 

4 employment relationship. 

5 THE COURT: Now I understand where you are 

5 going with that testimony. Okay. 

7 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. And so --

THE COURT: I heard it. I just didn't get the 

~ hook-up. I do now. Okay. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: And, respectfully, Your Honor, 

lL you've heard no evidence to suggest that there is 
12 something special, legally special, about the 

13 relationship. 

H THE COURT: I know what that means. Okay. 

115 MS. LUNDVALL: We went through all of those 

I 16 findings and brought tQe Court all of that case law and 

17 you' 11 find that from 67 all the way through 77. 

1B THE COURT: Okay. 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: I'm not going to address as far 

2D as their issue concerning the attorneys' fees as special 

21 damages. We brought the Court our case law, what the 

22 findings have to be concerning that. And, respectfully, 

23 we submit that there's no evidence that would suggest 

24 that. 

i25 And I go back to my argument that I made to 

I 331 
------_ ...................................... _---------+--------_._---~-------------

1 THE COURT: At 55, 56, 57. And then we get to 

2 their claim for accounting. 

3 THE COURT: So that was all working with the 

4 breach of good faith and fair dealing. Okay. 

5 MS. LUNDVM.L: That's correct. But there's a 

6 cOllll1londejlolllinator to their breach of covenant of good 

7 faith and fair dealing and their accounting claim. 

8 At Finding No. 63 we brought to the Court's 

9 attention from your order how that to prevail on. a claim 

10 for an accounting, the plaintiffs must establish the 

11 existence of a special relationship. 

12 THE COURT: That c~~e out of the order fat 

13 the --

MS. LUNDVALL: That carne out of the order 

15 denying our motion for partial summary judgment. That's 

16 correct. So that was their burden of proof, to try to 

17 demonstrate that there was something special, legally 

IB special, about the relationship then behleen Pardee and 

19 the plaintiffs. 

2D And that's where, respectfully, Your Honor, you 

21 have no evidence before you whatsoever. The parties 

22 have explained each one of them was represented by 

23 counsel. Each one of them is a sophisticated 

24 contracting party. Each one of them had the opportunity 

25 and exercised the opportunity for input into the 
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1 begin ~lith and that being this: The only way that there 

2 are damages to which that they are IOntitled to is if 

3 they demonstrate that Pardee did something wrong. 

4 And what I submit to the Court is that they 

5 have two issues. They complained that we told them 

5 about these other transactions and that they weren't 

1 entitled to it. They now concede that they weren't , 
a entitled to any additional commissions. And, therefore, 

9 they have conceded that Pardee was telling them the 

10 truth. 

11 How is it that Pardee --

12 THE COURT: So you are saying that for an 

13 accounting cause of action, that if getting the 

14 accounting, getting with the information they need, if 

15 they find out the other party is wrong, then they can 

16 get the money. But if they find out by getting all the 

11 information they didn't have before that they are right, 

IB they don't have any --

19 MS. LUNDVALL: That's right. 

20 THE COURT: So they are at a huge risk. If 

21 they want the information and they don't know ~rhether a 

22 party is right or wron.g until they get the information, 

23 how else can they get it if it's not an accounting 

2~ claim? I have to follow you a little bit better. 

25 MS. LUNDVALL: Let I s go back to what the 
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1 parties contracted for. 
2 THE COURT: Okay. I see where you are going. 

3 Okay. 

4 MS. LONDVA1L; So what I'm saying is what the 

5 parties contracted for, the information that we 
6 contracted to give tham was the notice --

1 THE COURT: Okay. That goes back to the breach 

8 of contract? 

9 MS. LUNDVl\1L: That' Bright. 

10 THE COURT: So you have to decide that in 
11 tandem? 

12 MS. LUNDVALL: Exactly. We didn't make any 

13 other promises to give them any information. We didn't 

14 make any other promises that, We will provide you with 

15 this informaticn. Pbsolutely nothing, Your Honor. Our 

16 obligation to give them information is informed by the 

17 four comers --

18 THE COURT: Of the document. 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: -- of the document. 

20 THE COURT: Can I ask you, in your position, 

21 that we all know the sentence, In addition, Pardee shall 

22 keep each of you reasonably informed as to all matters 

23 relating to the amount and due dates of your commission 

24 payments, your: position is that's lmambiguous? That 

25 reasonably informed as to all matters relating, your 
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1 interpretation is that 1 s not ambiguous? That j IL'lt means 

2 we have to give them the a.rnounts and the due dates, 

3 period? 

MS. LUNDVALL: All matters relating to the 

5 amounts and the due dates. 

THE COURT: Okay. 6 

7 MS. 1UNDVALL: SD then it gets to the Court's 

8 Interpretation. What are all matters? 

9 THE COURT: I understand what you are saying. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: Is it realistic to say we have 

11 to qi ve them everything to confirm that we're telling 

12 the truth? I'm sorry, but I find that hard to imagine 

13 that a party like the plaintiffs can advocate in a case 

14 like this to say, All right, we admit we' Ie not entitled 

15 to multi-family comssions, ,)e are not entitled to 

16 cQl['[l18rcial land transactions, the custCill lots, we admit 

17 that, but you guys didn't give us the infonoation about 

18 that. 

19 Where is it that we promised to give them 

20 information about that? We didn't promise to give them 

21 that information. And so, therefore, how is it that 

22 when we tell them the truth, you punish a party like 

23 l'ardee for telling the truth? Because that's what's 

24 going to happen. If, in fact, you find that they were 

25 entitled to this other information, even though we 
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contractually did not promise to give that to them, to 

2 confirm that '"e were telling the truth, you are 

3 punishing a party, a contracting party, for telling the 

4 truth. 

5 I think the balance of our findings, 

6 Your Honor --

7 THE COURT: A lot is case law I'm going to have 

8 to go through. 

9 MS. LUNDVALL: -- are self-explanatory. 

10 And what I'd like to do is to address the 

11 question that Mr. Wolfram posed to me 'when he was on the 

12 witness stand and that I would have liked very much to 

113 address when he was testifying, but as the Court well 

14 knows, I get to ask questions. I don't get the 

15 opportunity to give answers. 

16 THE COURT: You don't testify. 

17 MS. LUNDVALL: That's correct. 

18 THE COURT: I understand. 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: Closing argument is that. 

20 Mr. Wolfram testified about all of the 

21 information that he had received and how all of that 

22 information fell within the four corners of what his 

23 attorney had asked for. He wanted to ~ow the seller. 

2( He wanted to know the buyer. He wanted to know the date 

25 of the land transactions. He wanted to know the parcel 
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1 maps. He wanted to know the legal descriptions, how 

2 much was paid. All of that information was found in the 

3 deeds. All of that information was able to be given to 

4 hi11l. 

And what he Baid to me, he said, Why did I have 

fi to play detective? 
1 ............................... 'I'he answer to tha.1:.questlon, Your Hono.I: ; IS 
S directly related to the theme that I just advanced. He 
9 played detective to confirm that Pardee was telling the 

10 truth. He disbelieved us when we told him he wasn't 

11 entitled to commissions on the other transactions, He 

12 disbelieved us when \~e told him we had not taken do~m 

13 any Option Property. He played detective to confino 

14 that we told him the truth. 

15 il.nd, therefore, respectfully, Your Honor, a 

16 party like Pardee cannot be punished or be found liable 

11 for either breach of contract, breach of the covenant of 
18 good faith and fair dealing, or an accounting When they 

19 have told the opposite contracting party the truth, and 

20 thAt there has been no evidence brought before this 

21 Court's attention that, in fact, that we lied to hi~, 

122 that we misled him, that we did not give him the 

23 information that we contracted to give to him or to 

2q Mr. Wilkes. 

25 )llld, therefore, we respectfully submit, 
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l. Your Honor, that the money damages claim. that the 
2 plaintiffs are asking for has not been demonstrated. 
3 The accounting claim has not been demonstrated. And in 
4 addition, this order that they have asked the Court to 
5 do demands that the Court rewrite the parties' 
b agreement, and the Court is prohibited frOlll being able 
7 to rewrite the parties' agrearent. 
B There are two things that I ~lOuld like to be 
9 able to close with at this point in time. And that is 

10 that, first and foremost, I am going to acknowledge that 
11 I think that it is tough to be in your position, 
12 especially after being a practicing attorney. You koow 
13 the effort and the energy that goes into production of a 
1~ case. And, therefore, it makes it hard to say somebody 
15 wins and somebody loses. 
15 THE COORT: It does, but that's the system. 
17 MS. LUNDVA1L: That's the system. 
IS THE COURT: That's what the law is. 
19 MS. LUNDVAL1: And what the plaintiffs have, I 
20 want to say suggested to the Court is they've been 
21 trying to kind of give a soft way to the Court by 
22 suggesting, All we want is information. But that 
23 information verifies that what we were doing was telling 
24 them the truth in the first place. 
2S And, therefore, the soft way, which appears to 
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1 be kind of, you know, a soft way of not saying, I want 
2 big IlIOney damages or something like, but there are 
3 consequences that flow froo those decisions. And the 
4 consequences are not consequences, respectfully, that we 
5 contend that Pardee should be charged with. 
6 ............. The last tl1iIHJ I would liket9sayto t:he~ourt 
7 and that is this, thank you. 
8 THE COURT: You're welcome. It's been a 
9 pleasure to have all counsel here. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: Also to be able to say thank you 
11 to your staff, to your bailiff, thank you to opposing 
12 counsel for their worthy adversaries, but roost of all 
13 thank you for your tbne. 
14 THE COURT: It has been a pleasure and I do 

15 mean that. 
16 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: Thank you, Judge. May it 
17 please the court, Judge, out of respect for our son who 
16 has worked so hard on this case, I would like him to 
19 give our reply closing argument and sorne compelling 
20 reasons to find in favor of the plaintiffs. 
21 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, I will do my 
22 best to be brief. 
23 Before I begin my formal remarks, I did want to 
24 address the RES 5, R-5 matter. If the Court "auld look 
25 to both plaintiffs' and defendant's exhibits, 
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1 specifically Plaintiffs' 39 and 41 and Defendant' 3 

2 Exhibit XX, you'll find a litany of references to how 
3 that parcel is zoned. 
4 IJsing their own exhibit, their own piece of 
5 paper that they blew up to you, okay, where they said, 
6 Here's R-5 under multi-f~~ly, look up here, it says 
7 R-2. The same thing for the black-and-white version, 
a the same thing for where it says zone R-2 on the 
9 application. 

10 HS. LUND'J1I11: Your Honor, that was not the 

11 argument that they made. The argument that they made 
12 was that the map --
13 HR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Am I allowed --

MS. LUNDVA1L: -- originally depicted R-5 
15 designation, and we confirmed the designation as 
16 single-family residential through the tentative maps. 
17 And what I pointed out to the Court is that it 
18 had never been designated as single-family land, that 
19 R-S is a multi-family designation, and it came from an 
20 agreement that dealt with multi-family property being 
21 acquired. 
22 THE COORT: I do understand the evidence. 
23 So -- I understand. 
24 MR. J.J. JOO1ERSON: I understand that, 
25 Your Honor, but, respectfully, I I"DUld like to be able 
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1 to give the statement to you without being interrupted 
2 constantly. 
3 On that issue there was no evidence about 
4 anything being zoned R-5. There isn't a piece of paper. 
5 There's isn't witness testimony. The reason you got R-5 
~ is because it's RES 5. It is the fifth residential 
7 portion of the multi-family deal. That's why we have 
8 R-S. 
9 Had it been R-l or RES 1, you would have gotten 

10 R-l, Had it been RES 2/ it would have been R-2. And it 
11 was stated one time during the closing and that was it. 
12 Again, Exhibit 39 refers to it as R-2 and Exhibit 41 
13 also R-2. 
1~ Now on to the balance of the closing. I think 
15 it's fair to begin with how we got here, how we began 
16 with the allegations of breach for failure to give 
n information/ the contract and the covenant of good faith 
18 and fair dealing, and the need for a claim for an 
19 accounting. 
20 Hindsight is always 20/20. And after months 
21 and years of discovery and argument and taking a closer 
22 look at everything, it's a lot easier to say all the 
23 information was out there. 
l4 First, let's just assume that the information 
25 Jim Wolfram had '.as the same as Walt Wilkes had, which 
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1. 

Defendant. 

If you intend to defend this lawsuit, within 20 days after this Summons is 

served on you, exctusive of the day of service, you must do the following: 

(a) File with the Clerk of the Court, whose address is shown below, a 

formal written response to the Complaint in accordance with the rules of 

the Court, with the appropriate filing fee. 

(b) Serve a copy of your response upon the attorney whose name and 

address is shown below. 
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2. 

3. 

4. 

Unless you respond, your defautt will be entered upon application of the 

Plaintiff(s) and failure to so respond will result in a judgment of default 

against you for the relief demanded in the Complaint, which could result in 

the taking of money or property or other relief requested in the Complaint. 

If you intend to seek the advice of any attorney in this matter, you should 

do so promptly so that your response may be filed on time. 

The State of Nevada, its political subdivisions, agencies, officers, 

employees, board members, commission members and legisiators each 

!lave 45 days after service of this Summons within which to file an Answer 

or other responsive pleading to the Complaint. 

Submitted by: 
STEVEN D. GRIERSON 
CLERK OF COURT 

14 JIMMERSON HANSEN, p.e. 
15 

KADiftA 

16 
By cCr:-1.-----

17 J~M!Z:S~9mMMERSON. ESQ. 
NeVada Bar No. 000264 

18 jjj@jimmersonhansen.com 
. 415 So. Sixth StrSte, 100 

19 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
(702) 388-7171 
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JAMES WOLFRAM and WALT WILKES 
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Regional Justice 
200 Lewis Avenue 
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1 AFFIDAVIT OF SERVICE 

2 STATE OF NEVADA ) 

3 
) SS 

COUNTY OF CLARK 
4 

) 

5 

6 
David M. Briggs , being duly sworn, says: that at all times herein affiant was 

and is over 18 years of age, not a party to nor interested in the proceeding in which this 
7 ~~oo 

affidavit is made. That affiant received one - copy(ies) of the Summons and 
8 Amended 
9 Complaint, ____ on the 20th day of_...::..J:_an_1_1a-:ry!...-__ , 20.2:!, and served the 

same on the 9th_ day of February 
10 

, 20 1.1 
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____ Delivering and leaving a copy with Defendant _______ at that 

address of ____________ _ 

Serving the Defendant _______ by personally delivering and 

leaving a copy with , a person of suitable age and 

discretion residing at the Defendant's usual place of abode located at 

Pardee Homes 
Serving the Defendant of Nevada by personally delivering 

and leaving a copy at 1000 E. Williams st. f #204, carson City, 
. Nevada 
(a) with as , an 

agent lawfully designated by statute to accept service of process; 

(b) with Brianne Jibben , pursuant to NRS 14.010 as a 

person of suitable age and discretion at the above address, which 

address is the address of the resident agent as shown on the 

current certificate of designation file with the Secretary of State 

Personally depositing a copy in a mail box of the United States Post 

Office, enclosed in a sealed envelope, postage prepaid: 

_ Ordinary mail 

_ Certified mail, return receipt requested 
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__ Registered mail, return receipt requested addressed to 

Defendant ________ at Defendant's last 

known address of which i5, _________ _ 

5 I declare under penatty of perjury under the law of the State of Nevada that the 

6 foregoing is true and correct. 
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EXECUTED this 9th day of February t 20.22. 
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Signature of person making service 

Corporate Intelligence Int'I 
707 s. 10th St. 

las Vegas, NV 89101 
ST lic# S9S-595A 
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41"5 So. Sixth St, Ste. 100 

4 Las Vegas, NV 89101 
(702) 388-7171 
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JAMES WOLFRAM, 

9 WALT WILKES, 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

Electronically Filed 

01/14/2011 01 :05: 17 PM 

~ 

~~.~~ 
CLERK OF THE COURT 

10 

11 
VS. 

Plaintiffs, CASE NO.:A-10-632338-C 
DOCKET NO.: XXIII 

PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA, 
12 . 

Defendant. 

--------------------------) 
AMENDED COMPLAINT 

Plaintiffs, JAMES WOLFRAM and WALT WILKES, by and through their 

16 undersigned counsel, James J. Jimmerson, Esq. of the faw firm of Jimmerson Hansen, for 

their Complaint states as follows: 
17 

18 

19 

GENERAL ALLEGATIONS 

20 individuals who have resided in Clark County, Nevada. 

21 
2. That Plaintiff Wolfram has been assigned all of Award Realty's rights, title 

27 
4. At all times relevant hereto, Defendant Pardee Homes of Nevada ("Pardee") 

28 was a corporation registered in the state of Nevada . 
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1 5. Plaintiffs predecessors in interest, Award Realty and Genera! Realty and 

2 Plaintiffs and Defendant have a financial relationship. Plaintiffs were real estate brokers, 

3 dealing in real estate owned by Coyote Springs Investment lLC and being purchased by 

4 Defendant. The relationship between Coyote Springs Investment LlC and Defendant was 

5 governed by a certain Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint 

6 Escrow Instructions, dated in May of 2004 and later amended and restated on March 28, 

7 2005 ("Option Agreement"). Plaintiffs and Defendant entered into an agreement entitled 

8 "Commission Letter" dated September 1, 2004, whIch related to the Option 

9 Agreement and governed the payment of commiSSions from Defendant to PlaintIffs for real 

10 estate SOld under the Option Agreement. For easy reference, Award Realty and General 

11 Realty and Plaintiffs, are concurrently referred to as "Plaintiffs" herein. 

12 6. Pursuant to the Commission Letter, Plaintiffs were to be paid a commission 

13 for all real property sold under the Option Agreement. 

14 7. Pursuant to the Commission Letter, Plaintiffs were to be fully informed of af! 

15 sales and purchases of real property governed by the Option Ag reement. Specifically, the 

16 Commission Letter stated: 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Pardee shall provide each of you a copy of each written option exercise 
notice given pursuant to paragraph 2 ofthe Option Agreement, together with 
the information as to the numberof acres involved and the scheduled closing 

..................... date; lnadcHtfon,Fardee shall keep each of you reasonably info Fmedasto ..... . 
all matters relating to the amount and due dates of your commission 
payments. 

8. On or about April 23, 2009, Plaintiffs sent a letter to Defendant requesting 

documents, which detail the purchases and sales of certain real property for which 

Plaintiffs beHeve are part of the property outlined in the Option Agreement and, therefore, 

property for which they are entitled to receive a commission. A parcel map was also 

requested to identify which properties had been sold. , 

9. Defendant replied to Plaintiffs April 23, 2009, letter with a letter dated July 

10, 2009. The July 10 letter failed to provide the documents requested by the Plaintiffs. 
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1 10. Plaintiffs once again requested the documents from the Defendant in a letter 

2 dated August 26, 2009. In that letter, Plaintiffs alleged that failure to deliver the requested 

3 documents constituted a material breach of the Commission Letter. 

4 11. Defendant, after conversations with Plaintiffs, sent a two-page letter dated 

5 November 24, 2009, with four attachments: 2 maps, a spreadsheet, and a map legend. 

6 The letter attempted to explain the recent purchases or "takedowns" of rea! property by 

7 Pardee. 

8 12. Plaintiffs relied upon Defendant's representations made in the November 24, 

9 2009 letter as being truthful and accurate. 

10 13. Upon further inquiry, however, Plaintiffs have discovered that the 

11 representations made by the Defendant in the November 24, 2009, letter were inaccurate 

12 or untruthful. In: response to their concerns, Plaintiffs sent another letter dated May 17, 

13 2010 to Defendants, asking for additional information and further documentation of all 

14 properties purchased by Defendant and sold by Coyote Springs Investment LLC. In that 

15 letter, Plaintiffs alleged that the representations made in the November 24, 2009, letter 

16 were believed to be inaccurate or untruthful after the Plaintiffs investigated the property 

17 transactions and records in the Clark County Recorder's Office and Clark County 

18 Assessor's Office. Plaintiffs further asked Defendant why it had instructed Francis Butler 

19 . of Chicago Title.notto release closing escrow documents regarding purchase of properties 
i 

20 I from Coyote Springs. 

21 I 14. Defendantresponried to the May 17, 2010, letter with a letter dated June 14, 

22 2010. In that letter, Defendant denied breaching the covenants contained in the 

23 Commission Letter, but did not reply or address any particular concern, including, but not 

24 limited to: the discrepancy between the representations made by Defendant in the 

25 November 24, 2009, letter and information and records found in the Clark County 

26 Recorder's Office and the Clark County Assessor's Office, the request as to why closing 

27 escrow documents were being withheld, and the request for all relevant closing escrow 

28 documents. 
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, 
15. To date there has been no further documentation produced by Defendant for ' 

2 the Plaintiffs regarding their concerns about the sales and purchases of real property by 

3 Defendant from Coyote Springs Investment, LLC. 

4 

5 FIRST CLAIM FOR RELIEF 

6 (Accountin.g) 

7 16. Plaintiffs incorporate each of the allegations contained within paragraphs 1 

8 through 15 above. 

9 17. Plaintiffs have requested documents promised to them by Defendant in the 

10 Commission Letter and have not received them. Specifically, the have requested: the name 

11 I of the seller, the buyer, the parcel numbers, the amount of acres sold, the purchase price, 

12 . the commission payments schedule and amount, Title company contact information, and 

13 Escrow number(s). copy of close of escrow documents, and comprehensive maps 

14 specifically depicting this property sold and would, with parcel number specifically 

15 identified. 

16 18. Plaintiffs are entitled to an accounting and copies of the documents and 

17 maps for all transfers of real property governed by the Option Agreement 

18 19. As a result of this action, Plaintiffs have been forced to bring this matter 

19 before the Court. Plaintiff has been damaged in a sum in excess of $1 O,OOO.OQ, 

20 20. Plaintiffs are also entitled to an award of reasonable attorneys' fees and 

21 costs. 

22 SECOND CLAIM FOR RELIEF 
I 

23 ! (Breach of Contract) 
I 

24 i 21, Plaintiffs incorporate each of the allegations contained within paragraphs 1 
i 

25 through 20 above as though said paragraphs are fully stated herein. 

26 22. Plaintiffs have requested documents promised to them by the Defendant in 

27 J the Commission Letter and have not received them. 

28 
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Conclusions of Law and Order  

48 JA007475-
JA007494 

07/14/2014 Opposition to Pardee's Motion to Expunge 
Lis Pendens 

48 JA007495-
JA007559 

07/15/2014 Reply in Support of Pardee's Motion to 
Expunge Lis Pendens 

48 JA007560-
JA007570 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/24/2014 Order Granting Motion to Expunge Lis 
Pendens 

48 JA007571-
JA007573 

07/25/2014 Notice of Entry of Order Granting Motion 
to Expunge Lis Pendens 

48 JA007574-
JA007578 

07/17/2014 Transcript re Hearing 49 JA007579-
JA007629 

07/31/2014 Transcript re Hearing 49 JA007630-
JA007646 

08/25/2014 Plaintiff's Accounting Brief Pursuant to the 
court's Order Entered on June 25, 2014 

49 JA007647-
JA007698 

08/25/2014 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Supplemental 
Brief Regarding Future Accounting  

49 JA007699-
JA007707 

05/13/2015 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
and Supplemental Briefing re Future 
Accounting 

49 JA007708-
JA007711 

05/13/2015 Notice of Entry of Order on Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Supplemental Briefing re Future 
Accounting 

49 JA007712-
JA007717 

05/28/2015 Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

49 JA007718-
JA007734 

05/28/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

50-51 JA007735-
JA008150 

06/15/2015 Judgment 52 JA008151-
JA008153 

06/15/2015  Notice of Entry of Judgment 52 JA008154-
JA008158 

06/19/2015 Plaintiffs, James Wolfram and Walt 
Wilkes' Memorandum of Costs and 
Disbursements  

52 JA008159-
JA008191 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

06/24/2015 Pardee's Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed June 19, 
2015 

52 JA008192-
JA008215 

06/29/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

52-53 JA008216-
JA008327 

06/29/2015 Motion to Strike "Judgment", Entered June 
15, 2015 Pursuant To NRCP. 52 (B) And 
N.R.C.P. 59, As Unnecessary and 
Duplicative Orders Of Final Orders 
Entered on June 25, 2014 and May 13, 
2015, and as Such, is a Fugitive Document 

53 JA008328-
JA008394 

06/29/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) 
and 59 to Amend The Court's Judgment 
Entered on June 15, 2015, to Amend the 
Findings of Fact/conclusions of Law and 
Judgment Contained Therein, Specifically 
Referred to in the Language Included in 
the Judgment at Page 2, Lines 8 Through 
13 and the Judgment At Page 2, Lines 18 
Through 23 to Delete the Same or Amend 
The Same to Reflect the True Fact That 
Plaintiff Prevailed On Their Entitlement to 
the First Claim for Relief For an 
Accounting, and Damages for Their 
Second Claim for Relief of Breach of 
Contract, and Their Third Claim for Relief 
for Breach of the Implied Covenant for 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing and That 
Defendant Never Received a Judgment in 
its Form and Against Plaintiffs 
Whatsoever as Mistakenly Stated Within 
the Court's Latest "Judgment  – sections 
filed under seal 

54-56 JA008395-
JA008922 

06/30/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

57-58 JA008923-
JA009109 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

06/30/2015 Supplement to Plaintiffs' Pending Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs, Motion to 
Strike Judgment, Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59 to Amend the 
Court's Judgment, and Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  

59 JA009110-
JA009206 

07/02/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to 
Amend Judgment  

59 JA009207-
JA009283 

07/08/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion to 
Retax Costs 

60-61 JA009284-
JA009644 

07/08/2015 Errata to Motion to Strike "Judgment", 
Entered June 15, 2015 Pursuant to NRCP 
52(b) and NRCP 59, as Unnecessary and 
Duplicative Orders of Final Orders 
Entered on June 25, 2014 and May 13, 
2015, and as such, is a Fugitive Document 

62 JA009645-
JA009652 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/08/2015 Errata to Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and 59 to Amend the Court's 
Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015, to 
Amend the Findings of Fact/Conclusions 
of Law and Judgment Contained Therein, 
Specifically Referred to in the Language 
Included in the Judgment at Page, 2, Lines 
8 through 13 and the Judgment at Page 2, 
Lines 18 through 23 to Delete the Same or 
Amend the Same to Reflect the True Fact 
that Plaintiff Prevailed on their Entitlement 
to the First Claim for Relief for an 
Accounting, and Damages for their Second 
Claim for Relief of Breach of Contract, 
and Their Third Claim for Relief for 
Breach of the Implied Covenant for Good 
Faith and Fair Dealing and that Defendant 
Never Received a Judgment in its form 
and Against Plaintiffs Whatsoever as 
Mistakenly Stated Within the Court's 
Latest "Judgment" 

62 JA009653-
JA009662 

07/08/2015 Pardee's Emergency Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment: and Ex Parte 
Order Shortening Time 

62 JA009663-
JA009710 

07/08/2015 Pardee's Supplemental Briefing in Support 
of its Emergency Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment  

62 JA009711-
JA009733 

07/10/2015 Transcript re Hearing 62 JA009734-
JA009752 

07/10/2015 Order on Pardee's Emergency Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment; and Ex Parte 
Order Shortening Time  

62 JA009753-
JA009754 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/10/2015 Notice of Entry of Order on Pardee's 
Emergency Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment; and Ex Parte Order Shortening 
Time  

62 JA009755-
JA009758 

07/15/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

62 JA009759-
JA009771 

07/15/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

63 JA009772-
JA009918 

07/15/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Opposition To: (1) Plaintiff's Motion to 
Strike Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015 
Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59; 
and (2) Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and 59 to Amend the Court's 
Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015  

63 JA009919-
JA009943 

07/15/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Consolidated Opposition to: (1) 
Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Judgment 
Entered on June 15, 2015 Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59; and Plaintiffs' 
Motion Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and 59 to 
Amend the Court's Judgment Entered on 
June 15, 2015  

64 JA009944-
JA010185 

07/16/2015 Errata to Pardee Homes of Nevada's 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  

65 JA010186-
JA010202 

07/17/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Motion to Amend Judgment and 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees  

65-67 JA010203-
JA010481 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/24/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, Ex 
Parte (With Notice) of Application for 
Order Shortening Time Regarding Stay of 
Execution and Order Shortening Time 
Regarding Stay of Execution  

67 JA010482-
JA010522 

07/24/2015 Declaration of John W. Muije, Esq. In 
Support of Motion for Reconsideration  

67 JA010523-
JA010581 

08/10/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of 
the Order on Pardee's Emergency Motion 
to Stay Execution of Judgment  

67 JA010582-
JA010669 

08/17/2015 Reply Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion for Reconsideration  

67 JA010670-
JA010678 

08/24/2015 Minute Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion 
for Reconsideration, Ex Parte (With 
Notice) of Application for Order 
Shortening Time Regarding Stay of 
Execution and Order Shortening Time 
Regarding Stay of Execution 

67 JA010679 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs  

68 JA010680-
JA010722 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike "Judgment" 
Entered June 15, 2015 Pursuant to NRCP 
52(b) and NRCP 59  

68 JA010723-
JA010767 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Motion Pursuant to NRCP 
52(b) and NRCP 59 to Amend the Court's 
Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015  

68 JA010768-
JA010811 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

09/12/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Reply in Support of (1) Motion to Retax 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs Filed 
June 19, 2015; and (2) Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 

68 JA010812-
JA010865 

12/08/2015 Plaintiffs' Supplement to Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs

68 JA010866-
JA010895 

12/08/2015 Notice of Defendant Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Non-Reply and Non-Opposition 
to "Plaintiff's Opposition to Pardee Homes 
of Nevada's Motion to Amend Judgment 
and Countermotion for Attorney's Fees"  

69 JA010896-
JA010945 

12/30/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Response to: (1) Plaintiffs' Notice of Non-
Reply and Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion to Amend 
Judgment and Countermotion for 
Attorney's Fees; and (2) Plaintiffs' 
Supplement to Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

69 JA010946-
JA010953 

01/11/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendants 
Consolidated Response to (1) Plaintiffs' 
Notice of Non-Reply and Non-Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
to Amend Judgment and Countermotion 
for Attorney's Fees And (2) Plaintiffs' 
Supplement to Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

69 JA010954-
JA010961 

01/15/2016 Transcript re Hearing 70 JA010962-
JA011167 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

03/14/2016 Plaintiffs' Motion to Settle Two (2) 
Competing Judgments and Orders  

70 JA011168-
JA011210 

03/16/2016 Release of Judgment  71 JA011211-
JA011213 

03/23/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Response to 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Settle Two (2) Sets of 
Competing Judgments and Orders 

71 JA011214-
JA011270 

04/20/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's Response 
and Supplement to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Settle Two (2) Sets of Competing 
Judgments and Orders 

71 JA011271-
JA011384 

04/26/2016 Order from January 15, 2016 Hearings  71 JA011385-
JA011388 

05/16/2016 Judgment 71 JA011389-
JA011391 

05/17/2016 Notice of Entry of Judgment 71 JA011392-
JA011396 

05/23/2016 Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs and 
Disbursements  

71 JA011397-
JA011441 

05/31/2016 Pardee's Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed May 23, 
2016 

71 JA011442-
JA011454 

06/01/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to 
Amend Judgment 

72 JA011455-
JA011589 

06/06/2016 Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 

72 JA011590-
JA011614 

06/06/2016 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs - 
Volume 1  

73-74 JA011615-
JA011866 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

06/06/2016 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs - 
Volume 2  

75-76 JA011867-
JA012114 

06/08/2016 Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 

77 JA012115-
JA012182 

06/20/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion to 
Retax Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs 
Filed May 23, 2016  

77-79 JA012183-
JA012624 

06/21/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

80 JA012625-
JA012812 

06/21/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant, Pardee 
Homes of Nevada's, Motion to Amend 
Judgment and Plaintiffs' Countermotion 
for Attorneys' Fees and Costs Pursuant to 
NRS 18.010 and EDCR 7.60  

81 JA012813-
JA013024 

06/27/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

82 JA013025-
JA013170 

06/30/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

82 JA013171-
JA013182 

06/30/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion to Amend Judgment; 
and Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees 

82 JA013183-
JA013196 

07/01/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed May 23, 
2016 

82 JA013197-
JA013204 

08/02/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply in Support of Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  
 

83-84 JA013205-
JA013357 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

08/02/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply in Support of 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

84-85 JA013358-
JA013444 

08/15/2016 Transcript re Hearing - August 15, 2016 86 JA013445-
JA013565 

09/12/2016 Plaintiffs' Brief on Interest Pursuant to the 
Court's Order Entered on August 15, 2016  

86 JA013566-
JA013590 

10/17/2016 Pardee's Supplemental Brief Regarding 
Pre- and Post-Judgment Interest Pursuant 
to the Court's Order  

86 JA013591-
JA013602 

11/04/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Support of Brief 
on Interest Pursuant to the Court's Order 
Entered on August 15, 2016  

86 JA013603-
JA013612 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 2016 
Hearings Regarding Defendants Motion to 
Amend Judgment 

86 JA013613-
JA013615 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 2016 
Hearings Regarding Plaintiff's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  

86 JA013616-
JA013618 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 2016 
Hearings Regarding Defendant's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs 

86 JA013619-
JA013621 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

86 JA013622-
JA013628 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Defendant's Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs 

86 JA013629-
JA013635 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Defendant's Motion to Amend Judgment 

86 JA013636-
JA016342 

01/12/2017 Order on Plaintiffs' Countermotion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs Pursuant to 
NRS 18.010 and EDCR 7.60  

86 JA013643-
JA013644 

01/12/2017 Notice of Entry of Order on Plaintiffs' 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs Pursuant to NRS 18.010 and EDCR 
7.60  

86 JA013645-
JA013648 

01/12/2017 Order on Defendant's Motion to Retax 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs Filed 
May 23, 2016  

86 JA013649-
JA013651 

01/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Order on Defendant's 
Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' Memorandum 
of Costs Filed May 23, 2016  

86 JA013652-
JA013656 

02/08/2017 Pardee Notice of Appeal 86 JA013657-
JA013659 

04/07/2017 Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders 

86 JA013660-
JA013668 

04/07/2017 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders, 
[Volume I]  

87 JA013669-
JA013914 

04/07/2017 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders, 
[Volume II]  

88 JA013915-
JA014065 

04/27/2017 Plaintiffs' Response to Pardee's Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders  

88 JA014066-
JA014068 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

05/10/2017 Pardee's Reply in Support of Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders  

88 JA014069-
JA014071 

05/12/2017 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders  

88 JA014072-
JA014105 

07/12/2007 Supplemental Order Regarding Plaintiffs' 
Entitlement to, and Calculation of, 
Prejudgment Interest 

88 JA014106-
JA014110 

07/14/2017 Notice of Entry of Supplemental Order 
Regarding Plaintiffs' Entitlement to, and 
Calculation of, Prejudgment Interest 

88 JA014111-
JA014117 

10/12/2017 Amended Judgment 88 JA014118-
JA014129 

10/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Amended Judgment 88 JA014130-
JA014143 

10/12/2017 Order Re: Defendant Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders  

88 JA014144-
JA014146 

10/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Order Re: Defendant 
Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment and Post-Judgment 
Orders  

88 JA014147-
JA014151 

11/02/2017 Pardee Amended Notice of Appeal 88 JA014152-
JA014154 
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Alphabetical Index to Joint Appendix 

Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

01/14/2011 Amended Complaint 1 JA000007-
JA000012 

10/12/2017 Amended Judgment 88 JA014118-
JA014129 

09/21/2012 Amended Order Setting Civil Non-Jury 
Trial  

1 JA000061-
JA000062 

02/11/2011 Amended Summons 1 JA000013-
JA000016 

03/02/2011 Answer to Amended Complaint 1 JA000017-
JA000023 

07/03/2013 Answer to Second Amended Complaint 
and Counterclaim 

16 JA002678-
JA002687 

10/24/2012 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment 

1 JA000083-
JA000206 

10/25/2012 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment – filed under seal

2 JA000212-
JA000321 

04/07/2017 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders, 
[Volume I]  

87 JA013669-
JA013914 

04/07/2017 Appendix of Exhibits in Support of 
Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders, 
[Volume II]  

88 JA013915-
JA014065 

06/06/2016 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs - 
Volume 1  

73-74 JA011615-
JA011866 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

06/06/2016 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes 
Motion for Attorney Fees and Costs - 
Volume 2  

75-76 JA011867-
JA012114 

07/15/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Consolidated Opposition to: (1) 
Plaintiff's Motion to Strike Judgment 
Entered on June 15, 2015 Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59; and Plaintiffs' 
Motion Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and 59 to 
Amend the Court's Judgment Entered on 
June 15, 2015  

64 JA009944-
JA010185 

07/15/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

63 JA009772-
JA009918 

05/28/2015 Appendix of Exhibits to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

50-51 JA007735-
JA008150 

11/09/2012 Appendix of Exhibits to Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and in Support of 
Plaintiffs' Counter Motion for Summary 
Judgment – sections filed under seal 

3-6 JA000352-
JA001332 

11/13/2012 Appendix of Exhibits to Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and in Support of 
Plaintiffs' Counter Motion for Summary 
Judgment  

7-12 JA001333-
JA002053 

12/29/2010 Complaint 1 JA000001-
JA000006 

10/24/2012 Declaration of Aaron D. Shipley in 
Support of Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment 

1 JA000207-
JA000211 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/24/2015 Declaration of John W. Muije, Esq. In 
Support of Motion for Reconsideration  

67 JA010523-
JA010581 

08/05/2013 Defendant Pardee Homes of Nevada's 
Response to Plaintiffs' Motions in Limine 
#1-5; And #20-25

17 JA002815-
JA002829 

07/22/2013 Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment  

17 JA002772-
JA002786 

10/24/2012 Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment  

1 JA000063-
JA000082 

03/01/2013 Defendant's Motion in Limine to Exclude 
Plaintiffs' Claim for Attorneys' Fees as an 
Element of Damages (MIL #1)  

13 JA002145-
JA002175 

03/01/2013 Defendant's Motion in Limine to Exclude 
Plaintiffs' Claim for Damages in the Form 
of Compensation for Time (MIL #2) 

13 JA002176-
JA002210 

11/29/2012 Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiff's 
Counter Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment Re: Real Parties in Interest 

13 JA002054-
JA002065 

04/08/2013 Defendant's Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Leave to File a Second 
Amended Complaint 

16 JA002471-
JA002500 

05/10/2013 Defendant's Supplemental Brief in 
Support of Its Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Motion for Leave to File a Second 
Amended Complaint 

16 JA002652-
JA002658 

07/08/2015 Errata to Motion to Strike "Judgment", 
Entered June 15, 2015 Pursuant to NRCP 
52(b) and NRCP 59, as Unnecessary and 
Duplicative Orders of Final Orders 
Entered on June 25, 2014 and May 13, 
2015, and as such, is a Fugitive Document 

62 JA009645-
JA009652 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

07/16/2015 Errata to Pardee Homes of Nevada's 
Opposition to Plaintiffs' Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 

65 JA010186-
JA010202 

07/08/2015 Errata to Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and 59 to Amend the Court's 
Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015, to 
Amend the Findings of Fact/Conclusions 
of Law and Judgment Contained Therein, 
Specifically Referred to in the Language 
Included in the Judgment at Page, 2, Lines 
8 through 13 and the Judgment at Page 2, 
Lines 18 through 23 to Delete the Same or 
Amend the Same to Reflect the True Fact 
that Plaintiff Prevailed on their 
Entitlement to the First Claim for Relief 
for an Accounting, and Damages for their 
Second Claim for Relief of Breach of 
Contract, and Their Third Claim for Relief 
for Breach of the Implied Covenant for 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing and that 
Defendant Never Received a Judgment in 
its form and Against Plaintiffs Whatsoever 
as Mistakenly Stated Within the Court's 
Latest "Judgment" 

62 JA009653-
JA009662 

05/13/2015 Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
and Supplemental Briefing re Future 
Accounting 

49 JA007708-
JA007711 

06/25/2014 Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and 
Order  

48 JA007457-
JA007474 

06/15/2015 Judgment 52 JA008151-
JA008153 

05/16/2016 Judgment 71 JA011389-
JA011391 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

08/24/2015 Minute Order Denying Plaintiff's Motion 
for Reconsideration, Ex Parte (With 
Notice) of Application for Order 
Shortening Time Regarding Stay of 
Execution and Order Shortening Time 
Regarding Stay of Execution 

67 JA010679 

03/21/2013 Motion to File Second Amended 
Complaint 

15 JA002434-
JA002461 

06/29/2015 Motion to Strike "Judgment", Entered 
June 15, 2015 Pursuant to N.R.C.P. 52 (B) 
And N.R.C.P. 59, As Unnecessary and 
Duplicative Orders of Final Orders 
Entered on June 25, 2014 And May 13, 
2015, And as Such, Is A Fugitive 
Document  

53 JA008328-
JA008394 

12/08/2015 Notice of Defendant Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Non-Reply and Non-Opposition 
to "Plaintiff's Opposition to Pardee Homes 
of Nevada's Motion to Amend Judgment 
and Countermotion for Attorney's Fees"  

69 JA010896-
JA010945 

10/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Amended Judgment 88 JA014130-
JA014143 

06/27/2014 Notice of Entry of Findings of Fact, 
Conclusions of Law and Order  

48 JA007475-
JA007494 

06/15/2015 Notice of Entry of Judgment 52 JA008154-
JA008158 

05/17/2016 Notice of Entry of Judgment 71 JA011392-
JA011396 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Defendant's Motion for Attorney's Fees 
and Costs 

86 JA013629-
JA013635 



 

30 

Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Defendant's Motion to Amend Judgment 

86 JA013636-
JA016342 

01/10/2017 Notice of Entry of Order and Judgment 
from August 15, 2016 Hearings Regarding 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

86 JA013622-
JA013628 

10/25/2013 Notice of Entry of Order Denying Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment  

31 JA004812-
JA004817 

07/25/2014 Notice of Entry of Order Granting Motion 
to Expunge Lis Pendens 

48 JA007574-
JA007578 

06/05/2013 Notice of Entry of Order Granting 
Plaintiffs Motion for Leave to File a 
Second Amended Complaint

16 JA002665-
JA002669 

01/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Order on Defendant's 
Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' Memorandum 
of Costs Filed May 23, 2016  

86 JA013652-
JA013656 

05/13/2015 Notice of Entry of Order on Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law and 
Supplemental Briefing re Future 
Accounting 

49 JA007712-
JA007717 

07/10/2015 Notice of Entry of Order on Pardee's 
Emergency Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment; and Ex Parte Order Shortening 
Time  

62 JA009755-
JA009758 

01/12/2017 Notice of Entry of Order on Plaintiffs' 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs Pursuant to NRS 18.010 and EDCR 
7.60  

86 JA013645-
JA013648 

04/03/2013 Notice of Entry of Order re Order 
Denying Defendants Motion for Summary 
Judgment 

16 JA002465-
JA002470 
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Date Document Description Volume Labeled 

03/15/2013 Notice of Entry of Order re Order 
Granting Plaintiffs Countermotion for 
Summary Judgment 

14 JA002354-
JA002358 

10/13/2017 Notice of Entry of Order Re: Defendant 
Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment and Post-Judgment 
Orders  

88 JA014147-
JA014151 

12/16/2011 Notice of Entry of Stipulated 
Confidentiality Agreement and Protective 
Order 

1 JA000040-
JA000048 

08/30/2012 Notice of Entry of Stipulation and Order 
to Extend Discovery Deadlines (First 
Request)  

1 JA000055-
JA000060 

07/14/2017 Notice of Entry of Supplemental Order 
Regarding Plaintiffs' Entitlement to, and 
Calculation of, Prejudgment Interest

88 JA014111-
JA014117 

11/07/2012 Opposition to Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment and Plaintiffs' 
Counter Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment  

2 JA000322-
JA000351 

07/14/2014 Opposition to Pardee's Motion to Expunge 
Lis Pendens 

48 JA007495-
JA007559 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 
2016 Hearings Regarding Defendant's 
Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs

86 JA013619-
JA013621 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 
2016 Hearings Regarding Defendants 
Motion to Amend Judgment 

86 JA013613-
JA013615 

01/09/2017 Order and Judgment from August 15, 
2016 Hearings Regarding Plaintiff's 
Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

86 JA013616-
JA013618 

10/23/2013 Order Denying Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment  

21 JA003210-
JA003212 
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04/26/2016 Order from January 15, 2016 Hearings  71 JA011385-
JA011388 

07/24/2014 Order Granting Motion to Expunge Lis 
Pendens 

48 JA007571-
JA007573 

05/30/2013 Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for 
Leave to File a Second Amended 
Complaint 

16 JA002659-
JA002661 

06/05/2013 Order Granting Plaintiffs Motion for 
Leave to File a Second Amended 
Complaint 

16 JA002662-
JA002664 

01/12/2017 Order on Defendant's Motion to Retax 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs Filed 
May 23, 2016  

86 JA013649-
JA013651 

07/10/2015 Order on Pardee's Emergency Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment; and Ex Parte 
Order Shortening Time  

62 JA009753-
JA009754 

01/12/2017 Order on Plaintiffs' Countermotion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs Pursuant to 
NRS 18.010 and EDCR 7.60  

86 JA013643-
JA013644 

04/02/2013 Order re Order Denying Defendants 
Motion for Summary Judgment 

16 JA002462-
JA002464 

03/14/2013 Order re Order Granting Plaintiffs 
Countermotion for Summary Judgment  

14 JA002351-
JA002353 

10/12/2017 Order Re: Defendant Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders  

88 JA014144-
JA014146 

11/29/2011 Order Setting Civil Non-Jury Trial 1 JA000031-
JA000032 

11/02/2017 Pardee Amended Notice of Appeal 88 JA014152-
JA014154 
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07/15/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Opposition To: (1) Plaintiff's Motion to 
Strike Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015 
Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59; 
and (2) Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and 59 to Amend the Court's 
Judgment Entered on June 15, 2015  

63 JA009919-
JA009943 

09/12/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Reply in Support of (1) Motion to Retax 
Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs Filed 
June 19, 2015; and (2) Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 

68 JA010812-
JA010865 

12/30/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Consolidated 
Response to: (1) Plaintiffs' Notice of Non-
Reply and Non-Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion to Amend 
Judgment and Countermotion for 
Attorney's Fees; and (2) Plaintiffs' 
Supplement to Plaintiffs' Opposition to 
Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

69 JA010946-
JA010953 

06/01/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to 
Amend Judgment 

72 JA011455-
JA011589 

07/02/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Motion to 
Amend Judgment  

59 JA009207-
JA009283 

06/27/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

82 JA013025-
JA013170 

07/15/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiff's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

62 JA009759-
JA009771 
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08/10/2015 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Opposition to 
Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration of 
the Order on Pardee's Emergency Motion 
to Stay Execution of Judgment  

67 JA010582-
JA010669 

06/30/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

82 JA013171-
JA013182 

06/30/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion to Amend Judgment; 
and Opposition to Plaintiffs' 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees  

82 JA013183-
JA013196 

07/01/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Reply in 
Support of Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed May 23, 
2016  

82 JA013197-
JA013204 

03/23/2016 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Response to 
Plaintiffs' Motion to Settle Two (2) Sets of 
Competing Judgments and Orders 

71 JA011214-
JA011270 

08/25/2014 Pardee Homes of Nevada's Supplemental 
Brief Regarding Future Accounting  

49 JA007699-
JA007707 

02/08/2017 Pardee Notice of Appeal 86 JA013657-
JA013659 

07/08/2015 Pardee's Emergency Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment: and Ex Parte 
Order Shortening Time 

62 JA009663-
JA009710 

06/06/2016 Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 

72 JA011590-
JA011614 

05/28/2015 Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

49 JA007718-
JA007734 

06/24/2014 Pardee's Motion to Expunge Lis Pendens 
– section filed under seal 

48 JA007411-
JA007456 
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06/24/2015 Pardee's Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed June 19, 
2015  

52 JA008192-
JA008215 

05/31/2016 Pardee's Motion to Retax Plaintiffs' 
Memorandum of Costs Filed May 23, 
2016  

71 JA011442-
JA011454 

04/07/2017 Pardee's Motion to Stay Execution of 
Judgment and Post-Judgment Orders 

86 JA013660-
JA013668 

05/10/2017 Pardee's Reply in Support of Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders 

88 JA014069-
JA014071 

10/17/2016 Pardee's Supplemental Brief Regarding 
Pre- and Post-Judgment Interest Pursuant 
to the Court's Order  

86 JA013591-
JA013602 

07/08/2015 Pardee's Supplemental Briefing in Support 
of its Emergency Motion to Stay 
Execution of Judgment 

62 JA009711-
JA009733 

08/25/2014 Plaintiff's Accounting Brief Pursuant to 
the court's Order Entered on June 25, 2014

49 JA007647-
JA007698 

09/12/2016 Plaintiffs' Brief on Interest Pursuant to the 
Court's Order Entered on August 15, 2016 

86 JA013566-
JA013590 

05/23/2016 Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs and 
Disbursements  

71 JA011397-
JA011441 

06/08/2016 Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs 

77 JA012115-
JA012182 

06/29/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

52-53 JA008216-
JA008327 

07/24/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion for Reconsideration, Ex 
Parte (With Notice) of Application for 
Order Shortening Time Regarding Stay of 
Execution and Order Shortening Time 
Regarding Stay of Execution  

67 JA010482-
JA010522 
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07/18/2013 Plaintiffs' Motion in Limine To Permit 
James J. Jimmerson, Esq. To Testify 
Concerning Plaintiffs' Attorney's Fees and 
Costs (MIL #25) 

17 JA002732-
JA002771 

06/29/2015 Plaintiffs' Motion Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) 
and 59 to Amend The Court's Judgment 
Entered on June 15, 2015, to Amend the 
Findings of Fact/conclusions of Law and 
Judgment Contained Therein, Specifically 
Referred to in the Language Included in 
the Judgment at Page 2, Lines 8 Through 
13 and the Judgment At Page 2, Lines 18 
Through 23 to Delete the Same or Amend 
The Same to Reflect the True Fact That 
Plaintiff Prevailed On Their Entitlement to 
the First Claim for Relief For an 
Accounting, and Damages for Their 
Second Claim for Relief of Breach of 
Contract, and Their Third Claim for Relief 
for Breach of the Implied Covenant for 
Good Faith and Fair Dealing and That 
Defendant Never Received a Judgment in 
its Form and Against Plaintiffs 
Whatsoever as Mistakenly Stated Within 
the Court's Latest "Judgment  – sections 
filed under seal

54-56 JA008395-
JA008922 

03/14/2016 Plaintiffs' Motion to Settle Two (2) 
Competing Judgments and Orders  

70 JA011168-
JA011210 

06/21/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendant, 
Pardee Homes of Nevada's, Motion to 
Amend Judgment and Plaintiffs' 
Countermotion for Attorneys' Fees and 
Costs Pursuant to NRS 18.010 and EDCR 
7.60  

81 JA012813-
JA013024 

08/06/2013 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants 
Motion for Partial Summary Judgment  

17 JA002830-
JA002857 
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03/20/2013 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendant's 
Motion in Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs 
Claim for Attorney’s Fees as an Element 
of Damages MIL 1  

15 JA002359-
JA002408 

03/20/2013 Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants 
Motion in Limine to Plaintiffs Claim for 
Damages in the form of compensation for 
time MIL 2  

15 JA002409-
JA002433 

07/17/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee Homes of 
Nevada's Motion to Amend Judgment and 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees  

65-67 JA010203-
JA010481 

06/30/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

57-58 JA008923-
JA009109 

06/21/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs  

80 JA012625-
JA012812 

05/12/2017 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders 

88 JA014072-
JA014105 

07/08/2015 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
to Retax Costs 

60-61 JA009284-
JA009644 

06/20/2016 Plaintiffs' Opposition to Pardee's Motion 
to Retax Plaintiffs' Memorandum of Costs 
Filed May 23, 2016  

77-79 JA012183-
JA012624 

11/04/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply Brief in Support of Brief 
on Interest Pursuant to the Court's Order 
Entered on August 15, 2016  

86 JA013603-
JA013612 

04/23/2013 Plaintiffs Reply in Further Support of 
Motion for Leave to File Second 
Amended Complaint  
 

16 JA002503-
JA002526 
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01/17/2013 Plaintiffs' Reply in Further Support of 
Their Counter Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 

13 JA002102-
JA002144 

08/02/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply in Support of 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees and 
Costs  

84-85 JA013358-
JA013444 

08/02/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply in Support of Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  

83-84 JA013205-
JA013357 

01/11/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendants 
Consolidated Response to (1) Plaintiffs' 
Notice of Non-Reply and Non-Opposition 
to Plaintiff's Opposition to Pardee's 
Motion to Amend Judgment and 
Countermotion for Attorney's Fees And 
(2) Plaintiffs' Supplement to Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 

69 JA010954-
JA010961 

07/15/2013 Plaintiffs Reply to Defendants 
Counterclaim  

17 JA002724-
JA002731 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs 

68 JA010680-
JA010722 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion Pursuant 
to NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59 to Amend 
the Court's Judgment Entered on June 15, 
2015  

68 JA010768-
JA010811 

09/11/2015 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's 
Opposition to Plaintiff's Motion to Strike 
"Judgment" Entered June 15, 2015 
Pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59  

68 JA010723-
JA010767 

04/20/2016 Plaintiffs' Reply to Defendant's Response 
and Supplement to Plaintiffs' Motion to 
Settle Two (2) Sets of Competing 
Judgments and Orders 

71 JA011271-
JA011384 
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04/27/2017 Plaintiffs' Response to Pardee's Motion to 
Stay Execution of Judgment and Post-
Judgment Orders  

88 JA014066-
JA014068 

05/10/2013 Plaintiffs Supplement to Motion for Leave 
to File a Second Amended Complaint 
Pursuant to the Courts order on Hearing 
on April 26, 2013 

16 JA002627-
JA002651 

12/08/2015 Plaintiffs' Supplement to Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs

68 JA010866-
JA010895 

09/27/2013 Plaintiffs Supplement to Their Opposition 
to Defendants Motion for Partial 
Summary Judgment 

19-21 JA002988-
JA003203 

07/22/2013 Plaintiffs Supplemental Opposition to 
Defendants Motion in Limine to Plaintiffs 
Claim for Damages in the Form of 
Compensation for Time MIL 2 

17 JA002787-
JA002808 

10/25/2013 Plaintiffs Trial Brief Pursuant to EDCR 
7.27 

31 JA004818-
JA004847 

06/19/2015 Plaintiffs, James Wolfram and Walt 
Wilkes' Memorandum of Costs and 
Disbursements  

52 JA008159-
JA008191 

03/16/2016 Release of Judgment  71 JA011211-
JA011213 

01/07/2013 Reply Brief in Support of Defendant's 
Motion for Summary Judgment  

13 JA002081-
JA002101 

09/16/2013 Reply in Support of Defendant's Motion 
for Partial Summary Judgment  

17 JA002858-
JA002864 

09/16/2013 Reply in Support of Defendant's Motion in 
Limine to Exclude Plaintiff's Claim for 
Attorney's Fees as An Element of 
Damages  

17 JA002865-
JA002869 
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09/16/2013 Reply in Support of Defendant's Motion in 
Limine to Exclude Plaintiffs' Claim for 
Damages in the Form of Compensation for 
Time  

17 JA002870-
JA002874 

07/15/2014 Reply in Support of Pardee's Motion to 
Expunge Lis Pendens 

48 JA007560-
JA007570 

08/17/2015 Reply Points and Authorities in Support of 
Motion for Reconsideration  

67 JA010670-
JA010678 

11/08/2011 Scheduling Order 1 JA000028-
JA000030 

06/06/2013 Second Amended Complaint  16 JA002670-
JA002677 

04/17/2013 Second Amended Order Setting Civil 
Non-Jury Trial  

16 JA002501-
JA002502 

12/15/2011 Stipulated Confidentiality Agreement and 
Protective Order 

1 JA000033-
JA000039 

08/29/2012 Stipulation and Order to Extend Discovery 
Deadlines (First Request)  

1 JA000051-
JA000054 

06/30/2015 Supplement to Plaintiffs' Pending Motion 
for Attorney's Fees and Costs, Motion to 
Strike Judgment, Motion Pursuant to 
NRCP 52(b) and NRCP 59 to Amend the 
Court's Judgment, and Plaintiffs' 
Opposition to Pardee's Motion for 
Attorney's Fees and Costs  

59 JA009110-
JA009206 

09/27/2013 Supplemental Brief in Support of 
Defendant's Motion for Partial Summary 
Judgment  

21 JA003204-
JA003209 

07/12/2007 Supplemental Order Regarding Plaintiffs' 
Entitlement to, and Calculation of, 
Prejudgment Interest 

88 JA014106-
JA014110 
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03/05/2013 Transcript of Proceedings - March 5, 2013 14 JA002211-
JA002350 

10/25/2011 Transcript re Discovery Conference  1 JA000024-
JA000027 

08/27/2012 Transcript re Hearing 1 JA000049-
JA000050 

04/26/2013 Transcript re Hearing 16 JA002527-
JA002626 

07/09/2013 Transcript re Hearing 17 JA002688-
JA002723 

09/23/2013 Transcript re Hearing 18 JA002875-
JA002987 

07/17/2014 Transcript re Hearing 49 JA007579-
JA007629 

07/31/2014 Transcript re Hearing 49 JA007630-
JA007646 

07/10/2015 Transcript re Hearing 62 JA009734-
JA009752 

01/15/2016 Transcript re Hearing 70 JA010962-
JA011167 

08/15/2016 Transcript re Hearing - August 15, 2016 86 JA013445-
JA013565 

12/06/2012 Transcript re Status Check 13 JA002066-
JA002080 

07/23/2013 Transcript re Status Check 17 JA002809-
JA002814 

10/23/2013 Transcript re Trial 22 JA003213-
JA003403 
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10/24/2013 Transcript re Trial 29-30 JA004463-
JA004790 

10/28/2013 Transcript re Trial – filed under seal 32-33 JA004848-
JA005227 

10/29/2013 Transcript re Trial – filed under seal 35 JA005264-
JA005493 

10/30/2013 Transcript re Trial 37-38 JA005512-
JA005815 

12/09/2013 Transcript re Trial – filed under seal 40-41 JA005821-
JA006192 

12/10/2013 Transcript re Trial 42-43 JA006193-
JA006530 

12/12/2013 Transcript re Trial – filed under seal 44-45 JA006533-
JA006878 

12/13/2013 Transcript re Trial - Part 1 46 JA006953-
JA007107 

12/13/2013 Transcript re Trial - Part 2 47-48 JA007108-
JA007384 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit A 23 JA003404-
JA003544 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit B – filed under seal 23 JA003545-
JA003625 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit C 23 JA003626-
JA003628 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit D 23 JA003629-
JA003631 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit E – filed under seal 23 JA003632-
JA003634 
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10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit F 23 JA003635-
JA003637 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit G 23 JA003638 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit H 23 JA003639-
JA003640 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit I 23 JA003641-
JA003643 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit J – filed under seal 24 JA003644-
JA003669 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit K 24 JA003670-
JA003674 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit L 24 JA003675-
JA003678 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit M 24 JA003679-
JA003680 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit N 24 JA003681-
JA003683 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit O – filed under seal 25-26 JA003684-
JA004083 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit P 27 JA004084 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit Q 27 JA004085 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit R 27 JA004086-
JA004089 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit S 27 JA004090 
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10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit T 27 JA004091-
JA004092 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit U 27 JA004093 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit V 27 JA004094 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit W 27 JA004095-
JA004096 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit X 27 JA004097 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit Y 27 JA004098 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit Z 27 JA004099-
JA004100 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 1 27 JA004289-
JA004292 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 10 – filed under seal 27 JA004320-
JA004329 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 11 – filed under seal 28 JA004330-
JA004340 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 12 – filed under seal 28 JA004341-
JA004360 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 13 – filed under seal 28 JA004361-
JA004453 

10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 15 34 JA005228-
JA005232 

10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 18 34 JA005233-
JA005235 
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10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 19 34 JA005236-
JA005237 

10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 20 34 JA005238-
JA005254 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 21 28 JA004454 

10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 23 34 JA005255-
JA005260 

10/30/2013 Trial Exhibit 23a 39 JA005816-
JA005817 

10/28/2013 Trial Exhibit 24 34 JA005261-
JA005263 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 25 28 JA004455-
JA004462 

10/24/2013 Trial Exhibit 26 31 JA004792-
JA004804 

10/30/2013 Trial Exhibit 27 39 JA005818-
JA005820 

10/29/2013 Trial Exhibit 28 36 JA005494-
JA005497 

10/29/2013 Trial Exhibit 29 36 JA005498-
JA005511 

10/24/2013 Trial Exhibit 30 31 JA004805-
JA004811 

12/13/2013 Trial Exhibit 31a 48 JA007385-
JA007410 

12/12/2013 Trial Exhibit 39 46 JA006936-
JA006948 
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12/12/2013 Trial Exhibit 40 46 JA006949-
JA006950 

12/12/2013 Trial Exhibit 41 46 JA006951-
JA006952 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 6  – filed under seal 27 JA004293-
JA004307 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 7 – filed under seal 27 JA004308-
JA004310 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 8 – filed under seal 27 JA004311-
JA004312 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit 9 – filed under seal 27 JA004313-
JA004319 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit AA 27 JA004101-
JA004102 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit BB 27 JA004103 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit CC 27 JA004104 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit DD 27 JA004105 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit EE 27 JA004106-
JA004113 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit FF 27 JA004114-
JA004118 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit GG 27 JA004119-
JA004122 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit HH 27 JA004123 
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10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit II 27 JA004124 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit JJ 27 JA004125 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit KK 27 JA004126-
JA004167 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit LL 27 JA004168 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit MM 27 JA004169 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit NN 27 JA004170-
JA004174 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit OO 27 JA004175-
JA004183 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit PP 27 JA004184-
JA004240 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit QQ 27 JA004241-
JA004243 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit RR 27 JA004244-
JA004248 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit SS 27 JA004249-
JA004255 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit TT 27 JA004256-
JA004262 

10/23/2013 Trial Exhibit UU 27 JA004263-
JA004288 

10/24/2013 Trial Exhibit VV 31 JA004791 
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12/10/2013 Trial Exhibit WW 43 JA006531-
JA006532 

12/12/2013 Trial Exhibit XX 46 JA006879-
JA006935 

 

Dated this 28th day of February, 2018. 

McDONALD CARANO LLP 

 
 
By:   /s/ Rory T. Kay   

Pat Lundvall (NSBN 3761) 
Rory T. Kay (NSBN 12416) 
2300 W. Sahara Ave., 12th Floor 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89102 
Telephone:  (702) 873-4100 
Facsimile:  (702) 873-9966 
lundvall@mcdonaldcarano.com 
rkay@mcdonaldcarano.com  

Attorneys for Appellant 
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This Opposition is based on the pleadings and papers on file, the attached 

Affidavit of James J. Jimmerson, Esq., attached hereto as Exhibit 1, the Memorandum 

of Points and Authorities attached hereto and arguments of counsel at the hearing of this 

Motion. 

DATED this 2...1 day of June, 2016. 
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Respectfully submitted by: 

THE JIMMERSON LAW FIRM, P.C. 

, 
By: b~.F,-,~~~;--;::::;~

. JIMMERSON, ESQ. 
evad State Bar No. 000264 

MICHAEL C. FLAXMAN, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No. 12963 
415 South Sixth Street, Suite 100 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 

I. INTRODUCTION AND STATEMENT OF FACTS 

Defendant Pardee writes in its Motion, "The significant issue in this case during 

trial was always Plaintiffs' claim to lost future commissions under the Commission 

Agreement." (Mot. at 17.) When did anyone, Plaintiff or Defendant, raise a claim for 

$1.8 million of lost future commissions during trial? When did anyone, Plaintiffs or 

Defendant, request a Finding or Judgment of $1.8 million? When was Plaintiffs' 

purported claim of $1.8 million a "significant issue" for which defendant's counsel claim 

"90%" of Defendant Pardee's attorney's fees come from? As this Court is well aware, 

this case was never about lost commissions but was always about getting information. 

Now that Plaintiffs have been found to be entitled to a remedy, and awarded $141,500.00 

in damages from Defendant Pardee's breach of contract and breach of implied covenant 

of good faith and fair dealing entitling Plaintiffs to an accounting and to money damages 

in the sum of $141,500.00, a year later, Defendant Pardee is attempting to rewrite history 

and characterize this case as one about dollars instead of documents. 

This type of gamesmanship is par for the course for Pardee and can only be 

expected from a party that has maintained a "win-at-all-cost" mindset throughout all of 

the extensive post-trial motion practice. The tactics employed by Pardee are not subtle 

and the Court is well aware of the fact that Pardee has attempted to circumvent this 

Court's prior rulings in the hopes of securing a Judgment based on purported "facts" and 

"findings" that are nowhere to be found in the record. As is enumerated in this Court's 

May 16, 2016 Judgment, attached hereto as Exhibit 2, the Plaintiffs prevailed on each 

and every claim for relief brought forth in their original Complaints and in their subsequent 

two Amended Complaints. This Court is well aware of the procedural history leading up 

to and surrounding the above-entitled case. However, in hopes of putting this matter to 

rest and silencing Pardee's childish antics once and for all, a reiteration of the crux of the 

case and the relief sought by Plaintiffs needs to be, unfortunately, made crystal clear. 
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1 As this court is well aware, on December 29, 2010, Plaintiffs filed their Complaint 

2 seeking an accounting, breach of contract and breach of covenant of good faith and fair 

3 dealing against Pardee for Pardee's failure to keep Plaintiffs reasonably informed. The 

4 Plaintiffs were clear to state, from the outset of the case, that it did not know with certainty 

5 whether any additional commissions were due and owing to them. To that end, Plaintiffs 

6 never claimed, in any pleading or motion or opposition and or at trial, that they were 

7 entitled to $1,800,000.00 in damages for "lost future commissions." The Court can read 

8 its own Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Orders to know that Plaintiffs never 

9 made such a claim and Pardee most certainly did not secure a "Judgment" in its favor 

10 and against Plaintiffs for such a fabricated claim now being made by them. These three 

11 (3) claims remained the same throughout the litigation, and the court found in favor of 

12 Plaintiffs and against Pardee on .2!! three claims. See the Courts' Findings of Fact, 

13 Conclusions of Law, and Orders at 17:23-27 and 18: 1-9 dated June 25, 2014, attached 

14 hereto as Exhibit 3. 

15 The litigation of this matter was necessitated by Pardee's breach of the 

16 Commission Agreement, wherein Pardee was obligated to keep Plaintiffs reasonably 

17 informed of any potential commissions which may have been owing to Plaintiffs pursuant 

.............. ············································t8 ··to.theagreemantPriortothetrialintheinstantmatter,which commanced on or about .. 

19 October 23, 2013, on April 29, 2013, Plaintiffs presented Defendant with an Offer of 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Judgment of $149,000.00, inclusive of attorney's fees and interest incurred to the date 

of May 10,2013, (when the Offer of Judgment expired) and exclusive of costs incurred. 

See Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment, dated April 29, 2013, attached hereto as Exhibit 4. 

After being served with the Offer of Judgment on April 29, 2013, Pardee declined the 

offer which expired on May 10,2013. Thereafter, the parties proceeded to trial, at which 

time Plaintiffs were awarded $135,500.00 for attorney's fees and $6,000.00 in 

compensatory damages, for a total judgment of $141,500.00 plus legal interest as 
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1 authorized under NRS 17.130 and NRS 99.040. To date, Pardee has failed to pay to 

2 satisfy the final Judgment against it. 

3 To make matters even worse, Pardee, over the last year, has attempted to use 

4 this Court to avoid having to pay Plaintiffs the monies due and owing to them. Following 

5 extensive motion practice, this Court held a hearing on January 15, 2016, at which time 

6 the Court made the determination that Pardee's "Judgment" of June 25, 2015 failed to 

7 comport with any of the Court's prior rulings or findings. See Transcript from January 15, 

8 2016 Hearing at 115:19-116:25, attached hereto as Exhibit 5. By doing so, the Court 

9 put Pardee on notice that any statement along the lines of "Pardee has prevailed on a 

10 claim for relief of $1.8 million" was without basis and, in it of itself, meritless. 

11 Nevertheless, Pardee has filed the instant Motion, averring that, based upon a 

12 fabricated claim that was never served and/or tried, and was never found to be true by 

13 this Court in its Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Order, they were the 

14 "prevailing party." While Pardee claims that they prevailed on the "central issue" of the 

15 litigation, which it characterizes as a claim for $1.8 million, such a statement cannot be 

16 further away from the truth. As is seen by Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment, the scope of the 

17 case was not the loss of future commissions owed to Plaintiffs but, instead, the failure to 

................................................. 18 .......... pl"Ovideinformationthatwasw~thhetdfl"OmPlaint~ffsbyRardee.Therefol"e,because 

19 Plaintiffs prevailed on each claim in the Court's May 16, 2016 final Judgment and, thus, 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

were victorious on the true central claims of the dispute being the lack of information 

provided to Plaintiffs, they must be deemed the prevailing party, entitled to attorney's 

fees pursuant to NRS 17.115 and NRCP 68. 

II. LEGAL ARGUMENT 

Pardee's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs should be denied as they are not 

entitled to any of their fees as a matter of law. A party prevails if it succeeds on the 

"significant issue in the litigation." Moritz v. Hoyt Enterprises, Inc. 604 So. 2d 807, 810 

(Fla. 1992). Moreover, a plaintiff may be considered the prevailing party for attorney's 
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1 fee purposes if it succeeds on any significant issue in litigation which achieves some of 

2 the benefit it sought in bringing the suit. See Homwood v. Smith's Food King No.1, 105 

3 Nev. 188, 192,772 P.2d 1284, 1287 (1989); see also Women's Federal S & L Ass'n v. 

4 Nevada Nat. Bank, 623 F.Supp. 429, 470 (D. Nev. 1985); see also Valley Electric 

5 Association v. Overfield, 106 P. 3d 1198, 121 Nev. 7 (2005) (stating a party can prevail 

6 under NRS 18.010 "if it succeeds on any significant issue in litigation which achieves 

7 some of the benefit it sought in bringing suit."). 

8 Furthermore, the Court in Valley Electric Association ruled that "[t]he judgment 

9 must be monetary in nature, in order for a party be a "prevailing party" under the general 

1 0 attorney fee statute." Id. See also Richard & Sheila 1. McKnight 2000 Family Trust v. 

11 Barkett, NO.2: 1 0-cv-01617, 2011 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 141601, at *16 (D. Nev. Dec. 5,2011) 

12 ("Plaintiffs have prevailed, because they obtained a ruling in this case that not only 

13 awards them the monetary relief they sought, but also precludes Defendants' claims."). 

14 Additionally, "[t]o be a prevailing party entitled to recover attorney fees and costs, a party 

15 need not succeed on every issue." See Las Vegas Metropolitan Police Oeparlment v. 

16 Blackjack Bonding, Inc., 343 P.3d 608, 131 Nev. Adv. Op. 10 (2015); see also Hensley 

17 v. Eckerhart, 461 U.S. 424, 434, 103 S.Ct. 1933,76 L.Ed.2d 40 (1983) (observing that 

............... ··18·· .... l'aplaintiff{canbe]deemed'prevamng'eventhoughhesucceeded.orlonlysorneofhis .. 

19 claims for relief."). 

20 A. Pardee Did Not Succeed on Any Significant Issue 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

It strains credulity to argue that this case was first and foremost about non

payment of unpaid, hypothetical future commissions. An examination of the papers and 

pleadings in this case conclusively establishes that this case was about Pardee's failure 

to keep Plaintiffs informed, not the failure to pay unpaid, hypothetical future commissions. 

I n every iteration of the Complaint, Plaintiffs expressly took issue with the non-disclosure 

of information; conversely, Plaintiffs never expressly alleged non-payment of 

commissions. Further, in Plaintiffs Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary 
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Judgment, from the beginning of this case, also through every deposition, through Motion 

practice, and from the beginning of trial on October 23,2013, through its conclusion on 

December 13, 2013, this case was about Pardee's failure to keep the Plaintiff reasonably 

informed, and the damages incurred accordingly. Just before trial began, Plaintiffs 

summarized the nature of this action, stating: 

The Commission Agreement requires Pardee to do two things: first, pay 
Plaintiffs a commission for Pardee's purchase of property under the Option 
Agreement; and second, keep Plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all 
matters related to the commission payments and to specifically notify 
Plaintiffs when Pardee buys any "Option Property" as defined in the Option 
Agreement. It is the latter dutyRthe requirement to keep Plaintiffs 
reasonably informed as to matters related to the commission and, in 
particular, to provide Plaintiffs with copies of Option Notices when 
Pardee acquires Option Property from CSI-that Pardee has shirked, 
compelling Plaintiffs' action. 

*** 

After over two and half years of attempts to get records from Pardee, and 
listening to the repeated refrain from Pardee representatives that Option 
Property had not been purchased, Plaintiffs filed suit against Pardee 
alleging that (1) Pardee breached its contract with Plaintiffs by failing to 
keep them reasonably informed and/or failing to provide Plaintiffs with 
notices of the purchase of Option Property; (2) Pardee breached the implied 
covenant of good faith and fair dealing in consistently giving Plaintiffs the 
run-around whenever the Plaintiffs asked for information they are entitled to 
under the Commission Agreement; and (3) Pardee owes Plaintiffs a duty to 

···········accOUhffbthemWithTfifOrmationfegaidiriglhelransi:ldi6ns·····befween 
Pardee and CSI pursuant to the Option Agreement. 

Plaintiffs' Opposition to Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment filed July 22, 2013, 

at 2-3 (emphasis added). 

The Court will recall the substantial motion practice prior to trial. In addition to the 

Defendant's filed summary judgment motion discussed above, properly denied by the 

Court, the Court reviewed substantial briefing on the availability of attorney's fees as 

damages, and whether an accounting was a cause of action or just a remedy. Indeed, 

both of these issues required supplemental briefing from the parties and neither involved 

claims for unpaid commissions. These hotly contested issues reflect the true nature of 
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the case-that it centered on Pardee's failure to appropriately inform Plaintiffs of its 

actions and purchase of land at Coyote Springs. 

Notwithstanding the foregoing, even if the Court were to consider whether this 

case was primarily about unpaid commissions, which it should not, the Court should 

conclude that Plaintiffs never argued that they were presently owed $1.8 million. Indeed, 

Plaintiffs explained that due to Pardee's wrongful conduct, Plaintiffs could be denied up 

to $1.B million from the failure to pay future commissions. From Plaintiffs' Opposition to 

Defendants' Motion for Summary Judgment, Plaintiffs made this point clear: 

9 As a result of Pardee's failure to faithfully discharge its duties under the 
10 Commission Agreement, Plaintiffs have suffered significant damages. First, 

Plaintiffs have incurred substantial attorney's fees in the course of enforcing 
11 their rights under the Commission Agreement. See Wolfram Dep. (Exhibit 

1) at 36:3-8. Second, Plaintiffs have expended a significant amount of time, 
12 effort, and energy attempting to discover the nature of the transactions 
13 between CSI and Pardee, which Pardee has a duty to disclose under the 

Commission Agreement Id. at 90:14-23. Third, Pardee's attempt to redefine 
14 Option Property in the Amended and Restated Option Agreement and 

eliminate it from Clark County, takes away Plaintiffs' right to commission 
15 payments from any future sales of Option Property in Clark County. There 
16 are approximately 3,000 acres still yet to be purchased by Pardee in Clark 

County. See Map at Exhibit 21. At the one and one-half percent (1 .5 %

) 

17 commission rate in the Commission Agreement, Plaintiffs are being denied 
potentially $1,BOO,000.00 in commission payments. See Commission 

..... .. ....... ........... . ........... 18 .. ..... ....... ......Agreement(Exhibittt) atp~L 

19 Id. at 12 (emphasis added). 

20 The claim by Pardee that this case was about $1.B million in unpaid commissions 

21 is as ridiculous as it is desperate. At no time did Plaintiffs claim that $1.8 million was then 

22 due and owing by Pardee to Plaintiffs. Facing the prospect of having to pay damages on 

23 June 25,2014, and attorney's fees, Pardee has attempted to recast this case in order to 

24 seek recovery for its own attorney's fees. In so doing, Pardee claims "90% of Pardee's 

25 incurred attorney's fees and costs relate to that defense against plaintiffs' claims to lost 

26 future commissions." (Lundvall Decl. at 14.) Ms. Lundvall's declaration is disingenuous 

27 on its face, and again the fact that Defendant's counsel can claim that they expended 
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1 90% of its time defending an issue that was never uttered by Plaintiffs or Pardee at trial 

2 is simply preposterous. Further, this claim is simply not supported by any facts. 

3 For several reasons, 90% of Pardee's attorney's fees could not have related to 

4 unpaid future commissions. First, there was no mention of potential lost commissions 

5 until October 26th , 2012, as part of Rule 16.2 Supplement, almost 2 years after the 

6 commencement of th is action. See Plaintiffs' Fifth Supplement to their Initial Disclosures. 

7 Before the Plaintiff's October 2012 disclosure, the issue of potential lost commissions 

8 had not been raised and yet Pardee had already incurred $99,521.77 in attorney's fees-

9 well in excess of 10% of its total fees. See Mot. at Ex. E at 438. On its face, the 

10 Defendant's counsel's Declaration to this Court is simply false. The Rule 16.2 

11 Supplemental disclosure was never file-stamped with the Court and was never a part of 

12 any production or any exhibit offered by either Plaintiffs or Defendants. 

13 Second, Pardee incurred attorney's fees litigating issues completely unrelated to 

14 potential future commissions that may be due and owing in the future. For example, in 

15 the months of April and May 2013, the primary issue before the Court was whether 

16 Plaintiffs could file a Second Amended Complaint to further allege the entitlement to 

17 attorney's fees as damages-an issue completely unrelated to the denial of possible 

......................................... 18 ....... potentiaLfuturecommissions .... Duringthosetwo .. months,Eardeeincu[red$36,OtZ.74in . 

19 fees and costs. See Mot. at Ex. D at 101. In August and September of that year, the 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

Court received briefing on motions in limine and the issue of whether an accounting was 

an independent cause of action or a remedy (the latter requiring supplemental briefing)

neither of which related to potential loss of commissions. During those two months 

alone, Pardee incurred over $66,538.350 in attorney's fees and costs. Id. at 119. These 

are just two examples that refute Defendant's claims. Many more exist. Looking closely 

at the bills and the issues facing the Court throughout this action, the Court can only 

conclude that the vast majority of the time spent was deciding matters unrelated to the 

possibility of potential future commissions, which was not discussed at trial at all. Not 
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1 only does this thoroughly refute Defendant's allegations, it confirms that 90% of the fees 

2 incurred were not related to the issue of future commissions, but that the core issue of 

3 the case was really about Plaintiffs' request, and entitlement, to be reasonably informed. 

4 This Court can know, with certainty, what the parties believed the core issues to 

5 be throughout this case by reading the pleadings and papers of each party submitted to 

6 the Court throughout the case, their argument at times of hearings before this Court, and 

7 by the Court's Orders entered in this case. None of these filings, none of these hearings, 

8 none of these arguments focused upon any claim by the Plaintiffs of an entitlement to 

9 $1,8 million dollars in damages for unpaid, future commissions. This is because, the 

10 Plaintiffs, having been kept in the dark by the Defendant and not reasonably informed, 

11 had no understanding how much money, if any, in unpaid commissions was due to them 

12 since the Court would have to make the determination of whether or not the Defendant 

13 would be permitted to build easterly outside the boundaries of Parcel 1, as defined within 

14 the Option Agreement of June 1, 2004, or not. Further, as Plaintiff, through counsel, 

15 repeatedly urged, after the Court made its determination with regards to liability and 

16 damages, an accounting would need to be conducted for the Defendant to account to 

17 the Plaintiffs as to how many acres were optioned, outside of Parcel 1, entitling the 

.................................................J8 ........... PlaintiffstoacommissionunderElaintiffs'claims~Thatdisclosureasto how many acres 

19 was built outside of Parcel 1 was unknown to the parties, and specifically unknown by 

20 Jon Lash, or any other Pardee witness when asked as they had not done the 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

computation. One thing everyone did know was that Pardee had not built out 3,000 acres 

or anything close to it and, in fact, under Pardee's position, they had only built out the 

requisite acreage totaling $84,000,000.00, upon which a commission had been paid, just 

for acreage designated single family production residential housing. Nothing more had 

been built by Pardee and, therefore, nothing further was owed by Pardee to Plaintiffs. 

Plaintiffs simply did not know the amount of acreage beyond Parcel 1 that had been 

taken down by Pardee, if any. The core issue in this case was whether or not the 
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1 Defendant had kept the Plaintiffs reasonably informed with regard to what they had taken 

2 down, where they had purchased the property, for what purpose had they purchased it, 

3. and whether a commission was due for the same or not. The warped and distorted effort 

4 on the part of the Defendant to now, more than two (2) years after the Findings of Fact, 

5 Conclusions of Law, and Order was entered by this Court on June 25,2014, to twist the 

6 Court's findings to somehow suggest that the main issue in this case was past 

7 commissions totaling $1.8 million is just shameful and frivolous. 

8 And, if it were the central issue in the case upon wh ich Defendant's counsel claims 

9 90% of her firm's time was spent on the issue, you would certainly think that it would be 

10 a central issue in either the opening statement of either party, or arguments throughout 

11 the trial, and certainly would be an issue at the time of final summations. A review of 

12 each parties' opening statement and each parties' final summation evidences that 

13 nowhere did Plaintiffs request of the Court a judgment in the sum of $1.8 million for 

14 unpaid commissions that were then due and owing, nor did Defendant oppose any such 

15 request by arguing that $1.8 million was not due and owing. The mention of $1.8 million 

16 itself is not mentioned in any portion of the opening statements by either party, or the 

17 closing summations by either party. The opening statements of each party and the 

........................18 .. ciosingargumentsoLeachpartyareattachedheretoasExhibit6.lLisincredulousfoL .. 

19 the Defendant to argue that 90% of its time was spent on an issue that was not 

20 significantly argued in either the opening statements or the closing arguments. 

21 The central issue in the case was Defendant's failure to keep the Plaintiffs 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

reasonably informed. As part of their failure to keep them reasonably informed, 

Defendant failed to keep the Plaintiffs informed with regard to where they had built, what 

purchases of property they had made from Coyote Springs, where it was located, and 

whether or not it constituted purchased property or Option Property. Only after the Court 

made the determination of whether or not it constituted Purchased Property as defined 

by the Option Agreement or option property, as defined by the Option Agreement of June 
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1 1, 2004, would the Court then be in a position to know, let alone the Plaintiffs be in a 

2 position to know, whether it was entitled to further commissions. At no time did Plaintiffs' 

3 counsel ask the Court to enter a judgment against the Defendants for $1.8 Million. 

4 Nonetheless, Pardee's claim that Plaintiffs somehow lost a monetary recovery 

5 that they had never claimed to be entitled to is not only grossly inaccurate, but is 

6 irrelevant in determining who the prevailing party is. This was to be a 40 year project. 

7 The Plaintiffs knew, and the Court knew, that both Plaintiffs could be long deceased 

8 before the Commission Agreement would expire or its effect would potentially expire. 

9 The Court and parties all knew, that Pardee had only begun its project, had not yet built 

10 a single home upon any of the lots that it had constructed, and had simply assembled 

11 property, and prepared their pads for future construction. The Plaintiffs entitlement to 

12 commissions would depend upon future events. Their entitlement would be based upon 

13 what would occur in the future, based upon the choices that Pardee made that were 

14 discussed within the Option Agreement of June 1, 2004, and incorporated by reference 

15 into the Commission Agreement of September 1, 2004. This is why an accounting was 

16 requested by the Plaintiffs in their Complaint, Amended Complaint and Second Amended 

17 Complaint. The Plaintiffs claims never changed. They were virtually identical from the 

.................. ·····················18 ...... G·· ornp··laintfiled[)ecember292010·theAmendedGomp~aintfiledJanuary·14201-1·· , , , " 
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28 

and, Second Amended Complaint filed June 6, 2013. At no time in any of those claims 

did the Plaintiff claim money damages in the amount of $1.8 million or anything 

resembling to that. The only mention of $1.8 million was in a hypothetical context in a 

Supplement Disclosure that were never filed with the Court; it is our reference as to what 

the intended commissions may come if the 3,000 acres over which Pardee has rights to 

designate single family production residential housing. And Defendant assumes that this 

was the "core" issue at trial? Plaintiffs must have been worried as they did not cite it at 

all at trial. The Plaintiffs complained they did not know and the Defendant owed them 

the obligation to reasonably inform them so that they would know. That is what this case 
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1 was about. A simple review of this Court's Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and 

2 Orders file-stamped June 25, 2014, confirms this fact. It is simply arrogant for the 

3 Defendant to try to argue that this case was about Plaintiffs' request for $1.8 Million or 

4 Defendant's claim that they prevailed on that issue. 

5 The overall monetary recovery in comparison to the total monies requested is also 

6 irrelevant in determining a "prevailing party" pursuant to the controlling case law. At the 

7 time of trial, Plaintiffs were unaware due to Defendant's failure to provide Plaintiffs with 

8 the necessary documentation related to the sale of land at Coyote Springs and only 

9 represented to this Court, by way of Plaintiffs' Eight Supplement to NRCP 16.1 

10 Disclosure of Witnesses and Documents, and thereafter, was followed by the same 

11 language. The Supplements that followed were never filed with the Court that they 

12 believed that if 3,000 acres were developed as it relates to the property and if 3,000 

13 acres were part of the option property, then, the Plaintiffs could be entitled to as much 

14 as $1.8 million in commissions in the future. Defendant's claim that Defendant would be 

15 entitled to an award of attorney's fees because it was somehow the prevailing party, is 

16 preposterous. Had Defendant not breached their contractual obligation to keep the 

17 Plaintiffs reasonably informed, Plaintiffs would not have had to expend time and monies 

.......... . .... ...... ...................t8 ........ researchingandloL .. iiti gating Jhis..issue. Furthermore, ...... DefendanLdidnoLincur. 

19 $537,990.09 defending Plaintiffs' claim for unpaid commissions, let alone unpaid 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

potential future commissions. Defendant spent whatever monies it claims, defending 

their improper behavior, their requirement to provide an accounting, and defending their 

breach of contract and their breach of implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, all 

of which were specifically found by the Court to have occurred by the Court's final ruling 

in the body of its Findings of Facts, Conclusions of Law and Orders file-stamped June 

25,2014. See Exhibit 2. 

B. Plaintiffs are the Prevailing Party as They Recovered Monetary Damages 
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1 The Plaintiffs clearly meet the burden of establishing themselves as the prevailing 

2 party. In Hom wood, the Court ruled that the Plaintiff was the prevailing party once it was 

3 determined that the Plaintiff was entitled to damages in any amount. Accordingly, once 

4 this Court entered judgment in favor of Plaintiffs and awarded them damages, by law, 

5 the Plaintiffs were deemed the prevailing party because they succeeded on a "significant 

6 issue in the litigation which achieves some benefit in bringing the suit." Not only were the 

7 Plaintiffs in this action awarded damages in the amount of $6,000.00 plus attorney's fees, 

8 they were also awarded an accounting by this Court, requiring Pardee to relinquish any 

9 information concerning the development of Coyote Springs in the future as it pertains to 

10 Plaintiffs' commissions on option property. See Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 

11 at 17:14-20, on file with the Court. Therefore, due to the monetary damages awarded to 

12 the Plaintiffs along with the claim for an accounting, it is clear that the Plaintiffs 

13 succeeded on the central issue-the overt and disingenuous lack of communication on 

14 the part of Pardee. 

15 Moreover, as is clear by the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law filed on 

16 June 25,2014, the Court found that Plaintiffs were not liable to Defendant on Defendant's 

17 countermotion alleging breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. See 

................... t8 ...... FindingsofFacLandConclusionsofLawaLt8:3-4.0verthe course oft he finaJOrder, 

19 the Court reiterated that the Plaintiffs did not breach any obligation and that they acted 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

in good faith at all times toward Pardee. In fact, all the findings of fault and Plaintiffs' 

claims for relief were placed on Pardee's shoulders. They were the ones who failed to 

provide amendments 1 through 8 to the Amended and Restated Option Agreement to 

the Plaintiffs. They were the ones who failed to communicate with the Plaintiffs after 

repeated attempts by Mr. Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes to obtain such valuable information. 

They were the ones who failed to satisfy any obligations they had under the Commission 

Agreement and, as such, they must not be rewarded for it in the form of attorney fees for 

a claim they did not even win nor was even made by the Defendants. 
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c. Plaintiffs are the Prevailing Party under NRS 17.130 and Federal Rule 68 

Regarding the Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment, NRCP 68(f) provides that if the offeree 

rejects an offer and fails to obtain a more favorable judgment 

(1) the offeree cannot recover any costs or attorney's fees 
and shall not recover interest for the period after the service 
of the offer and before the judgment; and 

(2) the offeree shall pay the offeror's post-offer costs, 
applicable interest on the judgment from the time of the 
offer to the time of entry of the judgment and reasonable 
attorney's fees, if any be allowed, actually incurred by the 
offeror from the time of the offer. If the offeror's attorney is 
collecting a contingent fee, the amount of any attorney's fees 
awarded to the party for whom the offer is made must be 
deducted from that contingent fee. 

NRCP 68(f) (emphasis added). 

Pursuant to NRCP 68(f), Defendant is not entitled to any award of attorney's fees 

or costs and is responsible for Plaintiffs' post-offer costs, applicable interest on the 

judgment and reasonable attorney's fees. Under Nevada law, if a party who rejects an 

offer of judgment falls to obtain a more favorable judgment, the court may not award to 

the party any costs or attorney's fees. See NRS 17.115(4)(a). The Court must determine 

if the offeree failed to obtain a more favorable judgment by comparing the amount of the 

.......................... ···················18···offeFwitn.thepfiflcipa~amoufltoftheJudgmentSeeNRGP68(g);······ 
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On April 29, 2013, Plaintiffs served Pardee with an Offer of Judgment in the 

amount of $149,000.00, inclusive of attorney's fees and interest incurred to the date of 

April 29, 2013, and exclusive of costs incurred. See Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment, dated 

April 29, 2013, at 4:14-16 attached hereto as Exhibit 7. Soon after being served with 

such an offer, Pardee declined the offer and the parties proceeded to trial, at which time 

Plaintiffs were awarded $135,500.00 for attorney's fees and $6,000.00 in compensatory 

damages, for a total judgment of $141 ,500.00. See Exhibit "2" at 2:6-13. 

On February 9, 2011 the Defendant Pardee was served with the Amended 

Complaint and Amended Summons, attached hereto as Exhibit 8. Pursuant to NRS 
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1 17.115 and NRCP 68(f), Plaintiff uses that date of February 9,2011 as the starting point 

2 in computing the interest of the Offer of Judgment, served on Pardee on April 29, 2013. 

3 As such, the timeframe between February 9,2011 and April 29, 2013 amounted to eight 

4 hundred and ten (810) days. Using a 5.25% interest rate pursuant to NRS 17.130, the 

5 daily interest cost during that timeframe was $21.43 per day, making the interest that 

6 was inclusive within the Offer of Judgment equal $17,359.52. As such, the principal sum, 

7 exclusive of interest and costs, presented in Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment amount to 

8 $131,640.48. The principal sum, exclusive of interest and costs, awarded to Plaintiffs by 

9 this Court totaled $141,500.00, well in excess of $131,640.48. 

10 As was noted by the Court in its Judgment, the final judgment of $141 ,500.00 was 

11 exclusive of legal interest, and Plaintiffs are entitled to prejudgment interest on that 

12 figure. The timeframe between the date of service (February 9, 2011) of the Amended 

13 Complaint and Amended Summons to the entrance of the Final Judgment (May 16, 

14 2016) amounted to one thousand nine hundred and twenty-three (1923) days. Using a 

15 5.25% interest rate pursuant to NRS 17.130, the daily interest cost during that timeframe 

16 was $20.35, making the total pre-judgment interest equal $39,138.32. When added to 

17 the amount awarded to Plaintiffs, the total Judgment with applicable pre-judgment 

...................................................... ··············18····· ········interesfcomes··out·to$180,638;3Z;····'Therefore,····either··way··the··Gout1··!ooks··al···it,····whetheF· . 

19 it be taking the Judgment plus interest or excluding interest, both figures well exceed the 

20 Offer of Judgment that was extended to Pardee. 

21 The undisputed fact that the Plaintiffs eclipsed the offer of judgment they extended 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

to Pardee on April 29, 2013 proves once more that Plaintiffs are the prevailing party in 

the above-entitled dispute. If a party receives a judgment in excess of the purported offer 

of judgment, they are to be deemed the prevailing parties. See Ewing v. Bissell, 105 Nev. 

488,493, 777 P.2d 1320, 1324 (1989). The Court in Ewing also ruled that because the 

Plaintiffs received a judgment that eclipsed their $5,000.00 offer of judgment, no 

attorney's fees or costs would be assessed against them. Id. In the instant matter, 

16 
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1 pursuant to the statutory authority and case law, Plaintiffs are to be considered the 

2 prevailing party. 

3 Defendant's Motion cites no applicable case law to support their aversion that it 

4 was the prevailing party. There is no authority to cite that states that due to a denial of a 

5 significant monetary portion of Plaintiffs' claims for relief, that Plaintiffs should not be 

6 considered the prevailing party. As such, Defendants failed to address what would be 

7 the basis for the motion for attorney's fees and costs in their original moving brief, and 

8 instead may be waiting to respond to the authority on reply, when Plaintiffs do not have 

9 an opportunity to respond. Any such tactic would be improper. See Meek v. Astrue, No. 

10 1:09-cv-890, 2010 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 84208, at *19 (S.D. Ind. Aug. 16,2010) ("Plaintiffs 

11 cannot be allowed to reserve arguments for their replies and thereby sandbag the 

12 Commissioner who has no opportunity to respond."); Hotz v. Pierce, No. 3:0B-cv-850, 

13 2013 U.S. Dist. LEXIS 42708, at *36 (S.D. III. Mar. 26, 2013) ("A party's principal 

14 argument must appear in the opening brief, so that it may be answered. A litigant may 

15 not throw down a gauntlet in the opening brief and reserve its argument for the reply 

16 brief."), citing Baeco Plastics v. Inacomp Fin. Servs., 1995 U.S. App. LEXIS 6527 (7th 

17 Cir. Mar. 29,1995); High Concrete Structures, Inc. v. New Enter. Stone & Lime Co., No . 

.......... ...... ······························18o-2~GV-0086,2003U;8; DistLEXt86605,at"'33{E,O;PaMaf;27,2003)("Weinsist . 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

that all parties raise their strongest arguments immediately and use reply briefs, when 

necessary, judiciously and concisely."); Garcia v. Resurgent Capital Servs., LP, No. C-

11-1253, 2012 U.S. Dist LEXIS 47837, at *19-20 (N.D. Cal. Apr. 4, 2012); Ahmed v. 

Mayo rkas , 719 F. Supp. 2d 1080, 1088 (N.D. Cal. 2009). 

Based on the aforementioned statute, case law, and fact history of the case, it is 

evident that Pardee did not prevail on a single issue they had set out to achieve. The 

Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order filed by this Court makes it well 

known to both parties that Pardee failed to uphold their end of the bargain while Plaintiffs 

continually requested documents that might have affected their commission payments 

17 
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1 and affected a lawsuit that may not have been necessary at all had Defendant responded 

2 to its obligation properly. As the Court made clear, Plaintiffs had no choice but to file suit 

3 so as to circumvent Pardee's disingenuous actions of trying to withhold vital information 

4 from Plaintiffs themselves. Upon review of the Complaints and the Offer of Judgment 

5 itself, it is clear that this case was not about commissions lost but, instead, information 

6 withheld. Plaintiffs were wholly unaware of whether or not they were due future 

7 commissions and, as such, never requested a specific dollar amount, let alone $1.8 

8 million as Pardee claims. It is regrettable that this motion needs to be filed and is part 

9 and parcel of Pardee's never ending effort to prevent Judgment from being concluded 

10 and collected. 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

III. CONCLUSION 

Pursuant to the controlling case law, NRCP 68(f) and (g), NRS 18.010 and NRS 

17.115, and for the reasons set forth above, Plaintiffs respectfully request that the Court 

deny Defendant's Motion for Attorney's Fees and Costs. Defendant was not a prevailing 

party, and no Judgment has ever been entered by the Court against Plaintiffs and in 

favor Pardee as clearly set forth within the Court's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law 

17 and Order filed June 25,2014 and the Court's final Judgment of May 16, 2016. 

un u.nmumumuuu"l8 umunmummDATEDthiSuu;"(umdayofJune,2016,um 
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THE JIMMERSON LAW FIRM, P.C. 

. JIMMERSON, ESQ. Nad~:te Bar No. 000264 
. MICHAEL C. FLAXMAN, ESQ. 

Nevada State Bar No. 12963 
415 South Sixth Street, Suite 100 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 
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1 
CERTIF1CATE OF SERVICE 

I 
2 i I hereby certify thatservice of a true and correct copy PLAINTIFFS' OPPOSIT.ION 

I 
, TO PARDEE'S MOTION FOR ATTORNEY'S FEES AND COSTS was made on the '~~,~ 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

1_':)0 
v 

14 

'15 

day of June, 2016, as indicated below: 

[ x ] pursuant to EDCR 8.05(8.), EOCR 8.05(f), NRCP 5(b){2)(D) and 
Administrative Order 14-2 captioned "!n the Administrative Matter of 
Mandatory Electronic Service in the Eighth Judicia! District Court," by 
mandatory electronic service through the Eighth.Judicial District Court's 
electronic filing system; 

[J by placing same to be deposited for mailing in the United States Mail, in a 
sealed envelope upon which first class postage was prepaid in Las Vegas, 
Nevada to Nevada State Welfare, Dept of Human Resources; 

[1 by electronic rnai!; 

[x] by hand~dellvery with signed Receipt of Copy. 

To the attorney(s) listed below at the address, email address, and/or ·facsimile number 
indicated below: 

Pat lundval!, Esq. 
Rory T. Kay, Esq, 

16 MCDONALD CARANO VV!LSON, LLP 
17 2300 \IV. Sahara Ave., Sulte 1000 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
....................................... 1:8 .... AttQfneysforOefeQdant ..................................... ""-:(-~~'~\... ".-., ~,,,'---"7. 
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An~'rl'fployee of THE JIMMERSON LAVV F!RM, P.C. 
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1 AFFIDAVIT OF JAMES J. JIMMERSON, ESQ. 

2 STATE OF NEVADA ) 
) ss: 

3 COUNTY OF CLARK ) 

4 JAMES J. JIMMERSON, ESQ., being duly sworn deposes and says: 

5 
1 . I am an attorney duly licensed to practice law in the State of Nevada and A 

6 

7 
Shareholder of THE JIMMERSON LAW FIRM, P.C., and counsel for Plaintiffs, JAMES 

8 WOLFRAM and WALTER D. WILKES and ANGELA L LlMBOCKER-WILKES LIVING 

9 TRUST, ANGELA L. LlMBOCKER-WILKES, TRUSTEE in the above-entitled matter. I 

10 have personal knowledge of all matters contained herein, and am competent to testify 

11 
0 0 1'-a.: ~ '" m~ 12 CO";" 

thereto, expect for those matter stated on information and belief, and to those matters, 

- '" I'-~ co co '"<') a: iD@ 13 20 
- I'-LL g-a; 

m= 14 3: ~.~ :s <0 " .."ltf 
0 , 15 

z~ 

I believe them to be true. 

2. As is evident in this Court's Findings and Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 

of June 25,2014, and in this Court's most recent May 16, 2016 Final Judgment, the 

0" =§t: 16 Cf) (fJ ;::. a: "-00 "00 w jg <') 17 :2:: (fJ @ r: 0 ................. ~:x.t:. w., 18 -r: C 
-,- a :::I.e 

W t'6 ~ 19 I lI) ., 
~f-

I-<t 
20 

Plaintiffs were found to have not breached any of their contractual duties and the 

Defendant was found to have breached the contract and breached the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing, entitling Plaintiffs to an accounting. Prior to trial 

commencing on October 23, 2013, Plaintiffs served an Offer of Judgment on Pardee, 

21 dated April 29, 2013. After such Offer expired without acceptance on May 10, 2013, 

22 the parties proceeded to trial. On February 9, 2011 the Defendant Pardee was served 

23 with the Amended Complaint and Amended Summons. Pursuant to NRS 17.115 and 

24 
NRCP 68(f), Plaintiff uses that date of February 9, 2011 as the starting point in 

25 
computing the interest of the Offer of Judgment, served on Pardee on April 29, 2013. 

26 

27 
As such, the timeframe between February 9, 2011 and April 29, 2013 amounted to 

28 eight hundred and ten (810) days. Using a 5.25% interest rate pursuant to NRS 17.130, 
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the daily interest cost during that timeframe was $21.43 per day, making the interest 

that was inclusive within the Offer of Judgment equal $17,359.52. As such, the principal 

sum, exclusive of interest and costs, presented in Plaintiffs' Offer of Judgment amount 

to $131,640.48. In comparison, Plaintiffs' were awarded a monetary judgment in the 

amount of $141,500.00, which was well in excess of the principal sum of the Offer of 

Judgment proffered to Pardee on April 29, 2013. 

3. As such, whether the Court looks at the principal sum offered in the Offer of 

Judgment of $131 ,640.48, and compares it to the Cou rt's award of $141 ,500.00 or the 

Court compares the Offer of Judgment, including interest, totaling $149,000.00, as 

compared to the Judgment awarded by the Court to the Plaintiffs, including interest, 

totaling more than $180,638.32, it is clear that the Plaintiffs' Order at time of trial 

exceeded the Offer of Judgment. As such, N RS 17.115 comes into play and 

Defendants, who claim they spent more than $600,000.00 on this case, could have 

settled this case by simply paying the Plaintiffs $149,000.00, which included more than 

$17,000.00 in interest from February 9,2011 through April 29, 2013. The Defendant's 

actions in not accepting Plaintiff's Offer of Judgment were patently unreasonable and, 

in my judgment, triggers the factors set forth in NRS 17.115 that requires the exercise 

of good faith with a mind towards resolving disputes. Plaintiffs are entitled to an award 

of attorney's fees pursuant to NRS 17.115 and NRCP 68. 

4. Over the course of trial, my clients, to my recollection, never testified nor implied 

that they were claiming $1.8 million in unpaid future commissions or that they were 

entitled to any such award. The subject simply was never raised during the trial by 

either side. Pardee's Motion is frivolous in my judgment. No claim for relief was ever 

prepared or asserted to such an effect, and no evidence at trial by exhibit or by 
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testimony was ever offered regarding any $1.8 million alleged entitlement Plaintiffs 

contended that they were unaware of commissions owed to them due to Pardee's 

blatant lack of communication with Plaintiffs. The only claims Plaintiffs made, over the 

course of the litigation, were for an accounting, breach of contract, and breach of the 

implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. They prevailed on each claim for relief 

as determined by the Court in its final Order of May 16, 2016. 

5. Upon review of Defense counsel's Declaration, in my opinion, it is not possible 

that Pardee's lawyers expended 90% of Pardee's fees on a so-called "claim" that was 

not made by Plaintiffs in either their Complaint, Amended Complaint, or Second 

Amended Complaint or at time of trial with this Court. In my opinion, such an assertion 

by Pardee is disingenuous, See the examples cited within our Opposing Brief as 

evidence for the fact that Pardee could not have, and did not, expend 90% of its time 

on a purported claim of $1.8 million in unpaid, future, hypothetical or potential 

commissions. At time of trial, Pardee had not even purchased the additional 3000 acres 
a: "$ cD 

~ ~ : 17 that it had an option to purchase, let alone designate said unpurchased property for a 
........... .........::;:;:-,,1::. ....................... _ 

0:::: i:i5 '" 1 8 _.<: c 
--. - 0 "'5J:: 
W (J) ~ 
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particular use. That is why any computation of future commissions would necessarily 

be based on future events, future decision making, and future designation, none of 

which were known to the Plaintiffs at time of trial. As such, a calculation for $1,8 million 

which is only found as an example of a possible obligation of the Defendant if all 3000 

acres were all purchased and all deSignated single-family production property, would 

any such number like that ever become possible. No claim was ever alleged or put 

forth regarding this type of calculation or figure, This trial was certainly not about that 

figure or those improbable future possibilities, In reality, the core issue in this case was 

simple and straightforward, namely, Plaintiffs' contention that Defendant Pardee failed 
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1 to keep Plaintiffs reasonably informed. It is my judgment that the Court came to the 

2 same conclusion. 

3 6. Because Plaintiffs succeeded on all claims brought forth in the Complaint, 

4 Amended Complaint, and Second Amended Complaint, it is not possible to deem 

5 
Pardee as the prevailing party in this dispute, under the facts and law of the case as I 

6 

7 
understand them. No amount of posturing or sleight-of-hand by Defendant can alter 

8 this conclusion. 

9 FURTHER, AFFIANT SAYETH NAUGHT. 

10 

. 11 
0 0 ..... 
~~ <0 

O>~ 12 <D~ 

~ -a:JIMMERSON, ESQ, 

- m ..... 
~"O <D OlC'> 
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SUBS~IBED AND SWORN to before me 
thi~ day of June, 2016. . 

_

KIMBERLY R. STEWART 
, Notal)' Public State of Nevada 

" . -.' No, 11-4521-1 
My Appt. Exp. Feb, 2, 2019 
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DISTRICT COURT 
CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES WOLFRAM AND WALTER D. WILKES 
and ANGELA L. LIMBOCKER-WILKES 
LIVING TRUST, ANGELA L. LIMB OCKER
WILKES, TRUSTEE, 

Plaintiffs, 

VS. 

PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA, 

Defendant. 

JUDGMENT 

CASE NO.: A-1O-632338-C 
DEPT. NO.: IV Electronically Filed 

05/16/2016 02:03:58 PM 

.. 

CLERK OF THE COURT 

On October 23,2013, the above-referenced matter came on for bench trial before the 

Honorable Judge Kerry Earley. The Court, having reviewed the record, testimony of witnesses, the 

documentary evidence, stipulations of counsel, the papers submitted by the respective parties, and 

..... ···ctmsideredtheargumentsofcounsdattriaiinthismatter;enteredFindings of Fact and Conclusions· 

of Law on June 25, 2014. 

In the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, the Court ordered the parties to provide 

supplemental briefing within 60 days detailing what information Defendant Pardee homes of Nevada 

("Pardee") and its successors andlor assigns should provide Plaintiffs James Wolfram and Walt 

Wilkes ("Plaintiffs") and their successors andlor assigns consistent with the Court's decision on the 

accoWlting cause of action. 

After reviewing the parties' supplemental briefing, the Court then entered an order on May 

13, 2015 reflecting its decision on the supplemental briefing (the "Accounting Order"). Having 
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1 
considered the entire record presented at trial, including testimony of witnesses, the documentary 

2 evidence, stipulations of counsel, the papers submitted by the respective parties, and the arguments 

3 of counsel at trial in this matter, and in accordance with the findings of fact and conclusions of law 

4 incorporated by reference in the May 13,2015 Order and June 25, 2014 Order, this Court enters 

5 
judgment as follows: 

6 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED THAT mDGMENT IS 

7 

8 
ENTERED in favor of Plaintiffs and against Pardee on Plaintiffs' causes of action for breach of 

9 contract and breach ofthe implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. Plaintiffs are entitled to 

10 damages from Pardee in an amount totaling $141,500.00, of which $6000.00 are consequential 

11 damages from Pardee's breach of the Commission Agreement and the remaining $135,500.00 are 

12 
special damages in the fonn ofattomey's fees and costs. 

13 

14 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED THAT JUDGMENT IS 

15 
ENTERED in favor of Plaintiffs and against Pardee on Plaintiffs' cause of action for accounting. 

16 Pardee shall provide Plaintiffs with future accountings related to the Commission Agreement 

17 consistent with the Accounting Order entered by the Court on May 13, 2015. 

18 IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED, AND DECREED THAT JUDGMENT IS 

19 
ENTERED in favor of Plaintiffs and against Pardee on Pardee's cause of action for the breach of 

20 

21 
implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing. 

22 The Court reserves jurisdiction over this Judgment regarding the issues of attorney's fees, 

23 costs, and legal interest, therefore, this Judgment may be amended upon entry of any further awards 

24 of interest, costs, and/or attorney's fees. 

25 

26 
DATED: :1'VlllMJ 11 2016. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on or about the date filed, I electronically served, sent by facsimile, emailed, or 
placed a copy of this order in the attorney's folder on the first floor of the Regional Justice Center as 
follows: 

James 1. Jimmerson, Esq. - The Jimmerson Law Firm 
Michael C. Flaxman, Esq. - The Jimmerson Law Finn 
Pat Lundvall, Esq. - McDonald Carano Wilson 
Rory T. Kay, Esq. - McDonald Carano Wilson 

K yTibbs 
Judicial Executive Assistant 
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JAMES WOLFRAM and 
WALT WILKES, 

Plaintiffs, 

vs. 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY~ NEVADA 

Electronically Filed 
06/25/201401 :47:38 PM 

.. 
~j.~;M." 

CLERK OF THE COURT 

CASE NO.: A~10-632338-C 
DEPT NO.: IV 

Trial Date: October 23, 2013 

PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA, 

Defendant. 

AND RELATED CLAIMS 

FINDINGS OF FACT, CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND ORDER 

On October 23, 2013, this matter came on for bench trial before the Honorable Kerry L. 

Earley. The Court, having reviewed the record, the testimony of witnesses, the documentary 

evidence, stipulations of counsel. the papers submitted by the respective parties, and considered the 

arguments of counsel at trial in this matter, with good cause appearing therefor, the Court now enters 

the following Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. Plaintiffs James Wolfram ("'Wolfram") and 

Walt Wilkes ("Wilkes") (collectively "Plaintiffs") filed this action against defendant Pardee Homes 

... uQfNevacdaC'Pardee'')allegingdairnsforbreachofcontract, breach of the covenant of good faith .. 

and fair dealing, and accounting related to a Commission Agreement entered into on September 1, 

2004, between Plaintiffs and Pardee (See Second Amended Complaint). As a conditional 

counterclaim, Pardee alleges against Plaintiffs breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing 

arising from the Commission Agreement. 

I. FINDINGS OF FACT 

A. THE PARTIES 

1. Plaintiffs James Wolfram and Walt Wilkes have been licensed real estate 

1 
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brokers working in Southern Nevada and the surrounding area for over 35 years. 

2. Plaintiff Wolfram previously worked for Award Realty Group. Plaintiff 

Wilkes previously worked for General Realty Group. In a previous order, the Court ruled that 

Wolfram and Wilkes were assigned all claims from Award Realty Group and General Realty Group, 

and, therefore, had standing to assert the claims at issue. 

3. Defendant Pardee Homes of Nevada ("Pardee") is a Nevada corporation 

operating as a residential homebuilder constructing homes and other structures in Southern Nevada 

and elsewhere. 

4. In the 1990's, Harvey Whittemore, through his then-owned company, Coyote 

Springs Investment LLC ("CSI") began developing a project to be known as ("Coyote Springs".) 

The project included over 43,000 acres of unimproved real property located north of Las Vegas in 

the Counties of Clark and Lincoln. 

5. In 2002, Plaintiffs had begun tracking the status and progress of Coyote 

Springs located in the Counties of Clark and Lincoln, Nevada. 

6. By 2002, Plaintiffs had become acquainted with Jon Lash, who was then 

responsible for land acquisition for Pardee's parent company, Pardee Homes. Plaintiffs had 

previously worked with Mr. Lash in the pursuit of different real estate transactions, but none were 

ever consummated prior to the Coyote Springs transaction. 

·············TAfterleariiirigthafMr:Whittemorehcid6btal11edwaterilgbtSforCoyote···· 

Springs, Plaintiffs contacted Mr. Lash and asked if he would be interested in meeting with Mr. 

Whittemore of CSI, for the purposes of entering into an agreement for the purchase of real property 

in Coyote Springs. When Mr. Lash agreed, Plaintiffs contacted Mr. Whittemore advising they had a 

client interested in Coyote Springs and wanted to schedule a meeting. 

8. Mr. Lash agreed to allow Plaintiffs to represent Pardee as a potential 

purchaser, and a meeting was scheduled to take place at Pardee's office in Las Vegas. Present at the 

meeting were Plaintiffs, Mr. Whittemore from CSI, and Mr. Lash and Mr. Klif Andrews from 

Pardee. While this meeting was introductory in nature, it ultimately resulted in plans to structure a 
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deal between Pardee and CSI to develop Coyote Springs after approximately 200 meetings between 

Pardee and CSI. During the extensive negotiating process, Mr. Whittemore, on behalf of CSI, 

expressed CSI's decision to only sell certain portions ofreal estate at Coyote Springs. Pardee made 

it clear that it only wanted to purchase the land designated as single-family detached production 

residential ("Production Residential Property") at Coyote Springs. At that time it was understood by 

Pardee and CSI, that CSI was to maintain ownership and control of all other land at Coyote Springs 

including land designated as commercial land, multi-family land, the custom lots, the golf courses, 

the industrial lands, as well as all other development deals at Coyote Springs. 

9. Plaintiffs only participated in the initial meeting, as Pardee and CSI informed 

Plaintiffs their participation was not required for any of the negotiations by Pardee to purchase 

Production Residential Property. As such, Plaintiffs were the procuring cause of Pardee's right to 

buy Production Residential Property in Coyote Springs from CSI. 

B. OPTION AGREEMENT BETWEEN CSI and PARDEE AND COMMISSION 

AGREEMENT 

10. In or about May 2004, Pardee and CSI entered into a written agreement 

entitled Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow Instructions ("'Option 

Agreement"), which set forth the terms of the deal, among many others, concerning Pardee's 

acquisition of the Production Residential Property from CSI at Coyote Springs. 

11. Prior to the Commission Agreement at issue in this case being agreed upon 

between Pardee and Plaintiffs, the Option Agreement was amended twice. First, on July 28, 2004, 

Pardee and CSI executed the Amendment to Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property 

and loint Escrow Instructions. Subsequently, on August 31, 2004, Pardee and CSI executed the 

Amendment No.2 to Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow 

Instructions. (The Option Agreement, along with the subsequent amendments, will be collectively 

referred to as the "Option Agreement"). Plaintiffs acknowledged receiving the Option Agreement 

and the two amendments. 
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12. At the time of Pardee's and CSl's original negotiations, the land was the 

rawest of all in terms of land development. No zoning, parceling, mapping, entitlements, pennitting, 

etc., had been accomplished. All of that work had yet to'be done. At that time multiple issues were 

outstanding that would impact the boundaries of any land to be acquired by Pardee from CSI for 

Production Residential Property. Those issues included, among others, the BLM reconfiguration, 

Moapa Dace and other wildlife protections, moving a utility corridor from Coyote Springs to federal 

lands, and the design by Jack Nicklaus of the golf courses. At mUltiple places in the Option 

Agreement it was acknowledged by CSI and Pardee that boundaries of various lands would change. 

13. At the same time Pardee was negotiating with CSI, Pardee was also 

negotiating with Plaintiffs concerning their finders' fee/commissions. Pardee and Plaintiffs 

extensively negotiated the Commission Agreement dated September 1, 2004. Plaintiffs were 

represented by James 1. Jimmerson, Esq. throughout those negotiations. Plaintiffs offered edits, and 

input was accepted into the Commission Agreement under negotiation, with certain of their input 

accepted by Pardee. The Plaintiffs' and Pardee's obligations to each other were agreed to be set 

forth within the four corners of the Commission Agreement. Plaintiffs and Pardee acknowledge that 

the Commission Agreement was an arms-length transaction. 

14. The Commission Agreement between Plaintiffs and Pardee provided that, in 

exchange for the procuring services rendered by Plaintiffs, Pardee agreed to (1) pay to Plaintiffs 

... ··cenamcoriiiriissi6iisToi land purchased fiornCSI, arid (2) seridPlairitiffsirif6riiiafionconceiriirigffie .... 

real estate purchases made under the Option Agreement and the corresponding commission 

payments. 

15. Since Mr, Wolfram and Mr. Wilkes had already perfonned servIces for 

Pardee, the Commission Agreement placed no affirmative obligation on them. 

16. The Commission Agreement, dated September 1, 2004, was executed by 

Pardee on September 2,2004, by Mr. Wolfram on September 6, 2006, and Mr. Wilkes on September 

4,2004. 
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17. The Commission Agreement provides for the payment of "broker 

commission[sJ" to Plaintiffs in the event that Pardee approved the transaction during the 

Contingency Period, equal to the following amounts: 

(i) Pardee shall pay four percent (4%) of the Purchase Property Price 
payments made by Pardee pursuant to Paragraph 1 of the Option 
Agreement up to a maximum of Fifty Million Dollars ($50,000,000); 

(ii) Then, Pardee shall pay one and one-half percent (1-112%) of the 
remaining Purchase Property Price payments made by Pardee pursuant 
to paragraph 1 of the Option Agreement in the aggregate amount of 
Sixteen Million Dollars ($16,000,000); and 

(iii) Then, with respect to any portion of the Option Property 
purchased by Pardee pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option· 
Agreement, Pardee shall pay one and one-half percent (1-112%) of the 
amount derived by multiplying the number of acres purchased by 
Pardee by Forty Thousand Dollars ($40,000). 

18. The Commission Agreement states that all of the capitalized terms used in the 

Commission Agreement shall have the exact meanings set forth in the Option Agreement. Copies of 

the Option Agreement, the amendments including changes to the Purchase Property Price, and the 

subsequent Amended and Restated Option Agreement were given to Plaintiffs by Stewart Title 

Company, the escrow company chosen by Pardee and CSI to handle all of its land transactions. 

Plaintiffs also acknowledge receiving these documents. However, Amendments 1 through 8 to the 

Amended and Restated Option Agreement between CSI and Pardee were not provided to Plaintiffs 

until after this litigation was commenced by Plaintiffs. 

19. The term "Purchase Property Price" was defined in Amendment No.2 to the 

Option Agreement as Eighty-Four Million Dollars ($84,000,000), which was payable in installments 

avera period of time. The due dates for commissions' payable under paragraphs i and ii were 

described in the Commission Agreement as follows: 

Pardee shall make the first commission payment to you upon the Initial 
Purchase Closing (which is scheduled to occur thirty (30) days following the 
Settlement Date) with respect to the aggregate Deposits made prior to that 
time. Pardee shall make each additional commission payment pursuant to 
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clauses (i) and (ii) above concurrently with the applicable Purchase Property 
Price payment to Coyote. 

20. By virtue of Amendment No.2 increasing the Purchase Property Price from 

$66 million to $84 million, Plaintiffs became entitled to commissions on the increased Purchased 

Property Price, which they subsequently received. 

21. Commission payments required under paragraphs i and ii were not dependent 

upon acreage or location of the lands being acquired, or upon the closing of any land transaction. In 

sum, when Pardee paid CSI a portion of the Purchase Property Price, under the agreed schedule, 

then Plaintiffs were also paid their commission. Pardee and CSI anticipated that the Purchase 

Property would be, and was, cooperatively mapped and entitled before the specific location of any 

lands designated for single family detached production residential would be transferred by CSI to 

Pardee. 

22. The due date for any commissions payable under paragraph iii was described 

in the Commission Agreement as follows: "Thereafter, Pardee shall make such commission 

payment pursuant to clause (iii) above concurrently with the close of escrow on Pardee's purchase of 

the applicable portion of the Option Property; provided, however, that in the event the required 

Parcel Map creating the applicable Option Parcel has not been recorded as of the scheduled Option 

Closing, as described in paragraph 9(c) of the Option Agreement, the commission shall be paid into 

escrow concurrently with Pardee's deposit of the Option Property Price into escrow and the 

commission shall be paid directly from the proceeds of said Escrow." 

23. The general tenn "Option Property" is defmed in the Option Agreement as 

follows: "the remaining portion of the Entire Site which is or becomes designated for single-family 

detached production residential use, as described below ... in a number of separate phases (referred 

to herein collectively as the "Option Parcels" and individually as an "Option Parcel"), upon the 

tenns and conditions hereinafter set forth." The general definition of "Option Property" was never 

changed by CSI and Pardee in any documents amending either the initial Option Agreement or the 

subsequent Amended and Restated Option Agreement. The definitions of other capitalized terms 

found within the Commission Agreement were never changed by CSI and Pardee. 
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24. The Commission Agreement requires Pardee to provide Plaintiffs with 

notifications and information concerning future transactions between Pardee and CSI under the 

Option Agreement. Specifically, the Connnission Agreement states: 

Pardee shall provide to each of you a copy of each written option 
exercise notice given pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 
Agreement, together with information as to the number of acres 
involved and the scheduled closing date. In addition, Pardee shall 
keep each of you reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the 
anlOunt and due dates of your comm,ission payments. (Emphasis 
Added) 

25. After executing the Commission Agreement, Plaintiffs never entered into 

another agreement with Pardee concerning the development of Coyote Springs. 

26. Pardee's purchase of the "Purchase Property Price" property and any Option 

Property designated in the future as single family detached production residential lands was a 

separate and distinct transaction from any other purchases by Pardee from CSI for unrelated property 

at Coyote Springs. 

27. The relationship between Pardee and Plaintiffs was such that Plaintiffs 

reasonably imparted special confidence in Pardee to faithfully inform them of the developments at 

Coyote Springs which would impact their future commission payments. Pardee and CSI agreed to 

designate documents relevant to the development of Coyote Springs as confidential. Among said 

...d()£llIl1~l1t~""er~cl()c1.ll!l~l1tsE~I~tiI1gt()tl1~~e~ignation of the type of property Pardee was purchasing 

from CSI during the development of Coyote Springs that were part of a distinct and separate 

agreement between Pardee and CSI. 

28. The designation of the type of property Pardee was purchasing from CSI 

during the development of Coyote Springs was material to Plaintiffs to verify if the commissions 

they had received were accurate and, if not, what amount they were entitled as further commissions 

pursuant to the Commission Agreement. 

29. Pardee should have known that the Plaintiffs needed to have access to 

information specifying the designation as to the type of property being purchased by Pardee from 

CSI during the development of Coyote Springs to verify the accuracy of their commissions. 
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1 30. Although certain documents were public record regarding the development of 
""",,- . 

2 Coyote Springs, the documents referencing internally set land designations for certain land in 

3 Coyote Springs were not available to Plaintiffs. 

4 
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13 

C. PARDEE'S PERFORMANCE UNDER THE COMMISSION AGREEMENT 

31. Pardee did purchase "Purchase Property Price" property from CSI for 

$84,000,000.00. Plaintiffs have been paid in full their commissions on the $84,000,000.00 Purchase 

Property Price. 

32. Plaintiffs were informed of the amount and due dates of each commission 

payment for the Purchase Property Price: first through Stewart Title Company, and then Chicago 

Title Company, pursuant to the Commission Agreement. 

33. Under the express terms of the Commission Agreement, pursuant to 

14 paragraphs i and ii, these commissions were based solely on the Purchase Property Price for the 

15 land, not the number of acres acquired or the location of those acres. Under the Purchase Property 

16 formula, they were entitled toa percentage of the Purchase Property Price. There was no benefit or 

17 additional commission for additional acreage being purchased if there is no corresponding increase 

. . 
18 mpnce. 

19mnmmm .... mm ................. ·····34. m .. m ... Plaiiififfswei'epaidatotalof$2;632;OOO:OOificommissionspursuantto 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 

paragraphs i and ii of the Commission Agreement. 

35. Pardee did not pay more than 84,000,000.00 as the Purchase Property Price to 

CSI under the Option Agreement, the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, or any 

amendments thereto. CSI has never received more than $84,000,000.00 as payment under the 

Option Agreement, the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, or any amendments thereto. 

36. No commission to Plaintiffs is payable under clause (iii) of the Commission 

Agreement unless the property purchased fell within the definition of Option Property purchased 

pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. 
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1 Pardee as ofthe present time has not exercised any options to purchase single 

2 family production residential property pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. Therefore, 

3 Pardee as of the present time does not owe any commission to Plaintiffs under paragraph iii of the 

4 Commission Agreement. 
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37. The other provision of the Commission Agreement alleged by Plaintiffs to 

have been breached states as follows: 

Pardee shall provide to each of you a copy of each written option 
exercise notice given pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option 
Agreement, together with infonnation as to the number of acres 
involved and the scheduled closing date. In addition, Pardee shall 
keep each of you reasonably infonned as to all matters relating to the 
amount and due dates of your commission payments. 

38. Pardee did provide infonnation relating to the amount and due dates on 

12 Plaintiffs' commission payments under paragraphs i and Ii. Specifically, Plaintiffs were paid their 

13 first commission at the Initial Purchase Closing and then each commission thereafter concurrently 

14 with each Purchase Property Price payment made by Pardee to CSI pursuant to Amendment No.2 to 

15 the Option Agreement as was required by the Commission Agreement. Each commission payment 

16 was made pursuant to an Order to Pay Commission to Broker prepared by Stewart Title (later 

17 Chicago Title) which contained infonnation including the date, escrow number, name of title 

18 company, percentage of commission to be paid, to whom and the split between Plaintiffs. Each 

........................................ ···19 .... ·····Oideif6PayCoilliiiissioriioBrokerwassignedhyPardeeiiiidseiiftoeitlierPliiintrffsbrokerage 

~'-"1~ 
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20 finns or Plaintiffs directly. Each commission check received by Plaintiffs contained the amount, 

21 escrow number, payee and payer, along with a memo explaining how the amount was determined. 

22 When Plaintiffs were overpaid commissions, a letter was sent by Pardee explaining the overpayment 

23 and how the amount and due dates to compensate for the overpayment would be handled. An 

24 Amended Order to Pay Commission to Broker reflecting these changes was sent to and signed by 

25 

26 

27 

28 

each Plaintiff. A letter was sent by Pardee to Plaintiffs informing them when Pardee made its last 

payment of the Purchase Property Price to CSL 

39. However, from the documents in Plaintiffs' possession provided by Pardee, 
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Plaintiffs were unable to verify the accuracy of any commission payments that may have been due 

and owing pursuant to paragraph iii of the Commission Agreement. The documents in Plaintiffs' 

possession included the Option Agreement and Amendments No.1 and No.2 to the Option 

Agreement, the Amended and Restated Option Agreement, various Orders to Pay Commissions, and 

their commission payments. Amendments Nos. 1 through 8 to the Amended Restated Option 

Agreement were not provided to Plaintiffs until after commencement of this litigation. 

40. When Plaintiffs began requesting information regarding Pardee's land 

acquisitions from CSI, the only information provided by Pardee was the location of the Purchase 

Property purchased for the Purchase Property Price from CSI. All information provided was limited 

to the single family production property acquisitions. Pardee informed the Plaintiffs that it had 

purchased from CSI additional property at the Coyote Springs development, but took the position 

that any documentation regarding the designations of the use of the additionally purchased property 

was confidential and would not be provided to Plaintiffs. Interestingly, Pardee had already provided 

to Plaintiffs the initial Option Agreement, Amendments No.1 and 2 and the Amended Restated 

Option Agreement, which were also confidential documents between Pardee and CSI. 

41. Although Pardee co-developed with CSI a separate land transaction 

agreement for the acquisition of lands designated for other uses than single family detached 

production residential lots, Pardee had a separate duty to Plaintiffs pursuant to the Commission 

Agreemirifto provideirifoririati6n so Plaiiitiffs co1.ildvenrythea£curac y cifilieii coiTIriiiss!6n 

payments. 

42. Without access to the information regarding the type of land designation that 

was purchased by Pardee as part ofthe separate land transaction with CSI, Plaintiffs were not 

reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the amount of their commission payments as they 

could not verify the accuracy of their commission payments. 

43. Although the complete documentation when provided in this litigation 

verified that Plaintiffs were not due any further commissions at this time for the additional purchases 

ofland by Pardee, Pardee still had a duty to provide sufficient information regarding the designation 
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of the type of land that had been purchased to Plaintiffs. Plaintiff Wolfram attempted through public 

records to ascertain information regarding the additional lands, but he was unable to verify the 

required information of the land use designations. 

44. Plaintiffs have also contended that they are entitled to a commission if Pardee 

re-designates any of its land purchased from CSI to single family production residential property. 

Plaintiffs are not entitled to commissions on any re-designation of lands by Pardee pursuant to the 

Commission Agreement. 

II. CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 

A. PLAINTIFFS' CAUSE OF ACTION FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT 

1. To sustain a claim for breach of contract, Plaintiffs must establish (1) the 

. existence of a valid contract between Plaintiffs and Defendant; (2) a breach by Defendant, and (3) 

damages as a result ofthe breach. Richardson v. Jones, 1 Nev. 405, 405 (1865); Calloway v. City of 

Reno, 116 Nev. 250, 256, 993 PJd 1259, 1263 (2000) (overruled on other grounds by Olson v, 

Richard, 120 Nev. 240,241-44,89 P.3d 31, 31-33 (2004)). 

2. Contract interpretation strives to discern and give effect to the parties' 

intended meaning.,. before an interpreting court can conclusively declare a contract ambiguous or 

unambiguous, it must consult the context in which the parties exchanged promises. Galardi v, 

Naples Polaris, 129 Nev. Adv. Op. 33, 301 P.3d 364,367 (2013). 

3. Contractual provisions should be harmonized whenever possible, and 

construed to reach a reasonable solution. Eversole v. Sunrise Villas VIII Homeowners Ass 'n, 112 

Nev. 1255, 1260, 925 P.2d 505, 509 (1996). 

4. The Commission Letter Agreement constitutes a valid and enforceable 

contract between Plaintiffs and Defendant. 
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5. Pardee agreed to pay commissions and provide infonnation to keep Plaintiffs 

reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the amount and due date of their commissions 

pursuant to the express terms of the Commission Agreement. 

6. The language of the Commission Agreement required the payment of 

commissions under paragraphs i and ii according to percentages of the Purchase Property Price. 

Undisputedly, those commissions were paid. 

7. The Commission Agreement also required Pardee to pay commissions on the 

purchase of Option Property if Pardee exercised its option to purchase Option Property pursuant to 

paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. 

8. Pardee has never exercised any such option. 

9. Pardee paid Plaintiffs in full and timely commissions on the $84,000,000.00 

Purchase Property Price. 

10. The Purchase Property Price was $84,000,000.00. 

11. CSI has not received more than $84,000.000.00 for the single family detached 

production residential land acquisition by Pardee from CSI at the Coyote Springs project. 

12. From the very begirming, CSI and Pardee acknowledged that the specific 

boundaries of the Purchase Property and Option Property may change, for a variety of reasons. 

There are many references to the changing boundaries of property at Coyote Springs in Pard~~'sa::nd ... 

CSI's Option Agreement. There are many factors that necessitated those changes, including the 

BLM configuration, moving the utility corridor, mapping, the subdivision process, the entitlement 

and pennitting processes, the Moapa Dace issue and other wildlife issues, and the design by Jack 

Nicklaus of the golf courses. There were a number of factors that were out of CSI's and Pardee's 

control that were expected to change and did change the boundaries and configuration of the 

Purchase Property. As a result ofthose boundaries changing, so too did the potential boundaries for 

Option Property change. 

13. The Plaintiffs' commissions pursuant to paragraphs i and ii were solely based 

on the Purchase Property Price, not the acreage acquired by Pardee or its location or its closing. 
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Therefore, the change in boundaries had absolutely no impact on the amount or due date of 

Plaintiffs' commissions. 

14. Plaintiffs were also entitled to be paid commISSIOns if Pardee exercised 

option(s) to purchase Option Property pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement. To exercise 

such an option is a multi-step process involving a myriad of written documents. If such an option 

had been exercised by Pardee those documents would be found in the public record. Since Pardee as 

of the present time has not exercised any options pursuant to paragraph 2 of the Option Agreement, 

no commissions are due at the present time to Plaintiffs. 

15. In addition, the Commission Agreement required Pardee to keep Plaintiffs 

reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the amount and due dates of Plaintiffs' commission 

payments. 

16. Plaintiffs did not receive amendments 1 through 8 to the Amended and 

Restated Option Agreement. Although those amendments did not change Plaintiffs' commissions 

due under the Commission Agreement, the information contained in the amendments contained the 

designation information about the separate land transactions involving multi-family, custom lots, 

and commercial. This information was needed by Plaintiffs as it was necessary to determine the 

impact, if any on their commission payments. However, Pardee could have provided the requisite 

information in various forms other than the amendments. Pardee failed to provide information in any 

form required by Plaintiffs to detennine the accuracy of their commission payments. 

17. Pardee did not keep Plaintiffs reasonably infonned as to all matters relating to 

the amount of their commission payments that would be due and owing pursuant to the Commission 

Agreement. Therefore, Pardee breached the Commission Agreement. 

18. Plaintiffs satisfied any and all of their obligations under the Commission 

Agreement. 

19. In order to award consequential damages, the damages claimed for the breach 

of contract must be foreseeable. See Barnes v. W U. Tel. Co., 27 Nev. 438, 76 P. 931 (1904). Under 

the watershed case, Hadlev v. Baxendale, 156 Eng. Rep. 145, 151 (1854), foreseeability requires 
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that: (1) damages for loss must "fairly and reasonably be considered [as] arising naturally ... from 

such breach of contract itself," and (2) the loss must be "such as may reasonably be supposed to 

have been in the contemplation of both parties, at the time they made the contract as the probable 

result of the breach of it." See Clark County School District v. Rolling Plains Cons'., Inc., 117 Nev. 

101, 106, 16 P.3d 1079, 1082 (2001) (disapproved of on other grounds, 117 Nev. 948). Stated 

another way, the damages claimed for the breach of contract must be foreseeable. fd 

20. Plaintiffs suffered foreseeable damages due to Defendant's breach of not 

keeping Plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the amount due and owing on the 

Commission Agreement in the form of their time and efforts attempting to obtain the information 

owed to them pursuant to the Commission Agreement. The testimony by Plaintiff Wolfram was that 

he expended 80 hours of time to obtain said information by going through public records and 

contacting different sources. Using a rate of $75.00 per hour for Mr. Wolfram's time as a real estate 

agent, the damages total $6,000.00. 

21. Plaintiffs also suffered damages in the form of the attorney's fees and costs 

incurred as they were necessary and reasonably foreseeable to obtain the requisite information 

regarding the land designations of land acquired by Pardee from CSI in the Coyote Development 

pursuant to the separate transaction between Pardee and CSI. Plaintiffs specifically requested 

numerous times from Pardee information to determine the land designations of these additional 

purchases, but to no avail. In fact, Mr. Lash on behalf of Pardee instructed a third party that said 

infonnation should not be provided. CSI was not able to provide the requisite information due to the 

confidentiality agreement with Pardee. Plaintiffs had no alternative but to file suit, use the litigation 

process to obtain the requisite infonnation, and request an equitable remedy from this Court to 

obtain said information in the future. The above-referenced facts allow this Court to award 

reasonable attorney's fees and costs as special damages. See Liu v. Christopher Homes. LLC, 103, 

Nev. Adv. Op. 17,321 P.3d, 875 (2014); Sandy Valley Assoc v. Sky Ranch Owners Assoc., 117 Nev. 

948,35 P.3d 964 (2001). 

Mr. Jimmerson testified regarding the attorney's fees and costs to pursue the 
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Plaintiffs' claim for acquiring the infonnation from Pardee related to the Plaintiffs' commission 

amounts based on billings contained in exhibits 31A The damages for reasonable attorneys' fees 

and costs are $135,500.00. 

B. PLAINTIFFS' CAUSE OF ACTION FOR BREACH OF THE COVENANT OF 

GOOD FAITH AND FAIR DEALING 

1. To sustain a claim for breach of the implied covenant of good faith and fair 

dealing sounding in contract, Plaintiffs must establish: (1) Plaintiffs and Defendant were parties to 

the contract; (2) the Defendant owed a duty of good faith to Plaintiffs; (3) the Defendant breached 

that duty by performing in a manner that was unfaithful to the purpose of the contract; and (4) 

Plaintiffs justified expectations were thus denied. See Perry v. Jordan, 111 Nev. 943, 947, 900 

P.2d 335,338 (1995); 

2. An implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing is recognized in every 

contract under Nevada law. Consolidated Generator-Nevada, Inc. v. Cummins Engine Co., Inc., 114 

Nev. 1304, 1311, 971 P.2d 1251, 1256 (1998). Under the implied covenant, each party must act in a 

manner that is faithful to the purpose of the contract and the justified expectations of the other party. 

Morris v. Bank of America Nevada. 110 Nev. 1274, 1278 n. 2, 886 P.2d 454, 457 (1994). The 

. implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing forbids arbitrary, unfair acts by one party that 

disadvantages the other. Frantz v. Johnson, 116 Nev. 455, 465 n. 4., 999 P.2d 351, 358 (2000). 

3. Plaintiffs, pursuant to the Commission Agreement, were entitled to 

commissions for Purchase Price Property and Option Property. Plaintiffs had justifiable expectations 

that Pardee would keep Plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all matters related to the amount and due 

dates of their commission payments. 

4. Plaintiffs needed sufficient infonnation regarding purchases ofland by Pardee 

from CSI at Coyote Springs to enable Plaintiffs to verify the accuracy of commission payments. The 

designation of the land purchased by Pardee from CSI was the basis for Plaintiffs' entitlement to 

commissions pursuant to Option Property under iii of the Commission Agreement. 
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5. Pardee was not faithful to the purpose of the Commission Agreement by 

failing to provide information regarding other land designations purchased by Pardee at Coyote 

Springs so Plaintiffs could verify the accuracy of their commission payments. Without this 

information, Pardee failed to keep Plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all matters relating to their 

Commission Agreement. 

6. Pardee did not act in good faith when it breached its contractual duty to keep 

Plaintiffs reasonably informed as to all matters relating to the amount and due dates of their 

commission payments. Plaintiffs did not breach any obligation they had to Pardee under the 

Commission Agreement by requesting information regarding other land acquisitions by Pardee from 

CSI at Coyote Springs. Plaintiffs acted in good faith at all times toward Pardee and did not deny 

Pardee its justified expectations under the Commission Agreement. 

7. Pardee suffered no recoverable damages from Plaintiffs' inquiries. 

C. PLAINTIFFS' CLAIM FOR AN ACCOUNTING 

1. An accounting is an independent cause of action that is distinct from the 

equitablerernedy of accounting. See e.g Bots{ordv. VanRiper, 33 Nev. 156, 110 P. 705 (1910); 

Young v. Johnny Ribiero Bldg., Inc., 106 Nev. 88, 787 P.2d 777 (1990); Oracle USA, Inc. v. Rimini 

Street, Inc., No. 2: 1O-CV-OO1 06-LRH-PAL, 2010 WL 3257933 (D. Nev. Aug. 13,2010); reselle 1'. 

McLoughlin. 173 CaL App. 4th 156, 92 Cal. Rptr. 3d 696 (CaL App. 2009); Mobius Connections 

Group, Inc. v. rechskillst LLC, No. 2:1O-CV-OI678-GMN-RJJ, 2012 WL 194434 (D. Nev. Jan. 23, 

2012). 

2. To prevail on a claim for accounting, a Plaintiff must establish the existence 

of a special relationship whereby a duty to account may arise. See Teselle v. Mcloughlin, 173 Cal. 

App. 4th 156, 92 Cal. Rptr. 3d 696 (Cal. App. 2009). The right to an accounting can arise from 

Defendant's possession of money or property which, because of the Defendant's relationship with 

the Plaintiff, the Defendant is obliged to surrender. Id. 

3. This Court has previously held that for Plaintiffs to prevail on an independent 

16 
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cause of action for an accounting, Plaintiffs must establish the existence of a special relationship of 

trust whereby a duty to account may arise. See Teselle v. McLoughlin, 173 Cal. App. 4th 156 (2009); 

see also, Order Denying Pardee's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment. 

4. Courts have found the existence of a special relationship of trust when, in a 

contractual relationship, payment is collected by one party and the other party is paid by the 

collecting party. Wol(v. Superior Court, 130 Cal. Rptr. 2d 860 (Cal. Ct. App. 2003); Mobius 

Connections Group, Inc. v. Techskills, LLC, No. 2:l0-CV-01678-Gi\1N-RJJ, 2012 WL 194434 (D. 

Nev. Jan. 23, 2012). 

5. In contractual relationships requiring payment by one party to another of 

profits received, the right to an accounting can be derived from the implied covenant of good faith 

and fair dealing inherent in every contract, because without an accounting there may be no way by 

which such a party entitled to a share in profits could determine whether there were any profits. 

Mobius Conections Group v. Techskills, Lrc, Id 

6. The Court finds there is a special relationship of trust between Plaintiffs and 

Pardee that entitles Plaintiffs to an accounting for the information concerning the development of 

Coyote Springs in the future as it pertains to Plaintiffs' commissions on option property. There is no 

way for Plaintiffs or their heirs to detennine whether a commission payment is due in the future 

without an accounting of the type of land of any future purchases by Pardee from CSI at Coyote 

spl"i.ngs. Accessio said IUfonnatl0nlsrequhed t()ensuretlleaccmacyo{commisslonpaymentsthai···· 
may be due and owing in the future. 

DECISION 

Now, therefore, in consideration of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law by this 

Court, IT IS HEREBY ORDERED as follows: 

1. The Court finds that Defendant Pardee Homes of Nevada is liable to Plaintiffs for 

breach of contract, breach of the covenant of good faith and fair dealing, and its failure to account to 

Plaintiffs regarding the information concerning the development of Coyote Springs because it 

17 
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pertained to Plaintiffs' present and potential future commissions. Damages are to be awarded to 

Plaintiffs from Defendant in an amount totaling $141,500.00 

2. The Court finds that Plaintiffs are not liable to Defendant for breach of the implied 

covenant of good faith and fair dealing. As such, no damages will be awarded to Defendant. 

3. The Court orders both parties to provide to the Court within 60 days after entry of this 

order supplemental briefs detailing what information should be provided - and under what 

circumstances - by Pardee to Plaintiffs consistent with this decision. The Court will schedule after 

receiving the supplemental briefs further proceedings to determine what information should be 

provided by Pardee to Plaintiffs, and their heirs when applicable, as an accounting. 

DATED this J.- )' day of June, 2014. 

" ... -........EY, DISTRICT COURT, 

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 

I hereby certify that on June~:S:-2014, I mailed, electronically served, or placed a copy of 
this order in the attorney's folder on the first floor of the Regional Justice Center as follows: 

James M. Jimmerson, Esq. - Jimmerson Hansen 
Pat Lundvall - McDonald Carano Wilson 
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JAMES J. JIMMERSON, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No.: 00264 
LYNN M. HANSEN, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No.: 00244 
JAMES M. JIMMERSON, ESQ. 
Nevada Bar No.: 12599 
JIMMERSON HANSEN, P.C. 
415 South 6th Street, Suite 100 
Las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Tel No.: (702) 388-7171; 
Fax No.: (702) 388-6406 
Imh@iimmersonhansen.com 
jmj@jimmersonhansen.com 
Attorneys for Plaintiffs 

DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

JAMES WOLFRAM and WALK WILKES, ) 
) 

Plaintiffs, ) 
) 

vs. ) 
) 

PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA, ) 
) 

Defendant. ) 

--------------------------) 

CASE NO.: A-1 0-632338-C 
DEPT. NO.: IV 

····Pl:AINTIFFSjOFFEROFJUDGMENfTODEFENDANT 
PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA 

PLEASE TAKE NOTICE that pursuant to Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 68, 

Plaintiffs, JAMES WOLFRAM and WALK WILKES, make to Defendant, PARDEE 

HOMES OF NEVADA, the following Offer of Judgment: 

In accordance with NRS 17.115 and NRCP 68, in exchange for Defendants' 

acceptance of this Offer of Judgment, and filing an Acceptance, thus directing the Clerk 

of the Court to enter judgment against Defendant in the above-captioned action, 

-1-
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1 
Defendant Pardee Homes of Nevada will pay to Plaintiffs the total amount of One 

2 Hundred Forty Nine Thousand Dollars ($149,000.00), inclusive of attorney's fees and 

3 interest incurred to date and exclusive of costs incurred (see Fletcher v. Fletcher, 89 

4 Nev. 540, 516 P.2d 103). As part and parcel of this Offer of Judgment, and as a 

5 
condition to the same, if Defendant, Pardee Homes of Nevada ("Pardee"), accepts this 

6 

7 
Offer of Judgment, it also accepts the following conditions: 

8 1. All purchases of real property designated for detached production 

9 residential use, which includes, without limitation, aI/ single-family 

10 detached production residential lots (which shall include lots of which 

11 custom homes are constructed), all land for roadways, utilities, 
~ 
0 .... 

12 . -'" t) '" ~ <O~ , ."' .... a.. "0 OJ 

13 ",,,, 
>~ 

- " "I 

government facilities, including schools and parks (which school and park 

ZZO 
W ..; t:::-

14 "''' 
(J) ~:g 
Z., 3 « III II> 15 .... u.. 

sites are subject to the provisions of paragraph 7(c) of the Option 

Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow 
:r: g , ..... 

$- 16 z·:! .... o (.I) t:: 
...T ' en " ~ 17 ~'" 0:::: en OJ" w.<: 0 
;(t::.. Ht .... :::;Ern.4) ...... 

:::2: £> g 5'<: 
19 - C/) at-..., to-

-~ v 

20 

Instructions); open space required or designated for the benefit of the 

residential development pursuant to the master plan, a habitat 

. .......... ·······c6hseNati6iipraii;otdeVefopmehtagreement;d raihagewaYs····orany 

other use associated with or resulting from the development of the 

21 Purchase Property and each Option Parcel of the Option Property made 

22 in the future, shall be deemed Option Property under the terms of the 

23 Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow 

24 Instructions executed May, 2004, Bates stamp numbers PL TF0001-0080; 

25 
and Pardee shall provide advanced notice of the pendency of an escrow, 

26 

27 
fourteen (14) days prior to close of escrow, to advise James Wolfram or 

28 
-2-
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1 
Walter Wilkes, their heirs, successors or assigns, of the impending 

2 purchase, of the date of close of escrow, and then to further advise them 

3 as to their entitlement to commissions under the terms of the Option 

4 Agreement. Notices to Mr. Wilkes and Mr. Wolfram, during their life shall 

5 
be to them directly, with copies to their counsel, Jimmerson Hansen, 

6 

7 
P.C., James J. Jimmerson, Esq., and James M. Jimmerson, Esq., and 

8 following the passing of either one or both of the Plaintiffs, to their heirs 

9 and assigns to be designated at the appropriate time. Upon request by 

10 Mr. Wolfram, Mr. Wilkes, their counsel, or their future designees, Pardee 

11 shall provide true and complete copies of executed agreements or 
at--

12 • ~ CD 

() '" ~ "'~ , 
• '" t--a. "0 '" 13 "'''' >~ 
- 111 "I 

contracts concerning the purchase of real property between Pardee 

ZZO 
W .,. C 

14 ",41 

(J) 5l''E >.-
Z '" t:l « .. '" 15 ... u.. 

Homes of Nevada and Coyote Springs Investment llC (or affiliated 

entities). Mr. Wolfram, Mr. Wilkes and their counsel understand that 
::r:g , 

~ 

zi!~ 16 '5 t--

O~~ 
(J)'ij),J, 17 <1>'" ::oM 
0::: (/] R 
W""O ;cC 18 ..................... ~v.i4> .. 
:2:S g :::J.c: 
-~ Q. 19 ..., '" .!!! 

~t! 2. 
20 

receipt of the requested documents may require consent to certain 

confidentiality agreements. Mr. Wolfram, Mr. Wilkes, and their counsel 

. .. ········agreelooebolfrid bYlhenecessarycohfidehtfalit{agl'eemehts. 

The terms of the Commission letter Agreement dated September 1, 

21 
2004, shall remain in full force and effect and the Defendant, by 

22 accepting this Offer of Judgment, fully confirms and acknowledges its 

23 continuing obligation to provide to Mr. Wilkes and Mr. Wolfram a copy of 

24 each written option exercise notice given pursuant to paragraph 2 of the 

25 
Option Agreement for the Purchase of Real Property and Joint Escrow 

26 

27 
Instructions, together with information as to the number of acres involved 

28 
-3-
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and the scheduled closing date. In addition, Pardee shall keep Mr. Wilkes 

and Mr. Wolfram reasonably informed as to all matiers relating to the 

amount and due dates of their commission payments. 

3. With respect to any portion of Option Property purchased by Pardee 

pursuant to this offer of Judgment, Pardee shall pay to Plaintiffs one and 

one-half percent (1 ~%) of the amount derived by multiplying the number 

of acres purchased by Pardee Homes of Nevada by Forty Thousand 

Dollars ($40,000.00). 

This Offer of Judgment is made for the purposes stated in NRS 17.115 and in 

Nevada Rule of Civil Procedure 68 and, if accepted, Plaintiffs will direct the Clerk of the 

Court to enter a judgment against Defendant PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA upon 

receipt of payment of the offered amount of One Hundred Forty Nine Thousand Dollars 

($149,000.00), inclusive of attorney's fees and interest incurred to date and exclusive 

of costs incurred. 

III 
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This Offer of Judgment shall remain open for acceptance for ten (10) days from 

the date of the service of this document. 

DATED this Lq fh day of April, 2013. 

-5-

JIMMERSON HANSEN, P.C. 

M . JIMMERSON, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No.: 00264 
LYNN M. HANSEN, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No.: 00244 
JAMES M. JIMMERSON, ESQ. 
Nevada State Bar No.: 12599 
415 South 6th Street, Suite 100 
las Vegas, Nevada 89101 
Attomeys for Plaintiffs 
James Wolfram and 
Waft Wilkes 
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1 RECEIPT OF ORiGINAL 

2 Receipt of the foregoing . PLA!N'fIFFS~ OFFER OF JUDGMENT TO .DEfENDANT 
. ,"-"1 f 

3 PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA by hand delivery is hereby admow!edged thiS(2)~ day' 

4 of April, 2013, 

5 

6 

-, ...... ,-,- l , , 
" " I' ,~ 

7at Lund 'all, Esq. 
Aaron D, Shipley, Esq. 

e MCDONALD CARANO WiLSON, LLP 
9' 2300 W. Sahara Ave., Suite-1000 

Las Vegas, NV 89102 
10 Attorneys for Defendant 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 
! 

17 ! 

22 

23 

24 

25 

26 

27 

28 
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DISTRICT COURT 

CLARK COUNTY, NEVADA 

5 JAMES WOLFRAM, ) 
) 
) 
) 

6 

7 vEl. 

PLAINTIFF, 

) CASE NO. A632338 
) 

8 PARDEE HOMES OF NEVADA, ) 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

) 
DEFENDANT. ) 

) 

REPORTER'S TRANSCRlPT 

OF 

PROCEEDINGS 

BEFORE THE HONORABLE KERRY L. EARLEY 
DISTRICT COURT JUDGE 

HELD ON FRIDAY, JANUARY 15, 2016 

AT 10:00 A.M. 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA 

21 APPEARANCES: 

22 For the Plaintiff: JAMES J. JH1MERSON, ESQ. 
MICHAEL C. FLAXMAN, ESQ. 

23 

24 
For the Defendant: PATRICIA K. LUNDVALL, ESQ. 

RORY T. KAY, ESQ. 

25 Reported by: Loree Murray, CCR No. 426 

Page 2 

LAS VEGAS, NEVADA, FRIDAY, JANUARY 15,2016 

!0:00A.M. 

****** 
THE COURT: Good morning, counsel. 

Page 1 (Pages 1-4) 

I them up. I have no idea what the calendar says. I 

2 quit looking at it, it was so confusing to me, counsel, 

3 so I will start with how I've done the orders so you 

4 can kind offollow what the Court's doing. 

5 The first one I have, since some of them were 

6 duplicates, I have plaintiffs' motion to strike 

Page 3 

7 judgment entered June 15th, 2015, pursuant to NRCP 

8 52(b) and NRCP 59 as unneeessaty and duplicative orders 

9 of final orders entered on June 25th, 2 thousand ~- I 

10 don't know ifthat's thc right date ~- June 25th, 2014, 

11 and May 13th, and such that the, that judgment that was 

12 entered on the 611512015 was punitive -- no, fugitive. 

13 I'm starting with that, because that's a 

14 procedural one. To me, that was a little bit easier, 

15 so if we want to start with that, and I did look at 

16 NRCP 58(a), Mr. Jimmerson. 

17 MR JIMMERSON: Yes, your Honor. 

18 THE COURT: And I, I will tell you I do agree 

19 that we do need a judgment It does require the entry 

20 of a judgment in this case. Convince me otherwise, 

21 because I read through all the motions, and I did 

22 extensive research as best I could on my own to see, 

23 you know, when it came up, Hey, was the, was my order, 

24 my fLndings of fact, conclusions oflaw order that was 

25 entered on 6/25/2014, plus, as we know, the 

Page 4 

I supplemental one which was required because I had asked 

2 for that on the supplemental briefing regarding the 

3 future accounting, and that was entered on 5/13/2015, 

4 atld had this judgment was subsequent, but you tell me. 

5 I do believe underNRCP 58(a) that a judgment 

1 

2 

3 
4 

5 

6 
7 

8 

MR JIMMERSON: Good morning. 6 was required. 
MS.LUNDVALL:OoodiiioITting;yoUr HanOI' ................... "7 ........ . MR. JThI.MERSON:RighC 

THE COURT: Thank you velY much for letting 

9 me do this session today. I was in thc middle of a 

10 trip Ie kidnapping. I thought it was unfair to you and 

II kind of unfair to the Court because I had worked on all 

12 this, but T just could not give you the time in the 

13 middle of that, so thank you for letting me reset it 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: I'm hoping it wasn't you that 

15 was being kidnapped. 

16 THE COURT: Not at alL We were in the ilial 

17 for a while, three weeks, but it was one of those cases 

18 we were trying to complete before Christmas. We made 

19 it, whatever, so we were just out of time. And typical 

20 in criminal, you did not know it was going to go 

21 forward but it did. 

22 Okay, here's what I've done, I have put these 

23 motions in the order that I think they should go in. 

24 Bear with me and make sure. 

25 I've gone tlu'ough them all, but I have broken 

8 THE COURT: Do you agree with me? Or ifl'm 

9 off, tell me why. 

10 MR JIMMERSON: Thank you, Judge. 

11 THE COURT: Yes. I want to stmi there. 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: I do not agree with you, but 

13 thank you very much. 

14 THE COURT: So I'm not doing substance. We 

15 don't go to the substance yet. I really want to --

16 MR. JIMMERSON: 1 read you loud and cleat·. 

17 THE COURT: I worked velY hard to do issue by 

18 issue, and I'm sure you feel the same way, because we 

19 could be here -- okay, so I want to be VC1Y clear on 

20 the record I'm not going to the substance, I'm strictly 

21 doing it as whether it is, ajudgment, would be a 

22 fugitive document under NRCP 58(a). 

23 MR. JIMMERSON: Thank you, Judge. 

24 THE COURT: Okay. I'm not trying to be --

25 loud and clear I guess is good. 

JA012680



I MR. JIMMERSON: Yes, your Honor, and I 

2 appreciate the direction, and I will speak to that, as 

3 
4 

5 

you say, and not to the substance. 

THE COURT: Right. I'm not there yet. 

MR. JIMMERSON: I will comply with the 

6 Court's orders. 

7 We had this trial submitted to you December 

Page 5 

8 of 20 13. You issued your first order, I believe it was 

9 June 25 --

10 THE COURT: 2014, yes, my findings offact, 

11 conclusions oflaw and order. 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. Now, you, you would 

13 know what you intended. 

14 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

15 MR. JIMMERSON: I don't, I don't have, you 

16 know, the opportunity to go inside your mind what yon 

17 were thinking, but I know what you produced, and I 

18 think the work product that you did evidenced you spent 

19 really a lot of time and effort and concern, and, you 

20 Imow, evelY effort to be fair to both parties and a 

21 very good effort to interpret the evidence as you 

22 understood it, and you made yonr findings. 

23 So what yon did procedurally is you issued 

24 your ruling on June 25, 2013. 

25 THE COURT: And order. 

Page 6 

1 MR. J1MMERSON: And you addressed all of the 

2 issues that were presented by both sides at trial on 

3 seven days between October and December 2013. And then 

4 we also followed our request, plaintiffs' request for 

Page 2 (Pages 5-8) 

Page 7 

1 MR. JIMJlAERSON: Exactly. 

2 THE COURT: Absolutely, and (hat was very 

3 explicit--

4 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

5 THE COURT: -- in my order, because I did not 

6 have infol111ation at trial on how we could do that --

7 MR. JIMMERSON: COlTect. 

8 THE COURT: -- when I looked through all the 

9 evidence. That's very true. 

10 MR. JIMMERSON: But then say I can't read 

I [ your mind, you would need to tell us whether you 

12 intended that to be a final judgment on the monetmy 

13 issues and the --

14 THE COURT: I will tell you I did not. I 

15 envisioned, and I'm very honest and. up front, I 

16 envisioned after we did the second one, I expected, 

17 after we did the supplemental and we got all that 

18 worked out, and that was my second order, I envisioned 

19 a final judgment. 

20 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. 

21 THE COURT: And the reason I wanted that is 

22 so both parties would know here's where we're at, and 

23 here's, you know, especially in a case like tllis, and 

24 evelybody is a very zealous advocate, as we know, and 

25 there were a lot of issues. That's why I worked so 

Page 8 

I hard, you know, I'm not asking for -- I worked so hard. 

2 MR. JIMMERSON: I understand. 

3 THE COURT: I'm just saying that's why I 

4 tried to be as explicit as I could in this one, and I 

5 an accounting, which the Court granted as pal1 of its 5 envisioned that going into a judgment. 

6 fmdings off act and conclusions oflaw ofJune 25. 6 MR. JIMMERSON: All right. 
7 .. THE COURT: Right .................................................................................... ···7 ......... ·······THE COURT: So Tdid,ailalIial'sWhyTdid·· 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: So what we had at that point, 

9 in my judgment, was, and my interpretation of what you 

10 had done is a final order and judgment. You didn't use 

II the word "judgment." 

12 TIlE COURT: I did not. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. But you used the word 

14 "order" where you have findings of fact, conclusions of 

15 law and order that resolves all matters with regards to 

16 our breach of contract, Oill' breach of the implied 

17 covenant of good faith and fair dealing and our nccd 

18 for accounting, and you then granted our request whieh 

19 we had made to you in our opening statement and 

20 throughout the trial and our closing statcments that 

21 there be a second proceeding of some sort. 

22 THE COURT: Right. r wanted supplemental 

23 briefing on how we were going to decide, since I 

24 granted the accounting, how we can agree this should be 

25 done based on the evidence. 

8 not put "judgment." 

9 MR.lIMMERSON: Okay. 

JO THE COURT: I'll be honest, I thought about 

II it untill realized I need the supplemental briefing on 

12 what we were gonna do on the accounting, and I wanted a 

13 judgment under 58(a) to have no questions. 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

15 THE COURT: And where cach party, especially 

16 in a case like this, I will tell both of you, since 

17 there are future duties based on what Pardee may do in 

18 the future, that's why, that's why I did what I did. 

19 And if! would have found enough facts and 

20 evidence in what was given at the trial to have done 

21 the accounting thing, I would have, but until I ruled 

22 on the accounting, I, I looked for -- there was not 

23 enough evidence fOl' me to feel comfortable in saying 

24 what Pardec should do to comply with that future. 

25 I felt like, and I'll be -- I, I wanted more 
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1 infonnation to be able to then complete that part of 

2 the order. 

Page 9 

3 MR. TIMMERSON: And we agree, because--

4 THE COURT: Okay. And that's why. In fact, 

5 you agreed because you all worked on it for me velY 

6 hard. 

7 MR. JIMMERSON: And in the fall of--

8 THE COURT: I agree both of you worked velY 
9 hard to get me that --

10 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. 

11 THE COURT: -- supplemental order, and that's 

12 why I also didn't put "judgment" on that when it was 

13 given to me, can I be very honest, on the one, and you 

14 want me to be, 5/13/2015. 

15 MR. JIMMERSON: May 13, yes, your Honor. 

16 THE COURT: I'm telling you in my head that's 

17 why when I had these two, then I did envision a final 

18 judgmcnt. 

19 MR. TIMMERSON: Okay. 

20 THE COURT: So we would have one document so 

21 both parties would know where we're at, what was owed 

22 and what was then -- and then I envi sioned after the 

23 judgment that we then would have the costs and the 

24 attomey's fees and all the post-judgment, so I did, I 

25 will be honest. 

Page 10 

1 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. Well, dlen you have 

2 resolved the matter. 

3 THE COURT: Okay, so that's, that's why. So 

4 that was when I --

5 MR. TIMMERS ON: The pUlpose for our, the 

6 purpose for our motion, just so I can complete my 
····7 . sfa!eluiil!;was Wlletl you aid Issue yourwnil.! iscaIIia 

8 yom atncndmcnt to findings of fact and cone lusions of 

9 law, yom May 13th, 2015 supplemental order--

10 THE COURT; Correct. 

II MR. JIMMERSON: -- that in oUl'judgment 

12 completed--

13 THE COURT; No. 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: -- yom decision making 

15 relative to facts atld law and final order. Noone took 

16 an appeal from either order, June of'14 or May of 

17 20 l5, so that became a final order. That is why I did 

18 not belief it appropriate for Pardee to submit a 

19 judgment as it did in the middle of June. 

20 THE COURT; Right, and why you might not have 

21 been looking for it. 

22 MR. JIMMERSON: Well, I wasn't, correct. 

23 THE COURT; I, [have put this all together. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. 

25 THE COURT: It's like auything else, ] 
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1 figured out what happened. 

2 MR. JIMMERSON: If you, as you've been velY 

3 clear now to say that no, you did not intend, even with 

4 the supplemental anlendment of findings of fact, 

5 conclusions oflaw in May of 20 I 5 to have served as the 

6 final order of the COUli. 

7 THE COURT: Finaljudgment. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: Final judgment then. 

9 THE COURT: And that is why did I not put the 

10 word "judgment." I thought about it, 1 mean I did, I 

11 addressed it, but 1 did not for those reasons. 

12 MR. JIMM.ERSON: Okay. 

13 THE COURT: Because 1 wanted to have what 

14 needed to be done with accounting, and I wanted one 

15 document, a judgment, so that both the plaintiffs, 

16 especially with these futnre issues, and Defendant 

17 Pardee would know, especially on a case like this, 

18 here's the document, here's what it means, especially 

19 after this case, when --

20 

21 

MR. TIMM.ERSON: Right. 

THE COURT: -- I wanted to make sure what was 

22 done here was explicit for both patties so hopefully 

23 you would understand so we don't have any more 

24 litigation over this commi ssion agreement. 

25 MR. JIMM.ERSON: Let me just finish. 
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1 THE COURT: That's why I did it that way. 

2 That's why when 1 got a judgment, I was not, I was 

3 expecting it. 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: Got it. 

5 THE COURT: Does that makes sense? 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: It does. 
7 ·················THECOURT:··IfI niidri't;Two1.l1dhav(:calTed 

8 both paliies and said, I don't expect a judgment. 

9 MR. JIMMERSON: Let me just say that over 

10 many years oflitigation, as you have seen as well and 

1 L opposing counsel, I'm sure, that orders can be 

12 interpreted--

[3 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: -- as a judgment and as 
15 final--

16 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

17 MR. JIMMERSON: -- and appealable within the 

18 Nevada rules of appellate procedure. 

19 THE COURT: I agree with you. 

20 MR. JIMMERSON: But nonetheless, if this was 

21 your intent, d1en so be it. 

22 THE COURT: I agree with you. That's why--

23 but tImt was my intent. 

24 And [ want you to understand my thought 

25 process, so that's why I did that, and my once again my 
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1 thought process, I want one judgment so both pmiies 1 case, whether it be a good practice or a poor practice, 

2 will know here's where we're at, I mean, and make it as 2 I, personally, do not review many of my emails or any 

3 explicit -- and that's why I went into as much detail 3 of my emails on a daily basis. I have staffhelping 

4 on the findings of fact from my order of 6/25/20 14, and 4 me. This became an issue in this case prior to June of 

5 that's why I worked diligently with you, as you know, 5 2015. 

6 to come up with a supplementaL 6 In the fall of2014, the defendant, Pardee, 

7 And you worked together, I commend both of 7 through counsel, submitted a document to me by email 

8 you, so we could actually resolve that supplemental 8 only and to myself addressed only and to no other staff 

9 issue on the accounting, so that's why I wanted a 9 which I did not read. 

10 supplemental, and you did, order on findings of fact, 10 By viliue that we had hem'ings and I 

11 okay? 11 communicated my objection to that to the Court and my 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: VelY good. 12 custom and practice of not reviewing email, I wrote 

13 THE COURT: So based on that, I hope I did it 13 correspondence to opposing counsel of Pardee, 

14 right, I'm doing them in order here, I'm denying that 14 explaining that alld that I wanted to make sure that 

15 just pursuant to NRCP 58(a), that T did envision, I did [5 they added my secretary, who still remains my 

16 want a judgment, and that was this Court's intent on [6 secretalY, Kim Stewmt, mId the associate assigned to 
17 this case, okay? 17 the case at the time, which was Burak Ahmed, and so the 
18 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. 18 defendant dearly knew that sending me an email had a 
19 THE COURT: And I'm not -- okay. So that 19 fair chance of not being read based upon its plior 
20 takes -- I'm gonna put iliem here in order. 20 expenence. 
21 Okay. Then number two, this is plaintiffs' 21 This repeated itself in June of 2015, as the 
22 motion pursuant to NRCP 52(b) and 59(a) to amend the 22 Court sees. The judgment as proposed by defendant was 
23 Court's judgment entered on June [5th, 2015, to amend 23 submitted to me by an email, copied to no one, despite 
24 the findings of fact, conclusions oflaw and judgment 24 my prior request that it be sent to my secretary, who 
25 contained therein, speeificall y refelTing to the 25 remained the same, and to the associate on the file. 

Page 14 Page 16 

1 1mlguage induded in the judgment at Page 2, Lines 8 1 That was not complied with. 

2 through 13 of the judgment, at Page 2, Lines 18 through 2 You then received the judgment, and you, like 

3 23, to delete the same or amend the same to Idlect the 3 many other fine jurists, pause when you receive a 

4 true fact that plaintiff prevailed on their cntitlement 4 document like that. You don't immediately sign it the 

5 to the first claint for relief for an accounting and 5 next day, not only because you might have many other 

6 damages for their second claim for relief of breach of 6 things to do at dlat moment, but as a matter of good 
........ 

7 . c<..lrifl'aCt;aridtfJeii·Elilrdc[a.1I'riTorrelieffoi'breacIi····· 
.... 17 ·praclice: ............... 

8 of the imp lied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, 8 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

9 and that that defendant never received a judgment in 9 MR. nMMERSON: You want to make sure that 

10 its f01111 and against plaintiffs whatsoever as it 10 both side have some opportunity to object, to 

11 mistakenly stated within the COUlt's latest judgment, 11 communicate between themselves, you know, to take some 

12 and you were refening to the June [5th, 20t5, okay. 12 action to advise the Court widl regard to the propriety 

13 This is the nuts and bolts. This is where 13 of entering such a document. 

14 we're going now. 14 THE COURT: Well, it's not just, I will tell 

15 MR. ]H"IMERSON: Right. 15 you right now it's not just good practice, it's the 

16 THE COURT: Okay. 16 rules ofthis Comi, the rules ofthis COUlt fi'01l1 the 

17 MR. JIMMERSON: All right, Judge. Thank you. 17 beginning on this. And I actually have spent a long 

18 THE COURT: You're welcome. That's the place 18 time, the rules of Department IV have always been, from 

19 to start. [9 the beginning, and they were complied with, I looked 

20 MR. JIMMERSON: As the Court has properly 20 back in the history, that when there is an order for a 

21 noted, we did not anticipate the need for a dlird 2[ -- and I consider a judgment all order, that it is to be 

22 document called "Judgment," which the Court has already 22 signed as to fonn and content and approved, whoever 

23 discussed with us, and the Conl1's indicated otherwise 23 drafted it, approved by the other, or then my rule is 

24 that it did want this judgment. 24 if not, then if someone submits one that has not had 

25 Now, as you saw from the history ofthis 25 the approved to form and content, I am to receive 
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I either a letter or infonnation why, what efforts they 

2 made, and ifthe other side wants to do it, they are to 

3 either send me a letter to explain here's why we don't 

4 approve it, or send me another proposed. 

5 MR. JIMMERSON: Agreed. 

6 THE COURT: I don't sign orders -- and I 

7 looked back throngh this cage, because I1mt has been my 

8 practice since I've been on the bench, since lui y of 

9 2012, and I looked back, and this case did exactly 

10 that, whether it was Ms. Lundvall's firm or whether 

11 yonr firm, gave me the orders, and I looked back all 

12 the way from 10(23/2013 it was done that way, 

13 1/25/2013,3(14/2013,4(1212013,5(3012013,61512013, 

14 7/23/2013, 10(8(2013,8/1412014 and 511312015. 

15 The only order other than this jndgment of 

16 6115/2015 that was not approved for fonn and content is 

17 one done by Jndge Bonaventme when I was, I think I was 

18 at the jndicial college that week, bnt whenever it was, 

19 when there was a collection issue that I wasn't here, I 

20 did not sign that. 

21 My other ruling is when a senior judge or 

22 someone else sits in here, I will not sign tlIeir orders 

23 unless tJley either give me a letter or -- because I 

24 can't always tell by minutes what exactly happened. 

25 That is ilie only one. 
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I S a for the record, this judgment of 

2 6/15/2015, it's not my good practice that I would 

3 pause, it didn't comply with ilie known practice and ilie 

4 standard order of this Cowt that both of you are aware 

5 of and you complied wiili until tills one on 6/15. 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: 111i8 order --
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1 MR. JIMMERSON: And what's deeply offensive 

2 by Pardee here is that they knew iliat I don't read this 

3 and I had requested them to have them sent to my staff 

4 by vi rlue of there had been an issue in the fall of 

5 2013 in a court hearing we had here in which 

6 communication I had directly with Pardee's lead counsel 

7 that they include in my staff, which they did not do in 

8 the following June. 

9 THE COURT: Okay. 

10 MR. JIMJ\ffiRSON: Now, when I say [ can't look 

[ 1 into your mind, I want to say that again, but one thing 

[2 we can say is that this Court worked velY hard and made 

13 mlings in the findings of fact and conclusions of law 

[4 and order that you would recall, you know as your 

[5 findings--

[6 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

17 MR. JIMJ\ffiRSON: And let me say that if you, 

18 and I have done this, if you compare your order to the 

19 proposed findings of fact, conclusions oflaw of the 

20 plaintiff and as the defendant, you drew upon both as 

21 well as making your own independent findings within 

22 tIlis judgment, so it is velY clear to me --

23 THE COURT: I did not adopt your findings. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: Conect. 

25 THE COURT: And did [not adopt--
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I MR. JIMMERSON: Comct. 

2 THE COURT: I literally spent a week of my 

3 time off, I'm paid a lot, I'm supposed to do that, to 

4 do that for you. 

5 MR. JIMMERSON: Exactly. 

6 THE COURT: So don't -- all you have to do is 
. ···7··· . ... . THE COURT: .. Sol Wantedtl1a:tlnlneTeCbta: .................. 7100katyourlWb[jfbposedafid you will see tllal's not .. ... . .......... . 

8 And I looked back to make sure if for some reason I had 8 \V hat I did. 

9 made a waiver in this case, and I certainly had not. 

10 MR. JIMMERSON: And the Court should--

11 

12 

13 

THE COURT: I wanted that on the record. 

MR. JIMMERSON: 11lank you. 

And the Court should note, of course, that I 

14 was not given that opportunity to sign off on this 

15 docwnent. 

16 THE COURT: It's my understanding fl:om your 

17 affidavit you were not. 

18 MR. J[MMERSON: Concct. They sent me an 

19 email that included iliis document. They knew that I 

20 don't read my emails as a matter of course. They ilien 

21 submitted it to you in a day or two following that and 

22 you signed it, but on the face of the document the 

23 judgment is very clear that T did not sign off on that, 

24 and just the face of the docrunent evidences the same. 

25 THE COURT: It does. 

9 
[0 

MR. JIMMERSON: Absolutely right. 

THE COURT: And I reviewed all the testimony 

11 again, because as you recall, lllfortunately after your 

12 next week of trial, I had to start the Actos trial. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

14 THE COURT: Hopefully I never have to do iliat 

15 again, I've leamed ifI do a bench trialI'm not gorum 

16 let them back me up, but you learn when things happens. 

17 So I will tell you for the record I read 

18 every h'ansclipt again. T, wherever T sat, at home, I 

19 read every -- because honestly, it's like the trier of 

20 fact, I can't remember all of the testimony and it was 

21 extensive. And we had that break also, remember, 

22 Mr. Jimmerson? 

23 

24 

25 

MR. JIMMERSON: Yes, your Honor, I do. 

THE COURT: Okay. So iliat is true. 

MR. JIMMERSON: The point being that you well 
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1 know more than opposing counselor myself your intent 

2 and--

3 THE COURT: I do. 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: -- your convictions with 

5 regard to the enlly of findings, conclusions, and the 

6 final order that you entered on June 25th of 20 14 as 

7 supplemented by your amended findings of May 13th of 

8 2015. 

9 Speaking to your findings offact and 

10 conclusions ofIaw and order ofJune of 2014, you know, 

II having listened to all the testimony, from opening 

12 statements to closing remarks and all the testimony in 

13 between, that there was never a claim by the plaintiff 

14 for S 1.9 million in damages that you have found in the 

15 judgment that was asserted improperly by Pardee as pati 

16 ofthis judgment submitted to you in June and that you 

17 signed on that date. 

18 Here specifically what the finding says that 

19 we ask pursuant to this motion be stricken or del eted, 

20 and as you properly noted, Judge, it's at Page 2, 

21 Lines 8 through 17, and again at Page 2 at Lines 18 

22 through 23. 

23 THE COURT: I marked it up. I got it. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: Plaintiffs' claimed 

25 $1,952,000 in total damages related to their causes of 
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1 action. Specifically, Plaintiffs' claim $1,800,000 in 

2 damages related to lost future commissions from 

3 Pardee's purported breach ofthe commission agreement, 

4 $146,500 in artomey's fees inClined as special damages 

5 and for prosecuting the action, and $6,000 in 

6 consequential damages for time and effort expended 
··7 ·searcltmgfof illfoi'lftatibfi regatdlhgW!1aCPatclee 

8 purportedly owed them under the commission agreement. 

9 And you make the order based on that Lines 18 

10 through 22, It is hereby ordered, adjudged, and decreed 

11 that judgment is entered against the plaintiffs and for 

12 Pardee as to plaintiffs' claim for $1,800,000 in 

13 damages related to lost future cOlllmissions under tlle 

14 commission agreement. 

15 Pardee has not breached the commission 

16 agreement in such way, any way in which as to deny 

17 plaintiffs any future cOl1ll11issions, and Pardee has paid 

18 all commissions due and owing under the commission 

19 agreement. 

20 This is a phony asseliion of words that are 

21 not supported by your findings of fact, conclusions of 

22 law, and it's an attempt by them which followed 

23 immediately after tills for tills ridiculous claim for 

24 attomey's fees, that somehow they were the prevailing 

25 party. You see the dominoes that fall. 

I 

2 

3 
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THE COURT: Absolntely, I saw the dominoes. 

MR. JIMMERSON: So I'm speaking to this --

THE COURT: I worked on it. 

4 MR. JIMI'v1ERSON: This is tbe central issue in 

5 all seven motions, and once you resolve this, it wi II 
6 help resolve every other issue. 

7 THE COURT: I'm aware of that. I analyzed 

8 it. I'm very awat·e of that, .Mr. Ji1l11l1ersoll. Believe 

9 me, I'm aware of that. 

10 :MR.. JIMMERSON: All tight. Judge, I think 

11 that Pardee is really acting in bad faith by making 

12 this type of a finding and making this kind of order, 

13 which would never have been approved by me had I seen 

14 it. Let's go tlu·ough it. 

15 The deposition of James Wolfram that was 

16 taken in 2013 just before trial, at page -- it was also 

17 taken in 20 II. It was two volumes of the deposition of 

18 James Wolfram, but reading from the deposition of 

19 November 8th, 2011, Page 102, Ms. Lundvall, on behalf 

20 of Pardee, asked Mr. Wolfram, on behalf of the 

21 plaintiffs, she said this: 

22 All right. Can you tell me -- I'm reading 

23 from Lines 7 through 9 of his deposition. 

24 

25 

I 

2 

3 

4 

5 
(, 

7 

8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 

All right. Can you tell me how much that you 

believe you've been damaged, sir, and that 
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you're seeking to recover from Pardee? 

Mr. Wolfratn: I can't. I don't know enough 

about what I'm talking about. I don't know 

enough about what I'm talking about. That's 

the reason this whole thing has come about. 

I can't tell you that. I don't have enough 
··nif6thiatiOfi;ena6f quore .... 

That's during discovery, and that's Pardee's 

direct inquiry. It is the only inquiry that Pardee 

makes with regard to plaintiffs' damages. They never 

serve any intenogatories, they never serve any 

requests for production of documents that speak to 

damages. They never inquire about that. 

Nowhere in the opelllng statement does the 

defendant speak to $1.8 million. Nowhere does the 

plaintiff speak to $1.8 million. The S 1.8 million only 

appeat·ed as a number in two places, and I will tell you 

exactly where they are, and none ofthem are part of 

tile court record in terms of the trial. 

The first reference to S 1. 8 million is filed 

as a 16.1 supplemental disclosure by plaintiff in 

2 thousand -- is it'll -- 2013, that said that if the 

30,000 acres were all designated single-family 

production residential property as defined lll1der the 

option agreement, and if you were to take a $40,000 per 
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1 acre, and multiply that over the number of acres that 

2 are being built out over the next 40 years, and you 

3 multiply that by 1.5 percent, our clients could be 

4 entitled to up to S 1.8 million in damages, period. 

5 That's it. 

6 The second time that that number was raised 

7 was in am opposition to the plaintiffs' motion for 

8 swnmary judgment that was argued and briefed in 2013, 

9 which was denied by the COllli in denying the defense's 

10 motion for sllimnary judgment, where we stated that up to 

11 30,000 acres could lead to future commissions of 

12 $1.8 million. 

13 Neither one of those references were ever 

14 introduced into evidence or spoken to you, and I say to 

15 you more than anything, and we can talk for seven hours 

16 today, but in the next tlrree minutes, you ean answer 

17 this question. 

18 Did you hear any testimony by the plaintiff 

19 or by the defendant or any rebuttal or opposition by 

20 the defendant or the plaintiff of any claim of 

21 $L8million? The answer is no. How do we know that'? 

22 Because you start with the opening statement of 

23 plaintiff, Mr. Jilmnerson, the opening statement of 

24 Pardee, Ms. Lundvall. There's not one reference to a 

25 claim for future commissions of $1.8 million that is 
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[ 

2 

3 

THE COURT: The Comt disagreed. 

MR. JIMMERSON: Agreed. 

THE COURT: I looked at the evidence, but 

4 that's what you were talk ing about. 

5 MR. JIMMERSON: That's exactly --

6 THE COURT: Not future, as in future that I 

7 would have thought of by tins accounting. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: Correct. 
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9 THE COURT: So it wasn't future, so that was 

10 very unclear until I --

II MR . .JIM:MERSON: Right. 

12 THE COURT: That was not what it really was, 

13 it was potentiallY past commissions --

14 MR . .JIM:MERSON: You got it. 

15 THE COURT: -- under the commission agreement 

16 letter, which I'm, I almost know word for word right 

17 now, the commission agreement based on your 

18 interpretation, what your interpretation was. I 

19 understood it. I read the testimony. 

20 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

21 THE COURT: Winch I admit, during trial I did 

22 not, I did not find that I thought any would be due and 

23 owmg. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: I1Ulderstand. 

25 THE COURT: TIIere was never anything that 1 
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I due now. Not anything. 1 -- I don't even remember if! had gone that way how [ 

2 What is said, in fact, to you in our opening 2 would have figured an amount out. In fact, when I was 

3 statement by myself is we don't know. We're looking 3 looking at it, I'm not gonna go through it, I didn't. 

4 for whether or not future commissions are owed. We 4 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

5 need the infonnation. 5 THE COURT: I didn't go there, because I 

6 THE COURT: And by "future commissions," you 6 found that I did not the feel that what I said--
. ···7 ·jriealljfnadag:reedthafwlieritIieyclimige;Wl1ere~~ .................. ·····7 .............. ···MKJIMMERSON:Right.··· 

8 thc option property, and in had agreed with that, 

9 that your claim was that they had already, Pardee had 

10 already sold to -- bought from CSI, what propeliy that 

11 was option property, and that would have been due and 

12 owmg. 

13 :MR. JTh1MERSON: Correct. 

14 THE COURT: Under the cOlTImission. 

15 :MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

16 THE COURT: So wheu you say "fulme," that's 

17 not really -- that's, that's -- I don't understand that 

18 one, because not future, not for future if they were 

19 selling in the future, but may have been owed it: once 

20 yon got all those documents and all those amendments 

21 and we had discussion, I understand it completely, I 

22 wcnt through it, you felt like your position was that 

23 they had already sold property under that option 

24 agreement. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

8 

9 

10 

THE COURT: It's in my findings. 

MR. JIMMERSON: llight. 

THE COURT: I told you my reasoning. I did 

II not feel that there was anything more due and owing. 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: You're correct. 

13 THE COURT: And T felt that they -- that was 

14 my choice. I was the trier of fact. I felt that the 

IS changes that were done did not make it option property 

16 and did not make it something that commissions were --

17 I was very clear, and that was obviously --

18 MR. JIMMERSON: I'm really glad, I'm really 

19 glad that you prepared for today's hearing. You are a 
20 hot bench right now. You really know this stuff. 

21 THE COURT: Well, this--

22 MR. JIMMERSON: So thank you. 

23 THE COURT: I invested so much time for both 

24 of you, I felt in my hemi. I wanted this right, you 

25 know. 
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I This, this is the most distressful thing I've 

2 ever gone through, I'll be honest, because, you know, 

3 you work so hard, and, you know. 
4 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. So I can explain to 

5 you--
6 THE COURT: It's a tough job. You work so 

7 hard because I, as any judge would do, this was so 

8 important--
9 MR. JIMMERSON: So you Imderstand. 

10 THE COURT: -- that this be done right for 

II both of you, very much so. Whether you agree how I do 

12 it or not, I certainly have put the time in and am 

13 hying velY hm'd to do what's fair for both of you, as 

14 I'm supposed to. That's my job. 

15 MR. JIMMERSON : You bet. 

16 THE COURT: I'm not asking that you say, Good 

17 Job, Earley, you're doing your job. That is my job. 
18 But right or wrong, I will tell you I have invested the 

19 time that I know was required, not only for all the 

20 motions prior for the trial, but for all of this. 

21 MR. JIMMERSON: Well, this motion certainly 

22 IS--

23 THE COURT: You're not having a judge that 

24 doesn't get it. I get. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: This motion is aimed at the 
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1 improper insertion of a finding that was not 

2 appropriate. Certainly it was not something the Court 

3 did. The Court found actually otherwise, the reverse 

4 of that, in your order. 

5 Just so you understand, the $1.8 million is 

6 based upon a theoretical purchase of all the remaining 
··lpropeliyandissumll1iitliifillofii'sdeslgnitedlJy . 

8 Pardee as single family over the next 30 years. That's 

9 how you got the $1.8 million. This case wasn't about 

10 $1. 8 million. It was exactly what you said. 
11 We believed, which you found differently, but 

12 we believed they only had the right to build within 

13 Parcel 1, and if they went east of Parcel 1 it would be 

14 the exercise of option property. 

15 THE COURT: And that would have been past 

16 damages. 
17 MR. JIMMERSON: Exactly. And the muount of 

18 those acres was unknown to us, because we didn't know 
19 how much was to the east of the line on the east side 

20 ofPm'cell, and that's why we were asking for the 

21 accoUllting. 
22 Now, you resolved that against the 

23 plaintiffs--

24 THE COURT: I did. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: -- mId said that there was 
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I enough evidence within the option agreement and its 

2 amendments to evidence that Pardee had the right to go 
3 horizontally to the east and not vertically to the 

4 north within Parcel!. That's something we obviously 

5 didn't agree with, but that was your findings. 

6 THE COURT: That was my findings from looking 

7 at the evidence, absolutely. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: But the important, the 

9 pertinent part as a result of that is, as yon correctly 

10 chm'actelized and analyzed what the issues were, there 

11 was never a claim by Jim Wolfram or Walt Wilkes at 

12 Dial or in their depositions that they had an existing 

l3 obligation owed to them by Pardee of $1. 8 million or 

14 any number that even resembled such a number. 

15 His only claim for damages when he was asked 

16 about that by Pardee's counsel, Ms. Lundvall was, I 

17 spent, you know, hours tlying to find infonnation. I 

18 used S80 an hour. The COUlt awarded $ 75 mI hour, and 

19 so I'm entitled to $7,200. The Court awarded $6,000, 

20 and then the Court --

21 THE COURT: That was based on the evidence. 

22 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. And the COUl1100ked 

23 upon the testimony that I offered, as provided by the 

24 Supreme Court lUleS, of approximately $146,500. The 

25 COUl1 awarded $13 5,500, combined for a judgment of 

Page 32 

1 $141,500. That's what the Court did. The Court found 

2 that there were no fW1her comm i ssions due and owing 
3 because the Court found they had the right to build 

4 east horizontally. I'm with you. 

5 THE COURT: I was very detailed in my 
6 findings of fact mld conclusions ofJaw and order. 

.; .......... ···MKJIMMERSON:Andthelasfpalt6fthaf 

8 was, as you know, dilling the course of the trial and 

9 having listencd to the testimony of Lash, Andrews, and 

10 Whittemore, we double checked the COWlty Commission 
11 records and found that they had redesignated a 

12 multi-family parcel, Res. 5, if you remember the map. 

13 THE COURT: To single. 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: To single-family production 

15 real estate, and you ruled against us again there. 

16 THE COURT: I did. 

17 MR. JIMMERSON: Where you said--

18 

19 

THE COURT: Based on the evidence. 

MR. JIMMERSON: -- that the redesignation 

20 would not entitle the plaintiffs to those damages. 

21 THE COURT: Right. 

22 MR. JIMMERSON: And as you've seen in both 

23 the proposed fmdings that the plaintiffs submitted as 

24 well as the testimony that Res. 5 was in the ballpark 

25 of a 50 acre parcel which you could you multiply times 
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I 40,000 times li2 would be about a $30,000 commission. I Parcel Map 1, would have been option property. I got 

2 And we didn't know what that would be, that would be 2 it. 

3 something you would take up in the second pali of the 3 THE COURT: You can disagree, but --

4 11ial, accounting 11ial, which was obviated by the 4 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. But that certainly 

5 Court's ruling that they could redesignate. 5 does not obviate the need and the obligation of Pardee 

6 THE COURT: I agree with that. I agree with 6 to pay a future commission in the event they, in the 

7 that in the record, yes, I do. 7 future, by additional propelty, designate it 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: So what I have to say to you 8 single-family production residential property, and that 

9 is sort of like this: If you stick to your guns with 9 would entitle the plaintiffs to additional commission. 

to regard to your findings offact and conclusions oflaw 10 [n fact, you remember the testimony of 

II and order, then you can clearly see how Defendant 11 Jon Lash was that the next purchase by Pardee of option 

12 Pardee has misled the Court and has inserted a finding 12 propel1y will be a commissionable event owed to the 

13 that led to an order that somehow they prevailed in 13 plaintiffs. 

14 this case is completely a mischaracterization and 14 THE COURT: And that's why we have the 

15 distOition of this tlial. 15 supplement. 

16 I want to go further, because there's just 16 MR. JIMMERSON: Exactly. 

17 nothing -- again, it's just a preposterous suggestion. 17 THE COURT: To say if they do it, you'll have 

18 Judge, in tlle opening statement by eitller party, no one 18 the infonnation, you'll be on tlle same page, and you'll 

19 raises the $l.8 million. Number two, nobody ever 19 !mow [hat it was option property that was pursuant to 

20 claims that that's been done, because the $l.8 million 20 the commission agreement. 

21 on its face is a hypothetical calculation of if30, 000 21 MR. JIMMERSON: The findings--

22 acres of option property in the next 35 years from the 22 THE COURT: I understand that. 

23 time of trial were exercised, tlmt would be a possible 23 MR. JIMMERSON: The findings offact, 

24 cOllunission due to the plaintiff. 24 conclusions oflaw ofyourselftllat was entered in 

25 THE COURT: Right. 25 June --
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1 MR. JIMMERSON: That's all, but evelybody 1 THE COURT: June 25th, 2014, right. 
2 understood that that wasn't the case. The case here 2 MR. JIMMERSON: It makes no reference to a 

3 was for infonllation. The breach of contract was 3 $1.8 million and makes no reference to the defendant 

4 failure to give information. The first claim was for 4 Pardee prevailing at all. I know you have but I did it 
5 an accol11lting. The second claim was for breach of 5 again, of course in preparation, read every single 

6 contmct, not for money damages due and owing, but for 6 finding of fact and conclusions oflaw of your findings 
··1 . ··iiifolmation;andtlieililrdistbehreachofhnpHed ... 

------ -----

"/ offad;ConcIus!()nsoflaw oidei;; alia. Yol.lwill fil1d 

8 covenant of good faith and fair dealing. S the following: 

9 So all I'm gonna try to say to you is this, 9 One, tlmt an acconnting is warranted. The 

to You have the affidavit of plaintiffs' lead counsel who 10 first claim for relief by the plaintiffs is wananted, 

11 says 90 percent of our time was devoted to defeating 11 and there will be an aCCOl11lting that we will detennine 

12 their claim for $1.8 million. Well, first ofall, if 12 how to do that by briefs 60 days from then, and that 

13 you just calculate the amount oftime that they charged 13 there was an entitlement to accounting because of the 

14 their client, as evidenced by their bills through tlle 14 special relationship that existed between the 

15 time in 2013 when this fifth disclosure was made, they 15 plaintiffs and Defendant Pardee because of the reliance 

16 already had 20 percent of their time already expended, 16 and the need, you know, and control that tlle plaintiffs 

17 so it couldn't be 90 percent, but beyond that, when you 17 needed of the defendants and the defendant's control of 

18 look at the entries of their, the specific entries 18 all the information that would be able to be and was 

19 within their billings, you don't see any reference to 19 required by contract to be provided the plaintiffs that 

20 $1.8 million. It's just a phony claim. 20 hadn't been provided. 

21 What they won in your finding was that there 21 And third, that there had been an intentional 

22 was no present commissions due to the plaintiffs beyond 22 bad faith withholding of information, palticularly as 

23 what had been paid because the Comt found that it had 23 it related to designation of property that the 

24 the right, Pardee had the right to build east 24 defendant owed to the plaintiffs, and therefore, the 

25 horizontally and to, and tl1at, at least in the first 25 plaintiffs were entitled to accounting and we will do 
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1 so by supplemental brief. I find breach of that. There was certainly a covenant 

2 That's your findings with regard to the first 2 that ran with this contract, and the covenant of good 

3 claim. 3 faith and fair dealing was not complied with by Pardee, 

4 You have to understand fi·om this case, and I 4 I filid a breach and I find the same damages of 

5 know you do, this was never a case of plaintiffs are 5 $1.41,500, and you have entered the order that says so, 

6 entitled to commissions in the amount of blank dollars. 6 and then you have the accounting in 60 days. 

7 Read the complaint, read the second -- first amended 7 So I want yon to know how preposterous, it's 

8 complaint and the second amended complaint, they all 11 the only word I thought of it can be, you know. I 

9 say the same thing, the breach of contract is the 9 could be melodramatic. I don't want to do that. I 

10 failme to provide the infonnation that this special 10 want to be as professional as we all can be, but it's a 

11 relationship and superior knowledge that Pardee had, 11 preposterous claim this be inserted into a complaint. 

12 and we don't know whether or not there's additional 12 You don't make any findings, any findings that the 

13 monies due and owing, and if there is we want them to 13 defendant prevailed. You don't make any findings 

14 be paid to us but we need that information. And that 14 that's in this judgment that says that the Court has 

15 was consistent throughout the case. You couldn't have 15 ordered judgment in favor of defendant and against the 

16 found a more conservative complaint by any plaintiff 16 plaintiff on this issue at all. It's not referenced 

17 against any defendant. 17 anywhere. Why? Because it was not an issue tried at 

18 These pI aintiffs are taking on the behemoth 18 trial. 

19 of Pardee. They filed a complaint because they had 19 I have gone back and have provided to you in 

20 written four or five letters beforehand requesting the 20 this record the proposed --, the opening statements --

21 illfOlmatioll and they were not provided it. 21 well, I've given you the entire transcript. We have 

22 Mr. Lash independently tells Chicago Title 22 the entire transcript. It's part of the record, the 

23 not to give information to Mr. Wolthm, and the Court 23 entire b·anscript. There's not one word of 

24 makes that finding within its orders. So when you look 24 $1.8 million or the plaintiffs' claim for $1.8 million. 

25 at that, you have your COUli's specific findings, 25 and therefore, your Honor, you should enter a judgment 
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1 plaintiff prevails as to the accounting. 1 in favor of us to say that we defeated them on that 
2 Second claim for relief, breach of 2 lssue. 

3 contracted, granted. I find that there was a contract, 3 In the opening statement of Pat Lundvall 

4 I find that the duties of the plaintiffs have been 4 doesn't reference one thing about, you know, your 

5 fully satisfied, I find the duties ofthe defendant 5 Honor, the plaintiffs are making a claim of 

6 were 110t satisfied and that they did not provide the 6 $1. 8 million, and you need to make a finding against 

'1 .. irif6iiiiiti6iirequii'ed fOdoso;all.dTfindiii fiv6f6f 
-------------------

1 therii.ThifwasriT iirilssue;hecause if was a 
8 the plaintiffs. 8 theoretical mathematical calculation of all the rest of 

9 What damages do I award? I award the special 9 the 30,000 acres, all of it being designated as 

10 damages pursuant to Sandy Valley of the time and effOli 10 single-family production real estate, and all of it 

11 of Mr. Wolfram pursuant to decisional law both in 11 being built out for the next 35 years at the time of 

12 Califomia and elsewhere that allows for that in the 12 trial. Everybody understood that, and the testimony of 

13 modest amount of $6,000, and I allow $135,500 in 13 Jim Wolfram fi-om his deposition first given in 2011 
14 attorneys fees out on think we requested about 14 light through the present evidenced that. 

15 $146,000 in attorney's fees, that I'm satisfied is 15 My opening statement is recorded in our 

16 directly and devoted and required only as the result of 16 bliefs. It simply states, Judge, this is a case about 

17 the failure of the defendant to provide the infonnation 17 a need for information and the damages that followed 

18 it was obliged to do, and that's the judgment, $141,500 18 therefor. 

19 plus interest as we go forward. 19 The trial, at the trial Mr. Wolfram took the 

20 That's your findings on breach of contract, 20 witness stand on two different occasions, Mr. Wilkes 

21 and you were very specific to find there was a breach, 21 went one time, and the Comi may remember the 

22 and you find the bad faith of the defendant with regm·d 22 difficulty that Mr. Wolfram had on the first day in 

23 to the failure to provide this infOlmation. 23 tenns of some of the questions that were asked, but he 

24 The third claim for relief, breach of the 24 was on the stand for many, many hours. At no time did 

25 implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing, you 25 plaintiffs' counsel -- excuse me, defendant's coullscl, 
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I let alone plaintiffs' counsel, but cel1ainly at no time 

2 did defendant's counsel ask a single question about 

3 $ (.8 million. At no time was Mr. Wolfram asked a 
4 question like: Are you claiming today that you were 

5 entitled to lost cOlmnissions of$I.8 million? That was 

6 not asked. It's not part of this case. It was simply 

7 a theoretical calculation of what could be owed in the 

8 event of all this happening in the next 35 years, not 

9 what's going on in 2013 when this case was hied, not 

10 one question about that by Pardee's counsel, not one 

11 question of Mr. Wilkes with regard to that. 

12 There is no evidence, there is no exhibit 

13 that references $1.8 million. There is no enby of 

14 time by Jimmerson Hansen by McDonald's Carano that 

15 references $1.8 million. 

16 This case was about whether or not the 

17 defendant had breached its duty to provide infonnation 

18 and whether or not it owed to the plaintiff an 

19 accounting for that infonnatioll. That's what this case 

20 is. And it was hotly contested, as the Court 

21 indicated, and there was a lot of, you know, intense 

22 work, and it was vely, the best way to describe it, a 

23 hotly contested case, but at no time did the defendant 

24 at any tinle make reference to plaintiffs' alleged claim 

25 of $1.8I11i11iol1, because plaintiff never made that 
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I claim in any complaint, any amendment to that complaint 
2 and any document. There's not one piece of infOlmation 
3 introduced in evidence or argued to you orally that 
4 references that. 

5 
6 

THE COURT: Right. 
MR. JIMMERSON: So when I saw this judgment 
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1 THE COURT: I did. 
2 MR. JIMMERSON: That has no basis to be patt 
3 of this judgment. 
4 And then what they say is: It is hereby 
5 ordered, adjudged, and decreed that judgment is entered 
6 against plaintiffs and for Pardee. Read your findings 
7 of fact and conclusions oflaw. 
S THE COURT: I did. 
9 MR. JIMMERSON: Is there any entry of any 

10 judgment against the plaintiffs in those findings? No. 
11 It is concocted. Why is that? Because there's an 
12 ulterior motive by Pardee. Pardee is hying to tlnd a 
13 way to get their attorney's fees back. 
14 They expended an extraordinary amount of 
15 money, $550,000 they claim in this case, and they want 
16 90 percent of it retul1led to them because they 
17 prevailed on a claim that didn't exist, that you never 
18 heard, that they introduced no evidence on somehow so 
19 they would have the basis to malce this claim. And then 
20 what happens after this judgment is entered? They 
21 fIled a motion for attomey's fees which you willlUle 

22 upon today or in the future. 
23 And then based upon this alleged fmding that 
24 plaintiffs claim $1,952,000 or $1.8 million in damages 
25 related to lost future damages, and therefore a 
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I judgment is entered, it is hereby ordered, adjudged and 
2 decreed that judgment is entered against the plaintiffs 
3 and for Pardee as to plaintiffs' claim for $1,800,000 
4 in damages related to lost future commissions under the 
5 commission agreement, that can't possibly be, because 
6 as you properly stated, we don't know what purchases 

.. ····7 . rieie iriJl.lneof20T5,liavlrignot beengiverifhe ............... ···········7 . Pai'aeelsgolnglomakefi'ijjhCSTijitlieTtiIui'ef6Yflie 

8 oPPOItunity to sign off on it as the Court's standard 8 next 35 years, so how could we possibly have won a 
9 mle would require, I moved to strike this document 9 claim tllat's going to be over the next 35 years when 

10 specifically, as it found your finding plaintiffs' 10 evelyone in this courtroom will be dead? 

11 claim $1,950,000 in total damages. 
12 Judge, none of the findings of fact and 
13 conclusions of law of either side, plaintiff or 
14 defendatlt, makes any reference to this, nor, as I 
15 mentioned before, was there any intenogatOlles or 

16 requests for production of docwllents or requests for 
17 admissions or any use of depositions, Rules 30, 33, 34, 
18 36 ever promulgated by the defendant on this issue of 
19 alleged entitlement to S 1.8 million. 
20 And you have your own recollection, which is 

21 the most illlPOl1ant. Did the plaintiff ever make a 
22 cl aim during the course of this trial for 
23 $1.952 million? The plaintiffs claim S I ,952,000 in 
24 total damages, that was a lie. That's untrue. And you 
25 heard the hial. 

11 Please understand that was the whole purpose 
12 of this judgment, because how is Sharon or Jim's 
13 children going to follow what's going on in the next 35 

14 years? 
15 Now, we had no idea about the transfer of 
16 Weyerhaeuser and all the other things and the 
17 litigation with the Seeno brothers that may have 
18 affected lhe future events, but as we tried this case, 
19 nobody was asking for $1. 8 million or the like. 
20 So then they enter order is against 
21 plaintiffs for Pardee as to plaintiffs' claim for 
22 $1,800,000 in damages. We never made that claim. 
23 There's not a document to suppOli that. There is not 
24 one piece of testimony about it. What can I say? Tbe 
25 words $1. 8 million or a claim for anything like that, a 
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1 million dollars, 1.3, 1.5 was never referenced in this I MR. JIMMERSON: In your own fmdings you 

2 trial. 2 granted plaintiffs as the prevailing pal1ies and 

3 I reviewed the ttial transcript. It's not 3 against the defendant, 141,500. That's fine. 

4 there. ] reviewed the opening statements by both 4 Let me tum to the next page of the judgment. 

5 patiies. It's not there. 1 reviewed the findings of 5 THE COURT: I got it. 

6 fact proposed by both of patiies. It's not there. 6 MR. JIMMERSON: And it concludes -- I guess 

7 So you tried this case. You know it was not 7 that's it, right? 

8 there, and so your, you know, your entry ofthis 8 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

9 judgment based upon, as I understand, your receiving 9 MR. JIMMERSON: Am I missing a page? 

10 this judgment from the defense counsel for Pardee, 10 THE COURT: It's three pages. I've got it 

11 waiting some time to hear from the Jimmerson Law Firm, 11 here. 

12 having heard nothing you entered the judgment. 12 MR. JIMMERSON: All right. And then you 

13 THE COURT: I will clear up the record on 13 referenced the need for the accounting and going 

14 exactly what happened there. 14 forward. 

15 MR. JIMMERSON: r don't know. 15 THE COURT: And it incorporated, I mean 

16 THE COURT: 1 know, so 1 will put everything 16 incorporated my order of May 13th, 2015. 
17 on the record. 17 MR. JIMMERSON: Exactly. Exactly. So that's 

18 MR. JIMMERSON: That's fine. 18 that. 

19 THE COURT: The record for you is you did not 19 THE COURT: I'm velY familiar with this 

20 approve this and you did not sec it, and that's what 20 judgment. 

21 you're saying as a matter of law. 21 MR. JIMMERSON: Now, because you really have 

22 MR JIMMERSON: That's exactly light. 22 prepared for this, I'm so grateful for that, because 

23 THE COURT: I mean as an officer of the 23 two years have passed and it's easy to miss some oftlle 

24 Court, and that's fine, and I -- 24 nuances and minor details, which is understandahle, but 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: Regardless, regardless of 25 having gone back, you will understand, you know, 
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1 that, Judge, is it an improper finding. 1 otherwise I was prepared, am prepared, I'm sure counsel 

2 THE COURT: I understand we went the next 2 will do the same on behalf of the defendant, I can walk 

3 step, which is substance-wise, does that judgment 3 you through eVC1Y single Ilial exhibit. Your Honor 

4 actually reflect my findings of fact and conclusions of 4 remembers tlte --

5 law -- 5 THE COURT: I am very aware oftlle trial 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: You got it. 6 exhibits. 
........ 

7 . ......... ··TIIE COURT:==.iridordeiiliafwaserircred on ----------

T ........... MRJIMJlJERSON:Tl1cl'e'sliOiefefericeroif. 

8 6/25/2014 and the subsequent one on 5/13/2015, I 8 There's no evidence of plaintiffs claiming 

9 understand. 9 $ L 8 million. 

10 MR. JIMMERSON: And I would submit that it 10 THE COURT: I understand. 

11 does not. 11 MR JIMMERSON: ll1ere's no ability, there was 

12 THE COURT: Okay. 12 never an ability of plaintiff to make that claim 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: Now, the balance of the 13 because first of all, they didn't have the information. 

14 judgment, although it wouldn't be how I would have 14 Didn't know what they were entitled to, and more 

15 written it, but it does say that judgment in favor of 15 important! y, we knew that they had only built out on 

16 the plaintiffs against Pardee on causes of action 16 511 acres. You'll rememher tlle first one was 1,500 
17 breach of contract, breach of implied covenant of good 17 acres. The second amendment in March of 2005 was 511 
18 faith and fair dealing, and the accounting. Listen, 18 acres, everything else being option property, so my 

19 Judge, there was never a claim for $1.8 million. 19 point is we knew tllat tlley hadn't built out, you know, 

20 That's my point. 20 to,OOO acres, you know, you can drive out there and 

21 THE COURT: I understand your position 21 know that, but we were claiming that they had built 

22 exactly. 22 east beyond where they were entitled to exercise option 

23 MR. JIMMERSON: I don't want to repeat 23 property. 

24 myself. 24 THE COURT: Right. I understand what you 

25 THE COURT: You don't have to. 25 were claiming. 
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l\·fR. JIJlJMERSON: But because you understand 

2 what we were claiming, you know that judgment was never 

3 entered by you in favor of Pardee and against the 

4 plaintiffs. It's just a fiction. And what's so 

5 unhappy and nnfortunate about it is what happens then 

6 is that then becomes the basis for the request for 

7 attorney's fees which should be denied as well, as 

8 we'll discuss today. 

9 With that deletion, you have from your own 

10 findings a velY clear point: Plaintiffs prevailed on 

11 its claim for accounting, plaintiffs prevailed on its 

12 claim for breach of contract for infol1nation and the 

13 damages and the special damages under Sandy Valley, and 

14 by the way, and Liu, which you had read They make a 

15 motion to set aside, claiming you didn't read Liu. You 

16 cited Lin in your conclusions oflaw. 

17 THE COURT: I'm very aware of that, 

18 Mr. Jimmerson. I read that case. I found it on my own 

19 in between the trial and when -- because there was the 

20 delay of the Aetas trial. 

21 MR. JIMJv'!ERSON: And yon make reference to it 

22 in your findings, and when you read Lin, it clarifies, 

23 and the Morgan case and it makes it clear that there 

24 are other situations in which attorney's fees can serve 

25 as special damages and reversed the trial Court's 
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1 denial of that in the Liu case, and my point is that 

2 you were very much aware of that issue. 

3 So when you have no evidence, no claim of the 

4 plaintiffs for $1.8 million, there's not a document --

5 one thing that the defendant didn't do, as an example, 

6 in the only two references to $1.8 million, they didn't 
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I by that recollection. 

2 

3 

Thank you, ma'am. 

THE COURT: All right, Ms. Lundvall? 

Page 51 

4 MS. LUNDV ALL: Your Honor, let me start with 

5 a preface, and it is based upon the argument and the 

6 exchange you just had with Mr. Jimmerson. 

7 THE COURT: Okay, because I would like to 

8 start with the first argument on this, on what happened 

9 with this judgment and why the standing order of 

10 Depattment IV was not complied with, because I had 

11 pieced it together, but maybe you can give -- what I 

12 think happened based on me speaking and nnderstanding 

13 from staff members, but I would like an explanation. 

14 Why was the standing order of Department IV not 

15 camp Ii ed with as far as the judgment that was entered 

16 6/15/2015, because you agree it was not approved by 

17 Mr. Jimmerson as to form and contented, correct? 

18 MS. LUND VALL: I would. 

19 THE COURT: So please, I really do want to 

20 Imow dlis. Why did you not follow that? 

21 MS. LUNDV ALL: All right, so let me, as far 

22 as--

23 THE COURT: Let's do that before we get to 

24 SubstatlCe, because that is velY, very critical to this 

25 COUli. 
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1 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. You entered your 

2 findings of fact and conclusions of law first on 

3 Junc 25th of2015. 

4 THE COURT: I got that. 

5 MS. LUNDV ALL: All right, so in that --

6 MR. JIMMERSON: I think it was 2014, 
... ·lh1.troducetfi<.l.fii:J.toevidellce. TlieYdidriTiiitroduce ............ ·····IMs.LUridva][ .................................................................... ···1 

8 our disclosures. They didn't introduce the opposition 8 THE COURT: It's 2014. 6/25/2014. 

9 for the motion for summary judgment. They didn't 

10 introduce any ofthat. That's not part of this record. 

11 All that is is a theoretical calculation about what 

12 might happen in the next 35 years if Pardee were to 

13 complete its purchase and its rights under this option 

14 agreement to buy the last 30,000 acres less what was 

15 being taken down. 

16 I don't know what to say to you, Judge. This 

17 was wrongly-filed judgment. It should be stricken as 

18 to those points. And when it comes to the issue of who 

19 prevailed in this case, it's just not close. 

20 When you have these arguments, it's j list, you 

21 know, it's disappointing that Pardee would put the 

22 plaintiffs under the knife to have to respond to this 

23 stuff, all these motions, when you know what happened 

24 in this trial more than anyone, and I call upon you to 

25 recall that, and I know plaintiffs will be served well 

9 MS. LUNDVALL: If that's not what I said, I 

10 misspoke and my apologies. 

11 All right. In that findings, you requested 

12 supplemental briefing. 

13 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: Okay. So we did the 

15 supplemental briefing. 

16 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

17 MS. LUNDV ALL: And in your supplemental 

18 briefing you issued a minute order, and that minute 

19 order found exactly in the bliefing that Pardee had 

20 submitted to you, incidentally. 

21 THE COURT: Right. You submitted, I agree 

22 yon submitted the order 5/13. Well, I filed it 

23 5/13/2015, and it was signed according to Dep31iment 

24 IV's -- conect? 

25 MS. LUNDVALL: Conect. 
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1 THE COURT: I mean do you agree with me on 

2 the record, you prepared it and it does have 

3 Mr. Jimmerson's reviewed and approved as to fonn and 

4 content, con·eet? 

5 MS. LUNDY ALL: In your minute order, you 

6 expressly informed us to work with Mr. Jimmerson. 

7 THE COURT: Okay. 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: So as to submit an order. 

9 THE COURT: Okay. 

10 MS. LUNDV ALL: That was both approved as to 

11 foml and content by --

12 THE COURT: Right. 

13 MS. LUNDY ALL: By Mr. Jimmerson. 

14 THE COURT: And that is part of my standing 

15 order, all right. 

16 MS. LUNDVALL: And that's what we did. 

17 THE COURT: No problem. 

18 Then what happened on the June 15th, 2015 

19 judgment? Why did you not comply? Why was it not --1 

20 mean why was it 110t either -- there's a section for 

21 approved, and if you -- you either get his approval, or 

22 the second thing that happens in this depaltment, send 

23 a cover letter saying you sent an email to 

24 Mr. Jimmerson on this date, it has been so many days, 

25 he has not responded, and so we're submitting it, you 
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1 THE COURT: Because I'm consistent on that 

2 because it's a standing order. I usually try to put it 

3 in the minutes. If not, I will tell you that is a 

4 standing order, has been from day one. 

5 MS. LUNDVALL: And--

6 THE COURT: So I want -- so you did not--

7 well, you did email it to him. 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: 1--

9 THE COURT: Coneet? 

10 MS. LUNDV ALL: I sent a letter to the Court, 

11 the copy of the judgment, and we copied Mr. Jimmerson 

12 on that letter, and so to the extent that we had no 

13 ex palte commwlication with the Court, we weren't 

14 trying to slide something under his nose. 

15 THE COURT: Oh. 

16 MS. LUNDVALL: Moreover, this Court would 

17 have called me on something that, in fact, if I had 

18 prepal·ed all order that was not reflective of your 

19 fllldings offac!. 

20 THE COURT: And I would have done it on a 

21 judgment too if -- and let me tell you what happened 

22 then, because I have a recollection of this. 

23 MS. LUNDVALL: Uh-huh. 

24 

25 

THE COURT: Because--

MS. LUNDVALL: And so do L 
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1 know, without his form and content because he has not 1 THE COURT: I'm sure you do. 

2 responded? That was not done, conect? 2 MS. LUNDVALL: What I'm nying to do is try 

3 MS. LUNDV ALL: Your Honor, from our 3 to explain to the Court what it is that we had did. 

4 perspective -- 4 THE COURT: Done. 

5 THE COURT: Uh-hub. 5 My understanding, okay, you submitted it. I 

6 MS. LUNDVALL: -- your standing order applies 6 did not see the letter, but sometimes it goes to my law 
..... T TO, arid asTi'eadit, ifappUes tOoi'ders. .... ...... .... .... ....... . .............. 7diik. . . ......................... . 

8 THE COURT: Oh, my goodness, are you gonna 8 MS. LUNDVALL: We have a copy of the letter 

9 say to me -- oh, Ms. Lundvall, are you gonna literally 

10 stand there to me and say, Judge, it doesn't apply to 

11 judgments? 

12 MS. LUNDYALL: Your Honor? 

13 THE COURT: Is that your, is that your 

14 position? 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: What my understanding of your 

16 standing order is, is that when we come before the 

17 Court and we have contested hearings, and, in fact, 

18 that you instructed Pardee by wh ich then to prepare the 

19 order. 

20 THE COURT: No, no, no. I had a standing 

21 order to do that and you know it. 

22 Are you saying it's your understanding that 

23 every time if I don't do the order, that you don't do 

24 it? 

25 MS. LUNDY ALL: No. I'm saying --

9 that was appended as one of the exhibits tl1en to our 

10 opposition to his motion, and that letter was 

II transmitted to you, and it was copied to Mr. Jimmerson, 

12 and so there should be no question about the fact that 

13 he was aware of what we were submitting to the Court. 

14 THE COURT: Okay. 

15 MS. LUNDY ALL: And so from that perspective, 

16 the accusation that I somehow had ex parte 

17 communications with the Court, that somehow I was gOIllla 

18 ny to pull the wool over your eyes, and that, 

19 moreover, somehow you allowed yourself to have the wool 

20 pulled over your eyes --

21 THE COURT: Oh, no, I did not, I was not 

22 asleep at tile trigger. I love that expression, I was 

23 not, but I will tell you what I was asleep at, I was 

24 asleep at I --1 would never -- ajudgmcnt is the sallIe 

25 as an order. I have a standing order here, and I want 
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1 to put in the record what exactly occurred. I that. 1 accepted infonnation that it had been 
2 This was given to me by my law clerk at the 2 approved, and I will tell you never again. I have a 
3 time. I sai d, Where's the approval for fonn and 3 new standing -- I will not even look at orders. They 
4 content, I'm not even looking at it without approval to 4 are not even given to me, after this incident, unless I 
5 form and content. It Was given back. This IS why 5 have it approved to form and content or I have either 
6 there was a ti.me delay. 6 competing orders or a letter from both sides saying, 

7 Then I said not only do you -- I want 7 Here's what we disagree with, so that I can put it 

8 approval as to fonu and content, I also want to make 8 together, because this is exactly what happens. 

9 sure that it is in compliance with my orders of 9 So I don't know what happened. I will tell 

10 5/13/2015 and my findings offact of 6/25/2014, because 10 you I never got the cover letter, which can happen, you 
11 that's my standing order. 11 know. What's given to me is the order, and I don't 
12 I will tell you it came back to me, and I 12 even know what's in the cover letter. What's given to 

13 don't know, and I will tell you exactly what happened. 13 me is the order. 

14 It did not have that. I said, No, I will not sign 14 What my distress is about and I own, I did 

15 this. In fact, I actually, and I will tell you for the 15 not enforce my procedure. My frustration thing is that 

16 record, was very uncomfOltab1e with some of these 16 I do rely on people to comply with the standing order, 

17 sections on Page 2, because T thought, Wait a minnte, 17 and I'm very frustrated. I'm very, I don't Imow, I 

18 and I, I'm gonna be very honest here, that's why I want 18 don't know what happened, but I will tell you I don't 

19 it to fonu and content, to make sure, because J, I 19 malce a distinction on something like a judgment. 

20 looked at the some of this, I go, Wait a minute, and I 20 To me this is so critical, Ms. Lundvall, 

21 was -- and I don't know ifmy staff person either 21 after all the work we did on this trial, all the work 

22 misunderstood, because it was -- misunderstood a 22 we did on all those motions, and I'll be honest, all 

23 communication or was misinfonned, I don't know 23 the work this COUli did to really do what I felt was 

24 Ms. Lundvall, and I was told before I signed it, No, 24 fair on the findings of fact, conclusions oflaw and 

25 Mr. Jimmerson was aware, and maybe it was my fault, I 25 order and the supplemental envisioning -- and I agree 
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1 didn't cross-examine and do the next question and say, 1 with you, it should bc in a judgmcnt. That's why 

2 And does he have any objection? 2 seeing a judgment did not surprise me, it's the content 

3 Because I, for the record, once -- once 3 that this would have happened, you know. 

4 again, ifhe's aware, and my idea of "aware" is he has 4 So your thought ,vas 1 didn't -- you felt like 

5 reviewed it and gotten back with the person who's 5 if a cover letter came to me that you sent it to him, 

6 proposing it and has no objections. That's how I 6 then it was up to the Court to call and see if he had, 

·UiJ.diistoodif,becal.lsethat'ShOW~~Tmeanfhe 
------------------------

7 . arid alSohlr. Jiilliil.ei:sori!o ca.lliis,iigl1([)rcany[)u? 
............. 

7 
8 frustration is I so, I so go by that lUle, 8 MS. LUNDVALL: Precisely, your Honor. 

9 Ms. Lundvall. 9 THE COURT: All right. 

10 And the one time I didn't, you know, I fell 10 MS. LUNDVALL: We had taken your orders and 

11 asleep at my own procedure and not saying, You know 11 we had reduced them then to a judgment. 

12 what, I want this in writing, but I usually, if it is 12 THE COURT: No, your version of the judgment, 

13 done this way, I want it in writing. 13 I can see that very much. 

14 I'll be honest, because it was you and 14 MS. LUNDVALL: And so from that perspective, 

15 Mr. Jimmerson and I have such high respect, I felt like 15 and we sent those then along with the cover letter to 

16 it must have been, he must have been aware of it and 16 the Comi explaining what it was that we had done. 

17 said to you, I'm fine, or 1 would not have signed it. 17 TIlE COURT: Okay. 

18 And I'm telling you, as a j ndge, I take 18 MS. LUNDV ALL: And we, and we had copied that 
19 responsibility that I did not enforce my procedure and 19 letter to Mr. Jimmerson, so to the extent that there's 
20 get it in writing. I took oral infonnation fi·om my 20 an accusation that somehow, that we did something in 
21 staff. I have to own that, and T own that, and T, I 21 bad faith, that we were trying to have --
22 will tell from my -- I'm not perfect. I'm obviously 22 THE COURT: 1 don't find that at all, that's 
23 not perfect. I try to have procedures, and you know 23 why I said I own the responsibility. I can see very 
24 why, so things like this will not happen. 24 well why I had those standing orders, and Jet me tell 
25 T mean the repercussions from this, I own 25 you, nobody in Department IV is gonna get an order 
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1 after what happened here that does not have -- which 

2 has been my standing order fi'om day one. 

3 I guess I, I'm a little distressed that you 

4 would think somehow ajudgmellt, which to me has even 

5 more Illal implications than an order, would not, I 
6 will be honest. And I was a practicing lawyer out 

7 there like you are, and to me this is a more, I don't 

8 want to say critical, but this has --

9 MR. JIMMERSON: Sacred. 

10 THE COURT: I'm thinking of my word. 

il This to me is even more, I'll say critical 

12 that I have an agreement between the paliies, or if 

13 not, then I pull on -- because especially this kind of 

14 case of what should be in the judgment, because this is 

15 what both of you are gonna go to in the future when 

16 this case hopefully is off my docket, and I'll miss you 

17 two, come back, when this case is gone and these people 

18 have fmality aud this client has finality, what you're 

19 gorum be -- what the critical thing I think I started 

20 this whole thing about is the judgment much more than 

21 -- that's why I didn't look at these as -- so to me 

22 this is even more critical that I bave my lUle of 

23 findings of facts, conclusions of law approved to form 

24 and content. 

25 No, I will tell you, Ms. Lundvall, I don't 
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1 think you did anything devious. I truly believe you 

2 have -- I read an your stuff. You truly believe and 

3 you have a right, I mean, to believe that. You tllink 

4 this was appropriate. You have a legal -- I'm not 

5 saying you don't, okay? I worked on this a long time, 

and I want both people to understand that. 
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1 comes in here that a judgment, to me, is anything that 

2 you want me to sign, whether it's an order, and I 

3 consider a judgment an order, it has to be approved to 

4 form and content. 

S And I can tell you now, I won't -- my law 

6 clerk will not even give them to me now, because, you 

7 know, they go through it all before for me to do it 

8 easier with that, or I have to have competing orders or 

9 letters explaining it, so that was distressfuL 

10 So I understand you felt like -- okay, I just 

11 wanted that for my own edification, because I'll be 

12 honest, r was distressed. And lawn that r didn't 

13 enforce my policy, and I accepted an oral, which, you 

14 know, I own that responsibility. 

IS So I don't feel like you did it devious, I'm 

16 just angry that I did not enforce my own rules, and I, 

17 llet something that I -- I got a misunderstanding, and 

18 I don't know where it came from, and I'm not -- I don't 

19 know, so I'm certainly not going to go after that. 

20 So, okay, that explains to me, at least 

21 somewhat, why it wasn't to fonn and content, okay. 

22 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. 

23 THE COURT: So now let's go to the substance, 

24 right, of why you feel this is appropriate. 

25 MS. LUNDVALL: So let's go to the next point 
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I though as far as even before we get to the substance. 

2 THE COURT: Okay. 

3 MS. LUNDV ALL: And that would be this, as the 

4 Cowt is well advised: That even ifthe attorneys 

5 bring an order to you, and even if there is approved to 

6 fonn and content --

.. r fed like)'oufelf aridyoUdefendedthi.s; .. ............... 7THECODRT:I doil.TIiiivefosigriiC 

8 that you felt you did have a legal basis. 

9 

10 

11 

T, you know, I agree. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: All right 

THE COURT: I'm not saying you were in bad 

12 faith. What I'm saying is my flUstration is that [ 

13 felt like my -- and I don't know how I got the 

14 misinfonnation, because I did not fall asleep at the 

15 swi teh, I was concerned that this judgment was approved 

16 by both of you. That's what -- and the reason I do 

17 that then is then once I have your approval, and that's 

18 why I do it, then I can make sure that I'm comfortable 

19 with it. 

20 Does that makes sense? And so --

21 MS. LUNDV ALL: Then let's move on to the next 

22 point. 

23 THE COURT: I want you to know that was 

24 distressful to me, I will tell you that, and I'm gonna 

25 make it very clear to your fin11 and to any tirm that 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: That's right, you don't have 

9 to sign it. 

10 THE COURT; Heck no. 

11 MS. LUNDVALL: You've got to do your own job, 

12 and you've already said you've done your job and that 

13 you reviewed this judgment and that you signed it, and 

14 that, in fact, you made it yow's, 110 matter who drafted 

15 it and no matter who approved it and who --

16 THE COURT: Ob, I understand I had the 

17 judgment I understand I signed it, if that's what 

18 you're saying to me, yes. 

19 MS. LUNDV ALL: And so from that perspective, 

20 we respectfully submit that you did not fall asleep on 

21 the job, as it was suggested by Mr. Jimmerson, so let's 

22 look then at the substance. 

23 1'v!R. ITMMERSON: I never said that. 

24 MS. LUNDV ALL: And I want to statt by the 

25 very COllll1lCnt and the exchange that you had with 
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1 Mr. Jimmerson. I was on what options, because there were facts that they 

THE COURT: Okay. 2 

3 MS. LUNDV ALL: You exchanged with him the 

4 fact that if you had agreed with his tllCOlY about tlle 

5 purchases of option property, tllcn tllere would have 

6 been monies that wonld have been due and owing. 

7 THE COURT: IfI had had the testimony. 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: Ifyou--

9 THE COURT: IfI'd had the testimony, which I 

10 didn't. 

II MS. LUNDVALL: And it was --

12 THE COURT: And you know what I was gonna do, 

13 Ms. Lundvall, Twas gonna then have to do an accounting 

14 for it because T had absolutely 110-- 1 didn't get to 

15 there, because I had no information on what it would 

16 have been. 

17 MS. LUNDVALL: Precisely. He set up his case 

18 in a two-part step. Hc sct up his casc allcging two 

19 different fonus ofbrcach of cont.ract. Thc first --

20 THE COURT: I agree, two different theories 

21 ofliability. 

22 MS.LUNDVALL: Yes. 

23 THE COURT: For the breach. 

24 MS. LUNDV ALL: Two different theories of 

25 liability. One is that there were purchases of option 

1 property, and therefore, that there would be 

2 commissions iliat were due and owing. 

His second ilieory was tllat there was 

4 insufficient infornlation that was given to the 

5 plaintiffs. 

6 THE COURT: Okay, I would reverse that. 
'7 ..... ···MS:LUNDVJ.\LL:AllrighC 

8 THE COURT: In fairness, the first theory, 
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9 when you look at the first, he didn't even have -- and 

10 let's be fair here, his first claim was to get 

II infonnation because of those amendments that were 

12 missing, as we know. We all went through them. Was it 

13 eight of them? 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: It was eight. 

15 THE COURT: Okay. And you had given, this is 

16 my recollection of the testimony, one and two but not 

17 -- some of dlem but not all of them prior to the case, 

18 so when you look at the case, he did the accounting and 

19 he did the Oliginal claim for breach because they 

20 didn't have infolluation to fmd out if any more was due 

21 and owing. Once through discovery the amendments canle 

22 and the different inf01111ation came, only through 

23 discovelY in this case, then he looked at the 

24 amendmcnts and then said, Wow, T feel I have another --

25 there may be in his mind, if I had done what his theory 

2 were not a ware of. He was not a ware of any of that 

3 before he filed the lawsuit, don't you agree, 

4 Ms. Lundvall? He was not aware ofUle facts on moving 

5 easterly on the option, iliat theOlY, or he wasn't aware 

6 that they had sold, you know, first was it multi-family 

7 and then changed them -- well, yes, it was, remember, 

8 to multi and then single family, but I didn't find them 

9 single-family detached residential property, as you 

10 know. 

11 So r look at the case, I'll be honest, it was 

12 definitely a claim to get infonnalion, and then once he 

13 got ilie infol1natiol1, whether, based on that commissiou 

14 agreement, he had any other claims. I truly believe 

IS that, that this how it happened. 

16 MS. LUNDVAL1; And you, as far as discussed 

17 with him in the course of this velY hearing that if I 

18 had agreed with yourtheoly concerning the purchases of 

19 option property, then, in fact, iliere would have been 

20 additional commissions that were due and owing. 

21 THE COURT: Past ones. Not future, past 

22 ones. 

23 MS. LUNDV ALL: And he aclmowledged that and 

24 he admitted that. 

25 THE COURT: Okay. 
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1 MS. LUNDVALL: And so to the extent though, 

2 the point being made here is he lost on that. 

3 THE COURT: He lost on a theory ofliability, 

4 but he didn't lose on a claim. That doesn't -- and 

5 you're !lying to say that because he lost on that, that 

6 makes you the prevailing party? 
..... T ....... ·MS.TUNDVAI:L: [efriieasfil'isseeiflcan 

8 as far as initially, because one, just because one of 

9 the tllings tlmt I wanted to do then is to be able to 

10 walk the Court then through the histOlY then of this 

11 case, so the Court --

12 THE COURT: Oh, okay. I'm aware of it, but I 

13 would be glad to be walked again. 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: Well, what I want to do is to 

15 make sure that you understand iliat his theolY and he 

16 was asking for money damages from the vely beginning 

17 until all the way to the end, and he lost on that 

18 theOlY, your Honor. And the point that we had hied to 

19 make is tllat that [ass on that theory, the flip side of 

20 that is a win to Pardee. 

21 THE COURT: No. You have to say the win 

22 makes you the prevailing party over him being the 

23 prevailing patty over the other claims. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: So what I'm trying to do is to 

25 stick as far as to tllis motion to atllend. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay. So you're abandoning this 

2 $1.8 million case? 

3 MS. LUNDVALL: Abso1nte1y not, your Honor, 

4 because one ofthe things you're gonna see as far as 

5 all the way through is they asked for money damages, 

6 they quantified that amount at 1.8, and --

7 THE COURT: Okay. No, I agree, if you're 

8 saying, -- so you fcel tile quantify of what they wanted 

9 for damages was 1.8 million, and you're gonna show mc 

10 where the evidence came in in trial and how that was 

11 argued at trial, right? 

12 MS. LUNDVALL: So, in fact, let's start with 

13 their complaint. 

14 THE COURT: Okay. 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: Their complaint alleged that 

16 there was a financial relationship, that pursuant to 

17 the commission letter that they were to be paid a 

18 commission, and they prayed for compensatory damages in 

19 excess of $10,000. 

20 THE COURT: We all know that's Uue. 

21 MS. LUNDVALL: The second amended complaint 

22 tbenmade the same allegations. It was tbe same basic 

23 allegations. In other words, they asked for money 

24 

25 
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23 

24 

25 

damages once again. 

We get to their first 16.l disclosure. In 
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Their first 16.1 disclosure, Mr. Jimmerson makes a big 

deal out ofthe fact that they didn't serve me with any 

interrogatories, they didn't send any requests for 

production. I don't have to. Rule 16.1 obligates them 

to set forth their damage theory and the amount of 

their damages. 
............. THE COURT: RigIiC .............. 

MS. LUNDVALL: So we relied upon that, and 

that's what they, that's what they said to us. 

THE COURT: I understand NRCP 16.1. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Their first four disclosures 

under lUI e 16.1, they just made the broad claim that 

they were entitled to all damages that flowed from the 

breach of the commission agreement, okay? 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: So thcn what we did is we 

filed a motion for snmmary judgment. lfyou go back 

and take a look at our motion for summary judgmcnt, we 

break out their case into the two theories that they 

had advanced at that point in time during discovery, 

number one is tllat we owed them more money in 

commissions, and that number two, wc had breached, and 

that we had breached the agreement then by not paying 

them those additional monies, and number two, that, in 

fact, that we had not given them sufficient 
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I information. Our motion for summary judgment is broken 

2 into those two palticular sections, all right? 

3 THE COURT: Right. 

4 MS. LUNDV ALL: They opposed our motion for 

5 summruy judgment, and in opposing our motion for 

6 swnl11ruy judgment. they highlighted tIlis theory that 

7 tiley, tIlat they advrulced all the way through u·ja1, is 

8 it all depends upon what you call option property. 

9 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: They went on to say that we 

II had made a significant purchase of option property, 

12 that we had purchased option propelty, ruld, in fact, 

13 they went on to say that the damages that flowed from 

14 our purchases of option property were being, that they 

15 were being denied $1.8 million in commissions. This is 

16 their opposition. 

17 So it's not something that I fabricated, it's 

18 not sometlling that I made up, it's not something that I 

19 pulled out ofthin air, it's not something that I have 

20 deceptively tried to put before the COUli. This is 

21 their theory. That's what we defended against. 

22 THE COURT: Okay. And when was that said? I 

23 I Doked in the -- continue your presentation. 

24 MS. LUND V ALL: All right. We fired a motion 

25 for suml11ruy --
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THE COURT: I remember that. 

MR. JIMMERSON: It was never part of the 

trial. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: Our motion for summary 

judgment --

THE COURT: Mr. Jimmerson, in fairness, 

Ms . Llli1dvalfhashei·diaiicetol'ilike herei'ecol:dtoCl, 
all right? That's not fair. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: We filed our motion in October 

of2012. My prediction is, is that the opposition that 

they failed would have been then in November of20l2. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And my recollection is that 

the Court issued an order all that in Febmary of 20 13, 

something along that line. 

So if, in fact, if you want --

THE COURT: I have one in March. Well, I 

have 10/23. Tbat wouldn't have been it, so probably my 

Mru·eh 14th of2013. I went through all the orders. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And so as I indicated, my 

prediction is that opposition could be fmUld tilen in 

the November of 2012 time fi·rune. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And I'm quoting -

THE COURT: I'm sure that's hue. 

. ..... 
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1 MS. LUNDVALL: And I'm quoting fi'om their 

2 opposition, and maybe it might make it easier for the 

3 Comi to have a paper copy of our powerpoint. 

4 THE COURT: Sure, so I can follow it instead 

5 oflooking up. 

6 MS. LUNDVALL: And I have a copy for 

7 Mr. Jimmerson as well. 

8 So anyway, so they opposed then our motion 

9 for smnmary judgment. They say this whole case is 

10 about what you call option propeliy. They claimed that 

11 we had made purchases of option propeliy, and the 

12 quantification of those pmchases then yielded 1.8 in 

13 -- 1.8 million in commissions that we had not paid to 

14 them. That was their theory. That's what we defended 

15 against, that's what we prevailed upon at the time of 

16 the trial. 

17 All right, so let's go on then. What did we 

18 get nearly immediately after filing onr motion for 

19 summmy judgment? And part of am' Illotion for sUlIllnmy 

20 judgment, velY noticeably, had indicated that they had 

21 not quantified their damages in complimlce with Rule 

22 16.1. 

23 THE COURT: Right. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: Therefore, under the 

25 saIletioning provisions under 16.1, they should not be 
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1 able to advance any quantification of their damages. 

2 And what did they do? They filed then their Rule 16. I 
3 disclosure, and for the first time then, after we filed 

4 our motion for summary judgment, they indicated that 

5 they calculate their damages to be in excess of 1.9. 

6 Now, I don't know about you, but any attorney 
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1 All right. So then what we do is we get then 

2 to what they actually tried. Their supplement then 

3 gave us plcnty of information as to what they were 

4 going to try at the time ofnial. So let's get into 

5 then we talked -- I have a number of slides in here 

6 about how every single one of their Rule 16.1 
7 disclosures. 

8 Even disclosures that were given to us during 

9 the course of trial included this figure of 

10 $1.8 million. It made it abundantly clear that they 

II were seeldng money damages in addition to additional 

12 infOnnatiOIl. 

13 And if you think about--

14 THE COURT: Once they got the additional 

15 information, which stalied the lawsuit. They got it. 
16 MS. LUNDVALL: 111at's correct. 

17 THE COURT: Once they got it. 

18 MS. LUNDV ALL: And so --

19 THE COURT: I didn't see any ofthls, as you 

20 know, that's not evidence at trial. I only review the 

21 evidence attlial, but yes, okay. 

22 MS. LUNDV ALL: But this is all part of the 

23 record then before the Court as to what the parties 

24 were doing as it relates then to this motion to amcnd 

25 as it relates to the prevailing paliy . We put all this 
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1 information before you. 

2 THE COURT: You put all dlis infonnation 

3 before me at trial? 

4 MS. LUNDVALL: No, no, no, I'm not suggesting 

5 that. 

6 THE COURT: No, no. 
··7 . IhatTbio\v tliafgelSidisdostii'e; a Rl.lIeT6.T ................................ ·····7 ......... ···MS.L UNDVALL:WhatTn.isiiggesfiiigls=· 

8 disclosure of what the opposing side's damages al·C, we 8 THE COURT: This is discovery. This is to 

9 know that's what you're defending against. 9 put people on notice, you're right, as to what they may 

10 THE COURT: Okay. 10 or what may happen at trial. There's things in 16.1 

11 MS. LUNDVALL: That's what the case is about. 

12 That's what we're defending against, all right? 

13 So they made their disclosure and they 

14 identified how they calculated it. And it tracked the 

15 two calculations all the two theories that they were 

16 advancing. 

17 The first one was the loss of the 

18 commissions, and they gave calculations on that. And 

19 they go on and they talk about how we reclassified the 

20 lands as purchase property and option property, and we 

21 divested then the plaintiffs of any opportunity then to 

22 recover this $1.8 million in commissions. That's what 

23 their thCOlY holds. That's the theOly they tried, and 

24 that's the theOly, your Honor, that they lost, that you 

25 lulcd against them upon. 

11 that never come np at trial. You and I both Imow we 

12 could have this thcOlY initially, and after discovelY, 

13 we go, whoops, that's not the way we're going, so this 

14 is discovery, I mlderstalld that, so I just want to make 

15 sure -- I don't remember, and I went -- you didn't ask 

16 me to review 16.1. 

17 Did you put into evidence I 6.l ? 

18 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. All of this is in 

19 as fal' in our oppositions to their various motion to 

20 strike. 

21 THE COURT: No, no, not for this, but at 

22 l.Tial. Believe me, I read everything, but at trial did 

23 you have an exhibit of 16.1? 

24 MS. LUNDV ALL: Absolutely not. 

25 THE COURT: All right. I just wanted to make 
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I sure I didn't miss it, because that would concern me. I and that reclassification was really what they termed 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: As a defendant, I'm not going 2 purchase property, and therefore they were entitled to 

3 to put in evi dence -- 3 a commission upon them. 

4 THE COURT: Of course not. 4 THE COURT: Wouldn't you agree with me, I 

5 MS. LUNDVALL: -- of what a plaintiff claims 5 just want to ask wouldn't you agree with me that a lot 

6 is their damages. 6 of questions was educating the Comi and tilemselves on 

7 THE COURT: Okay. Right, but at trial is 7 how, especially Mr. Whittemore, how did you treat 

8 what you're defending. You take what the burden of 8 Pardee, because they were not privy to this, and as you 

9 proof is and what they put on, and you do your defense 9 know, how this was done, how you decided to do the 

10 according to the testimony of the plaintiffs and their 10 redesignation, how you decided to treat it, why you 

l1 exhibits. That's your burden, I understand completely, 11 moved the boundmies, wouldn't you agree Witil me a lot 

12 of what's done at tlia!. 12 of that infOlmation you're now basically saying to this 

13 Okay, I'm on the same -- I'm following your 13 COUli, Oh, that was all to defeat their $1.8 mi Ilion 

14 reasomng. 14 claim, the damages they put in discoVClY, but a lot of 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. But I guess let me 15 it was to figure out, I felt, whether they were 

16 step back from this to make sure the COUli understands 16 entitled to option property, not what the amount was 

17 the arguments that I'm making is -- 17 yet, but to find out whether they were aetually 

18 THE COURT: Yes. 18 entitled based on third paliy, you know, that they 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: Is iliat they told us what 19 weren't a part of, you know, that's a whole different 

20 their theory was and what they were seeking to recover. 20 tlling to incorporate into a commission agreement. 

21 For tlle attorney's fees we inculTed in defending this 21 l'm sure this may not happen again, because 

22 case, it was hased upon what they had disclosed to us, 22 they were not part ofCS!, Coyote Springs and Pardee. 

23 and those disclosures are all before the COUli. 23 A lot of questions, because I spent a long time on it, 

24 And I'm gonna get to the trial where you're 24 was hying to figure out whether iliey even have that 

25 gonna see that, in fact, they continued in this, the 25 theOly. 
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1 same theory that they'd advanced. 1 And that's why, I'll be honest, a lot of the 

2 THE COURT: Okay. 2 questions -- becanse I'm being very -- I looked through 

3 MS. LUNDVALL: Their theory was all the way 3 it. and in honesty, a lot of it was jnst Mr. Jimmerson 

4 back to their motion for summary judgment that said it 4 was trying to figure a ut how it was treated illld what 

5 all depends on what you call option property. 5 iliey did to see if it could go under bis under the 

6 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 6 commission agreement. 
"7 ....... ······MS.L UNDVALL: ... The:rrtlleOryllia.fllieyfrIed ------------ "T Do yotii.@'eeWilli ineornot,ofdO youlliink 

8 to you was we had purchased option property. The 8 it was all 1'111 just, I'm gonna make them -- you know, 

9 ilieory we defended against was we didn't purchase any 9 because the questions were !Lying to understand, 

10 option property, and you agreed with us. And their 10 especially Whittemore, how did this work; Jon Lash, how 

II quantifieation of that purchase was the $1.9 million-- 11 did you do tllis, why did you do this, what happened on 

12 it was actually 1.8. They add the additional component 12 tllese amendments, you know, it was substantive to see. 

l3 then for the attorney's fees that they incUlTed on the 13 And I look at it and I did at the time, you 

14 seeond portion of their theory. 14 know, I looked at it as the time of them hying to 

15 But going back then to what happened then at 15 figure out whetller -- which was the basis, whether iliey 

16 the time of the trial, all light, so we get to the 16 did owe illlything, whether they did owe any under, I was 

17 witnesses. Mr. Wolfram gave nearly three days full of 17 gorum use the word "option," whether that actually, 

18 testimony, and Mr. Wilkes was there for about a half 18 when they changed the boundaries and whether tllat 

19 day, Mr. Whittemore. And these are the key witnesses, 19 actually was option. A lot of that was done, to me, 

20 what I hied to highlight as to who the COUlt heard 20 when it was done at trial was questions to really find 

21 with the greatest frequency and tlle most infol111ation, 21 substance. 

22 and Mr. Whittemore had nearly tlrree full days. 22 And I see what you're saying, well, then, if 

23 And during the course of the trial, there was 23 it went the way they wanted, they would have had 

24 numerous questions about lost commissions and this 24 substance for their, they could have had evidence to 

25 theory about how we had reelassified option properly 25 this Court that they had $1.8 million in damages, 
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1 correct? 

2 Do you guys agree would me on my questions? 

3 MS. LUND VALL: Yeah, you've got two questions 

4 there, two principle questions there, and you say, 

5 Well, wasn't the hial about this. 

6 THE COURT: Yes. 

7 MS. LUNDVALL: But what I want you to think 

8 about is this: All thc discovcry was about that as 

9 well, all of the discovelY that we went through with 

10 all the different witnesses, and they took Harvey 

II Whittemore's deposition, they took Jon Lash's 

12 deposition, they took many depositions, no different 

13 than we did. All the way through discovery, we learned 

14 all this infonnation. 

15 But what is atrial? Is a trial is --

16 THE COURT: To prove. 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

MS. LUNDVALL: Take it to the fmder offact. 

THE COURT: Correct. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And to convince -

THE COURT: Convince me. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: That's right, and to convince 

22 the finder of fact, so they weren't using trial as a 

23 discovery device. The weren't --

24 THE COURT: I have to -- when they came up 

25 with that one, oh, my gosh, what was tlle one that they 
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1 hadn't seen before? 

2 MR. nMMERSON: Res.5. 

3 THE COURT: Let me think it through--

4 I'm sorry, Mr. Jinnnerson -- on when they had bought it 

5 as multi -- I will tell you some of the information 

6 when I read it back, I felt, was -- and you can do 
···7 ·discoverjilltiiillTt'sdangeiOlis .... 

.......... 

8 MS. LUNDV ALL: That's COlTect. 

9 THE COURT: It's a dangerous proposition, but 

10 I understand your argument. 

II MS. LUNDVALL; But at the same token, your 

12 Honor, think about it from this perspective, tllat's 

13 what we were defending against, and that is what we 

14 were defending against and we prevailed on that. I 

15 want to go back to the fact we prevailed on that. 

16 MS. LUND VALL: To go back and try to 

17 underscore Jim Wolfram's testimony. He was questioned 

18 velY clearly about how he eamed commissions, and it 

19 was his testimony that Pardee was obligated to pay him 

20 commissions on option property. 

21 And he went through all kinds of questions 

22 then through Mr. Jimmerson about the definitions from 

23 the documents on this purchase propelty price and 

24 option property. He testified that it wasn't fair that 

25 Pardee had executed amendments tllat affected his 
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I commission agreement, and in his theory, had changed 

2 then as to whether or not they should get a commission 

3 based upon Pardee's purchases. 

4 He went on to say, talk about the three 

5 different provisions then of the commission agreement 

6 himself. He testified that the location and the 

7 boundaries of the parcels would detemline what type of 

8 property was being purchased, and therefore, whether or 

9 not they were entitled to additional commissions. 

10 And then he went on then and talked about 

11 parcel maps as demonstrative evidence and how there was 

12 definite boundaries, in his opinion, to the purchase 

13 propel1y and how if we went outside of certain 

14 boundaries, then, in fact, we were obligated to pay him 

15 commissions upon that. 

16 The Court wil[ probably recall, I can 

1 7 v isualize it as far as in your courtroom, we were here. 

18 He had huge maps with overlays. He talked about how we 

19 had purchased propcrty that should be vertical, but we 

20 had developed in a horizontal fashion. 

21 THE COURT: COITect. 

22 MS. LUNDV ALL: That, that, you know, should 

23 ring a bell as far as with the Court. 

24 THE COURT: I remember. I remember it all 

25 very well, the entire theory. 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

21 

22 

23 

24 

25 
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MS. LUNDV ALL: Their entire theoly was if we 

went outside somewhat what tlley --

THE COURT: What they labeled as option. 

MS. LUNDVALL: They wanted that all as option 

propelty. 

THE COURT: TIley said they defined it as 

. option pl'opeictyliiidei' the agreelrient. ...................................................... ······1 

MS. LUNDV ALL: And that they thought they 

should get a commission then upon those purchases. 

THE COURT: Ifithad been deemed option, I 

understand. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: All right. 

THE COURT: I understood the theory of the 

case. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And he said he believed he was 

entitled to additional commissions also on the custom 

lots. If you recall, there was an issue regarding tlle 

custom lots. 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: AlIlight. 

THE COURT: Whether those would be 

single-family detached residential propelty, since they 

are single family, and the question is based on the 

agreement whether that could -- I agree. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: All right. So he said he was 
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1 most celiainly entitled to additional commissions. I THE COURT: I remember this. 

2 That's what we tried. He said he was most certainly 2 MS. LUNDVALL: -- in the commission 

3 entitled to additional commissions. 3 agreement, all right? 

4 All right, then we get to Walt Wilkes. 4 THE COURT: I painfully remember all oftllis, 

5 Walt Wilkes, he too testified, and he also said, I do 5 and I mean that nicely. 

6 think we're entitled to other and more commissions. He 6 MS. LUNDVALL: And so to the extent that 

7 says his understanding was they were gonna get 7 Mr. Whittemore talked abont tlle principle reason was 

8 commissions on the whole of all of the transactions, 8 that they needed this flexibility so as to be able to 

9 and he thought that the plaintiffs were owed additional 9 do a development that was going to go across many 

10 commissions for the custom lots as well. 10 years. 

11 And so then we get to he theorized and Il This continues on to highlight then, your 

12 characterized it that iliis is Pardee trying to take 12 Honor, how that the $84 million that Pardee had paid to 

13 money from us, and he, too, echoed this boundary theory 13 CSI was this purchase property price, and if you go all 

14 about if we purchased property outside of certain 14 the way back to the commission, as the Court -- the 

15 boundaries, then they should be entitled then to 15 commission agreement, the Court will recall it was the 

16 additional commissions. That's what his testimony was. 16 purchase property plice upon which one part of their 

17 Harvey Whittemore, the otller key witness -- 17 commissions was based. 

18 even though you heard many other witnesses, I'm trying 18 THE COURT: Correct. 

19 to focus on what the keys were. 19 MS. LUNDV ALL: And it was option property 

20 THE COURT: Well, tllis issue was focused on 20 then --

21 Harvey Whittemore and a little Jon Lash. 21 THE COURT: Was the second. 

22 MS. LUNDV ALL: And so the extent then he was 22 MS. LUNDVALL: -- that was the second part. 

23 on tlle witness stand for tllree days, and he talked 23 And so all of this was to demonstrate then that Pardee 

24 about his original conception and the negotiations and 24 had not made any purchases of option property, and if 

25 what, in fact, the contracts provided. He also 25 we did not make any purchases of option property, then 
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1 testified that Pardee had not purchased any option 1 they weren't entitled to any additional commissions 

2 property, if the COlli would recall. 2 other than what they had already been paid. 

3 And when asked about what he lllderstood this 3 So then we get to opening and closing 

4 case was about, he says, Who gave you the idea that the 4 arguments. Let me as far as see if I can't highlight 

5 focus ofthis case was past due brokerage commissions? 5 then a couple of points tlmt were made in the 

6 He says, ] took that impression from my deposition. 6 plaintiffs' opening and closing arguments, because I 
................ 

7 .. Why?Secauseiln of fhoseqilesiiolls were askedofliiiii 
............ 

7 ·\varify()ufO thiil k abouf tliatliisbasii:positiollis,· 
...... ....... 

8 in his deposition. He spent nearly an entire day 8 your Honor, is that they were never seeking money 

9 asking questions also about the redesignation issue. 9 damages. Tbat's their basic position. 

10 So not only did they want money for the 10 And he fUliher puts a fme point on it, as he 

11 custom lots, but they also wanted additional 11 said, If we were never seeking money damages, and 

12 commissions on the redesignations. 12 moreover, we were never seeking 1.8, well, we know from 

13 All right. He said that we talked about and 13 their rule 16.1 disclosures is that iliat's what they 

14 highlighted, continuing as far as Mr. Whittemore's 14 had quantified. 

15 testimony, and how he went on and talked about how they 15 THE COURT: I think what he was saying, 

16 could not have anticipated what ilie specific boundaries 16 Ms. Lundvall, the basis of this suit was to get an 

17 were and why it is that they had crafted their 17 accounting and see what the infonnation was, and then 

18 agreement in the f01111 that it was. [8 once they got it, to see if they have money damages. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. 19 That's why there's tlus disconnect. 

20 MS. LUNDV ALL: And then when we got to 20 And I understand why they had to do, because 

21 Jon Lash, Jon Lash echoed the same thing, and he said 21 you did, you did a motion you didn't comply with 16.1, 

22 that's why they had crafted the cOlllmission agreement. 22 you didn't give us a damage figure, and tllen guess 

23 It wasn't based upon boundaries or specific parcels of 23 what, and they had to. 

24 pnrchase, it was based upon the purchase property price 24 MS. LUNDV ALL: So--

25 that was set forth, and that was unambiguous -- 25 THE COURT: Do you see wbere I'm--
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1 MS. LUNDV ALL: 1 understand the point, but 

2 that -- what we have here, your Honor, is there were 

3 two theories of breach. 

4 THE COURT: There was theories of breach of 

5 the contract. 

6 MS. LUNDV ALL: And we prevailed on one, they 

7 prevailed on the other. 

g THE COURT: On the other. 

9 MS. LUNDV ALL: Okay. So to the extent that 

10 Mr. Jimmerson, in his motion to amend, says that we 

11 didn't prevail on anything, that we didn't, that they 

12 never, number one, asked for any money damages, let 

13 alone we didn't prevail on it, dlat is dIe point that 

14 I'm trying to make. 

15 THE COURT: And here's my thought process, so 

16 help me. [broke it down. I get that, but here's my 

17 thought process: You can sue for breach of contract, 

18 you may have five different things where the trier of 

19 fact can say you breached here, you breached here, you 

20 breached here, you breached here, but those are 

21 theories of breach. 

22 Ifthe trier offact, which I did in this 

23 case, found a breach, just because you were able to 

24 defend the other breaches, why did they not, were they 

25 the prevailing party in dleir claim? 

1 

2 

Do you see what ['m saying? 

I agree their theories ofliability, and 
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3 that's my thought process, if you -- that's my thought 

4 process, you're right, but they, they had a breach. 

5 There was a breach. I found a breach to that 

6 commission. I didn't find a second breach as far as 
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I because we won on the second, we think that was a 

2 bigger theory or makes us more the prevailing pmiy? 

3 Okay, That makes -- at least I put together what I 

4 thought you were saying, okay. That's good, all right? 

5 Not "good," but I want to make sure I'm fa Hawing velY 

6 well, okay. 

7 MS. LUNDV ALL: What I'm trying do is continue 

8 to focus then on the motion to amend, and on the motion 

9 to amend they keep saying we didn't prevail on 

10 anydling. 

11 THE COURT: You didn't prevail on their claim 

12 for money damages is how they say it. I agree that, 

13 and I'm gOlllla say I agrce it's in my findings of fact 

14 and conclusions, You prevailed on their theory of 

15 breach of whether they were owed any unpaid past 

16 conunissions. There's no way you can't read this to say 

17 that dley did, but in all honesty, this doesn't say 

18 dlat. 

19 

20 

MS. LUNDV ALL: Yes, it does. 

THE COURT: Well, you and I have a -- this 

21 does not say it, say it that way, but go ahead. I'm 

22 not disagreeing with you, Illy findings of fact and order 

23 says exactly that. It's a theory of liability, I agree 

24 with you there, so go on. 

25 MS. LUNDV ALL: All right. So let me as far 
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I as to step back as far as from this for just a second, 

2 because if, in fact, that there is a perception that we 

3 are elaiming that we prevailed on everything --

4 THE COURT: Oh, no. 

5 

6 

MS. LUNDV ALL: -- that perception is wrong. 

THE COURT: No, absolutely. I even said you 
. ····7 .. morEcolluiiissioi1.s. Imeiui illYfiridingsil:eiriYTmdirigs. ........ ··7 .. [osfyol.iidilliLyol.iTiid a,You acmilly hid iCTiilll··· 

8 They're very clear. They're velY clear what I did. 8 against dIe plaintiffs for that same cOlllmission, breach 

9 And so what your point to me is, Well, they 9 of the implied covenant of good faidl and fair dealing, 

10 may have prevailed on one breach but we prevailed on 10 and you did not --

II the other, so we're really the more prevailing paliy, II MS. LUNDV ALL: That was not the portion, that 

12 IS -- 12 was not the foundation for our good faith and fair 

13 MS. LUNDVALL: Well, and see -- 13 dealing. 

14 THE COURT: [s there such a thing as a -- 14 THE COURT: I understand that, but I'm 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. 15 saymg--

16 THE COURT: --more prevailing party? 16 MR. JIMMERSON: Excuse me. 

17 MS. LUNDV ALL: Absolutely. 17 THE COURT: No, that's okay. 

18 THE COURT: That's basically what you're 18 MR. JIMMERSON: Let me just mention dIat 

19 arguing to me. 19 claim was withdrawn by Ms. Lundvall as part of her 

20 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely, your Honor. 20 closing arguments before submitting it to you. That's 

21 THE COURT: Okay. I just wanted to put in 21 the partI was elm·ifying. 

22 temlS what you were saying, okay. 22 THE COURT: Okay. 

23 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely, your Honor. 23 MS. LUNDVALL: So let me, I want to start --

24 THE COURT: Because they prevailed on one 

25 theOlY but they didn't prevail on the second and 

24 

25 

THE COURT: I get what you're saying. 

MS. LUNDVALL: I want to start from ground 
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1 zero to make sure that there's no misunderstanding as 

2 to our position. There were two theories. They 
3 prevailed on one, we prevailed on the other one. 
4 THE COURT: For the breach of contract. 

5 MS. LUNDVALL: The case law, the case law, 
6 when we get to the motions for SWlll1lary judgment, I will 
7 identify the specific case law says what the COUIt 

8 needs to do is identify then and quantify then what did 
9 the patties focus upon and what did they prevail on. 

10 THE COURT: No, I read that. I get that. 

11 Same with the accounting. I understand I'm to look at 
12 the totality of the circumstance. 
13 MS. LUND VALL: Precisely. 
14 THE COURT: I read evelY single case. I 
15 understand that, inclnding their accounting one, I am 

16 to focus on all ofthat. Yes, I understand that. 
17 MS. LUNDV ALL: So what we end up with then at 
18 the end of the day is that they prevai led on something, 

J 9 we prevailed on something, and it's the Court's job 
20 then by which to try to quantify where was the bulk of 
21 this trial upon, what was the bulk of the trial on? 

22 Was the bulk of the trial on trying to demonstrate that 
23 we had purchased option property through all of those 
24 witnesses and all of those theories and the additional 
25 argument about the custom lots and tllat they were 
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I entitled to commissions upon those as well as the 
2 redesignation, that's what the bulk of the trial was 
3 about, your Honor. 
4 THE COURT: But I also have to consider the 
5 accounting claim, and the only way they got all their 
6 documents to even go to their theory that they were on 
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I THE COURT: And so that, I just wanted to be 
2 velY clear on the record. Yon agree with that, right? 
3 I have to consider the accounting claims. 
4 MS. LUNDVALL: One oflhe things I think that 
5 you have to consider as a result of that is what the 
6 consequence is once they received that infonnation. 
7 THE COURT: Oll, absolutely. 
8 . MS. LUNDVALL: Okay. 
9 THE COURT: What would tlleir consequence be, 

10 once they get tlle infonnation they just drop the 
11 lawsuit? 
12 MS. LUNDV ALL: If yon would allow me as far 
13 as to finish what my thought is? 
14 THE COURT: I apologize, I do that to you all 
15 the time because I go Olle ahead of you, I'm sony, the 
16 consequence of what they did. 
17 MS. LUNDV ALL: Okay. So during the 
18 discovelY, they got all the infonnation ~-
19 THE COURT: They did. 
20 MS. LUNDVALL: -- to which they claimed that 
21 they were entitled to. They had all that infol1nation. 
22 And what did they do as a result of that? Did they 
23 say, We were paid everything that we were entitled to? 
24 We got everything that we were entitled to? No. What 
25 they did is they advanced the theory that they talked 
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1 about in their letters before they started the case, 
2 that they set forth in their complaint, that they set 
3 forth in depositions, that they set forth in the 
4 opposition for the motion for summary jndgment, that 
5 even though we have all this information from Pardee, 
6 we still think our interpretation is light and that 

·7 ·theOpti6ri pi'Opel1)'was because you Iiiidfo produce -~ .. ·······7 .. we'i'ei:llfitIedIoinone),daiTIllges. 

8 not you, the detendant, only through this lawsuit 8 If they, in fact, had gotten all this 
9 actually produced the documents that then they could 9 infomlation and stopped and said that Pardee is right, 

10 come up with a second theory. 10 they haven't Pllrchased any option property, then -- and 
II TIlere's no question they did not have enough 11 they would have gone forward with their breach of 
12 infonnation until the option agreement and everything 12 contract at the time of the trial, then maybe their 
13 was produced to them, so I have to balance that the 13 argument may have merit, but they did not, and that is 
14 reason for the lawsuit, and it's velY clear in the 
15 record, was to get an accounting and to get the rest of 
16 those option agreements and to try to find out, because 
17 they tIied to do it and I remember it all, they tried 
18 to get Mr. Whittemore, and he goes, No, I can't. 
19 I rcmember they were confidential, although a 
20 couple ofanlendments had gone and the rest of them 
21 didn't, but I also have to balance in that the impetus 
22 was, the only reason for the first lawsuit was an 
23 accounting to get the infonnation so they could 
24 determine if there was anything. 
25 MS. LUNDV ALL: All right, your Honor. 

14 the point that I'm trying to underscore here. 
15 They argned in both opening and closing 
16 arguments how tlle case was going to hinge upon these 
17 purchases, and they continued to advance their theOlY 
18 that we had purchased option propelty. 
19 They talked abont how it was a breach of 
20 contract that affected their clients' rights to a 
21 commission by making these later deals, once again 
22 continuing to tJy to underscore the fact that they were 
23 adversely affected by our conduct, and as a result of 
24 that, they should have been entitled to more money. 
25 Their actions -- aile of the things I wanted 

.................. 
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1 to get to at this point in time is this: If there is 

2 any question whatsoever that the plaintiffs sought 

3 money damages as a result of the trial, I would ask the 

4 Court to look at one document and one document only, 

5 and I'm gonna offer a copy of what I want you to take a 

6 look at. 

7 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

8 MS. LUNDV ALL: This was the very last 

9 submission that the Comt had before you prepared your 

10 fmdings offact and conclusions oflaw. This is what 

11 they gave you. This is what they said that they 

12 thought they --

13 THE COURT: No, this is their proposed, like 

14 you gave me a proposed. 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: Andlwant,andlwantto 

16 underscore it. 

17 THE COURT: Okay. 

18 MS. LUNDVALL: And I want you to think back 

19 to everything you've read in all these motions that 

20 Mr. Jimmerson has brought before you. 

21 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

22 MS. LUNDV ALL: He said that he never asked 

23 for money damages. 

24 MR. JlMMERSON: I never said that. 

25 MS. LUNDVALL: He said, I've never asked for 
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1 money damages and specifically we never asked for 1.8, 

2 all right? So let's look to see whether or not they 

3 did ask for money damages. 

4 So go to Page 4. Page 4 sets [01th their 
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I THE COURT: I just didn't hear your 

2 paragraph. 

3 MS. LUNDVALL: And they talk about under the 

4 multi-family agreement that we had purchased 225 acres 

5 of that residential property. 

6 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

7 MS. LUNDV ALL: And they talk about at 62, 63, 

8 64, and 65 how the Court could calculate what they were 

9 then due. 

to THE COURT: For that Res. 5 property, I 

II remember that. 

12 MS. LUNDVALL: That's cone ct. 

13 And if you go to Pagc 12 thcn, thcy also talk 

14 about what that amonnt was that they should be paid as 

15 a result of that. They ask for money damages, based 

16 upon the information that they had provided at the time 

17 of the trial, of$134,000--

18 THE COURT: 134,964. 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: That had nothing do with their 

20 attorney's fees, because their attorney fee provisions 

21 come in at other places in this proposed findings of 

22 fact and conclusions of law. 

23 They then go on in the entirety of the 

24 findings of fact and conclusions of law and say, Your 

25 Honor, we think that we should be entitled additional 
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I monies that only can be accounted for once you adopt 

2 our theory, and if you adopt our theory, then we are 

3 going to be entitled to evenl1lore money t11an this. 

4 That's what they gave to you in their findings offact 

5 entire theory about this option property and how we had 5 and conclusions oflaw. 

6 purchased option propelty. That's what their Finding 6 And so to the extent dlat this case, yes, it 
717;18;19; zl ,Z2,iria 23iUiiiick. ...................................................... ·····7was about Illoneydarnages ill pail. 

8 They go on and they talk about on Page 7 the 8 THE COURT: In patt. 

9 non-circumvention clause within the commission 

10 agreement, Paragraphs 34, 35, and 36, and they claim 

11 then that Pardee and CST had circumvented their 

12 oppOltunity to receive commissions by enteting into 

13 these subsequent agreements. 

14 They then go on at Page 9, at 48, 49 and 50, 

15 and they talk about specifically what they had proven 

16 at trial were the actual purchases, and they go on at 

17 Page lOon line -- at their Finding 58 and talk about 

18 the geography and specifically where the COlUi can find 

19 that. 

20 They go on then at Paragraph 60 that's on 11, 

21 and that says that under the multi-family agreement. 

22 In addition to the custom lot agreement arguments --

23 THE COURT: I'm sony, where are you now, 

24 Page--

25 MS. LUNDVALL: Page II. 

9 MS. LUNDVALL: And the "in part" is what we 

to prevailed upon. 

II And so to the extent that once we get --

12 let's start limiting it then [0 the motion that the 

13 Cow1 has in front of it right now. 

14 THE COURT: U11-huh. 

15 MS. LUNDV ALL: The motion to amend, were 

16 we--

17 THE COURT: This judgment. 

18 MS. LUNDVALL: Thejudgment. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. 

20 MS. LUNDVALL: Were we accurate and were you 

21 accurate then in saying that Pardee prevailed on tIle 

22 portion of the case by which that they sought money 

23 damages and that tIley were not entitled to 

24 additional--

25 THE COURT: It doesn't say that here. It 
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1 doesn't say that wording, Ms. Lundvall. I mean that's 
2 different wording than what you put in here. 
3 MS. LUNDVALL: It puts in there the 
4 quantitication as to what they had aliiculated. 
5 THE COURT: 1.8 million, 1,8000,000. 
6 MS. LUNDVALL: That's what they--
7 THE COURT: That's, nowhere was that put into 
8 evidence. Even their proposed was, you just gave me 
9 30,000 plus 134, and the second, which is exactly what 

10 I said with Mr. Jinmlerson, that if they did prevail on 
11 the other, they're gonna have to then later do 
12 something on that, and I'm not sure if it's even 
13 accounting, and my thought process was if they 
14 prevailed on the other, then I don't know if they have 
15 to do another suit or what, because that really wasn't 
16 damages that were put into the lawsuit. 
17 MS. LUNDVALL: Well--
18 THE COURT: The damages were the 30,134, 
19 which I did buy the Res. -- not "buy," 1 did not agree 
20 on the Res. 5 property, so, you know, so I just have a 
21 hard tillle with this I.S, but give me your explanation 
22 again, all right. 
23 MS. LUNDVALL: Well then as far as, your 
24 Honor, let me as far as to offer itvelY simply then, 
25 as we have, I've tried to do --
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1 THE COURT: VelY simply. 

2 MS. LUNDV ALL: -- that they had two theOlies. 

3 THE COURT: I have l1)at. You don't have to 

4 be that simple, believe me. 

5 MS. LUNDV ALL: They, they quantified their 

6 first theOlY at S 1.8 million. That's not mine, I don't 
····7 TjaVeIO== . ........... 

8 THE COURT: And they quantified that at trial 

9 as 1.8 million? 
10 MS. LUNDVALL: Hold on. 

11 THE COURT: They did not. They did not. 

12 MS. LUNDVALL: This is what we did -- well, 

13 your Honor --

14 THE COURT: They didn't say 1.8. llooked 

15 for it. 
16 MS. LUNDVALL: You know, let me as far as see 

17 if can't--

18 THE COURT: I understand they wanted damages, 

19 I, believe me, I understand that completely. 

20 MS. LUNDVALL: Let's see. 

21 THE COURT: I got the -- I looked through all 

22 your supplements. 

23 MS. LUNDVALL: Let me see ifI can find what 

24 I'm looking for here. 
25 Here we go. 
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1 THE COURT: This is the summary judgment. 
2 MS. LUNDVALL: Let me make this point, and 
3 that is this: As a defendant, [am never ever going to 
4 put into evidence what, in fact, the plaintiffs are 
5 contending are their damages. 
6 THE COURT: Of course not. 
7 MS. LUNDVALL: That is the plaintiffs' burden 
8 of proof 
9 THE COURT: Okay. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: If you recall-- hold on. If 
II you recall during my closing argument, even though it 
12 was pretty late at night, both you and I and evelybody 
13 else in the courtroom were pretty tired, if you recalL 
14 THE COURT: No, 1--

15 MS. LUNDVALL: One of the arguments that we 
16 made is that they could not prevail on their money 
17 damages claims because they did not put evidence in of 
18 what their money damages were. That was part of our 
19 theory. But the faet that they failed in their burden 
20 of proof does not mean that we did not prevail in 
21 defending against that or does it mean that they did 
22 not quantify what that theory was that they had lost 

23 upon. 
24 I can't as far as imagine any defense 
25 attomey putting evidence in the record --
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THE COURT: You don't have to do that again. 
I get that. My only question to you is: What did they 
quantify at trial? 

So let me make it simple for you, 
Ms. Lundvall, because you keep saying" simple." 

MS. LUNDV ALL: What were we defending 
against? ... 

THE COURT: Okay, so then I see your 
semantics, what were you defending against, you're 
saying the 1. 8, that you were defending that at trial 
because they told you they were gouna prove 1.8. They 
didn't put in 1.S, but when you went Were, you thought 

you were gonna defend 1.8. 
That what you're saying? 
MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. 
THE COURT: Okay, pelfect. ] just want to 

make sure I'm following you. You don't have to 
simplify it any more. I just asked you the simple 
question what did they quantify at uial, okay? I got 

you. 
MS. LUNDV ALL: It's not what I believe their 

claim was, it is what the plaintiffs believed. 
THE COURT: So it's what the plaintiffs have 

the burden of proof to convince this trier offaet. I 
don't look at the supplementals. It's what their 
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1 burden of proof was and what they put in to me, to this 

2 trier of fact, as to what they thought their damages 

3 were. I agree with you there, okay. 

4 MS. LUNDV ALL: And so from this --

5 THE COURT: I got that. 

6 MS. LUNDV ALL: From tlIis perspective, your 

7 Honor, throughout tlle entirety of this motion practice 

8 is tllat the plaintiffs had contended that this case was 

9 never about money damages. 

10 We have walked you through that not only as 

11 far as what their theory was and how they claimed if 

12 they were successful on that theOlY, that tlley were 

13 gonna get money damage. It would come in a two-step 

14 process. They had a little two step going on. 

15 THE COURT: T got that. 

16 MS. LUNDVALL: They wanted, as far as they 

17 wanted first as far as a finding from you, and then 

18 they wanted as far as to come in for a subsequent 

19 evidentiary hearing. 

20 So to the extent then that they were the ones 

21 that identified and quantified, they identified first 

22 their theOlY was in two parts, they quantified the 

23 values they put on their tlleory, and that's what we 

24 defended against, your Honor. 

25 THE COURT: Okay. 
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1 MS. LUNDV ALL: And we successfully defended 

2 against that. And so when we get into the portion of 

3 the motion practice dealing with the prevailing palty 

4 allalysis --

5 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

6 MS. LUNDV ALL: -- we will bring you the cases 

7 ··o·ilt·W 0·· .. ct ......... tl ....................... r·· ... ····ft··· ......... 

an 1 en I an un erscore Ie cases w lere, III ac, 

8 other judges sitting in your situation have found where 

9 a party has prevailed on one issue and what it cost 

10 them by which to litigate that issue, whereas the 

11 adverse party then had prevailed on others and what it 

12 cost by which to prevail on that, and what the Court is 

13 supposed to do in that circumstance, it has been upheld 

14 by the Nevada Supreme Court, and so the point--

15 THE COURT: I think you already provided me 

16 -- I read that. Didn't you give me those cases? 

17 MS. LUNDVALL: There's one additional case. 

18 THE COURT: Oh, because I read every case 

19 that you give me on that. I understood prevailing 

20 party. That's down here somewhere. 

21 MS. LUNDV ALL: And tlle other, I guess the one 

22 thing that I guess that I still want to try --

23 THE COURT: But what we're really addressing 

24 right here, can 1 be honest, is whether this is a 

25 proper -- you're saying this is proper from my findings 
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1 of fact. I thought that's what we were addressing. 

2 MS. LUNDV ALL: That is what we were 

3 addressing. 

4 THE COURT: And I see what you're saying. 

5 You're saying that there was a plaintiffs' claim for 

6 1.8 million, and this is appropriate, for lost future 

7 commissions and that's appropriate. That's where we 

8 were at. 

9 MS. LUNDV ALL: Your Honor, what we, as 

10 defendants, arc obligated to do, and think about this, 

11 when you get a case in your office, you look at it and 

12 you ny to quantify it, because that quantification 

13 depends upon how much resources you throw at it and the 

14 type of resources that you 11lIOW at it and the energy 

15 that you throw at it, and let me tell you, when the 

16 plaintiffs identitied that this case was about lost 

17 commi ssions, and we pushed and we pushed to try to get 

18 them to quantify how much are we talking about, they 

19 told us how much we were taUdng about, and what they 

20 told us is that this case was worth $1.8 million in 

21 lost conunissions. 

22 And they told you in their opposition to the 

23 motion for SUmmalY judgment that 11lis case was worth 

24 1. 8 in lost connnissions. 

25 THE COURT: We've been through this. I aet e 
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it. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: That's what drove it. That's 

what drove our defense. 

THE COURT: I understand. 

MS. LUNDV ALL; And the fact they did not meet 

their burden of proving that at the time of trial 

. doesn't mean thiirtheydidii'ftiy 6htl1eirtheol), or 
liability. They did try on their theOly ofliability. 

They asked for a smaller number as a result. They 

asked for the oppOltunity to do the two step to get to 

the bigger number as a result, but you lUted against 

them, but that does not mean that we didn't defend 

against that. 

Our entire defense was driven by what they 

informed us their case was about. We prevailed on the 

most important component of their case. They prevailed 

on another piece ofit, and we have the ability and can 

and will provide the Court then with the quantification 

of those two so that you Call determine an offset, but 

it does not negate the fact that we prevailed on their 

claim that they quantified at $1.8 million. 

And so therefore, to suggest that somehow I 

was deceptive, that I was fi:audu1ent, that I had 

fabricated a claim, when, in fact, it was their 

information to us that defllled not only the fact of the 
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1 claim, but the amount of the claim, that's what we put 

2 in the judgment. 

3 THE COURT: No, I saw where you got it from. 

4 Just as the trial attomey listening to it, that is, 

5 that is not what I saw at trial, and I went by the 

6 evidence, but -- and you're making -- and this is to 

7 say what Ifound at tri a 1. 
8 So what you're saying to me is you want me to 

9 make, by what you put here, you want me to detenDine 

10 that the claim was for 1.8 million, not by what was 

11 shown at trial, because that was not shown at trial? 

12 You realize this is judgment from trial --

13 MS. LUNDVALL: Yom· Honor? 

14 

15 

THE COURT: -- not fi·om discovery. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: From (his perspective, what 

16 the COUlt has a hard time with --

17 THE COURT: Yes, very big difficulty --

18 MS. LUNDVALL: Well, hold on. 

19 THE COURT: -- with the 1.8. 

20 

21 

22 

MS. LUNDV ALL: With the quantification -

THE COURT: Uh-huh. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: With the quantification, what 

23 that suggests is that you think that I'm fabricating 

24 the quantification was that the plaintiffs put on then. 

25 THE COURT: No, no, that's not what I said. 
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1 What J said is you want me to make the determination 

2 that their claim was 1.8 million from what I heard at 

3 trial. That's what you're saying in tills. That's what 

4 a judgment is. 

5 Now, that's different than if you want me to 

6 do post-judgment and come up with who's the prevailing 
·······7 ··Party and IacWtTfi tlie 1.S:.ifideVetyiliifigelse;thafs···· 

8 a different analysi s, is what I'm saying to you. 

9 This is a judgment based on what I heard and 

10 saw attrial. 

11 

12 

13 

Do you agree with that? 

MS. LUNDVALL: No, I don't. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

14 MS. LUNDV ALL: I agree that a judgment comes 

15 at the conclusion of a case, and it ends the work, but 

16 for the post-trial or the post-judgment motions that 

17 the district COUlt is obligated to do. 

18 THE COURT: I agree. 

19 MS. LUNDV ALL: But does that mean that, in 

20 fact, that the Court looks as far as only at a pdsm? 

21 And let me as far as let me offer this observation. 

22 

23 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. LUNDVALL: If the Court's concem is tile 

24 quantification pOltion that was put into tile judgment, 

25 and I've now explained where we got the quantification, 

....... 
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[ that quantification came from the plaintiffs 

2 themselves. 

3 THE COURT: Oh, I got it. You have told me 

4 nothing different than what you put in your motions. I 

5 know exactly where you got it. 

6 MS. LUNDVALL: [fthe COUlt--

7 THE COURT: I looked at all the discovely. I 
8 know where you got it. 
9 MS. LUNDV ALL: If the Court has a problem as 

10 far as with the quantification, it still does not 

11 negate the fact that we prevailed on that pOltion of 

12 their claim, no matter what value they placed on it. 

13 THE COURT: You just said tllat perfectly, 

14 Ms. Lundvall. You just said you prevailed on that 

15 pottion of their claim, the plaintiffs' claim. 

16 Here's what you wrote in, that you, that 

1 7 judgment is against as to plaintiffs' claim for, and 

18 then you put that you won -- where was it, let's see, 

19 there was a section here that was, tllat -- hold on. 

20 It's a word, tlley're saying "their claim," 

21 and here's my concern: Is a claim, how do you define 

22 that, as different -- I look at claims as causes of 

23 action, okay? I'm just gonna be velY -- I worked, you 

24 know, and this didn't really -- claims are causes of 

25 action, and til at's why I velY distinctly said to you 
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theOlY ofliability, and you agreed with theory of 

[iability, but you used -- that's why I -- you used the 

word "claim" in here. When you do a complaint, you can 

say "claim" or "cause of action," and that was one of 

my concerns when I looked at that. 

And we're on tile same page. I Ullderstand 

. thei'eWei'efWotl1e6nes6fliabilityf6Ytlieb['(~ach6f·· 

contract. I could not have sat through this -- I got 

that completely. What I don't understand is you're 

saying so a theory of liability is the same as a cause 

of action or a claim? Because that's what you're 

saying here. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Well, what--

THE COURT: Because really what you prevailed 

on is defeating one theory of liability. 

MS. LUNDVALL: And what I'm hying -

THE COURT: Right? Do you agree with me 

tllere? 

MS. LUNDV ALL: What I am going to explain as 

far as to the COUti, you and I may have a difference in 

semantics. 

THE COURT: Well, it seems that we do. 

MS. LUNDY ALL: But 1 think we are talking 

about the same thing. 

THE COURT: All right. As long as you --
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1 MS. LUNDV ALL: So Rule 8 obligates you as far 

2 as to give a fair statement to the defense of what the 

3 nature of your claims are. They said to us that you 

4 breached the contract. 

5 THE COURT: Right. 

6 MS. LUNDV ALL: They said that you breached 

7 the contract by not paying us the commissions and we're 

8 entitled to additional infolll1ation. 

9 THE COURT: Right. 

10 MS. LUNDV ALL: We defended on both alleged 

11 breaches. 

12 Now, if the Court has issue then once again 

13 with the idea that somehow that a claim is different 

14 than a theory, I don't have any problem with that 

15 either. 

16 THE COURT: See--

17 MS. LUNDVALL: T disagree with the semantics, 

18 but it does not change the result that we prevailed on 

19 the predominant theory tllat they were advancing at the 

20 time of the trial. That's the pointl guess that I'm 

21 hying to make. 

22 THE COURT: [get that [get that. [ 

23 absolutely get that, but that was part of my problem 

24 with this, was not just the quantification, but the 

25 claim, because that was a tlleory ofliability. Maybe 
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1 it's semantics, but it's really not. When I looked at 

2 the cases, to me it does make a distinction, so that's, 

3 that's -- I did look at this. 

4 MS. LUNDVALL: One ohhe tllingS, and I don't 

5 know if you wanted us to continue or--

6 THE COURT: Let's keep going. Do you want to 
················7 ·gOeaf7ClI.llwefiilishll.fleast tllis? 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: AlIlight. So I guess what I 
9 want to makc surc that as far as the Corut understands, 

10 I'm only addressing at this point in time the motion to 

11 amend. 

12 

13 

THE COURT: Correct. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: .I believe, ] believe that the 

14 Court has an understanding then --

IS THE COURT: Right. 

16 MS. LUNDV ALL: -- of how it is that we got to 

17 the language in there. 

18 THE COURT: Right. 

19 MS. LUNDVALL: And where it is that the 

20 quantification canle fi·om. 

21 THE COURT: r do. 

22 MS. LUNDVALL: And why it is based upon the 

23 Comt's own findings and what the claims were that had 

24 been alleged and what we were defending against, why it 

25 is that we believe that we prevailed on part of it and 
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1 why they prevai led on another part of it. 

2 THE COURT: I nnderstand that. 

3 MS. LUNDV ALL: All right. And so from that 

4 perspective, your Honor, respectfully, we submit that 

5 the judgment that you entered does not need to be 

6 amended, and moreover -- but if the Court quibbles with 

7 the language that we had used, what we were, what we 

8 would ask the Court to do is to ensure that the theOlY 

9 of liability that tlle plaintiffs advanced t11at they did 

10 not prevail upon is memorialized into the judgment. 

11 That's what our simple request is, your Honor. 

12 THE COURT: What you want is this to reflect 

13 that as far as the theOlY of liability, that language 

14 as opposed to all that's included in here, all right. 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: And all that's included in 

16 there is simply a description then of the claim and tlle 

17 quantification of t11e claim that was given to us by the 

18 plaintiff. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. All right. 

20 I will tell you that I do not agree, that 

21 this judgment entered June 15,2015, I do feel is an 

22 erroneous judgment. I do not feel it is in compliance 

23 Witll my orders, my previous orders, and t11at's what 

24 it's supposed to do. 

25 Now, based on that, I understand tllere's 
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1 Issues. I will not, I do not -- I feel this is 

2 enoneous, I feel, the way it is. I understand that 

3 you have the t11eory ofliability, but this, I am going 

4 to strike tllis. I don't feel itis. 

5 I started to -- what I would like to do, 

6 based on that, and I, I understand where you're coming 
··7 ··rrairioiithetnearyofliill.)iliWTC:OuldooviouslY ... 

8 have all these other motions and then we can get to it, 

9 but until T really agree with the language here, 

10 whet11er you agree with it or not, I think it's more 

11 than quibbling. I think it's more than semantics. I 

12 want to know what's in here to apply those cases on 

13 prevailing party, I'm velY honest, because I looked. I 
14 think it's more tllan a quibble, so I am going to strike 

15 this. 

16 Once again, T apologize. I, I thought there 

17 was an agreement on tlle language. It became velY 

18 obvious there wasn't, and I want, I want to do my 

19 procedure of an agreement of the language in the 

20 judgment, and if you can't, then I want a proposed 

21 order, but I will not -- I, I do not want to -- I do 

22 not believe the 1.8 million is a fair quantification of 

23 t11e damages that were -- and I disagree with you, that 

24 were presented at trial. I feel a judgment should, 

25 should encompass what was presented at hiaL 
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1 What you had to defend against, 1 understand, 

2 is part, can be or is an analysis on prevailing party, 

3 but I find that -- and if I'm wrong, I'm wrong, but as 

4 far as what's in a judgment, I do not want to -- [ 

5 don't think it's proper to say it was quantified as 1.8 

6 million. 

7 I have been as distinct as I can here, so 

8 what I would like -- and I know, you know --

9 MS. LUNDV ALL: If the COUli --

10 THE COURT: -- everything flows from this, 

II and that's why this was so criticaL 

12 MS. LUNDV ALL: And if the Court wishes for us 

13 as far as to take the guidance that you have given to 

14 us during the course of this hearing then, palticularly 

15 within thc last few cOlllinents, and for us to craft a llew 

16 judgment then, and we will submit it to Mr. Jimmerson 

17 then for his review, and hopefully we can reach 

18 agreement on it ]fwe can't--

19 THE COURT: Absolutely. 

20 MS. LUNDV ALL: -- then we'll submit both of 

21 the competing language then to you --

22 THE COURT: That's exactly what 1 would want 

23 MS. LUNDVALL: -- for your review. 
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Thank you, your Honor. 

THE COURT: The reason I did the hearing 
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today is because I read everything, and 1 wanted to 

make you understand how I look at it so that we can 

hopefully come to one. Then once we agree on the 

judgment, then it goes, I understand we go from there. 

And I did read -- but once we get that -- and 

I have done a lot of the analysis, but I understand 

bettel', rUbe hOnest. Tiiridei'sbirid Liliidvall'sside 
.................... 

better, I understood exactly Jimmerson's side before. 

I put yours together a little differently, and that's 

why I'm not quibbling, I want to rephrase, but the 

language to me is important in the judgment. It is. 

It, to me, is the most critical, so that's what I would 

like to do. 

Now, there's a couple of other -- but that is 

what I would like to do, and then you know what, no 

one's waiving any arguments on anything else, because 

as you know, the memos of costs, all the prevailing 

party, once I strike this then those all are gone 

because that would be, I guess, an advisOly opinion if 

I did feel somebody -- but the prevailing party, I want 

to get this done. I have done a lot of work on it. 

And if you have another case please give it 

to me, because I have, I will be very honest, that is 

an issue I understand, I lIllderstand is an issue. It 
has to stem from this though, how I want it in here. 
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I I'm not saying --

2 MS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor? 

3 THE COURT: But I want the wording in here 

4 based on what I saw, in faimess, all right, and I 

5 understand that, so I do want this -- this is stricken, 

6 and I do find it is erroneous, and I do feel that this 

7 judgment does not reflect my findings and what I feel 

8 would be appropriate in a judgment from the trial. I 

9 want to be very clear on that. I feel it is elToneous 

10 under -- and what's my mle, NRCP 58(a), correct? 

II MR. JIMMERSON: Also 52, your Honor. 

12 THE COURT: 52. I have them both, 52(b). 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: That the findings are 

14 en-oneous. 

15 THE COURT: The findings are erroneous. 

16 Well--

17 MS. LUNDVALL: YOUl'Honor? 

18 THE COURT: -- let's do this--

19 MS. LUNDV ALL: One oftlle things that I would 

20 ask--
21 

22 

23 

THE COURT: I want to be specific, yes. 

Go a11cad. I'm SOllY. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: One of the things tllat I would 

24 ask would be this: The conclusion of the Court's 

25 lUling is that I'm going to prepare new language for a 
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judgment We're going submit it then to Mr. Jimmerson, 

and we're gonna hopefully then agree upon language to 

submit to you. 

THE COURT: Right. 

MS. LUND V ALL: In the event tllat we are not 

in agreement and the Court has to make a lUling upon 
·thaf~= 

THE COURT: eDlTect, I have to. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: -- that, in fact, we can 

articulate then in the letters we transmit then to you 

why, what it is and why it is we disagree. 

THE COURT: Absolutely. That's how I do it, 

because otllerwise, I don't know if -- I understand a 

lot of it is going to be based Oll all this. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: The COUli may make, cnter a 

judgment at that point in time. 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: Cunently, there's a stay in 

place of any enforcement. 

THE COURT: Right, because there is no 

judgment. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Well, no, hold on. Judge 

Bonaventure •• 

THE COURT: Bonaventure, I'm sony, you're 

right. 
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1 MS. LUNDV ALL: Judge Bonaventme entered the 

2 stay, so my request is that we have the opportunity to 

3 allow that stay to be in place for any new judgment 

4 until there may be resolution then of any of the 

5 outstanding motions to amend that Illay result, any 

6 additional motion practice that may result by reason of 

7 a new judgment. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: Your Honor, the rules call 

9 for a stay for ten business days from the date that a 

10 judgment is entered, so there is that protection for 

11 that two-week time period, including weekends, to the 

12 defendant. Afterwards, the defendant must post a bond 

13 or there is the light to collect under Rule 62 and --

14 THE COURT: Well, didn't Judge Bonaventure 

15 hear and put a stay in effect? 

16 MR. JIMMERSON: He put a stay until you--

17 THE COURT: So you know what, I'm gonna 

18 comply widl --

19 MR. JIMMERSON: Until these issues are 

20 resolved? 

21 THE COURT: I'm going to comply with Judge 

22 Bonaventme. I'm going to do what Judge Bonaventme 

23 did, because I want to make sure when this judgment is 

24 done that eVClybody gets dJeir chance to do ilieir 

25 motions, and when it is done, it is done as far as this 
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1 COUli, and then they can execute. 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, your Honor. 

3 THE COURT: And all the otherpost-ttial that 

4 results from the judgment, those can all still happen, 

5 and I know they're going to, depending on -- but I want 

6 this judgment cleared up, because I looked at it 
···heca1.l.seifd6es;ifdoessIit)iyouexec1.l.1.llgyolli·nl()Il.ey, 

-------

7 

8 Mr. Jimmerson. 

9 I did look at what Judge BonaventUl'e did. I 
10 understand it, so I am going to do that. 

11 MS. LUNDV ALL: Okay. 

12 THE COURT: And I want to make that as paJi 

13 of the order for denying -- granting, I aJll sorry, 

14 granting the motion to amend this judgment of 

15 June 15th, 2015. 

16 MR. JIMMERSON: Is it yom intention, Judge, 

17 as I'm listening to your remarks, thank you, is it yom 

18 intention to defer the other motions that are pending 

19 for resolution today nntil a final judgment is entered 

20 by you? 

21 THE COURT: Yes. I will be honest, I worked 

22 on them all, but I can still work on them, but I 

23 realized they all flow from this judgment. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: They do. 

25 THE COURT: Now, there is one other one that 
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1 we could do. 

2 Let's make sure dJis is all clear. 

3 MR. JIMMERSON: 1 would like to do a brief 

4 reply. 

5 MS. LUNDVALL: What I want to make sure is 

6 that the record is clear. 

7 THE COURT: Yes. 

8 MS. LUNDV ALL: I believe the COUlt has 

9 indicated that any new judgment that you intend to 

10 order, to entcr, that Judge Bonaventure's order of a 

11 stay pending resolntion of any post-judgment motions --

12 THE COURT: Regarding the judgment. 

13 MS. LUNDVALL: -- continues to be in place. 

14 THE COURT: It is. 

IS 

16 

17 

18 

19 

MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you. 

THE COURT: That is my ruling. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: Thank you. 

MR. JIMMERSON: May I have--

THE COURT: I did want to give -- I cut you 

20 off on the reply. We kind of got ahead, but yes, I 

21 want you to be able to rcply to Ms. Lundvall's. 

22 MR. JIMMERSON: 1 just have a Sh011 reply, 

23 THE COURT: That's fme. I'm taking it all 

24 m. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: The pressure that Pardee may 
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be placing upon their law finn to reverse the COutt's 

fmdings must be intense, but it doesn't justifY 

distorting the record. 

Let's talk as lawyers and judges here. Tbis 

lawsuit was brought by a complaint, and there were two 

amendments, so you have a complaint, you have an 

·aluelidedcomplain(al1.d a second alnel1.dedcOlnplaint, aild
the only differences in the complaints was there was a 

clarification of the assignment from the general realty 

companies to the individuals, and then there was the 

pemlission to plead as attorney's fees special damages, 

but the nature of the claims were identical. 

In that complaint, in the complaint and the 

amended complaints, all the complaints, is just simply 

all that is stated is --

MS. LUNDV ALL: And your Honor, may I clarify 

one thing? 

THE COURT: SUl·e. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: You've made your lUling on the 

motion to amend. Are we now moving into the motion for 

attorney's fees? 

THE COURT: No. 

MR. JIMMERSON: No. I'm doing a reply. 

THE COURT: What I did is I, unfortunately, 

made my ruling and didn't give him a chance to reply. 
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1 I made my ruling. It's not going to change, but ifhe 

2 wants to give a reply, we did it out of order. And 

3 it's my fault because I know where I'm going, but if he 

4 wanted to add anything, I should have waited. I knew 

5 where I wanted -- no, we are not getting into the other 

6 motions. 

7 There's another motion I wanted to handle 

8 too. I'm sorry it's taking so long, but this is really 

9 important. Do you mind going through lunch a little 

10 bit? You don't care. Iff can stay here, you can 

11 stay. It's just too important, okay? 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: Thank you. 

13 The amended complaint was served upon the 

14 defendant in approximately January of 2 thousand ~- not 

15 approximately, in January of2011, and it had general 

16 allegations as to who the paliies were, and then it 

17 talked about the entry of the commission agreement and 

18 then the original option agreement which allowed the 

19 payment oftlle commission. 

20 The allegation then at Paragraph 6 illId 7 and 

21 8 is pW'suant to the commission agreement, plaintiffs 

22 were to keep -- excuse me, defendants were to keep the 

23 plaintiffs fully informed of all issues and all sales 

24 illId purchases of real property govemed by the option 

25 agreement. 
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1 Specifically the letter said Pardee shall 

2 provide each of you a copy of each ",~·itten exercise 

3 notice given purSUill1t to Pillllgraph 2 of this option 

4 agreement, together with the information as to the 

5 number of acres involved and the scheduled closing 

6 dates. In addition, Pardee shall keep each of you 
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I estate, which would have quantified at 1.5 percent to 

2 $30,000, okay? We didn't know that until the trial, as 

3 you know. 

4 And then the whole issue of redesignation 

5 came up during the trial. We had not argued about 

6 redesignation, because we simply were asking for the 

7 COlllllliss ion based upon what they were designating as 
8 residential production property and then whether it 
9 fell within the original purchase as an exercise of 

10 option property. 

II THE COURT: That was your theOlY from the 
12 begilliling. I understand iliat. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

14 And of course none of this about 1.8 million 

15 ever entered the trial, but I want you to -- and this 

16 was attached to their opposition. It was our fifth 

17 disclosure. 

18 And I want you to read it and understand what 

19 it says, because there was never -- cverybody in this 

20 couliroom knew that what had bcen purchased by Pardee 

21 was roughly 1,800 acres that grew to about 2,000 acres. 

22 How do we know that? Because you can take $84 million, 

23 you can divide it by 40,000 an acre, you get 1,800 

24 acres, illld as Mr. Whittemore said, with parks and 

25 different things it tumed out that we deeded over to 
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1 them, about 2,100 acres. 

2 THE COURT: Right, I remember. 

3 l\1R. JIl\1MERSON: There were 5,000 or more 

4 acres in this whole development that was designated for 

5 single-family potential for Pardee. Pardee in the 

6 option agreement, therefore, had another 3,000 acres 
....... 7reas611ably ihf6ifuedas toatrmaUers l'elatiliglothe ......................... 7 'Ovefthe iiext35years tDhulTcrprodtiCti6n .. . 

8 amount and due datcs of your commission paymcnts, and 

9 then it went on. 

lD There is clearly -- the main thlust of this 

II entire case was for information. There is clearly a 

12 claim that ifthe Court found that there were past due 

13 commissions due, largely because the Court would find 

14 option property was exercised. 

15 THE COURT: Right. 

16 MR. JIMMERSON: Although no notices were 

17 given, because it was to the east of the Parcel I 
18 location, then that would be compensable potentially to 

19 the plaintiffs. We didn't know if that had been done 

20 and how the Court was going to rule on that. 

21 And secondly, during the course of the trial, 

22 not beforehand, we discovered 225 acres of mnlti-family 

23 property being redesignated as single family, and then 

24 one part of that, Res. 5, actually having been filed 

25 with Clark COWIty as residential production real 

8 single-family real estate, and for which our clients 

9 would be entitled to a commission. This is our fifth 

10 supplement. 

II That's why they're in this case, because 

12 evelybody knew that there hadn't been a subsequent 

13 purchase of any acres, let alone 3,000 acres for, you 

14 know, beyond that. We just didn't know how the lines 

15 were drawn. We knew about what had been purchased and 

16 whether or not it quantified to a commission. 

17 This is what we wrote: Computation of 

18 damages. See, this is where I believe respectfully ilie 

19 COllt ill1d opposing counsel have inadveltently misstated 

20 this, there is no theory -- the theory ofliability, 

21 the claims, which are claims under our Nevada Rules of 

22 Civil Procedme, are tllree: Accounting, breach of 

23 contl1lct for failure to provide infOlmation, breach of 

24 implied covenant of good faith and fair dealing for 

25 failure to give infomlation, and if there are damages 
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I -- if there are commissions due through discovelY, then 

2 that should be paid. That's what the complaints say. 

3 There was no two different theories. \¥hat 

4 was discussed was two possible areas or theories of 

5 calculation of damages, so I just want to make it 

6 clear. 

7 THE COURT: Do that again. You're saying you 

8 didn't have a theOlY that they breached because they 

9 didn't pay and you didn't --

10 MR. JIMMERSON: No, that's not true. I'm 

11 saying--

12 THE COURT: Okay. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: -- that our complaint and 

14 amended complaints always said the same thing, that 

IS there was a need for an accounting because we didn't --

16 THE COURT: I understand that. 

17 MR. TIMMERS ON: Becanse we needed to lmow if 

18 there were more cOlllmissions due to us, breach of 

19 contract for failure to give that infomlation, and if 

20 there were monies due to us, to be paid those monies, 

21 and the same with the implied covenant of good faith 

22 and fair dealing. 

23 THE COURT: So if they had money due, if, if 

24 they had actually not paid you the full COIID11ission 

25 based on what they had bought, you had -- that was a 
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1 breach of the contract. 

2 MR. JIMMERSON: Exactly. 

3 THE COURT: Okay. That's all I was saying. 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. You got it right. 

5 THE COURT: That's what Ms. Lundvall was 

6 saying. 

7 ........ ······MR:nMMERSON: ... S6WllaCwehildtheilWei'etwo ------

8 components. The defendant used the word "theOly." 

9 THE COURT: Okay. 

10 MR. JIMMERSON: But two components of 

11 damages. We had whatever conmlissions would be due to 

12 us that we learned through the case and through the 

13 oial, and second would be, of course, the damages 

14 associated with the need to file a lawsuit and 

15 altematively find information fi-om CSI that was never 

16 intentionally produced by Pardee to the plaintiffs, 

17 which the COUlt awarded $141,500. 

18 The number $1.8 million, as shown in the 

19 disclosme, has nothing to do with what I just said. 

20 What we wrote was specific and clear about what might 

21 happen in the future, so what was read in the 

22 disclosure is under Computation of Damages. It's at 

23 Page 7 of the document. It was filed October, I think 

24 13th, but I may be 'WTong. 

25 THE COURT: Okay. 
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t MR. JIMMERSON: 2012. Let me look at the 

2 exact date. 

3 The 26th day of October 2012, so it's a year 

4 before trial. This is what's written: There appears 

5 -- this is Line 22. There appears to be at least 3,000 

6 acres of property defined as option property, not 

7 purchase property, not the 84 million. 

S THE COURT: No. 

g MR. JIMMERSON: Defined as option property 

10 under the option agreement effective June 1, 2004, 

11 currently owned by Coyote Springs. Under the option 

12 agreement effective June 1,2004, these 3,000 acres can 

13 be pmchased by Pardee and designated as production 

14 residential propeliy purchase and a designation that 

15 would entitle plaintiffs to a 1.5 percent commission on 

16 a per acre price of 40,000. 

17 If 3,000 acres were pmchased by Pardee under 

18 this scenario, plaintiffs would be entitled to 

19 $1.8 million in commissions; however, Pardee's course 

20 of conduct by failing to appropriately discharge its 

21 duties under the commission agreement robbed plaintiffs 

22 of this oPPOliunity to be paid these commissions. 

23 Pardee's actions have served to reclassity 

24 the land originally labeled as purchase propeliy and 

25 option property, and under the new reclassifications, 
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all option property has been removed from Clark County, 

thereby divesting plaintiffs of any hope to collect any 

p31t the $1. 8 million in commissions that would be paid 

had no reclassification occmTed. 

The second part is, the second component is 
calculation, is the attomey's fees associated with 

that at tllilttiinewas$l m;000hiUd6bei' 20l2. 

So all I'm saying to you is that we knew that 

tlley had purchased about 2,100 acres. 

THE COURT: Out of the --

MR. JIMMERSON: Out of the 5,000-

THE COURT: Right. 

MR. JIMMERSON: -- that they had, and all I 

was saying to them is that if you have gone ahead 

behind our back and purchased the other 3,000 then, or 

if you're going to in the future, that would entitle us 

to commission, because they would be paying 

$120 million for the 3,000 acres. Multiply that by 1.5 

is a million, eight. That's aiL 

THE COURT: That relates to the million, 

eight. I understand. 

MR. JIMMERSON: That's right. 

THE COURT: It's a quantification issue. 

MR. JIMMERSON: This trial was never about 

1. 8 million, and that's where I respectfully believe 
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1 Pardee has distorted in their motions and presentations 

2 to this point, because they understood and you 

3 understood no 3,000 acres had yet been purchased by 

4 Pardee. We were debating on the 2,100 acres that was 

5 purchased as to whether it was purchase property --

6 THE COURT: I agree. 

7 MR. JIMMERSON: -- or whether it was option 

g property. 

9 And by the way, as it turns out, it lllay have 

10 not made much of a difference, because you're still 

11 multiplying by 1.5 percent above $50 million, so it may 

12 not have changed the actual dollars, but I do want to 

13 make it clear that the defendant, Pardee, clearly knew 

14 this was a theoretical possibility in the next 35 

15 years, that this caul d be owed and celtainly would be 

16 owed if Pardee brought 3,000 acres of this real estate. 

17 THE COURT: Hold on. I'm gonna let you. 

18 MR. JIMMERSON: So what is a fair 

19 characterization of what occurred was --

20 THE COURT: What occurred, okay. 

21 MR. JIMMERSON: Was our claim for additional 

22 commissions was lost at trial. I totally understand 

23 that. 

24 THE COURT: Okay. We're on the same page. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: And in our proposed findings 
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1 and in the defense's proposed findings, you have both 

2 sides of the issue of whether or not we're entitled to 

3 a commission on the 225 acres or the Res. 5. The 

4 reason that we broke it to Res. 5 was it was the one 

5 parcel that had been platted and given to Clark County 

6 as opposed to the whole 225 which resulted in that 
'7 . 30,000== 

8 THE COURT: The other acres with the 

9 geogmphical boundary issue, so we're all there. 

10 MR. JIMMERSON: All right. So had you gone 

11 with the plaintiffs' position, as part of the 

12 accounting you would have had a discussion of what has 

13 been purchased, what is owed. 

14 THE COURT: Right, because --

IS MR. JIMMERSON: Redesignation entitles the 

16 plaintiffs to $30,000. We have gone through that. 

17 That would have been part ofthe accounting, but at no 

18 time was anybody defending $1.8 million. 

19 

20 

THE COURT: And here's the issue --

MR. JIMMERSON: Because the 3,000 acres 

21 hadn't even been purchased. 

22 THE COURT: And I understand they wanted you 

23 to quantify, but you can't quantify until you find out 

24 how much, through those documents, were actually, of 

25 the option property, would go under it. I understand 

....... 
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I all that. 

2 MR. JIMMERSON: Absolutely. 

3 THE COURT: That's why I had the disconnect 

4 on the 1.8 million. I understand that. That's why 

5 this was helpful. W c're on the sanle page. 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: Got it. 

7 THE COURT: I celtainly understand. 

S MR. JIMMERSON: So here'S, here's an issue 

9 for you. You found -- and one of the things that 

10 disturbed me when I read this is the, the part of the 

11 judgment, the finding in the first order which you've 

12 stricken, it was completely outside of your findings. 

13 You know, that was offensive to Mr. Wolfram and to 

14 Mr. Wilkes and myself, because thcre was no attempt to 

15 write a judgment that would mirror or, you know, state 

16 in some fashion your findings, and so this whole issue 

17 of $1.8 million and somehow Pardee prevailed was 

18 nowhere part of your findings, so it was just a 

19 creativity by Pardee because they were looking for a 

20 way to try to get their attomey's fees back. 

21 I think I said I understand the pressure that 

22 counsel is under for the defense, but it's not right to 

23 distort the record to do that. 

24 THE COURT: No. 

25 MR. JIMMERSON: So hear me out. We asked tor 
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141,000 -- excuse me, we asked for l50,000. I asked 

for 146,000 plus 6,000. You gave us 135,500 plus 

6,000. I lost $10,000, but my point is I won that 

claim, all light? 

I didn't win the 30,000 for Res. 5, and I 

... the plaintiffs fOiOptioii pi'opel-ry To ilieeasfofthe ... 

Parcell boundary. I lost. 

THE COURT: Okay. I agree. 

MR. JIMMERSON: And we don't know what that 

was. You see, when Ms. Lundvall stands here before 

you, she nowhere can quote any testimony from 

Mr. Wolfram or Mr. Wilkes or from anyone for the 

defendant that quantifies what is owed. That's why the 

whole $1.8 million is a fugitive issue. 

THE COURT: I think I was velY clear when I 

spoke with her that the 1.8 was my disconnect, and 

Ms. Lundvall said to me if you have a quantification 

issue -- I certainly do. 

MR. JIMMERSON: Right. So all I'm trying to 

say to the Comt is that you have three claims, you 

have a couple theories of damage, but they're not 

theories of -- the claims are just accounting. The 

three, they never changed, but we do have two aspects 

or two components of damages, and we lost onc. 
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THE COURT: Okay. 

2 MR. JIMMERSON: In the sense that we didn't 

3 win additional commissions. Okay, I mean I wasn't 

4 happy with that mling, bnt that's what it was. Bnt 

5 what was being discussed was the infOlmation. 

6 You see, where the defendant distorts this is 

7 they somehow say to you, We entire! y spent 90 percent 

8 of om time defending against the money claim. Well, 

9 that wasn't this trial. They defended against the 

10 clai m of accounting and breach of contract on damages. 

II We spent all the time -- not damages, on the 

12 infonnation. 

13 We spent all the time on what information was 

14 provided, and the defense argued that was sufficient to 

15 satisfY the requirement of the conunission agreement 

16 letter to provide infol1nation, which the Comt 

17 disagreed with. That's the thmst ofthis case. 

18 So I guess what I'm saying to you is when you 

19 win on accounting, when you win on breach of contract 

20 for failme to inform and you win $141,500, and you 

21 lose some unknown amount of dollars, depending on what 

22 that may have been, to the east of Parcell, I mean was 

23 it $50,000? Was it S200,000? We don't know, because 

24 nobody quantified it, because we wouldn't know the 

25 number of acres to the east without an accounting. 
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I Jon Lash I asked tllis specifically: How many 

2 acres are to the east of Parcel I? I don't know, 

3 Mr. Jimmerson. Well, ifhe didn't know, no one's going 

4 to know, and tllat's what the second phase of this trial 

5 would have detellllined had you gone with that point. 

6 So I'm totally with defendants and with you 
..... 7 .. t(Jsa y tliifiispecf 6fenfitTeinentt6 adam onaT 

8 commissions we lost, but that aspect had nothing to do 

9 with $1.8 million, it had to do with the 30 acres 

10 Res. 5 and had to do with whether or not you allowed 

11 them to build east of the Parcel I boundary. That's 

12 it. That's what this trial was about. 

13 And when you read the deposition testimony --

14 I'm sorry, when you read the trial testinl0ny of 

15 Mr. Wolfram, and tins was what was cross-examined by 

16 Ms. Lundvall, he testifies this: Plaintiff has --

17 excuse me. 

18 Mr. Wolfram testifies: And this is, to me, 

19 the basis of my whole court case here. I don't, I 

20 don't care about money and all that stuff. My basis is 

21 that I've been breached on information. I shonld not 

22 have had to go to this pal1icular map. There are other 

23 things too. Not my family could ever ever have tried 

24 to find out what's going on and do a map like this, I 

25 mean there is just not a chance, October 30th, 2013 
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1 testimony, Page 174, Lines 8 through 15 of the trial 

2 transcript. 

3 Our opening statement and our closing 

4 statement minors that point, that the evidence will 

5 demonstrate that he could have lost commissions, may 

6 have lost commissions, so we knew that, we believed we 

7 may have been entitled to that but we didn't know that. 

8 And there was so much discovelY during the 

9 trial, because we didn't have access to Mr. Whittemore 

lOin the fashi on that you did. You know, your 

11 questioning of him, okay, as well as some of the other 

12 witnesses, is velY helpful, because they can, they can 

13 dance if I'm asking a question or opposing counsel is 

14 questioning, but when a judge asks you a question, you 

IS know, you tend to get a more honest, truthful response 

16 and a more, in this regard, comprehensive understanding 

17 of this, and the Court was probing him, if you look at 

18 tlle record. 

19 So all I'm getting at is we can't have 

20 revisionist history. Pardee ca1lIlot try to change what 

21 occurred, which was a slmggle, a really hotly 

22 contested case. My compliments to the defense counsel 

23 with their eagemess. They certainly spent a lot of 

24 money on this case apparently in fees, but they didn't 

25 prevail, because tlleir clients didn't do the right 
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I thing. It's not the lawyers did right or wrong, their 

2 clients didn't do the right thing, as found by you. 

3 And I will teU you we're gonna have an issue 

4 on this judgment. This judgment has to say, has to 

5 mirror yom findings. I have no pro blems saying that 

6 an unknown amount of money, an unquantified amount of 

TilJ.oneythiifllie plalntfffst1loughf tliiWliiaybe entitlea 
8 to were the COUlt to agree you can't redesignate to 

9 beat somebody out of commission, and you can't build 

10 east of the Parcel 1 without compensating them as 

II option property, that would have been owed to them, 

12 but that, that is celiainly the minor part of the case. 

13 The case was --

14 THE COURT: But now you're going to the 

15 arguing of the prevailing, and I understand we both did 

16 it. 

17 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. I'm just saying, I'm 

18 demonstrating to you though --

19 THE COURT: Right. 

20 MR. JIMMERSON: -- for purposes of today's 

21 motion, that any suggestion that they won any p3li of 

22 this case is false. They did defend successfully our 

23 claim for an unknown amoUllt of connnissions based upon 

24 their actions building east of the Parcel 1 or 

25 redesignating property that we discovered during trial. 
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1 I undcrstand that, but that is really not what this 

2 case was about. That's not what they did. They didn't 

3 defend against Res. 5, they were defending against the 

4 accounting. They were defending against their claim 

5 that they didn't provide -- that they did provide 

6 infonnation, which the Comi found against them on 

7 those. That's what this case was about and that's what 

8 the testimony was about. 

9 And that's why when you ask questions of 

10 opposing counsel, when she does choose to answer them, 

II she doesn't answer many of your questions, but when she 

12 answcrcd thc qucstion, Yes, there is nothing in the 

13 record that talks about $1.8 million, there's nothing 

14 in the record that says this is a quantification, 

15 because the whole thing going forward will be, as we'll 

16 discuss later, [guess, that 1.8 million is bigger than 

17 $141,500; therefore, we should at least get a break on 

18 his fees that he's entitled to as prevailing party on 

19 tlle commission as well as exceeding the offer of 

20 judgment. 

21 That's where the mischief was. The mischief 

22 by Pardee is I got to rewrite to the judgment to 

23 reflect somehow that we won so that we can somehow 

24 mitigate the damages that we obviously will owe to thc 

25 plaintiffs in the form of the attorney's fees, and 
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1 that's what will come later au, but I needed to correct 

2 the record because it's not two themies, it's two 

3 e1emeuts of a claim of damages, one of which we were 

4 not successful on. 

5 But when you talk in tell11S of the testimony, 

6 if you just look at Jon Lash's testimony, Harvey 

7 . Whitteriioi'e'stesfiiiiOi1.Y,t11ejlliiiritiff:.;'lestijii6riY ,if' 
............. 

8 was not about quantification of damages, it was about 

9 whether or not they breached their agreement to provide 

10 infonnation. And then the second part of the ttial 

11 that we had spoken to would have been that 

12 quantification, that's hue. 

13 And I never said, respectfully, it's 

14 upsetting to suggest that I never said this was not 

15 abont dollars. What I was saying to you is that we 

16 didn't know. 

17 And when you're at trial mid Ms. Lundvall 

18 asked Mr. Wolfram, What are you claiming? What arc you 

19 asking for? I don't know, I can't tell you. That's 

20 about as clear as you need to have evidence to know 

21 that this was about the liability p011ion of the case 

22 in terms of establishing the right to an accounting, 

23 establishing a breach of contract for failure to 

24 provide infon11ation, and the implied covenant of good 

25 faith and fair dealing to do the same, and then fi'om 
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1 that we would have had a second trial. You ruled in 

2 their favor with regard to those issues, but that 

3 clearly was not the dominant part of that. 

4 And when you look at your own finding, that 

5 is really the final point. When you look at your own 

6 finding, therc's nothing in what you said that would 

7 have supported what they wrote, and that's why you're 

8 granting this illotion to strike, in addition to the 

9 irregularities with regard to how it got signed in the 

10 first place. 

11 THE COURT: Right. 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: I'm not familiar with the 

13 cover letter. I don't know that they produced the 

14 cover letter. You didn't see the cover letter, but all 

15 I'm trying to get at is it's an important document. 

16 Both of sides know it. 

17 I had an issue with the defendant not giving 

18 me notice the previous October with regard to a 

19 submission that they made to you. I wrote them a 

20 letter to please add someone. They didn't do that, you 

21 know. It's just a matter that they have an obligation. 

22 I would no more submit a judgment without at least 

23 contacting them and either having their name on the 

24 document and slash it in case they refuse to cooperate, 

25 but, of course, what would happen and what likely will 
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happcn here is you will be given competing orders. 

THE COURT: You know, we're kind ofback to 

where we would havc becn if this judgment was first 

submitted, because I don't think you would have, based 

on all that's happened it probably would have not, but 

that's okay. 
.............. Iju§l\VarinOgel LlsbacktOsqua6::ollesO 

that then -- plus, in all honesty, if I would have 

gotten competing judgments like that, I probably would 

have asked for a heming on it, because you've now 

fleshed it out, in all honesty, so I feel bad we lost 

some time, but we didn't, because it probably would 

have done its normal course. 

Does that make sense? 

MR. JIMMERSON: I only -

MS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor? 

MR. JIMMERSON: Can I just mention one otller 

thing? 

MS. LUNDVALL: What I would like to do is to 

respond as far as to the cOl.11l.11ents. 

THE COURT: Are you finished, Mr. Jiromerson? 

MR. JIMMERSON: I do want to speak to the 

stay for just a second. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. JIMMERSON: Judge? 
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MS. LUNDVALL: The Court has made a lUling on 

2 this. I guess this is a motion for reconsideration 

3 now? 

4 THE COURT: I'm gOlllla keep the stay, 

5 Mr. Jimmerson. 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: 1 understand. 

7 THE COURT: Until I get this jndgment clear, 

1\ and it's not going to be an easy -- 1 don't have a 

9 crystal ball, but [ feel like it will be contested, and 

10 that's imp011ant. 

11 So I'm not gonna let you execute on a 

12 judgment until 1 know what I feel truly it should be. 

l3 MR. JIMMERSON: I appreciate it. 

14 THE COURT: I'm not, I'm not gonna change 

15 that. 

16 MR. JIMMERSON: r don't agree, but r respect 

17 your decisi on and I'm not rearguing. That's not my 

18 style. 

19 I just want to indicate a bond would have 

20 been appropriate here, and they have not posted a bond. 

21 See, I don't know what's going on with Pardee. 

22 THE COURT: Did he -- when he did tIle stay, 

23 did he ask for a bond? 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: You!" Honor, hold, hold, hold, 

25 hold. 

1 impOliatlt to evclybody. That has been blatantly clear 

2 from day one of this case. I would stipulate everybody 

3 has done great effolis. 

4 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, your HOllar. 

5 One of the comments I want to make simply is 

6 that tlle concession that Mr. Jimmerson made in the 

7 remarks that he made to you, he identified the fact 

8 that one of the ilieories lhat they were advancing was 

9 the fact iliat we had purchased option property, and 

10 he's absolutely correct in that regard. What we were 

11 defending, what we were defending against is whether or 

12 not that we had purchased option propeliy. That, your 

13 Honor, was 90 percent of you!" case. 

14 THE COURT: Okay. 

15 MS. LUNDVALL: And the COUll found, the COllll 

16 found hl our favor, that we had not purchased option 

17 property. 

18 Now, Mr. Jimmerson and the Court now has 

19 identified that you quarrel with the quantification 

20 iliat we put on that, but there is no question about the 

21 fact that what they had suggested is that we had 

22 purchased option property, but what we had defended 

23 against is that we did not, and that you had found in 

24 our favor on that point. 

25 Now--
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1 MR. JIMMERSON: He said no bond is necessaty 

2 because Pardee is a big company. I mean tllat's what 

3 Judge Bonaventure said. 

4 THE COURT: All right. I'm not gonua redo 

5 that. I'm not going to require a bond, I'm not, but --

6 MR. JIMMERSON: At some point, when a 
.. ·····7 jlldgmiirifiseriteriid,"T woiildaskyoll.foriiconsidel' 

8 that. 

9 THE COURT: All right. Let's just, let's 

10 just, let's just step back and let's get this judgment 

11 done, because that is very critical. 

12 And I'm more than letting you -- I agree. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: Is ilierc a rcason, is there a 

14 reason why Ms. Lundvall is at tllC podium? 

15 THE COURT: You know what, I would like to 

16 hear evelything while I've got it in my mind, because 

17 this is at·gument I'm going to have to know about when 

18 this judgment -- so I don't mind letting you respond. 

19 MS. LUND VALL: 11lankyou. 

20 THE COURT: And if yon need to, I'll stay 

21 here all day, if you all fall over from hunger. This 

22 is too important to me. I will stay. 

23 MR. JIMMERSON: It's important to the 

24 plaintiffs too, your Honor. 

25 THE COURT: I would never infer it's not 

I THE COURT: I would have agreed to that if 

2 you walked in from day one. My findings showed that, 

3 and he understands that. 

4 MS. LUNDV ALL: Now--

5 THE COURT: That could have been day aile 

6 stipulated, okay? 
···7 ·········MS. LUNDVALL··Ol1iioffliiilliirigsl'vaiiffodo 

8 is that the Court has indicated tllat you had an 

9 interest in some additional cases --

10 

II 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

THE COURT: Yes. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: -- that we had spoken to. 

THE COURT: On the--

MS. LUNDV ALL: Prevailing party issne. 

THE COURT: Yes. Sony. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you. 

THE COURT: 1 read every one. 

MS. LUND V ALL: And that's why I'm standing at 

18 the podium. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. I appreciate it. Please 

20 make sure tlley get it too. 

21 MS. LUNDVALL: So a eouple points I Wallt to 

22 make as far as a preface to this when giving these to 

23 the Court, when I look at all of the papers and in 

24 preparation for iliis hearing, in my opinion it's easy 

25 to gel lost, and so what I'm gonna hy to do is my 

··1·········· 
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1 level best to give a little bit of a road map on this 
2 prevailing party issue then to the Court. 

3 And the most important paJi that I think that 

4 the COllrt needs to do is to stmi from why it is that 

5 the COllrt's being asked to mal,e this determination. 

6 The reason that the Court is being asked to 

7 make this detennination is because there's a clause 

8 within the commission agreement. 

9 THE COURT: For attorney's fees. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: Con"ect. 

11 THE COURT: I saw that. 

12 MS. LUNDVALL: And there's, there's case law 

13 that has been bounded about, in pmiicular fr0111 

14 Mr. Jimmerson's office, that speaks to NRS 18.010 aJld 

15 interpreting 18.010. 

16 And what I want to do is to make sure that 

17 the Court looks at the entirety of the statute, because 

18 the statute says this: In requesting attorney's fees, 

19 and making a determination for prevailing party under 

20 18.010--

21 

22 

THE COURT: 18.010. 
MS. LUND VALL: -- it does not apply to a 

23 private contract and fuere is a provision within the 

24 private--

25 THE COURT: Did you brief it that way? 

[ this is gonna come up when we do our judgment. 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor, what I would hand 

3 to the Court and what I would hand a copy then to 

4 Mr. Jimmerson --

5 THE COURT: Is that Nevada, I hope? 

6 MS. LUNDV ALL: Yes. This is from the Nevada 

7 Supreme Court. It's called Davis versus Bailey. 

S THE COURT: Okay. 

9 MS. LUNDVALL: It's 278 Pacific 3d 501. It's 

to a 2012 case. 

11 The sum total offuis case, which was a case 

12 involving a contmct provision that had a prevailing 

[3 pmiy clause within that contract was that when there 

14 is a successful defense, that successful defense can be 

15 used as a foundation to argue that you are the 

[6 prevailing patty, all right? It's pretty simple. 

[7 THE COURT: Okay. That's not too difficult. 

18 MS. LUNDV ALL: AU right. The second 

19 decision that T intend to offer the Court then "" 

20 THE COURT: Did you"" you didn't cite this 

21 in your blief, right? 

22 MS. LUNDV ALL: To be honest with you, I don't 

23 know the answer to that. 

24 

25 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Ifwe did not, we are 
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MS. LUNDV ALL: 18.010, Subsection-

THE COURT: No, I have read it, 18.010. I 

actually almost brought it up here until I realized 

there was a judgment issue. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: All right. Section Sub .4, 

I supplementing. 

2 THE COURT: It doesn't ring a bell to me, but 

3 I've read so many I'm not gonna say you didn't. 

4 

5 

Y all have another one? 

MS. LUNDV ALL: Now, the second one, it's 

and I'm going to quote, the Sections 2 and 3 upon which 6 quite possible we did not cite this, and the reason why 
··tl1.eyreI'Y dO: nofapply to any aetion arising out ora ................... ··7 was tl1.iUhi:ie wasi;eceritly a riilecl1.angef{)rou[· 
written instrument or agreement which entitles the 8 Nevada Supreme Court as to whether or not that you can 

prevailing palty to an award of reasonable att0111ey's 9 cite to unpublished decisions. 

fees. 10 THE COURT: Y es. You're not supposed to, but 

THE COURT: Okay. 11 we all did it, but after January they'll actually say 

MS. LUNDV ALL: So when they contend in their 

brief that we did not get a monetaJy damage in our 

favor, aJld therefore, we can't be the prevailing PaJty, 

they cite to NRS 18.010 cases, and guess what, those 

cases don't apply. 

And so what I did is I tried to laser focus 

my research to be able to identify for the COUli the 

cases that arise from a contract provision --

THE COURT: Right. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: "- that has a prevailing 

PaJty, because that's what's at issue, 3IId so I've got 

one. 

THE COURT: I read, I read every one of 

those. If you have another one, that's fine, because 

12 it has authority. 

13 Don't you love that? I think it's great what 

14 they did. 

15 MR. LUNDVALL: And here's one for the Court 

16 then to consider, and I'm gonna hand a copy to 

17 Mr. Jimmerson as well. 

18 THE COURT: And [ have to do it l.Ulder tlle new 

19 rule since it was December 20fu, I get it. 

20 MS. LUNDV ALL: Understood. 

21 And it's a case that's called Freedman versus 

22 Freedman, and it's found at 2012 West[aw 668[933. It's 

23 a 2012 decision from our Nevada Supreme Court. And 

24 what this decision, if you go through this, this dealt 

25 with a marital agreement, and there was two parties 

. ..... . 
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I then that were obviously on opposite sides, and each 
2 had differing views conceming that marital agreement, 
3 but the maIital agreement had a provision for 
4 prevailing party. 
5 THE COURT: Okay. 
6 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. So what happened 
7 in this case is that the plaintiff prevailed on a 
8 portion of their case, and the defendant prevailed on a 
9 portion of his, and what the COUlt did then in the 

10 district court is it quantified the damages that were 
1 I entailed with the pOltion that the plaintiff prevailed 
12 upon, compared that then to the portion that the 
13 defendant prevailed upon, and created a net judgment in 
14 accordance with the prevailing palty provision. 
15 THE COURT: Sure. 
16 MS. LUNDVALL: And that's what we ask the 
17 Court to do, and you can make that same deternlination 
1 g then in this case. 

19 THE COURT: I see where you're coming from. 
20 MS. LUNDVALL: Okay. So from the standpoint 
21 you've already quantified the amount of attorney's fees 

22 that they incurred by reason then of not getting the 
23 infonnation, and you made that a fOlln of special 
24 damages. 
25 THE COURT: I did. 

1 
2 
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MS. LUNDVALL: And we know what that sum is. 
THE COURT: Right. 

3 MS. LUNDVALL: So then what the issue becomes 
4 then, we also know that Pardee prevailed on a portion 
5 of this case, so then the issue is --
6 THE COURT: Is the quantification. 
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1 the oppom11lity then to argue our motions for 
2 attorney's fees. 

3 THE COURT: Absolutely. 
4 MS. LUNDV ALL: Thank you. 
S THE COURT: That's ~~ 
6 MS. LUNDVALL: That's ~~ 

7 THE COURT: IfI didn't make that clear, 
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8 absolutely. When I worked through all this and then 
9 when I looked it up and realized, whether you disagree 

10 with me, I have a problem on the judgment. It has to 
11 be right. And going back, I started to write one 
12 myself, and I go, No, I'm gonna enforce my own rule. 
13 And I wanted to give you an understanding why 
14 I do not agree with this judgment. I would not have 
15 agreed with that, and we went through why it happened. 
16 Once again, I take responsibility. We didn't follow 
17 our procedure, but once -- now we're gonna start with 
18 that, okay, absolutely. 
19 In fact, that's what I was going to go 
20 through. Let me keep my notes here, one second. 
21 Then my notes here, the only -- so then I've 
22 got -~ let's do this then. 

23 MS. LUNDVALL: My prediction is that --
24 THE COURT: Let's do this. The defendant's 
25 -- then I can go tIu'ough, I've got them all here. 
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I Defendant's motion to amend the judgment entered 
2 6/15/2015, this is yom one on wanting to change on--
3 now, here's what I looked at. Let me do this, and 
4 maybe -~ when I looked at yoU!' motion as far as the 

5 Sandy Vallcy damages, you were saying you were amending 
6 this judgment, the onc I just said was el1'oneons. 

··1 MS.LDNDVALL:heciseIY. ........ 7Do YOl.ll'ealizeiliat'swhafi!saldliere? .............. ... ..... ... ... ..... . ..... . 

8 THE COURT: I get it, Ms. Lundvall. That's 
9 what statted me on the 1.8 million. 

10 MS. LUNDVALL: All right. So let's focus on 
11 our motion for attomey's fees. 
12 THE COURT: No, I'm not gOlllla go tllere. 
13 MS. LUNDVALL: But let ~~ 

14 THE COURT: AliI want to do is address the 
15 quantification. I'm on the same page with you on the 
16 prevailing patty. I lUlderstand what you're saying. I 
17 don't want to get -- I'm not going to go through tlle 
18 attomey's fees. 
19 My problem on this judgment, and I'm still 

20 gonna stand with it, is the 1.8. The quantification 
21 was an issue that just stnck out to me from the 
22 beginning, and it still does. 
23 MS. LUNDV ALL: But what I lUlderstand then 
24 that the Court will allow us to do, is once that you 
25 finalized your new judgment, that you're gotll1a give us 

8 MS. LUNDVALL: Yes. 

9 THE COURT: Okay. I realize that I need --
10 this 1 can address, and I weut through it extensively. 
11 My only question to you was whether you're really 
12 wanting to amend my fIndings of fact, conclusions of 
]3 law and order where I cited, or whether you can -- you 

14 dido't waive anytltingby that, because obviously -- so 
15 this is gonna, you're gonna do tIlis, because it still 
16 would ~- that pmt is still gorma be in the new 

17 judgment, based on my findings of fact and conclusions 
18 oflaw. So, to me, then this would become moot, 
19 obviously. 
20 Is it still gonna be there? Absolutely. Yon 
21 are not waiving anything. 

22 Here's my question. I've read it a lot. If 
23 you want to amend, supplement, fIne, but I feellike I 
24 have a lot of briefIng on that, so this one I'm going 
25 to deny without prejudice, because --
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MS. LUNDVALL: May I explain to the Court why 

2 it is we brought that motion? 

3 THE COURT: No. 

4 MS. LUNDV ALL: VelY simply, I have two lines, 

5 and that is the one issue is we had not cited to Liu to 

6 you. 

7 
8 

THE COURT: I did. 

MS. LUNDV ALL: I recognize and acknowledge 

9 you did, but we had not. 

10 This is an issue that quite possibly lllay be 

II taken up on appeal. 

12 THE COURT: Oh, Ms. Lundvall, I would 

13 guarantee you it was ii'om day one. 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: T did not want an argument 

15 coming ii'olll plaintiffs' counsel that we had not argued 

16 Liu to you. 

17 THE COURT: How could you, it carne in after 

18 the motion? 

19 MS. LUNDV ALL: I understand that. 

20 I got another appeal that, where that 

21 argument has been advanced, and we have been hashing 

22 through those issues. And what I was trying to do is 

23 to preserve my record. 

24 I understand very I ikely where the Court may 

25 come out on this, but I did not want to get any 
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I argument that somehow we have waived it by failing to 

2 raise Lin in the court below. That's the reason, your 

3 Honor, that we filed it. 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: Judge, I want to add one 

5 other factof that does cut into this that's quite 

6 imp0l1ant, and it will help you in your calculation and 

your caTCulus. I 

8 We have filed a motion for attorney's fees on 

9 two different bases. 

10 THE COURT: Right. I know. 

J 1 MR. JIMMERSON: One under prevailing party. 

12 The reason 1 say the fact that we offered a judgment 

13 which was denied or declined and we exceeded that 

14 judgment, you know, you need to be a ware of it, because 

15 that cuts off even an analysis for prevailing party. 

16 In other words, when you look at the case 

17 law, if the Court finds that the plaintiffs have 

18 exceeded their offer of judgment and that the statutory 

19 requirements under the then existing 17.115, which was 

20 later delayed but it was applied at the time, that cuts 

21 off the whole issue of prevailing paliy or you won on 

22 three issues and you won on one issue, because the 

23 offer of judgment resolves all matters, so I'm just 

24 asldng you, that's something you will need to look at 

25 in conjunction with prevailing paliy. 
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1 THE COURT: I think tbatwas kind of -- I 

2 infelTed that that was going to be an issue. I 
3 understand you don't agree with that. r agree with 

4 you, I actually, like I said, worked a lot on these 

5 until I backed it up into realizing on this judgment. 

6 I spent the longest time on this for obvious reasons, 

7 because everything flows. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: The prevailing patiy analysis 

9 as to published decisions makes it clear that --

10 MS. LUNDV ALL: The point that Mr. JiImllerson 

II just articulated though, two points to this, number 

12 one, it assumes that he has a valid offer of judgment, 

13 which he doesn't, and we briefed that and the Comi is 

14 gorum hear argument on that. 

15 THE COURT: Right 

16 MR. J1MMERSON: Right. 

17 MS. LUNDVALL: Nwnber two, and that is that 

18 the law he's now citing to the Court, which is why I'm 
19 trying to underscore this, is under NRS 18.010, it's 

20 not under the prevailing p811y provisions in a 

21 contract, and so that there's a different atlalysis that 

22 applies. 

23 THE COURT: Okay. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: Even ifby some strange thing 

25 that the Court finds his offer of judgment vaJid, let 
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1 alone if he beat his offer of judgment, because he 

2 didn't under the p lai n language of it, but the point 

3 being is it still does not cut off the C0U11's analysis 

4 under the contract provision. 

5 THE COURT: I appreciate that. I get it, so 

6 let me clean this up. 

T . .... Alidheie's the othel'thiilg,Tiri nofgol"uli!set··· 
8 these all on one day, in faimess to all of us. I'm 

9 gonna tlY -- you can see I got into a criminal tJial, 

10 but when I -- I wanted to reserve today to really do a 

11 fair record for both of you on this judgment issue and 

12 also give exactly what I did, give guidance on where I 

13 feel we should go to at I east give you some idea of 

14 what I want. I accomplished that. That was my goal. 

15 It took me -- but in fairness, I understand that. 

16 So what I want to do is now clean this up. 

17 As far as defendant's motion to amend judgment entered, 

18 which basically I call them the Sandy Valley, as we aJl 

19 know, damages, I'm going to deny this as moot because I 

20 have stricken the judgment. 

21 I'm keeping all this. You are not waiving 

22 811ything when this new judgment -- because it will have 

23 the Sandy Valley damages in it, because -- and here's 

24 the other th iug: To be honest, I, I understand why you 

25 now say you feel it was a record on appeal, I honestly 
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1 felt it was just another chance to argue Sandy Valley, 

2 but I'm okay with that, because to be real honest, I 

3 want the most there, you know, in there for our appeal, 

4 because I know we all ~- I suspected strongly from my 

5 rulings that, that the Sandy, that this would be, 

6 because I, I -" and that's why it would go up. That 

7 does not shock this Judge at all. 

8 In fact, that's why I tried, honestly, 

9 Ms. Lundvall, that's why I looked for every new case 

10 that came down between when, after my Actos trial, 

11 between when we fInished your trial and before I took 

12 the week off to do this, so you're not smplised I 
13 found the case. 

14 It's fine, and honestly, Mr. Jimmerson, 

15 that's why I don't mind if you bliefed it. I have no 

16 problem if that's in my record, in this record, so this 

17 is moot only for that reason, okay? Because the 

18 judgment, okay, nothing is waived, as we know. I'm 

19 VelY explicit. 

20 The next one, the Number 4, which one is 

21 this? 

22 The countenuotion, okay, the countemlotion 

23 for attorney's fees on Pardee's motion to amend 

24 judgment, this is also moot, because I did not hear the 

25 motion to amend the judgment, but I will tell you, I, I 
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1 do look at -- I can't give you advisOlY. 

2 Let me just say, since we've opened up a lot 

3 of topics here, I do look atNRCP 11(a)(I)(a), instead 

4 of allowing countenuotions, I will tell you, because I 

5 do look at it that ifI agree you can have a motion for 

6 sanction, if you think it's, if the Court has grounds 
.. 

7 .. for tliaCbiif rdo reqiiireaseparafeiiiot!orijiiSfeven ------------

8 before you did it, just for that reason, because I am 

9 hying so hard, because people do countelmotions, so I 

10 do read Rule 11 that way, okay? 

II But t11at does not waive any of YOlll' rights 

12 for that, you do understand, so that's not advisory, 

13 I'm just telling you how I read Rule lIon the 

14 cOlmtennotions. 

15 Okay. The plaintiffs' motion for order --

16 okay, this one we could do, the plaintiffs' motion for 

17 order requiring defendant, when serving by electronic 

18 means, to serve three specific persons. 

19 I don't know how Wiznet works. I tried to 

20 find out. 

21 Basically the defense is, Hey, if they want 

22 it t11rough the electronic, it can go to Wiznet. 

23 Here's my thought, because of this case I 

24 have no problem, because that's whether it gets to YOlll' 

25 firm, not you specifically. 
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MR. ITMM:ERSON: Well, your Honor, we're 

talking two different things. 

THE COURT: Okay. 

MR. JIMJv:[ERSON: By Wiznet, there is an 

obligation by each lawyer, each finn, to serve the 

list, to serve whoever you've designated. 

THE COURT: Right, on the list service. 
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MR. JIMMERSON: We're not talking about that. 

This motion doesn't speak to that. This motion speaks 

to cmai Is to myself. 

MS. LUNDVALL: No, it doesn't. 

MR. JIMMERSON: I want emails that are gOlll18 

be communicated to me by McDonald Carano to be added to 

my secretary and now to Mr. Flaxman. 

THE COURT: Are you asking me for any email 

between you? 

MR. JIMMERSON: That's right. Any order, any 

email cOlTIIl1lUlicated to me is to be sent to three people, 

not one person, and the defense has no defense to that. 

They are confused. They say we're talking about 

Wiznet. Well, Wiznet, you got to serve whoever is on 

the mailing list. 

Ifthey submit a judgment to me by email, and 

they know I don't read it, I'm asking for a COUlt order 

so there is no excuse by them not to comply and that 
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they would serve my secretmy and my associate. 

THE COURT: When yon say "email," you mean 

any order? You're not saying CVCIY correspondence? 

l'vlR. JTh1MERSON: I'm saying eVCIY 

correspondence from McDonald Carano on this case be 

done, not on other cases, this case. I want to make 

.. sure thifIi'ead itiridtIlafIseeit,iridtliafwhaf 

happened in this case on June 15th or so does not 

repeat, that's all. 

It's so easy for them to add one other name 

or two other names to the "to" box on a computer, 

t11at's all, to the point where don't selld it to me, 

send it -- my point is it's no big deal to send it to 

t11ree peop] e. 

What gets me is if she would have asked me, 

Would you make sure you send ROlY a copy, yes, of 

course, but not with Pardee. Pardee, they're just 

never gonna communicate or cooperate, so I want an 

order that obligates them that with regard to this 

case, any communications by email as opposed to a 

letter in the mail be sent to three people, not just to 

me. 

MS. LUNDVALL: Your Honor, I'm not hying to 

be difficult here, but you know what, there are lules 

that have consequences in this case, and there are 
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1 issues that intelTelate to this request that he has I because of what happened on not approving as to form 

2 made now orally. 2 and content, so 1, above all people, I am a stickler 

3 THE COURT: Uh-huh. 3 for IUles now. 

4 MS. L UNDV ALL: And I want to as far as point 

5 the COlll1 specifically to his motion. 

6 THE COURT: I got it. 

7 MR. LUNDVALL: Mr. Jimmerson is so very apt 

8 to read, and let me read from his ownll1otion. 

9 He says on Page I of his motion, Request this 

10 COUl1 for an order compelling defendants and its 

11 counsel, if they are choosing to serve documents by 

12 electronic means, and especially when serving by 

13 electronic means without hard copies by U.S. Mail to 

14 plaintiffs' counsel, to serve three individuals. 

15 MR. JIMMERSON: Right. 

16 MS. LUND VALL: And now he's changing the 

17 identity of who it is he wants to have served from his 

18 motion, but the point being is that we serve docllll1ents 

19 through Wiznet. You can't order what happens through 

20 Wiznet. I can't order what happens through Wiznet. 

21 Iflle wants things served upon him, then he 

22 and his staff have to register with Wiznet. That is 

23 all I'm talking about. 

24 THE COURT: Okay. 

25 MS. LUNDVALL: Now, to the extent he's made 
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1 an oral motion that is scparatc and apat1 fi-om what the 

2 actual motion he filed before the Court is, from my 

3 perspective, I atl1 a stickler for rules, and especially 

4 when those rules will adversely impact my client, 

5 because I know what's gonna happen. His argwllent is 

4 What I'm going to say as far as I'm not going 

5 to grant this motion, but I'm going to emphasize that 

6 for any orders or any judgment in this case, that you, 

7 both of you are ordered to give it to the other person 

8 as to fmID atld content, and that if you do not have 

9 somcone to foml and content within a reasonable time, 

10 you are to let this Court know what the reasonable time 

II was, what efforts you made to get ahold oflhe other 

12 person, and -- before you do it, and if you get ahold 

13 of them aud they disagree, do exactly what I said. 

14 Tell me either you both proposed and your basis for it. 

15 That's what I'm going to do. 

16 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, your Honor. 

17 THE COURT: Which I thought was my standing 

18 order, but obviously I am going to do a specific one 

19 here, so ifthere's a misunderstanding that an order is 

20 different from a judgment, it won't happen agaiu. 

21 MR. IlMMERSON: Could I have the Court order 

22 that any cOll1l1lunication to myself be directed to my 

23 secretary? They don't have to send it to me. 

24 THE COURT: I'm not sure I have the 

25 jurisdiction. 
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I MR.lIMMERSON: When you hear that they 

2 refuse to serve somebody I asked to be served, and I 
3 don't read it, and they knew about it a year and a half 

4 ago, atld they still go through that, what is somebody 

5 to believe? I just want to make sme that when I get 

6 something fi-om the McDonald Carano finn in this case 6 going to be that since we did not do this in the past, 

7 ·UiafsOlTIeho~vtIierewassometll.lngriefariol.lstheil, 

8 because we had sent the letter to the COUl1, we had 

.. ........ ···7 . tbat Tiilawai'eofit,illiasoseiidinglftoriieviiIIrioC 

9 copied him on that lettel'. 

10 And so to the extent that what he's trying 

II now by which to do is not only to accomplish something 

12 prospectively, but to accomplish then something then 

13 that's going to have a relationship to an issue that's 

14 already before the Court, and so his oral motion, 

15 numbcr one, has no factual basis. His oral 11l0tion has 

16 no legal foundation. He has no rule, no citation to a 

17 rule by which that he can say, Your Honor, to compel 

18 her to send me an email and compel her to copy somebody 

19 else. That, with all due respeet, your Honor, is 

20 ridiculous. 

21 THE COURT: So here's how I'm gonna do this 

22 motion, because the reason I brought it up is because 

23 of what happened in our first motion. 

24 And I am a stickler for rules too, you know, 

25 that affects this C0U11 and everybody, as you know, 

8 make me aware of it. 

9 I would like to have an order from the Comt 

10 or a stipulation from the defendant. 

11 THE COURT: Here's what I said, let's be real 

12 plain here, any communication, whether it's written or 

13 whether it's email or -- who do you want them to, if 

14 it's not you, who do they --

15 MS. LUNDV ALL: Your Honor? 

16 MR.lIMMERSON: Ks@jimmersonlawfrrm.com. 

17 TIIE COURT: Okay. 

18 MS. LUNDV ALL: Your Honor, there is a way for 

19 you to be ablc to accomplish what it is he wants, and 

20 let me make a suggestion. There is a function in 

21 Wiznet that when I file something, I also have to ask 

22 for it to be served, but if I don't want something 

23 filed, I can simply say I'm going to serve him. 

24 Now, whoever they have had register for their 

25 service, they get it automatically. They're in charge 
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1 of that. 

2 THE COURT: But he's going beyond service. 

3 MR. JIMMERSON: I'm not talking about 

4 service, I'm talking about --
5 MS. LUNDV ALL: This is what I'm talking 

6 about, is that if I'm going to send him a proposed 

7 judgment, T can do that through the service function on 

8 Wiznet. 
9 MR. JIMIvlERSON: But you didn't do that Ulis 

10 year, you didn't do that in--
II THE COURT: Okay. You know what, it's real 

12 easy, I'm sony. 
13 MS. LUNDVALL: And I will do that. That's 

14 the point I'm hying to make, and so it will accomplish 

15 what it is that he wants. 

16 THE COUR T: You will serve it to that person? 

17 MS. LUNDVALL: I will do it through Wiznet, 

18 and whoever they have tln'ough Wiznet, they receive 

19 copies of it. So once again, it puts the ball in their 

20 court to have somebody register for --

21 MR. JIM..MERSON: No problem, we have 

22 registered everyone in this case. 

23 THE COURT: But you're going beyond that, 

24 you're going beyond other emails. 

25 Am I understanding you right? 
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1 MR. JIMMERSON: Absolutely right. 

2 THE COURT: That's his oralmo!ion, and I 

3 agree he just asked about service, and I agree. 

4 Who, instead ofthem doing it to you, and 

5 they're not going to -- on different communications, 

6 they are not going to have to do three people. You're 
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1 otter this suggestion to you. I've made the 

2 representation that any emails, any letters, anything, 

3 we will send to Mr. Jimmerson through the serve 

4 function on Wiznet and so it gets to them. I've made 

5 that representation, and so that's a stipulation. 

6 THE COURT: You're using Wiznet for 

7 evelything, like Mr. Jinullerson --

8 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. 

9 THE COURT: You're using --

10 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. You can use 

11 Wiznet for that function, absolutely. 

12 MR. JIMMERSON: Do you understand the game 

13 they're playing? 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: What I'm trying to do is to 

15 give the Court an out, because number one, you don't 

16 have a motion before you. Number two, you don't have 

17 any grounds before you, and I'm trying to make sme 

18 that there's no issue in your record that --

19 THE COURT: Well, if you want to appeal me on 

20 this, have at it, Ms. Lundvall. I mean I have an issue 

21 in front of me that somebody -- and I can tell you the 

22 issue came because the stickler for the rules, the 

23 rules didn't happen on this judgment. 

24 MR. JIMMERSON: That's right. 

25 THE COURT: So I do have an issue. My 
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I concern is how do I address it? 

2 If you're saying you don't do private email, 

3 every email you send goes through Wiznet? 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: That's not true. 

5 THE COURT: Ijust, I just want her to get on 

6 the record and tell me. Every email, whether it's, 
7 .. {e!lhigflieln \v!ioyouwiiiltanyc(]!nllluiIicatioilIogo!o. . ......... ····1 7 .. MI'. Jiinlnei'soll; I'riigoIrigT6be IiteToi'coul'lon . ....... .. . ..... ... .. ··1 .... . 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: Right, any emails,just send 8 January 14, so please don't stali without me, that 

9 it to ks@jimmersonlawfirm.com. 9 would go through Wiznet? 

10 You know, we send evclything to Ms. Lundvall 10 MS. LUNDVALL: Prospectively, for this case, 

11 and to ROlY. 11 I will do that from this point forward. 

12 Son)', I don't remember your last name. 12 MR. JIMMERSON: I'm not asking Iler to do 

13 They won't accommodate that, and they know I 

14 don't read it. 

15 THE COURT: Okay. It's very easy, if you 

16 want to -- I absolutely feel1ike, so we don't have any 

17 more misunderstandings, any emails on this case that 

18 you want to go to Mr. Jinullerson, do not send it to his 

19 email, send it to --

20 MR. JIMMERSON: Ks@jinunersonlawfirm.com. 

21 THE COURT: Ks@jimmerson, and he cannot come 

22 to this COllli and say he didn't get it. 

23 MR. JIMMERSON: Agreed. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: And from this perspective, one 

25 of the things that I would suggest to the Court, let me 

13 that. She does not need to do that. 

14 THE COURT: But if that accomplishes, if you 

15 will do that, then you have them on Wiznet, and then 

16 you can get five of them or whoever you have on Wiznet. 

1 7 We're done. 

18 MS. LUNDV ALL: That's right. 

19 THE COURT: If that's what you'll do, that's 

20 fine. 

21 MS. LUNDV ALL: Thank you, your Honor. 

22 THE COURT: We accomplished what we want. 

23 I'm fme. 

24 And then not only that one, but then if it's 

25 -- then we actually have a basis [0 trace that it went 
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I through Wiznet. 

2 MS. LUNDVALL: Absolutely. That's my point. 

3 THE COURT: Well, I -- so based on that, I'm 

4 gonna order that. That's regarding plaintiffs' motion 

5 for ordering client, defendant, when serving electronic 

6 means, to serve three, what I'm going to say is that I 
7 am going to deny that -- no. 

8 MS. LUNDV ALL: Yes, you are denying it. 

9 THE COURT: I'm just trying to think how I 

10 make sure I get in the mling, denying it based on the 

11 ruling that you, prospectively, the defendant 

12 prospectively will serve all email through Wiznet. 

13 MS. LUNDV ALL: Thank you, your Honor. 

14 MR. TIM..MERSON: For this case. 

IS MS. LUNDV ALL: For purposes of this case 

16 prospectively. 

17 THE COURT: For this case. Tbis is the only 

18 case I have with you, so for this case, so we're very 

19 specific, yes. Okay. 

20 We have Pardee's motion for attorney's fees. 

21 This is Number 6. It is also moot, because it's based 

22 on the judgment of 6115/2015. 
23 This is the prevailing party -- I understand. 

24 The notes from what you just gave me, I will put it 

25 with that. We can get into so many things, can we not, 
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1 on this case? 

2 So this is denied only because it is moot. 

3 MS. LUNDV ALL: Hold on, your Honor. From 

4 this prospective, are you denying these motions --

5 THE COURT: No. 

6 MS. LUNDVALL: -- or are you holding them 
·········7 

8 

overf6ifufuie --

THE COURT: That's a good question. J was 

9 going to deny them as moot. Then you would have to 

10 refile them. 

11 MS. LUNDVALL: Then everything would have to 

12 be refiled, then there would be a new opportunity if 

13 you want to -- my suggestion to the COUli is to simply 

14 continue these then. 

15 THE COURT; Well, but your motion is asking 

16 for a judgment of 6115/2015. 

17 MS. LUNDV ALL: Well, from this perspective, 

18 your H on01", though, no matter what is contained within 

19 the judgment, based upon what you've said today, our 

20 position being the prevailing party on the portion of 

21 the case, as we've talked about, we prevailed on a 

22 portion of this case. 

23 THE COURT: Okay. Just,just--

24 MS. LUNDY ALL: They prevailed on another one. 

25 That's all set fmih. 
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1 THE COURT: Okay. You know what, I am going 

2 -- no, no. I'm going to deny it, and you can just --

3 you have it all in your bliefmg, and yon can refile it 

4 based on the new judgment. 

5 MR JIMMERSON: Could we have a--

6 THE COURT: I'm denying it as moot, and you 

7 can fefile it. 

8 MR. JIM..MERSON: For both paliies, Judge, can 

9 we have the opportunity to say plaintiff and defendant, 

10 individually have 10 days to exchange proposed 

11 judgmcnts to kecp it on track? 

12 THE COURT: Yeah, however you want to do it. 

13 MR. JIMMERSON: I'm just suggesting it might 

14 be a fair time, because we plan on preparing one. 

15 THE COURT: If you think you need to clarity 

16 anything else on your exchange on jndgments, I'm fme. 

17 Okay, Pardee's motion to retax memo of costs 

18 filed June 19th, that also applies to the June 15th, 

19 2015. 

20 MR. nMMERSON: Yes, it does. 

21 THE COURT: So I'm gOllna it as moot at this 

22 time, and let's see what happens, because it's the NRS. 

23 It goes back to the prevailing pmiy thing. 

24 And plaintiffs' motion for attomey fees and 

25 costs, same thing, I'm gorum deny it as moot, and we'll 
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I go from there. 

2 What is the last thing then, you want to make 

3 sure on these from my ruling of the fu·st motion on 

4 exchanging these new judgments, do you want to add you 

5 eaeh--

6 MR. JIMMERSON: l'mjust suggesting that we 

'7 ··exchal1geiliel"J:1wiillmtllel1ext telld.liYs, thlil's au. 
8 THE COURT: Oh. 

9 MR. JIMMERSON; So we keep it on track, and 

10 then you'll make -- and then maybe if we have a 

11 dispute, we would telephone you. I'm just suggesting a 

12 joint call andlor your law clerk and just say, Listen, 

13 we're not able to get this together ourselves, we need 

14 a hearing by the Cowi on competing orders. You will 

15 have two orders in ii·ont of you, and you may make a 

16 third of your own. I'm just saying that may be a fair 

17 way to--

18 THE COURT; Well, what m·e your thoughts on 

19 that? 

20 MS. LUNDVALL: The Court has told us you have 

21 a standing order and you want us to comp ly with that 

22 standing order. 

23 THE COURT: Let's just do it. 

24 MS. LUNDVALL: So my suggestion is that we do 

25 it that way. 
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1 THE COURT: I have to agree, because as soon 

2 as I do something outside the normal course, as with 

3 this case, then I have issues. 

4 And if I feel like I need a hearing, I'm not 

5 shy, I will ask for a hearing. 

6 MR. JIMMERSON: VelY good, your Honor. 

7 THE COURT: I would like to do it that way. 

8 MR. JIMMERSON: It's getting to the point 

9 where if I suggest today is a Fliday, I'm going to get 

10 an opposition. 

11 I'm with you. We'll just submit it. 

12 THE COURT: Okay. It's all important. I 

13 take no dispersions. It's all important. I get that. 

14 MR. JIMMERSON: So as I understand it, we're 

15 going to exchange between ourselves, tty to reach an 

16 accommodation. Ifnot, we'll be sending letters served 

17 upon the opposing side so each side has --

18 THE COURT: Okay, here's what I would like to 

19 do, here's how it works: One of you does the proposed 

20 order. The other one looks at ~- judgment, excuse me, 

2l judgment. The other one looks at it, says what their 

22 issue is an d whether they can approve it or not. If 
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1 preparing the order. It's okay. 

2 THE COURT: UnfOliunately, the way it started 
3 out in the first place, I'm going to keep consistent. 
4 I'm fme. No one's waiving any lights. 

5 MS. LUNDVALL: Thank you, your Honor. 
6 THE COURT: You know, no one has to take 
7 their ball and go home, okay? We're okay, I promise, 

8 okay? 
9 MR. JIMMERSON: You got it. 

10 THE COURT: Thank you for staying so long. 
11 MR. JIMMERSON: Thank you for all your time 
12 and your staffs time too. I appreciate evelybody's 
13 effOlis. 
14 THE COURT: You're welcome, okay. 

15 * * * * * * 
16 ATTEST: 
17 Full, hue, and accurate transcription of proceedings. 
18 
19 
20 

21 
Loree Murray, CCR #426 

22 
23 not, you try to work together. 23 
24 If you can't, then whoever, then each of you, 24 

25 the first one who proposed the judgment and the second 25 
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lone who couldn't agree, you couldn't work it out, give 

2 me competing judgments or give me information on what 

3 sections of the judgment you can't agree on. 

4 MR. JIMMERSON: Okay. 

5 MS. LUNDV ALL: Thank you, your Honor. 

6 THE COURT: Doitthatway,andlwillmake 
7i:hedeteii1l.inarlon whefuerfwantinoi·e.A.lidbasecCon ............. . 

8 this, I may, you know. I'm very aware of peoples' 

9 arguments now. 

10 One thing with both of you, oral argument 

11 helps, because I do think there's so much sruff, and 

12 hying to focus where we're at, but I will make that 

13 detel1nination when I get there. 

14 MS. LUNDVALL: As the Court has previously, 

15 as the Court has previously ordered at least three 

16 times before, I will prepare the judgment. 

17 THE COURT: Yes. 

18 MS. LUNDV ALL: And I will give it to 

19 Mr. Jimmerson. 

20 THE COURT: That was my-· 

21 MR. JIMMERSON: I didn't lmow you ordered it 

22 three times before for the defendant, who lost this 

23 case, to prepare the judgment. Your Honor, I'm just 

24 saying it will not alter the ultimate result, but since 

25 1 won the case, my clients won the case, we should be 
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THE COURT: Good morning, Counsel. Welcome. 
MS. LUNDVALL: Good morning, Your Honor. 
MR. J, J. JIMMERSON: Good morning, Judge. 

7 THE COURT: We're ready to go, It's here, 
8 finally. 
9 MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: It is. 

10 THE COORT: Did you make your appearances for 
11 the record? 
12 MR. J,J. JIMMERSON: I believe we have. I'll 
13 do it again. Jiln Ji~erson and Jim M. Jimmerson on 
14 behalf of the plaintiffs, also Lynn Hansen on behalf of 
15 the plaintiffs are present. And ""e have both James 
16 Wolfram and Walter Wilkes, plaintiffs, who are both 
17 present. 
18 MS. Lu~DVA1L: Good morning, Your Honor. Pat 
19 Lundvall and Aaron Shipley here from McDonald, Carano, 
20 Wilson, on behalf of Pardee Homes of Nevada. Brian 
21 Grubb is the gentleman who is my paralegal, and he will 
22 be running --
23 THE COURT: He's the technical person. 
24 MS. LUNDVALL: He's the technical person. 
25 I also have two client representatives in the 

3 

1 courtroom today. We have Chris HallInan, the gentleman 
2 in the blue blazer, and Jon Lash is in the gray blazer. 
3 THE COURT: He's had his deposition taken. 
4 MS. LUNDVALL: That, he has, 
S THE COURT: Welcome. 
6 

1 

B 

Ready to start? 
MR. J.J. JIMMERSON: We are, Your Honor. 
THE COURT: I was told you have some stipulated 

9 exhibits. Do you want to admit those now before we get 
10 started to make sure you can refer to them? 
11 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Yes, Your Honor. Prior to 11 

1< 

13 DEFENDANT'S EXHIBITS 

L4 A through UU 

12 that we just needed to confirm one more set of 
IDENTIFIED RECEIVED 13 stipulated. It's the ~mendments 1 through 8 of the 

(Received via stipulation as 
1~ identified in Defendant's Trial 

Exhibit Binders) 
Ib 

u * k * * 

18 

19 

20 
Zl 

22 

23 

24 

25 

* 

2 

6 14 Amended and Restated Option Agreement, 
15 Pursuant to this Court's advice, I met with 
16 defense counsel and they provided the clean copies. We 
17 have submitted those clean copies as our exhibits, I 
IB believe, 6 through 13. 

19 THE COURT: Okay. And I have -- am I correct? 
20 I have that both parties have stipulated to Plaintiffs' 
21 Exhibits 1 to 14, which would include those. Is that 
22 correct? And 17 and 21? 
23 MR. J.M. JIMMERSON: Yes, Your Honor, that's 
24 right. 
25 THE COURT: And then Defendant's Exhibits A 

1 

'-
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